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SUBTERRANEAN DISSENT IN THE OKEFENOKEE SWAMP: THE LIFE AND POLITICS
OF WALT KELLY’S 1950S POGO

by

JAMES BLACK

Under the Direction of Dr. Gregory C. Lisby

ABSTRACT
Walt Kelly successfully combined political satire in American comic strips for the first time
during the height of the Cold War and McCarthyism. The purpose of this study is to analyze
how and why Kelly initially began interjecting political satire into his comic strip Pogo and how
he was able to avoid being blacklisted during the time of the Red Scare. The scope of this study
includes a history of the medium, a biography of the author, and a discussion of humor as a
means of dissent and personal artistry. The methodology uses both historical documentation and
semiotic analysis of Kelly’s work from high school, the Disney studios, The New York Star and
Pogo. Case studies include gender racial, and political analysis. The findings resulted from an
analysis of the archive. Conclusions reached were that Kelly’s work created a new form of
political dissent that was less satirical than editorial cartoons of the day and more directed toward

the enjoyment of the reader rather than at any political affiliation, a form of comedic writing that
continues to be used today in such forms as the Daily Show, Colbert Report and Saturday Night
Live. This new form of political satire is important to journalistic studies since it reveals a theme
of parrhesia, a Socratic term for speaking truth to power, that was further developed in the
twentieth century by Star columnist I. F. Stone and French philosopher Michel Foucault. The
primary limitation of this study was that Pogo was an extremely personal work, one that could
not be duplicated by others successfully after the author died.
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Figure I.1 Heighdy there, Pogo
INTRODUCTION
The Turkish Journalists Association and the Association of Caricaturists conducted a
panel discussion in Istanbul entitled “Press Freedom in the Light of Humor and the Comics.”
Participants noted that humor had been censored in Istanbul since the Ottoman Empire.
Organization president Orhan Erinç said humorists were gagged in countries where the press was
not free. "The judiciary should display more tolerance towards cartoonists. This is one of the
recommendations of the European Council to widen the concept of freedom of expression,”
Erinç said, “however, the necessary legal amendments to apply this decision are not being
1
Walt Kelly, The Pogo Party (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1956), 11.
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made." The Turkish cartoonist Semih Poroy said humor is the most effective way of mocking
and weakening all members of the political leadership. Humor, according to Poroy, is the great
equalizer: "A caricature mocks the family, religion, school - in short all structures of the power.
Therefore, the ban of caricatures is a reflex of the power. It is not the politician that inspires the
caricaturist but the blank piece of paper." Akdağ Saydut claimed caricaturists who were
opposing the governing were always punished.2
Those in authority can view parody in its normal social application as inappropriate. They
cannot help but feel uneasy when the governed are laughing at the parodies. This is the reason
why humor is virtually abolished in totalitarian societies, making parody an aspect of freedom.
Absolute power requires absolute solemnity. The amount to which a society is free may be
measured by the degree to which it permits ridicule.3
Historically, those in power have banned parody and other forms of political humor for a
variety of reasons, but when parody is used in widespread public media, especially in today’s
uncontrolled media’s dissemination climate, this humor becomes a comprehensively available
leveler. Kenneth Burke claims this “comic corrective” that reduces social distance by deflating
the hierarchies is only one step in the comic process:4
Like tragedy, comedy warns against the dangers of pride, but its emphasis shifts from
crime to stupidity … The progress of human enlightenment can go no further than in
2
Nilay Vardar, "Caricatures - A History of Censorship," Bianet: News in English, May
10, 2011, accessed May 10, 2011, http://www.bianet.org/english/freedom-of-expression/129873caricatures---a-history-of-censorship.
3
Malcolm Muggeridge, "America Needs a Punch," Esquire, April 1958, 61.
4
Kenneth Burke, Attitudes Toward History (Boston: Beacon Press, 1961), 34-74, 166-75.
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picturing people not as vicious but as mistaken. When you add that people are necessarily
mistaken, that all people are exposed to situations in which they must act as fools, that
every insight contains its own special kind of blindness, you complete the comic circle,
returning again to the lesson of humanity that underlies great tragedy.5
Comedy becomes not only a necessary element of human behavior, but also a means of
completing the communication process of a society in general. Communication occurs only
incompletely without some form of feedback. That blind element, whether it is intent or content,
becomes the fodder for ridicule through satire and parody. A government or other social pressure
that insists on the containment of independent and non-concurring emotion or opinion can
remove this ridicule.
Temporary humor suspensions have also occurred in the United States. A recent example
would the time immediately following the events of 9/11. Although the government enforced no
direct edict, most American humor venues self-censored themselves for as long as two weeks.
The late night comedy programs were first to go dark in order to give live updates on the
occurrences. The Onion did not appear for two weeks, and The New Yorker magazine hit the
newsstands with a black cover and without its famous cartoons. Giselinde Kuipers, in her article
“Where Was King Kong When We Needed Him,” claimed, “the general sentiment was that
humor was inappropriate and laughter was impossible in times of such shock and grief.”6

5
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Culture 28, no. 1 (March 2005): 72.
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The late night comedy programs took a much less acerbic tone when they went back on
the air. David Letterman expressed his doubts he could even continue creating a humorous
program:
Watching all of this, I wasn’t sure that I should be doing a television show, because for
twenty years we’ve been in the city, making fun of everything, making fun of the city,
making fun of my hair, making fun of Paul [Shaffer, music director of Late Night with
David Letterman], so to come to this circumstance that is so desperately sad, I don’t trust
my judgment in matters like this … The reason why we were attacked, the reason why
these people … are missing and dead, and they weren’t doing anything wrong, they were
going to work, they were traveling, they were doing what they would normally do, as I
understand it—and my understanding of this is vague at best—a smaller group of people
stole some airplanes and crashed them into buildings. We’re told they were zealots fueled
with religious fervor. If you lived to be a thousand years old, will that make any sense to
you? Will that make any goddamn sense? 7
Jay Leno and Conan O’Brien bestowed similar solemn speeches in lieu of their traditional
opening monologues. The Daily Show on Comedy Central was the last to return. On September
20, Jon Stewart apologized for yet another entertainment show to begin with an overwrought
speech by a shaken host. Fighting back tears, Stewart said:
They said to get back to work. There were no jobs available for a man in the fetal
position under his desk crying, which I would have gladly taken. So I came back here.
Tonight’s show is obviously not a regular show. We looked through the vaults, we found
7
"Late Night with David Letterman," in David Letterman September 17 2001, CBS,
September 17, 2001, accessed March 28, 2012, www.youtube.com/watch?v=As6fZtz5oC4.
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some clips that we thought might make you smile, which is really what’s necessary, I
think, right about now … One of my first memories is of Martin Luther King being shot.
I was five. And if you wonder if this feeling will pass, uh, when I was five years old and
he was shot, this is what I remember about it. I was in a school in Trenton, and they shut
the lights off, and we got to sit under our desks. We thought that was really cool. And
they gave us cottage cheese, which was a cold lunch, because there was rioting. But we
didn’t know that. We just thought, “My God! We get to sit under our desks and eat
cottage cheese.” That’s what I remember about it. That was a tremendous test of this
country’s fabric. This country has had many tests before that and after that. The reason
why I don’t despair is because this attack happened. It’s not a dream. But the aftermath of
it, the recovery is a dream realized.8
Stewart expressed that the grief concerning the events that occurred on 9/11 left no room for
humor, but in the coming months the American public discourse needed its healing power to get
through dark times.
Both Letterman and Stewart spoke about the courage of then mayor Rudy Giuliani who
addressed the healing power of humor again during an October 10, 2001, charity event that
featured several New York comedians when he said: “I’m here to give you permission to laugh.
If you don’t, I’ll have you arrested.”9 The charitable benefit illustrated the importance Americans
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place on the healing power of laughter during a time of grief.10 Bakhtin provides further insight
the public’s need to laugh when explains the responsibilities of the rogue, clown and fool as
emblematic figures:
These figures are laughed at by others, and themselves as well. Their laughter
bears the stamp of the public square where the folks gather. They re-establish the
public nature of the human figure: the entire being of characters such as these is,
after all, utterly on the surface; everything is brought out on to the square, so to
speak, their entire function consists in externalizing things … This creates that
distinctive means for externalizing a human being via parodic laughter.11
Public discourse becomes a self-conscious comic image of itself, cast before the most
democratic, undisciplined and irreverent conception of a public audience.12 It is a means of
taking another look at a situation. Parodic humor is thus a specific cultural form that can help
contribute to the shaping of temporal and social contexts. The practice, meaning and history of
parody are historically variable. What is funny, what is laughed at, what one is permitted and
expected to laugh at, and who laughs with whom at what, all reveal information about a society
or a group while also affecting the society or group. Societal relationships are negotiated, and
society is constructed and shaped, by comedy and laughter.
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Parodic editorializing is never a free for all. At times in American history, either society
or the government produced reasons why parodic imagery should be barred. Be it the anger and
healing process of 9/11 or the management of morale and information during wartime, society
places restrictions on political humor. Furthermore, when capitalism is taken into consideration,
additional self-censoring restricts the information that flows into Bakhtin’s so called Public
Square.13 Thus was the case during the postwar McCarthyism. The 1950s was a time when a
nuclear war was a daily threat, and humor was self-censored out of a fear of being labeled
Communist. American children born in the 1960s grew up with Rocky & Bullwinkle, Get Smart,
and Mad Magazine. They were able to laugh about Soviet infiltration and the atomic bomb by
the time they took their first history class. Raised with television and rock music, they were too
young to have experienced the fear that gripped their nation for over a decade before they were
born. The fear of Communists around every corner was ancient history for them.
The ability to laugh at political humor in a mass medium that reached millions of people
in the United States in the modern age can be traced to one comic strip that began its syndicated
run simultaneously with the advent of the Cold War and the toll the Red Scare took on freedom
of speech in the 1950s.14 Forms of expression that enabled Americans to make sense of the world
appeared contaminated following World War II by unseemly political interests.15 True believers
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began to double their efforts not against outside enemies, but on their neighbors and associates in
the hopes that somehow the brewing Cold War could be won through the prevention of domestic
infiltration.16 This struggle against domestic evils encouraged a rhetorical inspection of artifacts
such as political criticism17 and comic books.18 Censors endorsed boycotts and books were
removed from shelves.19 The FBI kept dossiers on popular writers and secretly filmed patrons
leaving left-wing bookstores.20 Overt politics on the comic page were few. Most newspaper
editors eschewed political subjects in the comics with the attitude that when they were ready to
put a comic on the editorial page, they would ask for political subjects. For the most part, it was
assumed in the 1950s that strips on the comic page were to stay out of controversies.21
What differentiates this decade from others was the acceptance of a relatively small set of
narratives by a relatively large portion of the population. Conformity became a positive value
16
Medford Stanton Evans, Blacklisted by History: The Untold Story of Senator Joe
McCarthy and His Fight against America's Enemies (New York: Crown Forum, 2007), 496.
17
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20, 1954.
18
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and dissent was seen with suspicion,22 yet one comic strip that included political satire not only
was accepted, but was wildly popular as well. Writing in the Canadian Forum in the winter of
1953, Hugh Maclean of the English Department of the Royal Military College of Canada
brushed off most American comics as cynical, topical, or superficial—with one exception:
Pogo remains…perhaps the only heir of Krazy Kat. Pogo is a discontinuous allegory in
the classic tradition, directed (with rare exception) not at present abuses, but at the
vagaries of human nature, which [Walt] Kelly views in a spirit of mildly sad, richly
amused tolerance. Here again is the original pattern of the comics: The picture of struggle
against the odds, not for gain, nor destined to end happily, but reflecting the way of the
world. Pogo’s is a heroic quest. He is the perfect fool, who knows more than he can say.23
The political allegory and wit of Walt Kelly’s Pogo entertained readers with the exploits of a
possum24 in the Okefenokee Swamp. An unreserved moralist who saw himself as a journalist,
Kelly single-handedly preserved the historical link between the editorial and comic pages. By
circulating the discourse of dissent within the mainstream media, even if it was only on the
comic page, Kelly created scaffolding for others who came after him in both dissent and humor.
Aside from this bulwark, McCarthy’s tactics remained unchallenged during this early period of
the Cold War; those who were against McCarthy and his tactics could be either scared into

22
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submission or blacklisted.25 The biting political humor in Pogo provided a method that
unmasked the senator’s pro-American masquerade.
Walt Kelly claimed that many editors in the 1950s believed that the comic page was the
playpen of the newspaper, a babysitter for the brain. Kelly, however, believed those funny little
drawings could be the most stimulating section of the newspaper. Indeed, it may have been a
surprise to the readers as well that many aspects of Joseph McCarthy could be ridiculous and that
fun could be derived from them in a comic strip:
The cliff-hanger type of strip and the soap opera are good, safe fodder, and as
long as the good guys can be expected to win, the editor is not expected to read
the strips. He assumes that all is hunky-dory, if the strip is any good at all. A strip
with up-to-date humpty-dumptyisms in it is a source of trouble. The editor feels
that he has to read it. According to one thoughtful newspaperman, there is no
telling, “what meat it is upon which our sawdust Caesars feed.”26
Kelly was not the first comic strip artist to play with politics or social commentary, but he was
the first to poke at real politicians. The actual location of the strip was far from nation’s capital.
The Okefenokee Swamp is a shallow wetland that straddles the Georgia-Florida border.
Although it had been on the map for ages, few outside of southern Georgia knew of its existence.
Most of the inhabitants are of the nonhuman variety, but this mosquito-riddled national wildlife
refuge transformed into a microcosm of American political parody and silliness in the hands of a
gifted twentieth-century cartoonist. By 1960, Kelly’s master work was seen in over 600
25
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26
Walt Kelly, Ten Ever-lovin' Blue Eyed Years, 1949-1959. (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1959), 135.
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newspapers worldwide, making the swamp the center of the universe for those who followed the
daily adventures of a possum and his friends.
Born in Philadelphia in 1913, Kelly grew up in the industrialized city of Bridgeport,
Connecticut, the winter home of the Barnum & Bailey circus. His first job was being a
newspaper reporter for the Bridgeport Post. After a brief stint in New York City, Kelly set off
for Hollywood where he became an animator for the Walt Disney Studios. Upon returning east in
1941, he began cranking out comic books for Dell Comics. It was here that Pogo the Possum was
born. As art editor for the New York Star, Kelly introduced Pogo in comic strip form by using the
same cast that had appeared on the newsstands. The Star run only lasted for three months, but
once syndicated, Pogo became the fastest growing daily comic strip of its time. Kelly also sold
over 300 million copies of Pogo compilations and original storybooks.
Doonesbury artist and writer Garry Trudeau, certainly no stranger to cultural and political
comic strips, said Walt Kelly was a triple threat: Pogo was beautifully drawn, exquisitely
written, and enormously popular— a true cartoonists’ cartoonist.27 Few cartoonists exhibited
talents in a variety of areas through a single comic strip. Winsor McCay28 was a master of
fantasy, but so was George Herriman29 who also staked out the realm of literary and intellectual
expression. Cliff Sterrett30 also appealed to intellectuals just as Charles Schulz would later with
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Peanuts. E. C. Segar31 may have perfected farce and parody, but he lacked the keen instincts of
Frederick Opper.32 Crockett Johnson33 touched on the political world, but it took Al Capp34 to
master the incisive, distinctive characteristics of politics as they fit into a personal worldview.
Kelly exhibited talent in all of these areas and many more. Pogo, the only successfully
syndicated newspaper comic strip Kelly ever drew, contained fantasy, literary, and cerebral
soupçons, farce and parody, graphic cleverness, amazing dialogue as well as philosophy, politics,
whimsy, poetry, metaphysics, social commentary, and slapstick.35 He created a new form of
mass mediated political parody that was never brutal, but often sharp to the point of being
surgical. These attributes alone would place Kelly in a league of one, but he did all of this
representing a voice of dissent when other voices were being silenced.
The informational resources found in the news beckoned irresistibly, and Kelly turned
his attention to Joe McCarthy and the ferreting out of the Red Menace. Kelly was not the first
to criticize the junior senator from Wisconsin. Many local editors36 attacked McCarthy on the
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editorial pages37 while still giving him plenty of space on the front page.38 National columnists
I. F. Stone39 and Drew Pearson derogatorily mentioned McCarthy a few times, but the senator
returned fire by insinuating both were Moscow tools.40 McCarthy even told people not to buy
the hats manufactured by the sponsor of Pearson’s radio program, the Adam Hat Company.41
Newspaper editors began to develop their own unwritten codes for comic strips so that
they would appeal to the greatest number of readers. Taboos varied from editor to editor.
Cartoonist Dave Breger said forbidden topics were flexible and could not be shackled to a
written code. Editors made their determinations from an infinite combination of moods,
experiences and circumstances, but they did so in the hopes of attracting the largest circulation

Examples: "Sen. Joseph McCarthy," editorial, Greenfield Recorder-Gazette, March 6,
1950, accessed April 30, 2011,
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possible.42 Rather than reflect reality, comic strips began to personify the fantasy life of the
American majority.43 Such conventional knowledge resulted simply in unexceptional new
comics.
This fantasy life of the American majority, especially as it pertains to politics, occurred
simultaneously with the advent of the Cold War and the toll the Red Scare took on the freedom
of speech in the 1950s.44 Forms of expression that enabled Americans to make sense of the world
appeared contaminated following World War II by unseemly political interests.45 True believers
began to double their efforts not against outside enemies, but on their own neighbors and
associates in the hopes that somehow the brewing Cold War could be won through the
prevention of domestic infiltration. 46 This struggle against domestic evils encouraged a
rhetorical inspection of artifacts such as political criticism47 and comic books.48 Censors
endorsed boycotts and books were removed from shelves.49 Overt politics on the comic page
42
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43
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were few. For the most part, it was assumed by the 1950s that strips on the comic page were to
stay out of controversies.50
Pogo began when even Lenny Bruce was performing such non-political material as
imitations of Jimmy Cagney, Humphrey Bogart, and Edward G. Robinson, all with German
accents.51 Mort Sahl would not utter his first political joke about McCarthy in a San Francisco
underground comedy club until after the Kelly had already dipped the character who
represented the junior senator from Wisconsin into a cauldron of tar in 1953.52 Editorial
cartoonists such as Kelly’s friend Herb Block (Herblock) may have skewed McCarthy
regularly once the senator was well known,53 but comic strips at that time were free of
politics. Al Capp had made fun of capitalism and the “radical right” in the 1940s, but never
named names. Kelly’s work included actual politicians as characters. Edward R. Murrow
exposed McCarthy’s political tactics a full year after Simple J. Malarkey was already tarred
and feathered in Pogo. By satirizing the senator during the height of his popularity, Kelly
renewed a unique form of political dissent in mainstream entertainment. Kelly had no way of
knowing if editors would stay with him. Though most of them ultimately did, several moved
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the strip to the editorial pages.54 The Simple J. Malarkey strips were thus a turning point in the
history of comic strips for Kelly’s courageous dissent.
Kelly was politically pertinent on the comic pages when other cartoonist such as Bill
Mauldin and Al Capp either decided not to be or were thwarted. In the 1950s, eighty percent of
adults bought a daily newspaper, but the average metropolitan reader spent only four minutes
reading the news on the front page and forty minutes reading the comics, sports and other
entertainment features.55 These important historical artifacts outside the traditional narratives of
the era remained popular and were read by millions of people daily. More Americans read
Kelly’s 1953 scathing characterization of Joseph McCarthy as a deranged wild cat than any
single editorial in the nation. Milton Caniff, creator of Terry and the Pirates and Steve Canyon,
said that other comic strip people never mentioned the McCarthy character to Kelly: “We never
criticized it. We were delighted by it. In fact, we were wondering whether or not he’d get away
with it.”56
Recently, however, the Okefenokee seems to have fallen off the map. Kelly died in 1973.
One can only wonder how the swamp bard would have handled Watergate, the Reagan
administration, or Desert Storm. Although the family tried to keep the strip alive in various
incarnations, the strip remained dead in the water. None of the original books are in print. Until
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recently, little information about the life of Kelly was known outside of his family except for
marketing propaganda released by the Post-Hall Syndicate, and this was quite often written by
Kelly—a man well known for never allowing facts to get in the way of a good story. No
biography in book form exists. Short interviews and other primary sources of information
concerning Kelly have been published in Pogo strip collections released before and after his
death. This is an important time, a time of the Hollywood Ten and Red Channels57 when similar
artists in other media were denied a livelihood simply because of their associations. It is
important to know how and why Walt Kelly was successful with his political humor on the
comic page since humor can be a form of dissent. Dissent is important to any democracy. It is
especially important to trace forms of dissent during times when it is squelched.

I.1 Significance
Kelly was renowned for his meticulous artwork, his courageous narrative, and his
masterful command of language. He was among the first to use a variety of lettering designs as
essential personality traits of his characters, and was among the few cartoonists who accepted
full personal responsibility of his work by not only drawing and writing the strip, but also by
owning the copyright of the strip’s characters. Kelly pioneered in the innovative use of the comic
strip as a medium of delivery for sharp and unblinking commentary on contemporary social,
political and moral problems. He was the first to use representations of real politicians in comic
strips, and certainly the first cartoonist to include zoomorphic avatars of real politicians in an
anthropomorphic world. Kelly became famous in 1953 when he represented Senator Joseph
57
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McCarthy as a wildcat and villain.58 Walt Kelly was both subversive and popular during an
extraordinary time. He had a lot to lose financially by experimenting politically at the height of
McCarthyism, especially since the strips marked the first time McCarthy had been mocked
outside of the editorial pages in a national medium. The National Cartoonist Society named him
“Cartoonist of the Year” in 1952 and elected him president of the organization two years later,
the night before he represented the organization in front of a U.S. Senate committee investigating
comics and their effect on juvenile delinquency. The lack of an organized biography of the
cartoonist is almost criminal.
Kelly often complained about academics trying to search for too much meaning in his
strip. A poem does not mean anything, it just is. The idea that the “work speaks for itself”
cannot explain how one man could create such a personal work for 25 years. The work as a
whole takes on a different dimension since it becomes a reflection of the author. Furthermore, a
single cartoon should not be subjected to this form of criticism because of the tremendous
amount of ambiguity in such a condensed work. Instead of thirty pages to constitute arguments,
Kelly took a range of thoughts and condensed them to three or four panels per day. It is
important to study the creator’s relationship to the strip, especially given the tremendous amount
of thought that went into the panels every day. Scientists cannot understand the significance of a
culture by looking at one hieroglyphic on the interior wall of a pyramid. A cartoon has a
similarity since it only gives us a limited number of details. The audience of this specific cartoon
can be indoctrinated into Pogo’s world so that it can laugh more heartily and understand the joke
more fully when it is know where the artist is coming from. The mystery of Kelly’s
58
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consciousness is critical in understanding the significance of the Pogo over time. We now
recognize that there is more to the puzzle than simple marks on a page to the extent that Kelly
indeed wrote essays that retained readers over as much as two months only allows us to better
understand the significance of the work. This is the reward and the justification in getting into his
life, the world that Pogo reflected. In Kelly, we have a legacy that took years to develop at the
same time it produced a national audience.
Reading a comic every day is a discipline because it requires deciphering a condensed
form of art over time. You may want more, but you have to wait for it just like you would
medicine. Any medical theory not only examines the composition of the pills, but also the nature
of the doctor, the malady, the patient, and the basic fact that the patient continued to return to the
doctor for a successful therapy. In the case of Pogo, the creator seemed to be coping with the
events of the day just like everyone else, but he also created at the same time an aesthetic object
that enables a deeper experience of reflection. Pogo was a form of therapy. America needed to
laugh at about the time Kelly’s Pogo emerged on the national scene. It was a postwar time when
another war, this time nuclear in scope, was a real possibility. A better understanding of Kelly,
not only reveals a deeper understanding of his work but also a better understanding of the
zeitgeist of 1950 Americana.
It is not uncommon for a comic strip to outlive the life of the original creator. For
instance, Chic Young created Blondie in 1930 for King Features Syndicate. Possibly the most
successful comic of all time, the original strip was an attempt at continuing the format of
Young’s earlier strips The Affairs of Jane, Dumb Dora, and Beautiful Bab. Blondie Boopadoop
was a carefree flapper who spent her days entertaining mostly rich older gentlemen at dance
halls. The strip evolved three years later when she married Dagwood who was disowned by his
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railroad tycoon father, J. Bollinger Bumstead, for marrying beneath the family’s expectations.
When the check for their honeymoon bounced, the newlyweds were forced into living in middleclass suburbia. The strip continued to adapt to the changing times over the course of the next
eighty years, constantly returning to situational gags while introducing new to keep up with a
changing world. Both Kelly and Young died the same year. Whereas several attempts to revive
Pogo failed, Blondie has continued to thrive under a group of writers and artists led by Chic
Young’s son Dean Young. Blondie continues to thrive in the modern world scenario. Pogo,
however, may have taken place in an actual locality; the real world of Pogo took place in the
mind of one person. Rather than being a reflection of real world circumstances, Pogo reflected
an ideal world that invited the reader to participate and then become part of the mythological
culture.
While you find Blondie in over one thousand American newspapers, it will always be
anodyne. The depth of Kelly’s writing invited the reader into his world. His form of political
parody was subversive without seeming so. Kelly tickled the feathers of philosophical and
ideological consciousness without ruffling them so severely that the bird died or flew away.
Kelly produced parables that opened new dialogues in a mass mediated form but he hid them
amid the slapstick, chaos, inside jokes, and community fish fries. Jack’s mother threw out the
beans, but in doing so ignored the possibility of the beanstalk transformation. Kelly was a great
artist, but he would not have been successful if people did not enjoy his work. Furthermore, these
parables took several days, if not a couple of months, to complete. Since all parables operate as
enthymemes, the reader had to insert his or her own knowledge and beliefs in order for the lesson
to be completed. Humor in Pogo sometimes seems to come from nowhere. It took skill to read
Kelly beyond the puns, to develop knowledge about the pattern in the script so that the joke
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could be appreciated. Kelly’s identity is important to “get” Pogo. Careful observers would seek
hidden messages in Pogo in order to fill in the blanks left by the author. Pogo gave Americans
more than just a laugh; Pogo created a space for reflection at a time when few people could
afford to do so out of fear. Kelly was careful to resist the label of political satire, saying that he
only wanted to make money and have a good time. This probably was true, but his form of fun
was that of a newsman who was knowledgeable about the world around him. We are able to fill
in some more of these blanks by examining the life and times of Walt Kelly.
Kelly tickled rather than ruffled the feathers of the political community. Looking back on
an in-depth reading of Pogo with an understanding of his life reveals not so much an artist and
his work, but America’s humanity in motion. The casual reader may have laughed at what Albert
the Alligator said, but a closer analysis of the strip reveals that American was laughing with his
creator rather than at the creation. This is an invitation to enter Walt Kelly’s life, but for the most
part Kelly was invisible to the public. The syndication often released promotional material, and
Kelly conducted public appearances. These occasions only presented a guarded character of who
the real man was. The only way a reader could enter Kelly’s personal life was as a guest of his
public persona. Until now, the strip had to speak for itself. Even so, it is widely acknowledged
that Pogo was one of the greatest comics strips of all time.
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Figure I.2: Hey, Steph, whatcha reading?
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I.2 Methodology, Structure, and Focus of Study
This dissertation will seek to answer how mainstream political humor not only survived,
but also thrived in tens of millions of homes everyday in the form of Walt Kelly’s Pogo in an age
of blacklisting in the other media. In order to do this, both the life of Kelly and the Pogo strip
must be placed in time and place using textual analysis and historical method. A composited
back-story is necessary for other academics interested in the field. To facilitate an accurate
description of his life, the author of this dissertation examined media archives, promotional
material, personal letters, and artifacts from the Kelly archive at the Billy Ireland Cartoon
Library and Museum at Ohio State University.
The story of the man is irrelevant without a thorough investigation of the strip during the
time period. Critics of any aesthetic work such as a comic strip must be open to various
interactions within the construct. This will require a degree of subjective analysis. Northrop Fry
maintains that, “Understanding begins in a complete surrender of the mind and senses to the
impact of the work as a whole, and proceeds through the efforts to unite the symbols toward a
simultaneous perception of the unity of the structure.”60 This immersion method is more of an
attitude than a methodology and relies too much on the subjectivity of the critic. Too much
subjectivity would invalidate the analysis beyond the immanent needs of the practitioner such as
any form of duplication of the process. Albert Scheflen outlines three steps in his version of
content analysis:
First you must agree on the frame of reference. Focus on the form … resisting the
temptation at this stage to abstract qualities. Second, your observations must be
60
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first-hand … Third, you must not be satisfied to isolate bits of behavior and
merely measure or count them. It is the relations of the elements or events, the
configuration, the pattern we are after.61
The third step to this approach seems especially useful for analyzing a comic strip, but remains
little more than a general orientation. Arthur Asa Berger suggests a more systematic procedure
that still permits insight by the critic that is more rigorous in its application. Berger’s method was
demonstrated on print advertising, but sufficient similarities exist with this form of
communication and the comic strip. Both rely on verbal and nonverbal codes. Dialogue both
supplements and competes with the image, but either one can be predominate at any given time
while they both reinforce the primary message. Berger focuses on both the written word and the
images individually while recognizing the aesthetic whole is created by the coexistence of the
individual elements.62 This will be the primary method for analyzing Kelly’s work:
1

A complete and detailed description and analysis of the components in the work.
These components would include:
The general ambiance of the work, mood and purpose.
The use of balance within the image or between the verbal and nonverbal elements.
The number of elements and to what extent they compete.
The significant images and symbols and for what reasons.
The function of the language. Specific techniques of the writer should be noted.
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the effect of the different types of faces used
the specific role or function in society of the focal entity/item
the facial and other nonverbal expressions, implied relationships, ages, social classes
and other related things
The location of action and the importance of the space, including how the background
gives meaning to the figures.
2

Identification the specific socialization functions of the work such as what models are
provided to imitate and what roles should be accepted by society.

3

An analysis of the work as a reflection, either directly or indirectly, of the social
problem and/or phenomena.63

The primary time of study will be from the introduction of the syndicated strip in 1949
until the introduction of Simple J. Malarkey, the character that represented Joe McCarthy and
solidified Kelly as a political satirist during the early Cold War era. By the end of this year,
Kelly’s political parody and humor was fully developed. It was during this short span of time
that Pogo became one of the most influential and widely read comics in America. Kelly was
indeed an auteur who maintained total artistic and creative control over the content, form, and
evolution of the strip. His work was culturally recognized, comparatively sophisticated, and
complex in presentation. He became one of the first cartoonists to utilize front-page characters in
a strip intended for humor rather than an overt editorial. This time period is also significant
because it correlates with rise and eventual censure of Joe McCarthy, an early foil to Kelly’s wit.
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This dissertation will investigate the state of humor and the comic strips in the 1950s in
order to discover how these two states may have allowed the vehicle Kelly used to contribute to
the political conversation of the day. Comic strips are powerful messengers to the public. At the
time of Pogo, newspaper comics reached over fifty million readers a day and were the most read
feature of newspapers after the front page. 64 Their function and potential influences to the
American culture requires close and earnest examination. The funnies were so well established
by the 1950s that the numbers alone justify serious study, but Kelly proved to be an enigma since
his work was radically different from others at the time. Pogo was a personal narrative that
represented the worldview of one author, and by the end of the study Kelly was in the position to
speak for the industry as president of the National Cartoonist Society.
The focus of the study will then turn to an analysis of certain themes that appear in both
Pogo and the life of its creator. Kelly had a built-in alibi for his political merriment. After all,
Pogo was just a comic strip in the minds of most Americans. The vast amount of the daily strips
consisted in bad puns and overall slapstick comedy. He only occasionally brought politics into
the strips and shunned labeling his Pogo in any way, claiming that the characters where different
aspects of his own personality. Kelly’s history, however, proves that there was more to this
reasoning than an excuse for creating what many perceive as one of the greatest comic strips of
all time. The circus plays an important role in the comic strip, especially during the presidential
campaigning season. Kelly grew up only a few blocks away from the winter quarters of Barnum
& Bailey Circus. Ostriches, elephants, and other exotic animals were commonplace during his
childhood. His home was close enough to the cages that he could have gone to sleep at night
64
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listening to the howls of the animals. The circus performers and other workers were also in town.
Although he tried other professions as a young adult, he returned to being a reporter because it
was more fun. His time at Walt Disney Studios was one of music and amusement. He decided to
use the craft he learned from the studios to create children’s comic books when he returned to the
east coast.
Kelly insisted that Pogo was a form of self-indulgent journalism. The entirety of Kelly’s
career consisted of drawing and writing for the media. His first job when he was a teenager was a
reporter. He supplemented his income with editorial cartoons and other newspaper art.
Throughout his life, Kelly always referred to himself as a “newspaper man,” even when he
worked for Disney. His work at the New York Star was conducted during the Social
Responsibility era of journalism. Several speeches concerning this subject were found in his
personal papers. His editorial work as art director for the paper reflected the lack of humor
popular with editorial cartoons of the time, but it was expressive enough to win an award that
normally was presented to a reporter. Later in life he would socialize more with reporters,
columnists and other writers rather than with other cartoonists. Readers of Pogo will instantly
recognize newsroom buffoonery for the characters in the strip form both a newspaper and a
television program within the first two years of syndication. Further reflection reveals a theme of
parrhesia, a Socratic term for speaking truth to power. This idea was developed in the twentieth
century first by Star columnist I. F. Stone and later by French philosopher Michel Foucault. This
theme will be developed in this dissertation by examining the strips and by locating situations in
Kelly’s life in which he would have learned this specific craft of journalism.
The possibility of an integrated society was an example of how Kelly used the craft of
parrhesian journalism and will be the focus of the fourth chapter. Kelly would later describe his
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hometown of Bridgeport as an early illustration of internationalism in practice, a place where it
did not matter the nationality of a last name or the color of one’s skin. All of the schoolchildren’s
fathers worked in the same factories side by side. He was taught in school to think beyond simple
acceptance of the different races. Race simply did not matter. This is certainly reflected in Pogo
since the main cast of characters in the swamp consisted of animals from different species living
together as equals. All of the younger animals called older males “Uncle” no matter what species
they were, and the older males referred to each other as “Brother.” Eating anyone except for the
fish would result in a declaration of cannibalism. Even the biggest catfish in the swamp would
occasionally make a cameo appearance to forcefully make the land-dwellers throw back the
smaller fish. The biological egalitarianism dated back to the earliest days of the comic book
when the only human inhabitant of the swamp was African-American child named Bumbazine.
Kelly’s use of parrhesia is also reflected the more political aspects of Pogo. This fifth
chapter will analyze the foreshadowing conducted in the strips that ultimately lead to the famous
Simple J. Malarkey appearance. Although many consider Kelly a liberal, he left Disney to avoid
participating in an animators strike against the studio. He ultimately was an equal opportunity
abuser when it came to his pen. His strong belief in the First Amendment rights of thought and
speech came early in life when he worked at the Bridgeport Post. His political leanings may
have solidified during his short time at the Star. Once he was able to take control of his creation
by claiming the copyright, Kelly created a new form of parody to deal with the evil he saw
brewing in society shortly after the World War II. Fully aware of the perceived dangers of Soviet
Communism, Kelly knew that the distrust Americans had for each other may have been the
greater harmful force against the nation. He had no idea if he would lose newspapers by putting
politics on the funny pages, but he gambled his own paycheck on the line to find out. As
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president of the National Cartoonist Society, Kelly fought for the freedom from censorship for
his fellow comic strip creators.
This dissertation will conclude with how these themes continued to influence Kelly’s
work until his death in 1973. Whether he liked it or not, Pogo would run several more times for
president. Bridgeport Bear would continue to bring his political circus to the strip. Other visitors
to the swamp included animals that represented J. Edgar Hoover, Richard Nixon and Lyndon B.
Johnson. Kelly found his creation at the center of a national debate two more times. Even though
Nikita Khrushchev as a pig and Fidel Castro as a goat were clear antagonists when they visited
the swamp, and many believed Kelly should not excite international tension with the characters.
Kelly also lost newspapers when he suggested that some of the schools around the Okefenokee
Swamp were better than others. The message some editors received was that even though his
characters lived in Georgia, Kelly should stay out of local politics. The chapter will conclude
with how Kelly has influenced cartoonists and others who work with political parody in the mass
media.
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Figure 1.1: Pogo with hat
CHAPTER ONE:
COMICS AND KELLY LITERATURE REVIEW
Humorous political discourse is common in today’s America. Late night comics such as
Conan O’Brien, Jay Leno, and David Letterman pan through the daily news for nuggets of irony
and parody for their nightly monologues. Saturday Night Live, known widely for its wilder
political skits, has been on the air for over thirty-five years. Fake newspapers such as The Onion
and satiric television news and commentary programs such as The Colbert Report and The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart often viciously skewer the day’s politics. Live performances presented in
clubs across the country, improvisational groups like The Second City and song and dance
65
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routines from The Capital Steps are recorded and released on YouTube, CD, and DVD. Political
humor has become an essential resource for sustaining the American public culture. Comedy’s
structure, practice, and meaning have become historically significant. Cultures are formed, at
least partially, by what participants see as funny. Social relationships are constructed and
negotiated through laughter.66 Mikhail Bakhtin has produced the dominant approach in historic
humor studies. Bakhtin believed laughter is the expression of a primal folk culture submerged by
the process of civilization. Bakhtin contends that culture has always had its comedians:
There never was a single strictly straightforward genre, no single type of direct
discourse—artistic, rhetorical, philosophical, religious, ordinary everyday—that did not
have its own parodying and travestying double, its own comic-ironic contre-partie. What
is more, these parodic doubles and laughing reflections of the direct word were, in some
cases, just as sanctioned by tradition and just as canonized as their elevated models.67
It is clear from the literature of parody that every possible form of human communication, from
politics to science and religion, has been subjected to some form of parodic imitation.68 Twentyfive hundred years ago, Aristophanes was taking apparently effective sideswipes against
Aeschylus and Euripides; Cervantes and Chaucer mocked the medieval romances; Shakespeare
rolled his eyes at over-acting with Hamlet’s advice to the players. Henry Fielding’s epic poem
66
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Joseph Andrews, one of the first novels written in the English language in 1742, was a parody of
Samuel Richardson’s Pamela written two years earlier. William Makepeace Thackeray’s Vanity
Fair was a mockery of the early nineteenth century English nobility, and Mark Twain had plenty
of fun with James Fenimore Cooper’s Leatherstocking Tales. Parody is thus both traditional and
subversive in Western societies. Subversion and dissent began to characterize political parody in
the twentieth-century, endowing humor with more negative meanings. Rather than functioning as
a means of easing the public for the demands of those in power, parody began to assume the
oppositional function of alternative narratives in society.69
One of the great traditions of twentieth-century mass media was the comic strip. The New
York Times and the Wall Street Journal were the only major newspapers in the United States
during the 1950s that published without them. Calling them “comic strips” or “the funnies” was
somewhat of a misnomer because more often than not, the strip was not intended to receive
laughs. Sometimes the very opposite was true since the gag strip was only one of several types of
comic strips. Max Eastman dismissed the parodic genre with less than a page in his book
Enjoyment of Laughter. Eastman said:
My own explanation of the popularity of the comic strips and the funny page is
that, the dialogue being scrawled into the picture in a rather messy manner, it
requires a little brainwork to decipher it and see how it applies, and to people who
use their brains as little as the average American newspaper reader does, this
intellectual effort is an exciting adventure—especially on Sunday mornings when
he has had a good long sleep and feels up to it.70
69
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Moses Koenigsberg, the father of Kings Features—an organization Walt Kelly would call “the
Sears, Roebuck of comic distribution”71—of course had an entirely different view of the comic
strip. Koenigsberg wrote that the comic strip was an organ of modern culture:
A great muscle that flexed the spirit while it quickened the pulse, it has been a
powerful determinant of national character. It has sown cheerfulness, it has put to
scorn the narrowness of little men; it has discredited the defeatist; it has lifted the
heart and broadened the vision of numberless seekers for a smile; it has spread
optimism by whetting the eagerness to live; it has promoted realism through
disillusionment; it has kept America face to face with itself. Its opulent
contributions to lingual imagery are appreciated even by some of those who
refuse to find delight in the drolleries of such creations as Barney Google, Mickey
Mouse, Joe Palooka, Li’l Abner, Freckles and his Friends, Katrinka, Popeye the
Sailor, Blondie, and The Gumps.72
The answer to why comics were so popular may, indeed, be somewhere in the middle of these
two extremes. Kelly claimed that some newspaper readers were too lethargic to avoid their
favorite comics while “others hunted for them as avidly as sailors do pin-up girls.”73 Even
members of the perceived academic and cultural societies had their favorites. For example,
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Charlie Chaplin claimed that Li’l Abner was the direct descendant of such rugged, homespun
American heroes as Mike Fink and Davey Crocket, and that the character made a play for the
attention of all who love violence and superhuman strength. “For me personally,” Chaplin said, “
Al Capp with his delightful characters, opens new vistas of broad buffoonery with inspirational
satire.”74 At a 1953 press conference for the Chicago press on the occasion of this seventy-fifth
birthday, Carl Sandburg viewed most of the modern media, such as radio and television, with
distress. He lamented:
I’ve read some of the comics that are around now, a dozen or two, just to find out
what some people are trying to do to the youth of the country… Well, I’ve got
grandchildren, but so far they’ve not been polluted. But they have been limited in
their use of them. Those who read them by the dozens every week are in a bad
way… I think Pogo for the young or the old who understands it, it’s health to
them… I go Pogo.75
Kelly believed that editorial cartoons were not a true indication of public thought or sentiment in
any period. “By their nature,” Kelly wrote in the early 1950s, “ they are raw propaganda.” For
example, here are a few editorial cartoons Kelly published in the New York Star in 1948:
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Figure 1.2: It's only the ammunition we've got left

Figure 1.3: All together, now
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Figure 1.4: Fission headache in the Communist world

76

Figure 1.5: Can I quote you on that?
Each of the four editorial cartoons specifically promotes a point of view directed toward the
perceived views of the newspaper’s clientele. The first suggests that American liberals should
76
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concentrate their efforts against the more conservative candidates rather than at each other. The
idea that both Israel and the Arab States would benefit if they worked together is implied in the
second carton. The second set of cartoons consists of Cold War comments concerning the
growing concerns over Stalin’s regime. The last one, where Stalin is both the reporter and leader,
directly suggests that Stalin was controlling Soviet newspapers and that the region did not have a
free press. Drawn in the typical style of the day, these cartoons were designed to promote a
specific point of view. Since the intended effect was to make the reader think rather than laugh,
the force was in the message instead of the results.
The effect of a humorous strip is significantly different. By definition, they are designed
to make people laugh. Making people think is more of a byproduct that depended on the reader’s
understanding of the material. Kelly tackled the idea of a lack freedom of the press again in his
book The Incompleat Pogo:

Figure 1.6: Well, our ol' world series is over

Figure 1.7: What!? Our newspapers is bound by the red blooded printers' ink
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Figure 1.8: No, I never did find out how badly we beat the redbirds

Figure 1.9: It's my contention, friends

Figure 1.10: Well, you don't have to snap my head off
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Figure 1.11: Newspapers are put out by critturs
Although this was a chapter in an original story rather than a daily strip, it basically took the
same form. Kelly is suggesting that American newspapers should not be attacked for a lack of
freedom of the press, and that people similar to Tammananny the Tiger should not blame
newspapers in the age of Social Responsibility if the printed message was not what they wanted
to hear. The story was written in 1953 when the public was experiencing a growing interest in
the new medium of television. It was also the time television was broadcasting McCarthy’s
investigations into possible Communist infiltrations. The story is both a defense of Kelly’s
chosen profession and the editors who may have chosen to move Pogo to the editorial pages
during the Malarkey run rather than the tradition comic section. Kelly believed that the editors
acted in good faith, even though he did not like their decision.
The force of the strip is more of a reinforcement of traditional norms than an attack on a
specific point of view since nothing changed in the swamp. Pogo and Porky simply continue
what are doing before Tamananny’s interruption. Furthermore, Pogo was published in both
conservative and liberal leaning newspapers. “It is the belief of many editors that there are more
people who laugh than there are Republicans even in these times,” Kelly said. “Editors have
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realized that there (sic) more people who are excitable or who enjoy a good cry than there are
Democrats. So the serious narrative cartoon has found its place.” Kelly claimed that more people
read the comics every day than attended movies in a week. Television in the 1950s came closest
to real competition for the attention of America. “With these facts clutched in our hot little
heads,” Kelly continued:
[It] is permissible to state that the cartoon features of the land are an accurate if
somewhat puzzling gauge to public taste… Of course there is a danger to this.
Today we have all sorts of editors fumbling and fiddling with material before it
reaches the eyes of the public. Sometimes a popular strip results and sometimes
not. Sometimes the sort of fare presented is a syndicate man’s idea of public taste
and sometimes it is the dream of an editor of the scheme of a publisher. But by
and large the strips which last are those the public buys.”78
Pogo, however, was the direct result of one man’s imagination. Kelly was solely responsible for
the strip by 1952.

1.1 Comics Research
The primary quantitative research conducted on the comic pages around 1950
concerned how the daily comics could be used to sell products. The funnies proved to be a
remarkably effective advertising medium. Advertisers spent more than $250 million on
Sunday comic pages between 1942 and 1950 for good reason: four out of five adults read the
comics every week. Proof of the strong appeal of comics during this time could be found in a
78
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survey conducted by the Department of Communications in Education, New York
University,79 the first documentary and authoritative report covering “Adults America’s
Interest in Comics.” “Differences in the habit of comics reading among occupational groups,”
the survey said, “are so slight as to justify the statement that comics are widely accepted
reading material in every economic station.” The figures found in this survey back up this
statement:

By Occupation of Head of House
Unskilled
Laborers
Readers …………. 78.9%
Non-Readers….. 21.1%

Skilled
White
Laborers
Collar
& Craftsmen Workers

Professional
and Executive
Workers

85.0%
15.0%

78.0%
22.0%

82.8%
17.2%

Comic reading was widespread among all levels of society. Although the report admits that
there had been a sincere body of opinion that the comics held little appeal to the educated
class, the survey proved otherwise:

79
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By Education

Readers…………
Non-Readers……

Eighth
Grade
Or Less

One or More
Years of
High School

One or More
Years of
College

69.3%
30.7%

87.9%
12.1%

82.1%
17.9%

The percentage of readers among adults who had some college or high school education was
actually higher than found among adults limited to grade school education. Moreover, nine
out of ten parents with children under six years read comics. Only one out of five adults
shared the erroneous belief that cultured or well-educated people did not read comics.80 Even
more important to potential advertisers, comic reading was highest among adults twenty-five
to forty-five years of age when expenditures almost paralleled income. Comic reading
dropped sharply after this age, but held steady at about seventy percent.81
Never in the history of newspapers had a feature been more important to the
circulation of a newspaper. Cartoonist Milt Caniff may have explained the insatiable demands
on of the comic strip best at a morning session of the American Society of News Editors
(ASNE) annual meeting in 1950:
Our function of holding interest is to offset the fact that the news flash is no
longer important. You [newspaper editors] do not sell extras on the street as you
once did. Television newsreel has taken away the headline qualities of the
80
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newspaper’s pictures. It becomes necessary for us to appear in the paper to hold
the reader’s interest. We are the liaison between you and your reader in the
twenty-four hours between purchases of your newspaper. That is what we attempt
to do.82
Caniff claims that no comic strip had ever come close to that of a given news story, or that of
a given picture, on a given day for human interest. The greatest story or the most vivid
photographic beat eventually would run its course and would have little value to the
circulation of the publication. Caniff said he thought it was funny when he heard some latterday “Anthony Trollope”83 complain “one cannot travel about America without encountering
the veddy (sic) same little pictures in each newspaper.” For Caniff, the rise of the syndicated
comic strips reflected the new age.
Far from indicating assembly line thinking,” he claimed, “[a comic strip that is
seen all over the country] demonstrates the unity of basic markets that has enabled
motor car manufacturers in Detroit to produce cars with interchangeable parts,
obtainable at the remotest filling station 3,000 miles away without payment of
duty, where gasoline and oil are chargeable on a credit card good at any state in
the Union.84
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Comic strips have long been a part of the American imagination but received relatively little
serious attention until the late 1960s. A 1950s managing editor of a large Midwestern daily said
confidentially to a Newsweek85 writer: “I understand nothing about the comics, and I have no
confidence that anyone else does.” As for comics reflecting American culture, “that’s like trying
to read social significance into a two-bagger.”86 Many articles and books had been written about
them, but the vast majority were general and borderline superficial.87 Semiotician Arthur Asa
Berger wrote in 1973 that there were several reasons why comics had been mostly ignored. First
of all, some viewed comics as a waste of time and thus of little significance:
Proponents of the “comic books as junk” position argue that they are mechanical,
sub-literary items manufactured to please the lowest common denominator, and
not worth bothering with. There is so much to be done with Henry James,
[William] Faulkner, and other of our greatest writers that they claim we haven’t
got the time to spend on “inferior” forms of culture. Thus graduate students go
through our significant and less significant American writers and thinkers with
fine-toothed combs, while the “junk” that hundreds of millions of people read is
almost totally ignored.88
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Berger claimed there are elitist biases to most academic work. His concern is especially
important in the context of comic strips, which were understudied and, as mentioned before,
considered a childish endeavor. Some may view the examination of comic strips as minutia, but
they are cultural artifacts. They are valid artifacts, not just residual messages, and are worthy of
study. If humans engage in the activity of creating art in order to shape their thoughts and
feelings, then Pogo deserves scrutiny. The spectator may judge the artifact by some canon or
frame of reference, but the comic artist, like any other artist from Pablo Picasso to the local
cabinetmaker, are essentially no different for the comic artist/writer needs no audience to satisfy
the conditions of her own experience. Research into the archive needs to be widened in order to
transform the discipline of historic study.
To understand history requires an attitude of historical inclination. In order to understand
a particular issue, historians must be aware of the pressures and influences of the thoughts and
behaviors of others as well their own understanding of specific issues and developments. Moral
philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre observed, “Man is, in his actions and practice as well as in his
fictions, essentially a story-telling animal.”89 “Enacted dramatic narrative”90 becomes the “basic
and essential genre for the characterization of human actions.”91 The storyteller’s vantage point
in time, values, and character positions the narrative to the audience, and the audience creates a
Arthur Asa Berger, The Comic-stripped American: What Dick Tracy, Blondie, Daddy
Warbucks and Charlie Brown Tell Us about Ourselves. (New York: Walker, 1973), 2.
89
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“we” by identification. Perhaps this is the reason why so many American comic strips have dealt
with realistic characters in situations that closely reflected the times. One comic character to
grow from baby to manhood before the public’s eyes was Skeezix in Frank King’s Gasoline
Alley.92 Urban readers around 1913 enjoyed George McManus’ Bringing Up Father93 as it
presented the social problems of an Irish laborer who suddenly became wealthy. When the
hillbilly culture became popular in the American consciousness in the late 1930s, Snuffy Smith
joined his cousin Barney Google in a strip that began in 1919. Later, Sputnik breathed fresh air
into Buck Rogers whose early space wars paled before the earthly battles of World War II.94
Comic strips, as uniquely American as jazz music, have always been a reflection of our culture.
When Walt Kelly’s work was presented to the Library of Congress, acting Librarian Verner
Clapp said, “The American comic strip reflects not only American humor but many other aspects
of American life. It may become an important document reflecting our social history, our mores,
and our American traditions.”95
The London Times Literary Supplement noted that comic strips had become a social force
of great importance in America by early 1950s. Fifty million comic magazines were sold every
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month with an estimated seventy million readers. Ninety-eight percent of all children between
the ages of eight and twelve read comics from all types of homes and cultural backgrounds. In
addition to the overwhelming popularity among children, an additional sixty percent of the daily
strip readers were adults. American P.X. stores sold ten times more comic books to soldiers than
the other most popular magazines—Reader’s Digest, Saturday Evening Post, Life, and Time—
put together.96 A hundred million people were following the daily comics by 1963, twice as
many as those who read the daily editorials in their newspapers, yet the comics remained the
most understudied section of the newspaper by scholars.97 The billions of hours every year
devoted by readers prove that the comics had become a primary transmitter of the goals and
values of our culture. It is therefore necessary to examine the medium to see what American
society was being told about itself.
Comic strips cannot be judged like other artistic endeavors because they do not stand or fall
by a single creation. Comic strips are now bound in books, and the story line can be read from
start to finish, but somehow reading the strips one after another takes away from the power of the
art. Studying comics from a book is similar to studying television shows from DVDs. The
medium of delivery is different. The content may be the same, but the initial reaction to a highly
anticipated serial installment is diminished. Studying comics as a genre of literature is
problematic because the art form is continuous. The only way to study them is in an unnatural
environment for they are designed to expose plot and character developments incrementally over
time. A cliffhanger presented in one strip would require at least twenty-four hours, if not an
96
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entire weekend, in order to find out how the situation was rectified. The power and charm of the
comic strip during its heyday was that it constantly renewed itself. It was there for only a
moment and then would not be seen again until the next morning’s coffee and cereal, as John
Updike noticed, “when the story would evolve another notch, like a big cogwheel that the full
diurnal sweep of our ticking lives has barely budged.”98 Each daily feature is expected to be
entertaining and creative, but the quality of the characters, plot line, and art is judged over time.
That same cliffhanger presented in book form simply requires a turn of a page.
Sustaining a main character and cast of supporting characters takes a great deal of energy
since the comic must be produced for a weekly run of seven days, forcing the cartoonist to keep
up a demanding schedule for years. Furthermore, a one-column comic strip equaled nine column
inches of newshole each day, or one hundred and ten columns of newshole per year. 99 In other
words, a year’s worth of Pogo equaled the total space of one day’s standard size newspaper. Yet
instead of being yesterday’s news, Pogo was able to sustain interest in a problem developing in
government over several months.
Comic strip historians disagree whether the original strips in the late 1800s were intended
for children or adults.100 According to an unpublished history of the comic strips by Walt Kelly,
daily strips created specifically for adults began to multiply quickly when editors and publishers
98
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realized the effect comics had on circulation: “Comic strips were soon designed for the
commuter and the housewife.”101 These early strips were meant to be funny and to entertain no
matter who was looking over whose shoulders. Naughty, uncontrollable children102 and
henpecked husbands103 were the main characters. By the mid 1950s, comic strips had catered to
such diverse interests as boxing, airplanes, marriage, wealth, and social positions,104 but most of
them, with the exception of Li’l Abner, seriously lacked humor beyond the site gag.105
The early strips consequently painted a distorted and satirical view of a society where
housewives and children were in charge.106 Comic strips had developed all of their essential,
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modern characteristics by the first decade of the century. They were neither illustrated jokes
nor ordinary comic pictures with captions, but true pictorial stories with captions replaced by
balloons—a technical term for dialogue bubbling out of a character’s mouth. Narration was
reduced to terms such as “Meanwhile,” “The next day,” and “Back on the farm.”107
Although the balloon dialogue may have helped in simultaneous dialogue, the
technique took away from the space previously used for the artwork. Drawing in small
squares had always been difficult, but the added space needed for the dialogue forced the
action into even smaller areas. The art began to suffer. The best a more gifted artist could do
was to yearn for more fortunate circumstances. The characters would be the greatest victims.
One glance was all a reader would need to know who was in the strips. With few exceptions,
the villains were invariably foul and disturbing, and the heroes were all gorgeous and angellike. New material and characters were needed each week, especially as a strip grew in
popularity and the demands on the strip became virtually insatiable.108
Most of the standard strips were beginning to show their age after the end of the war.
Most of the comic strips were no longer funny for real life was buried or negated in favor of
the fragile attraction of wish fulfillment. According to Hugh Maclean,109 comic strips by the
1950s fell primarily into four categories: the gag, the hero, the domestic drama, and the
disinterested comment. For the most part, the gag comic relied on the immediacy of the
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situation, but the genre had fallen to repetition and blandness. A few comics remained as a
strip or single boxes built around a single humorous situation such as Blondie, Mutt and Jeff,
or They’ll Do It Every Time. During their prime, these strips aimed to arouse amusement by
making the reader smile at the predicaments of the central figure while appreciating those
figures indestructability and nonchalance. The perceptive reader could grasp the necessity of
the struggle while laughing at the complacent confidence of the protagonist and admiring his
tenacity.110 They reflected a confident and joyful spirit, which combined aggressiveness with
an understanding of life’s limitations. The main characters of these strips began to be bogged
down in a different and less pleasing light. Adolescents, abnormal drones, and others who
would disturb the peace became the central focus. Those who created these strips cravenly
yielded to a second rate morality that reflected its cynicism in being able to resist challenge.111
A reaction to this apparently unpalatable truth was inevitable. New protagonists began
to appear in the form of the hero. Tarzan was the first among them, followed by a
monotonous succession until Superman arrived in 1938. Either America grew tired of being
satirized or newspaper editors discovered they could sell more papers by worrying their
readers than amusing them. The result was the horror and crime-loving public became better
served than the fun-loving public. Children continued to be naughty and couples continued to
innocently quarrel, but Rube Goldberg’s dazed Mike and Ike, Fred Opper’s Happy Hooligan,
and Milt Gross’s Count Screwloose no longer had jobs. Al Capp complained that:
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In their place came a sobbing, screaming, shooting parade of the new “comic” strip characters: an orphan who talked like the Republican platform of 1920; a
prizefighter who advised children that brains were better than brawn while
beating the brains out of his physically inferior opponents; detectives who
explored and explained every sordid and sickening by way of crime and then
made it all okay by concluding that these attractively blueprinted crimes didn’t
really pay: and girl reporters who were daily threatened with rape and
mutilation.112
Suspense strips, although enormously effective, disdained fun and fantasy. Editors wanted
them so syndicates looked for new strips of similar content.
Blondie retained some of the old style fun, but Dagwood was always a strange type of
hero. Occasionally he was able to complete a nap, enjoy an undisturbed bath, or get to work
on time, but Blondie would always dominate the household; Dagwood’s career was one of
servitude. This leads to the second, and most numerous, form of comic strip popular when
Pogo first became syndicated. What passed as comic strip heroes by this time were not
champions at all, but central figures who owed their power and success to either machines or
situations often beyond their control. The epic pattern of vine-swinging Tarzan even gradually
degenerated into a cliffhanger. Central figures of pageantry113 or those forced to carry flamed
torches in the middle of night due to circumstance114 had long replaced traditional heroes of
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courage and character. Furthermore, they often depended on the periodic visitation of another
character to rescue them from whatever tyrant who had them cornered.115 Even upright boxing
hero Joe Palooka116 temporarily escaped the ring when he married cheese heiress Anne Howe
in 1949. The interchangeable space-traveling science fiction heroes lived in the future so they
had what could only be seen as unlimited resources so that no situation was insurmountable, a
plot device that released them from the plausibility of reason and the sacrifices of suspense.
Although extremely popular in the 1930s and 1940s, by the 1950s the superhuman
heroes never even had a chance. Readers could easily grow tired of the characters once all
their powers were revealed. There was only so much that Superman117 could do in order to
retain some form of suspense. Popeye,118 on the other hand, was the rarity in that he
renounced his bravado to become a troubled, coarse stooge. Spinach was rarely used in the
comic strip to unleash the sailor’s power. Popeye the Sailor actually could be considered the
first supernatural hero since he was often riddled with bullets but never died. His genealogy
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would unleash surprising results. Popeye paved the way for Superman, who fathered other
characters such as Supermouse (a.k.a. “The Big Cheese”), the longest running comic book star
for Standard Comics in the 1940s, and Terrytoons’ Mighty Mouse, two characters
unfortunately created simultaneously in October 1942. As science progressed, the super comic
strip hero had to progress to even greater challenges. By the 1950s, a fair contingency of them
worked on various planets, bravely defying giant insects and atomic swindlers. They would
reach neighboring solar systems with about as much trouble as a drive out to the suburbs. The
result was a revolution in humor where the lonely, helpless man was replaced by vulgar and
less endearing Popeye characters who, no matter how stupid they were, always prevailed.119
The hero strips were more at home as dreams than in reality, dreams of ambition, power, and
sensuality—resulting in pure escapism. The reader knew that life would never be like that in
the cartoon and was forced to face challenges vicariously.
Avarice and lust were the tools most often used in the domestic drama, the fourth form
of 1950s comic strip.120 Unlike the hero strips that were normally targeted at those of the male
gender, domestic dramas became daily addictions for mostly stay at home housewives. The
women in the story lines were the ones who knew and acted while the men were merely
instruments and plot propellants. True happiness, achieved by money or matrimony, was
normally fleeting. The world may have belonged to the women in this genre, but the
breadwinners were the staff of life. Convention and romanticism were omnipresent, as was
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the lip service to morality. Mary Worth121 was the most dominant example, but other strips
included Judge Parker,122 The Nebbs,123 and Freckles and His Friends. This latter strip,
created in 1915 by Merrell Blosser strayed from its early inceptions as a gag strip into a
teenage version of the domestic drama genre where the minors mirrored the less attractive
social patterns of adults. Parents were merely a source of money for the payment of Freckle’s
liabilities and debts, and others of legal age were pawns for ridicule. Like the hero strips, the
domestic dramas were meaningless fantasies filled with despair, weakness, and the reluctance
of society to face its difficulties. This genre betrayed societies obsessive desire to secure
rights and shirk responsibilities by only noting life’s problems rather than its satisfactions.

1.2 Homogenized Comic Page
Political pressure to homogenize the comic page in order to maximize circulation and
sustain the “mass audience” resulted in restrictions being placed on the comic strip writers in the
post-war era.124 Newspaper editors began to develop their own unwritten codes for comic strips
so that they would appeal to the greatest number of readers. Taboos varied from editor to editor.
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Cartoonist Dave Breger said forbidden topics were flexible and could not be shackled to a
written code. Editors made their determinations from an infinite combination of moods,
experiences, and circumstances, but they did so in the hopes of attracting the largest circulation
possible.125 Rather than reflect reality, comic strips began to personify the fantasy life of the
American majority.126
Minneapolis Star and Tribune editor William Stevens claimed that buying comic strips
was much easier before the newest round of newspaper consolidation. Stevens said, “If the
salesman came to see you first, you bought it. If he came to see you second, but you thought it
was first, you bought it.”127 During the same period, editors who used readership studies learned
that some strips attracted more readers more than others, and some were simply not pulling their
weight.
Felix R. McKnight of the Dallas Morning News claimed the romance of the newspaper
business was the exclusive territory of the reporter. Editors had to keep one eye on Page One and
the other on mounting costs and space limitation born out of eternally rising production
expenditures. Comics, for an editor, amounted to far more than brief interludes of amusement.
They amounted to $60,000 of his yearly budget and ten column inches of precious space every
day, resulting in more space allotment than editorial pages. About one hundred cartoonists
entertained seventy million readers by 1950. In addition to children, four out of every five
125
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American adults read the comics every day. Comics had become an extreme slice of American
life.128 Truisms were bound to develop:
4

The wordless comics have more viewers than wordy comics have readers

5

Gag comics had more readers than serials

6

A newspaper should have several different kinds of comics in order to deliver several
different kinds of readers.129

One truism that Kelly could not accept was that readership of intellectual strips was near the
bottom of the list in popularity in most local newspaper polls. Kelly said, “All that a newspaper
has to do is drop the strip so characterized and it soon discovers who answers polls. Hundreds of
letters have flooded editorial offices and switchboards have literally been plugged up with
incoming calls of protest.” In almost every case, according to Kelly, the strip was restored
usually with a front-page apology to the readers. “To me,” he said, “this would prove that some
large sections of the public do not respond readily to polls.” Yet Kelly believed that most editors
assumed that the comic page was the “Playpen of the newspaper, or sort of inert babysitter for
the brain,” where it could be the reverse. Kelly wanted the comic sections to be the most
stimulating,130 but he also said that the antics of his swamp creatures were often puzzling to him
as well and that it was sometimes difficult to figure out what was going on in his own strip. Kelly
believed that a comic strip artist had a higher calling than just getting laughs for the sake of the
128
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chuckle: “We (the American people) have become a nation of introspects in an almost dangerous
way,” he declared. The job for cartoonist was to restore the sense of humor, to present a true
portrait of where society was heading and what it was doing—not just to be funny, but also to
ease those days when it is pretty black.131
Kelly claimed that the younger generation turned more toward comic books in the
postwar years than to the comic page: “Comic books have proved to be so popular with younger
readers that many children cannot be bothered with the spasms of genius which appear daily in
the newspapers.” Thus, his conclusion was that comic books were the domain of children and the
adults were the primary reader of the comic page. Kelly claimed:
The adult feels silly carrying a comic book onto the local for home. But he can
assume a position of dignity with the daily strip… Meat, potatoes and whiskey are
a man’s diet and in newspaper terms this consists of subtle and sometimes
interminable records of heartbreak and frustration; windy skullduggery and family
triangles.
Children were interested in quicker action. If there were to be a fight, somebody had to hit
somebody. Adults who read comics were more likely to be absorbed in anti-communist plots and
subterfuge. “Therefore,” Kelly wrote:
The man today may perhaps be described as one of goodwill with a large share of
general knowledge that has unfortunately ragged holes and half truths patched
through it. He wants the right thing to be done, as always, but there are so many
advisors and sources of information open to him now that he has little time for
solid fundamentals. He is better educated than the man who started reading
131
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newspaper cartoon features about a hundred years ago, perhaps, but sometimes
his education has not resulted in enlightenment.132
Thus, 1950s comic strips allowed violence, racial prejudice, injustice, and power politics—things
Kelly saw as perversions of an educated civilization. The formula of Hollywood and the
Saturday Evening Post was employed to justify the means: “The happy ending, the justification
of Gethsemane, the destruction of the recognized, type-cast monsters lends an American Boy
light to the whole proceeding making it all larger than life.” The solution to the problems
presented in serial comic strips normally left the readers the most cold. The solutions were never
as intriguing as the trap of fate that preceded it. A reader laughs when the mold is broken,
becomes excited with an escape from routine, and saddened by the pity of it all. “Generally
speaking the comic strip reader, if the fare offered is to be used as a yardstick, is in his own heart
an anarchist,” Kelly wrote. “And perhaps this is true with every man.”133
“In addition to being a sonofabitch,” Kelly wrote, “man is a nice guy.” Several gentle and
humorous strips existed in the 1950s, but they were in the minority. Kelly disagreed with Al
Capp when he said that all humor is cruel: “Maybe the conclusion can be that the modern
cartoonist is actively concerned with the fears and anxiety of man. One type offers relief, the
other offers solution.” Kelly claimed that there was a time when people ate such food as was
available and read whatever was handy and all died like flies. “Fodder was fodder and in
America it was often pretty plain.” Although cartoonists in the earliest days drew for a limited
audience, 1950s cartoonists drew for millions of readers in order to be successful. Syndication
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made this possible and the stakes were high. “A cartoonist is not forced to confirm to anything
except public taste as interpreted by editors, publishers, and syndicate men. Public taste in the
widest possible sense dictates generally the areas of interest… Some cartoonists are able to lead
editors. Not many.”134

1.3 1950s Humor Ripe for Change
James Thurber bluntly blamed the lack of comedy in the 1950s on McCarthyism. “During
the last five months in England and France, the word I most often heard applied to American
writing, including comedy, was ‘conformist,’ a polite way of saying ‘timid.’” Intelligent people
among the European allies were shocked and bewildered by the beating American writers and
artists took during the McCarthy era. “We are now living under the threat of the Brink of Was,”
James Thurber noted. “All this is having its effect upon every area of comedy.”135 This was
certainly true in the industry of comic strips.
By the 1950s, comic strips had catered to such diverse interests as boxing, airplanes,
marriage, wealth and social positions,136 but most of them, with the exception of Li’l Abner,
seriously lacked humor beyond the site gag.137 Following the New York City newspaper strike
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in 1953, the public begged the newspapers to print the daily comic strips that were lost to the
shut-down. Baffled by the focus of public distress, John Lardner138 wrote that other than Li’l
Abner and Pogo, humor left the comic page years before the strike. “We call them ‘comic
strips’ or ‘funny papers,’” Larder claimed, “but what is so amusing about crime, spy plots,
personal disorganization, and corruption? Yet these are the themes of the vast majority of
‘comic’ strips?”139 For a while Pogo’s political humor emerged as the only comic strip true to
the genre’s origin when Abner gave in to Daisy May’s charms. Comic historian Ron Goulart
said that even though Li’l Abner remained popular, “something went out of the strip with the
wedding, and the domesticated Abner was not the man he had been before the fateful day
when Marryin’ Sam tied the knot.”140
The comic strips of the 1950s were no longer depending on characterization to provide
unique, well-rounded personalities that had previously made the strips credible and absorbing.
Most strips relied on stereotypes as an easier means of dealing with problems. Rather than
unfolding personalities over time, these strips were riddled with clichés such as the henpecked
father, the freethinking career woman, the clever child, and the defiant teenager. Circumstance
alone could provide the definition and identification of these characters. They have no reason
to exist once they are removed from their role. Rather than being individuals who must face
tribulations, they are the problem itself—removing any sense of surprise or spontaneity, two
138
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key ingredients for humor. Everyday had to be another gag so comics were taking the fastest
road to the punch lines.141 Kelly was different in that his plotlines would meander. Part of the
fun was in the trip itself. The characters in Pogo were multifaceted and flawed. They reacted
differently depending on the situation. Their personality traits emerged gradually and
unpredictably. Pogo celebrated conversation and dialogue. Arguments, misunderstanding and
conversation became a parody on how humans communicated. The balloons were filled with
puns, obscure references, inside jokes, complete nonsense, and, once in a while, subtle and
redeeming wisdom.
Other comic strips were losing their characteristic gaiety for an increasing reflection
on man’s despair. Although they may have originally presented an amiable commentary on
human nature and society, the funny pages began reflecting a corresponding decline in
Western confidence and optimism. Plot was always secondary in the early strips, confined
primarily to dauntless individuality and limitations of the characters. What happened was far
less important than how or even why. Continuity was irrelevant when compared to flair. Mutt
and Jeff always resulted in extravagant fits of violence. The Katzenjammer Kids’ exploits
always resulted in “Bonk!” “Splat!” or “Zowie!” normally emanating from their hindquarters.
Krazy Kat normally resulted with Ignatz looking out from the second floor jail cell after
throwing a brick at the head of his true love. The violence was always the result of continual
defeat and never dampened as the characters met their daily Waterloo. What mattered was
how one met life’s demands rather than the end that almost always resulted in the formula of
defeat. The fun may have reflected knowledge of sadness, but it also mirrored a tolerance of
life’s configurations. This point of view was lost on the comics of the 1950s. Plot for its own
141
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sake became the central focus. What would happen became the primary source of interest.
Even then, never ending wedded bliss, or a weird landscape of sensual or power fantasies,
replaced any hope of a natural cycle. Complete happiness or absolute power was the
dénouement.142
Pogo also began at a time when many others were questioning the state of humor in
western civilization. Malcomb Muggeridge, editor of England’s celebrated humor magazine
Punch, claimed that there was a difference between published domestic and Soviet humor. He
claimed that humor was virtually abolished in totalitarian societies and only existed as a “kind of
Marquis or resistance movement.” Krokodili, the official Soviet humorous publication was so
painfully unfunny that it made the London or New York Times seem, by comparison, seem like a
Marx Brothers’ script. “Humor,” he said, “is an aspect of freedom, without which it cannot exist
at all. By its nature, humor is anarchistic and implies, when it does not state, criticism of existing
institutions, beliefs and functionaries.” Those who inhabit the free world wanted to believe that
humor was unrestricted and abundant. The reality was that the area of life open to ridicule was
steadily shrinking and that a dangerous tendency was becoming manifest in the free world to
take one self too seriously. Irreverence was decidedly out of fashion, and the clown or satirist, if
he chose to stay in business, had to keep a careful eye on his targets lest they frown unduly.143
American author Corey Ford agreed: “Something has happened to laughter in this
country lately, and that’s no laughing matter. Our output of comedy is disappearing, and so are
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the outputters. Tomorrow’s funnymen are turning to other fields.”144 Several magazines in the
1930s had been devoted to serious adult humor and satire including Life, Judge, Puck, College
Humor, Ballyhoo, and Vanity Fair. The New Yorker was the sole remaining magazine that
ventured into the form by the end of the 1950s. Columnists such as Robert Benchley, Ring
Lardner, Donald Ogden Ade, Will Rogers, Damon Runyon, and Irvin Cobb had faded away with
no one there to replace them. Ford summed up the reason for the lack of comedy to one word:
fear.
We’re afraid to laugh. Laughter stems from confidence, and we’re not very
confident about the future nowadays, let alone the present or, for that matter, the
past. We don’t dare poke fun at our national institutions, not at a time like this.
We mustn’t mock the American way of life. How would the cold-war
propagandists twist our words? What would Russia say?145
Jerry Lewis claimed American humor declined after World War II because the world was
suffering a giant shame at having almost destroying itself and laughing was unconsciously
considered irreverent. Comedy fell into the “well-manicured hands of the Madison Avenue bully
boys, who, awed by the enormousness of the monster, began to ‘run scared.’ They were easy
prey for the new American weapon—the pressure group.” Lewis said there was a pressure group
for everything, and their tools of trade were the letter of complaint. “Since comedy satirized
everyday life it is impossible to tell a gag or do a sketch that will not offend someone,
somewhere, someplace. Then there were a few scathing letters to the sponsors, the cranks tough
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off a panic. There are very few areas left to comedy.”146 Even Groucho Marx, who famously
claimed there were no comedians left on Broadway at this time, said the problem with
mainstream humor was the sponsors.
As long as they pay the salaries, they call the tune. You crack a joke about
lawyers, there’s a letter next day from a legal group. You make funny about
doctors, the A.M.A. writes in. You have an audience of thirty million and your
sponsor receives eight letters saying his comedian is a jerk, and he’s terrified.
This is what has cramped humor.147
Censorship in any form is still censorship whether liberals or totalitarians employ it. “No
wonder the current best-seller list offers nothing but childhood reminiscences, or the problems
with rearing youngsters, or cute sayings of kids,” one New York publisher said. “Children aren’t
organized.”148 Certainly sponsors and networks placed restrictions on broadcast comedians, but
Steve Allen claimed that these restrictions were far lighter than one would expect. Occasionally,
he said, the program was asked, but not ordered, to remove a joke or a bit, from his scripts, but
he would continue to do as much satire and social momentary as he liked. There were a few
topics he could joke about in private but were forbidden to do so on the air. That in itself,
however, should not imply any frustration on his part. Other comedians had tough sledding in
television, but it had nothing to do with censorship; “Some of today’s younger comics are
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wonderfully funny, but do not know how to say ‘Good evening’ in a manner that is at once
gentlemanly and authoritative.” As for the suggestion that the day’s humorists were inhibited by
the spirit of the times: “This seems to me a great exaggeration. Most of the funnymen make no
social comment anyway … I know of only one comedian whose jokes make him ‘too
controversial’ for regular TV employment. He is Mort Saul.”149
Saul agreed to a point by claiming too much importance had been attributed to
suppression in attempts to explain the scarcity of satire in 1950s America. Rather than admit a
lack of mental ability or courage, most humorists projected their own inadequacies on to their
audiences. It was the job of those in authority to inhibit, but the comic’s job to challenge.
I’m not denying that suppression exists, but the ultimate taboo is not against racial
or off-color jokes but against intellectual content. For many of my friends in
Hollywood the barter they call living consists of making inferior raw
entertainment products and satire, but contrasts, is a luxury.
Sahl said people who told sick humor with quick punch lines and nothing else fail to jab
at specific targets. The type of humor found in such magazines as MAD fired at anything that
would bleed. He called them juvenile rebels at best. “In satire, introducing a topic without
comment is like learning a language but not having anything to say.”150 For Sahl, humor in the
1950s appeared to be straightjacketed not by the times but by those who did not know how to be
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humorous. This, however, did not explain why Sahl rarely was able to find a job in mainstream
humor outside of nightclubs or the rare supporting role in films.
Groucho Marx, who was almost sixty years old when Pogo was first syndicated,
commiserated with the young humorists of the day.
If a young comedian starts improvising gags, he gets fired. So he says: the hell
with being a pioneer, let’s get rich and not crusade for anything. There are no
more rebels like W. C. Fields … do you remember when he was sponsored by
Lucky Strikes cigarettes, and he kept referring to his son Chester? It was weeks
before the sponsor put Chester and Fields together.151
Muggeridge strongly believe that not only were good humorists rare, but those on the other end
could not take a joke. The humor decay in the 1950s derived from “the growing sense of
insecurity” which haunted every day life:
When institutions and authorities feel themselves to be secure, ridicule and satire
are unobjectionable. The builders of the medieval cathedrals dared to put little
grinning gargoyles on the majestic roofs of those sublime edifices. They saw
nothing incongruous in the juxtaposition of the steeple reaching up into heaven
and a grotesque face jeering down earthward. In the same way, kings and queens
used to have court jesters who were licensed to mock at their persons and their
authority. Power sits too uneasily on a prime minister or a president elected under
the system of universal suffrage for him to take a like risk. The enemy of humor is
fear, and this, alas is the age of fear.152
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There is no place for jesters in a conformist society. Jesters must be put down if they strike a
discordant note. Fear requires conformity and draws people into herds like pioneers circling
wagons. When people are fearful, they want everyone to act the same way, accept the same
values, say the same things, and nourish the same hopes. The conformist society caused a
noticeable diminishing of humorous stock. All great humor, according to Muggeridge, is in bad
taste. Don Quixote was an insult to the Spanish nobility of the time, as was Shakespeare’s
Falstaff to the English. Nikolai Gogol’s Dead Souls got him in trouble with the Czar, and he was
forced to publically plead for forgiveness for even writing it. George Orwell’s Animal Farm, the
greatest satirical work since Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels in Muggeridge’s opinion, only
pleased the Western eye because its application was fallaciously limited to the Soviet Union.
The same might be said about placing Pogo in the swamp. Reuel Denney, in what
appears to be the first article written specifically about the strip for an academic publication,
claims that it was important that these characters were Southern because the image of the rural
Southerner had become the standard image for the rural man in America by the 1950s. The
swamp was necessary not only because other locals such as mountainous regions had already
bean occupied by the likes of Snuffy Smith and Lil’ Abner, but because two of the main
characters, Albert the Alligator and Chuchy le Femme (a turtle) were reptiles. They contributed
to a generalized image of a primal world scene of hinterlands with no roads and backwater
seclusion. The character’s voices and habits paralleled “uncitified” humans whose vices and
virtues were aspects of their isolation from the urbanism of those who were most likely to read
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the comic strip. The rural sociology of Pogo was rhythmically dramatized by the appearances of
normally urbanized outsiders with different values.153

1.4 Difference Between Parody and Satire
Kelly claimed the publishing world had heard complaints that the old humorists were
fading or hiding and the young were nonexistent, but humor is hard to recognize. Kelly believed
that laughter did not come in patterns. Balance could only be achieved with the freedom to laugh
at and with all sides. “If Freedom itself is in danger,” he wrote, “it is not a new situation. The
young man knows this and resents formulae for laughter as he resents formulae for fear. He
wants on of our prescriptions … for he has found it well nigh impossible to laugh while peering
back over his shoulder.” The humorist had to speak out against tragedy, injustice and danger as
well as the absurdities:
“He [must] describe the first three in terms of the last, in Lincoln’s way. With the
target, the safe laugh, pinpointed into oblivion, the whole range must be reopened.
We are all ridiculous. To say this successfully, the young humorous must gather
his strength and his cleverness. The laugh can always be depended upon to well
up out of the balanced mind and the courage of truth.154
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Kelly claimed that the 1950s humorist was fearful of laughing in a small closet where single
room occupancy denotes nothing but privacy: “He understandably feels that his most attentive
following consists of gentlemen in bowler hats and gum shoes.”155 Kelly wrote in 1959:
A widely held and fallacious bit of folk belief is that the audience or readership
level of the country hovers somewhere in the vicinity of the thirteen-year-old idiot
who creeps wetly around on all fours. This TV movie, advertising and publishing
concept goes along pretty much of the time with the thought that everything
God’s world can be determined, proven, and made secure through a poll.156
For Kelly, something had to change and this change created an opening for a new form of
political humor, one that spoke truth to power, but at the same time reinforced social norms. It
this form of political humor also hovered between parody and satire.
Linda Hutcheon noted that the difference between satire and parody is that parody does
not always criticize its targets negatively. Satire, however, possesses a marked ethos that is
pejoratively or negatively coded. An example of this today would be the Daily Show when Jon
Stewart, often savagely and brutally, points out the hypocrisy of politicians and society.
Hutcheon called this a scornful or distasteful ethos, a kind of encoded anger communicated to the
decoder through invective.”157 Modern parody, as developed by Kelly, differs from satire in that
no such negative judgment is necessarily suggested in the ironic contrasting of texts. It only
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rarely projects a negative attitude toward the master discourse that it makes comic, instead
reinforcing the discourse that it parodies. In the end, a perpetual life returns to normal.
Furthermore, parodic art both deviates from an aesthetic norm and includes that norm within
itself as background material.158 For example, this is an editorial cartoon drawn by French
Caricaturist Honoré Daumier of King Louis-Philippe as the “Gargantua.”

159

Figure 1.12: Gargantua
The dialogue in which this parody reinforces is one that questions the necessity of paying
taxes. The intended audience was not the king, but the people feeding him. King Louis-Philippe
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had a never-ending appetite, which makes him larger and larger. Although the workers fed him,
he was also removed from the city in which they lived, depicted in the background. The
government itself instead reinforces him rather than the people. Daumier was thrown into prison
for this cartoon. The danger still exists for cartoonists who seek to express themselves with what
they perceive as freedom of expression. A Molotov cocktail landed in the office of the French
magazine Charlie Hebdo in November 2011, the day after the publication of an edition with the
Prophet Muhammad as its “guest editor.” On the cover was an image of the prophet with a
caption “100 lashes if you don’t die laughing.”160
Much in the same fashion, comic strips inherently question authority. Mr. Dithers always
had the upper hand over Dagwood Bumstead. Dagwood would retaliate by slacking off at work
or running late. Beetle Bailey’s epic fistfights with Sgt. Snorkle always amounted to clouds of
body parts and dust while Gen. Halftrack had to sneak past his wife to play golf. Andy Capp had
to get past Flo when he came home drunk at night. Everyone seemed to have the upper hand on
Charlie Brown. Even today, comic strips were, and are, by nature antifascists and anti-authority
while poking fun at existing institutions and people of influence. Questioning authority was one
way that comic strips connected with their audience. Frye and Bloom defines satire with two
essential ingredients: wit or humor founded on fantasy of the grotesque or absurd and an object
of attack: “To attack anything, writer and audience must agree on its undesirability, which means
that the content of a great deal of satire founded on national hatreds, snobbery, prejudice and
personal pique goes out of date very quickly.”161 Berger notes that just as satire involves some
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kind of consensus and agreement between the audience and the satirist on what is desirable,
caricature, which he calls a type of pictorial satire, makes the same demands.162 The result is
what Werner Hoffman calls a paradox:
While caricature breaks with the canon of beauty, displaces the “normal”
recognized patterns, and deforms the world of proportion, performing a subjective
artistic act of release, it simultaneously binds itself indissolubly to the model it is
dethroning. Caricature, like every revolutionary, is sustained by the system it
attacks.163
Berger notes that just as satire involves some kind of consensus and agreement between the
audience and the satirist on what is desirable, caricature, which he calls a type of pictorial satire,
makes the same demands.164 The result is what Werner Hoffman calls a paradox: “While
caricature breaks with the canon of beauty, displaces the ‘normal’ recognized patterns, and
deforms the world of proportion, performing a subjective artistic act of release, it simultaneously
binds itself indissolubly to the model it is dethroning. Caricature, like every revolutionary, is
sustained by the system it attacks.”165 In his germinal on the critique of comic strips, Berger
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claims that the satirist is intrinsically attached to her subject matter, creating a valuable treasure
of information on its subject: society.
Columbia Journalism professor Victor S. Navasky believes that the reason why people
find cartoons and caricatures—art forms most might fine silly, trivial and irrelevant—threatening
is because there is no way of answering back. “A caricature is by definition an exaggeration, a
distortion, unfair. If you don’t like an editorial you can write a letter to the editor, but there is no
such thing as a cartoon to the editor.”166 Humor requires a context, an object to ridicule. The
world cannot be seen the same way during and after the humorous situation is exposed. Kant
describes such silly moments as annihilating: “Whatever is to arouse lively, convulsive laughter
must contain something absurd… Laughter is an affect that arises if a tense expectation is
transformed into nothing.”167According to Macke, laughter is perhaps a key sign of power and is
often infectious since it is a signature of relations. As people gather to grieve, they also share
what they believe to be funny. Unity is forged, alliances created, and pathways to beliefs are
exposed.168
The comic strips tended to reinforce dominant Western Cold War social beliefs while
simultaneously exposing flaws in the American system,169 in turn making these flaws humorous.
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David Hajdu writes that the syndicated strips offered their audience a parodic look at itself,
rendered in the vernacular of caricature and nonsense language, whose mockery was familial,
intimate, knowing, affectionate and sometimes merciless.170 Kelly simply turned this same ethos
toward the political realm. Robert Hariman notes that political humor is a crucial component for
independent thought and action.171 Limits are exposed when a marked copy follows direct
speech. What was once serious and righteous can be presented as foolish. Power becomes
vulnerable. Yet, in order to understand the humor, one must already have at least a miniscule
understanding of the joke’s focus. Thus political humor, especially parody, must shadow other
forms of speech. For example, Gerald Ford could have tripped every day while entering Air
Force One, but it was not until the media broadcast of the incident that Chevy Chase had a base
for his clumsy caricature of Ford, a former model and college football player, for Saturday Night
Live. Parody is a multilevel communicational process. When asked, “What is distinctive about
parody as a form?” Bakhtin looks at the parodic sonnets at the beginning of Don Quixote:
In a parody on the sonnet, we must first of all recognize a sonnet, recognize its
form, its specific style, its manner of seeing, its manner of selection from and
evaluating the world—the world view of the sonnet, as it were. A parody may
represent and ridicule these distinctive features of the sonnet well or badly,
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profoundly, or superficially. But in any case, what results is not a sonnet, but
rather an image of a sonnet.172
The image created by parody differs from the original in that it creates an understanding through
an alternate manifestation. This humorous image fulfills different functions in a society ranging
from coping to expressing hostility. The same joke can fulfill different functions for different
people.173 When parody exceeds prescribed limits, either socially or politically, it becomes a
form of dissent. This is why a moratorium is placed on parodic images when those in power
believe it is to their advantage.
Satire and parody are both forms of social commentary, a reactive art that needs a prior
cause, aberration, repression, or pretension. Dissent is never the result of an over-lenient
authority. Swift did not write “A Modest Proposal” because he was spoiled as a child.174 Kelly,
like Swift before him, used humor to speak truth to power. The humor can change the way the
reader views the subject matter. The humorist thus becomes a leader in public opinion, an
essential element to the democratic process due to the spiral of silence175 that occurs when
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strong, singular narratives are enforced by the mainstream media. Such a time occurred during
the postwar-Communist scare in the United States at the beginning of the Cold War when Kelly
was first beginning to dip his pen into political ink.

Pogo Analysis
“Labels!” Kelly once exploded at his midtown Manhattan office in 1958 when a reporter
asked him whether or not Pogo was a sociological comic strip that reflected his personal
opinions concerning society. “I suppose so,” he clarified. “Personally I like it better when you
enjoy the forest without having to name all the trees.” In reflecting back on his first ten years of
syndication, the cartoonist claimed that there was too much searching for meaning:
Who understands a buttercup? Do you walk up to a tree and say, “Hey Tree, what
are you up to?” Do you poke at it, peek at it, spring out of the dark, trying to catch
it off guard? It’s like the old question of whether or not a tree falling in the forest
with no one around to hear it makes noise. I don’t understand completely, and I
don’t care to understand the mechanics and physics of sound. I know that if it falls
on me, I’ll make a noise. Knowledge and meaning can be too earnestly sought
after. I’m for the boy who, blind and helpless, can lie around and find moonlight
and dancing girls going about their business in the secrecy of his own mind.176
If Kelly had said this shortly after the Malarkey episodes, he possibly could be showing fear for
his career at a time when others were losing their jobs for less, but he wrote this over six years
after McCarthy was censured by the Senate. “We were seeing spies, Communists and other
subversives under beds which we had never made…” Kelly also said in the same ten-year
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reflection: “Citizens, solid and squashy, were tried for crimes, some of which were invented for
the occasion, in the press, in committee, in parlors before the TV sets and in the chattering brains
that pass for informed minds in country club, saloon, factory, and executive spa.” A friend told
him that “this was a period when I wouldn’t put my name on the application blank of a garden
club.” Kelly thought that was good advice since most of his experiences with gardens led to
trouble,177 but day after day he signed his work at the bottom of the fourth panel, no matter how
politically satirical that day’s work had been.
For Kelly, labels destroyed the intellectual mind since they forced things into patterns. He
implied that people expect too much when they want everything to be explained to them. “The
label is almost the opposite of what liberal thought should bring about.” Kelly believed that too
many people spent hours over each Pogo strip trying to determine if there isn’t some deep dark
mysterious meaning to each and every sentence and facial expression. He thought these people
were wasting their time. Kelly offered a simple explanation for the antics of the Okefenokee
Swamp critters. He said that he simply drew the comic strips for his own enjoyment—putting
into it the things that he liked to see in a comic strip.178 There was no denying that Pogo was a
very personal work. Although he had two assistants and an office manager by 1958,179 Kelly still
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drew all of the daily and Sunday strips. He said, “There is a certain individual quality about
Pogo and I want to preserve it.”180
Perhaps, Pogo was never more personal for Kelly than when his strips became serious.
For example, Kelly’s infant daughter Kathryn Barbara died in 1952. Her name would be
memorialized on the boats on Easter Sundays for several years, and also in a bittersweet
appearance of a bug paddling a birthday cake:

Figure 1.13: H'lo Porky
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Figure 1.14: Sittin' here in the night
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The casual reader would have no idea what these strips were about. Kelly was more than a
provocateur. He was an artist who dipped his brush into an inkwell, twisted it to a point, and then
poured out his soul.
Kelly would draw his characters and then allow his assistants to ink over his penciled
drawing. Pointing to one panel Kelly said, “You see that line there, and that one there? Well,
they are exactly the way I want them to be. No one else could do them for me in exactly the same
way.” Kelly said he owed his perfectionism to the readers who had followed him from the
beginning.182 The content was something else. “I don’t draw the strip for anyone except me. It is
cheap psychiatry for myself and instead of spending money on doctors’ couches I sell it to the
newspapers,” he said. Kelly used the strip at first to retell stories that had already been told in the
Star and in comic books. The strip began to take on more maturity in storyline and character
development once he began to write new stories. The personality of the characters became more
defined. Kelly said he had Churchy’s rosy outlook, Beauregard’s pride, and Pogo’s patience.183
“The characters in the strip are all representations of me, I guess,” Kelly told the Washington
correspondent for the Sunday Times of London: “I guess that as the cartoonist, as the artist, as the
commentator, you might consider me as Pogo, sure. But the other people are also me and,
unfortunately, my friends find this all too true at times.”184 Kelly said that he did not want to
limit his characters:
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I decided that anything that struck me as funny and was not out of bounds was all
right. The idea of drawing characters for children and putting adult speech into
their mouths has worked out pretty well. The nonsense … that is just for fun,
making music with words and it doesn’t have to have any meaning.185
Kelly claimed the primary reason for humor was for relief rather than escape. Most problems are
trivial and the big ones are always delegated to someone else.
There is no attempt to be intellectual in the strip. The opposite thing you expect to
happen does happen. The pun is the basic form of humor in my opinion. Most
people cringe at puns but the honest humorist is not beyond making one. If the
average man only realized how easy it is I’d be out of business.186
Above all else, Kelly wanted Pogo to be funny. “I come from a school of old-time cartooning. In
the old days, we tried to make a buck out of drawing.”187
Although Pogo may have had a story arc of some sort over the course of several days, or
even at times weeks, Kelly claimed that his strip did not follow plot lines because he felt they
were unrealistic. “The plot is an invention of story tellers,” he told one reporter. Kelly’s
characters never truly accomplished anything, and the story arcs rarely came to any form of
conclusion “because there is no payoffs in life.” “Besides,” Kelly added, “it always rings untrue
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when you try to wind up with a specific conclusion.”188 Unlike most other strips, Kelly did not
want anyone of his characters to be a hero because he did not believe in them. “We have no
good, we have no evil, because I don’t believe in either. My villains eventually get to be almost
like other people and it’s a real effort to keep them from becoming rather tiresome.”189 John
Horn, in his review of Kelly’s first strip compilation book, said that evil never triumphed in
Kelly’s work, but it was never fully defeated either:
It is thwarted or frustrated or delayed only to rise again on another occasion, when
it gets the same treatment. If a philosopher would like to moralize about Pogo he
would say that the book indirectly argues that virtue is its own reward. Or he
might say that, in Walt’s view, the human race is in no danger of extermination;
that bumbling good is a force far superior to determined evil.190
The idea that goodness could prevail over evil created the encouragingly optimistic outlook of
the strip, one that could be identified whether or not the reader was privy to the inside political
joke and references or not.
Kelly believed that there was something to the idea that Pogo may have appealed to
adults because they tended to act like children in many ways:
I think if you were to psychoanalyze the United States, you would find it is still in
the growing pains of an adolescent country. I think that a lot of the things that we
188
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went through since [World War II] are indications of how youthful we are—not
youthful so much as young—abominably young many times, too many times…
We are a young people and this is part of the reason that we look at comics… We
are amused by childish things: we like to draw mustaches on posters in the
subway and so on. And you won’t find just children doing this, you’ll find rather
elderly old ladies dong this sort of thing. I think, actually, that our obsession with
motion pictures, our desire to have not a good car but a new car—all these things
are manifestations of our continued growing process. And, of course, if we don’t
grow a little faster, why, the Russians will have grown before we. They’ll own the
moon and we won’t have a thing; have nothing but ourselves. What a pity191
Thus, the basic political theme of the strip is that people shall judge, but that is appropriate
because people are competent to do so. Threats to such things as liberty and happiness in the
Okefenokee are recognizable to the general American politico-mythology, yet the political ethos
that informs the strip is an optimistic one. The reader is invited to consider the probability that
people are confused regarding the democratic politics of the nation, and are vulnerable to a
variety of problems such as corruption, authoritarianism, and influence-peddling. People find it
difficult to organize against such outside influences. In the end, the honesty of the people is more
powerful than the forces of evil, and nothing can be so great that a communal fish fry cannot
solve.
Kelly said that the American obsession with comic strips in the 1950s was indicative of a
delight in the picture story format:
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In my own strip I have tried to go a little differently and present not so much
picture as word. I try to give them some thought. There are probably not more
than three or four men in the country who care that much about their work. I don’t
say that we care more; I think that we’re just a little more self-conscious than
some and not quite as willing to take the money and not worry about what we’re
doing for it. We might even feel a little guilty about getting paid so much money
for doing so little. Why, some of us spend time working on what we have to say.
And, of course, if you spend time working on something to say, you’ll eventually
find something to say.192
What made Pogo different from the other strips was that it was “a more continuous allegorical
expression.” Kelly said that this does not necessarily make it a good comic strip, but it did what
he wanted it to do. “We manage to survive despite ourselves. No matter what we do to enhance
our position or to make it worse, why, we remain just about where the good Lord intended us to
be at the moment.” This was not a philosophy of weariness for Kelly, but one of knowing who he
was and that he could always do better. Very little could be done to change the soul of a person:
We can always expect the “boob”… to show up. There was a number of children
waiting for a school bus to come along the other day … some damn ex-convict
had stolen an automobile and he charged into thirty of them—killed three or four.
This sort of accident comes up constantly—fool or the boob—upsetting all the
best-laid plans of mice and men—continuing discouraging manifestation. Not that
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I’m weary, not that I think people should be weary, but I don’t think we should be
too upset if something comes along to upset the applecart, or our children.193
Kelly was not sure of it, but he at least hoped that the nation was maturing. He felt it was his
obligation not to remind his readers that the nation was young and brainless, but to put hope in
the future. Humans are “very frail, and we’re inclined to break easily.”194

1.5 Fredric Wertham
Critical analysis of American comics can be traced to one book: Seduction of the
Innocent, a blistering attack on the violence and horror purveyed by the comic book industry.
Fredric Wertham’s argument was that the malevolent influence of crime comic books that
manipulated the minds of children constituted primarily a health issue, not a fundamental issue
of censorship. Wertham painted all comic books with the same broad strokes. He argued that
comic books simulated children to commit violent, antisocial acts by providing detailed
situations of antisocial behavior as entertainment, and that comics presented a set of ideas that
were, at best, undesirable and, at worst, unhealthy. For example, Werthem declared that ordinary
crime comic books contributed to the fixation of violent and hostile patterns by suggesting
definite forms for juvenile expression and that the Batman type of story fixated homoerotic
tendencies by suggesting the form of an adolescent with adult type of love relationship.195 The
1954 introduction points out that even though Wertham believed although comic books may
193
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have been a root cause of juvenile delinquency and diminishing reading skills, newspaper comic
strips were essentially harmless.196
Kelly met Wertham for the first time when both were called in front of a Senate
Subcommittee investigating juvenile delinquency.197 As president of the National Cartoonist
Organization, Kelly fought against federal regulation and censorship of comic strips. He claimed
newspaper comics were different from comic books because newspaper comic strips had long
since observed their own codes that consisted of several layers of censorship. Censorship, even
self-censorship, becomes productive if it gives rise to forms of resistance that develop out of the
censorship practices. Milton Caniff, officer of the National Cartoonist’ Society and creator of the
strip Steve Canyon, told the Senate during its Comic Book hearings in 1954 that comic strips
writers were never in any doubt concerning their status of being mainstream. Like all forms of
media, gatekeepers are at every level concerning comics from the creator and syndicate to the
local editors and readers. “There is never any question after the fact,” Caniff said, “ you almost
know by the time it hits the street whether or not your material is acceptable to the reader.”198
Walt Kelly, who officially became president of the National Cartoonist Society the night before
the hearing, was sitting next to his friend Milton Caniff while the Steve Canyon creator gave his
testimony.
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Figure 2.1: Yep, P.T. And Tamananny is goin' out of show business
CHAPTER TWO:
THE CARTOON JOURNALIST
The comic strip was a uniquely American invention and it was a direct result of late
nineteenth century illustrated journalism.200 This industry was constructed on a much older
tradition of satirical political art from both sides of the Atlantic. William Hogarth used the
dialogue balloon as early as the 1700s. Both Wilhelm Busch201 and Caran d’Ache202 created
sequential political illustrations that included rhyme and text. In the late 1800s, Joseph Pulitzer’s
New York World was among the first newspapers to publish cartoons on a regular basis. The
main concern for many serious-minded people of the day was that comic editorials
oversimplified the issues and therefore were likely to have the greatest impact on the simple199
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minded. Because of their ability to create opinions without supplying information and
background, comic-editorials would be associated with tabloid journalism for decades.203
Editors were quick to figure out that these pictures increased circulation and many began
requesting two-tone drawings to reinforce editorials. These cartoonists dramatically advanced the
technique of instant reorganization and caricature. Almost all the early comic strip artists, from
Windsor McCay to Rube Goldberg, began their craft in some newspaper’s art room.204 The
“topical character” was one way that editorial cartoons were related to comic strips. These
characters often had to be reproduced daily in a way that the spectator could recognize the
caricature instantly. Thus, standardized forms of caricature such as lipless mouths, angular chins,
and enlarged foreheads were essential for the effectiveness of communicating the day’s message.
Early cartoonists were free to satirize and lampoon political, religious, and racial groups, mostly
in urban settings and with vernacular speech patterns. By definition, the comic art is one that
radically reduces reality and specializes in generalized imagery.205
The Yellow Kid is an early example of this form of generalized imagery. The Yellow
Kid’s creator, Richard Outcault, demonstrated his artistic talent at an early stage. Born in 1863,
fifteen years later the future cartoonist enrolled in the McMicken University’s School of Design
in Cincinnati. He went to work for Thomas Edison after graduation and even went to Paris with
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Edison as the official artist for Edison’s traveling exhibit on electric lighting.206 His true
breakthrough however was when he combined the concepts of editorial art and dialogue to create
his front-page editorial cartoon Hogan’s Alley for the New York World. According to Kelly, the
cartoon was an adaptation of a play titled O’Reilly and the Four Hundred, written by Edward
Harigan. The play had a song called “Maggie Murphy’s Home,” which began with the line
“Down in Hogan’s Alley.” Outcault originally started the now famous strip for another
publication named Truth. He brought Hogan’s Alley to the World as a burlesque of current
events. The strip’s street urchin with big ears and a nightshirt was only one player in an ensemble
cast of characters. The strip was originally black and white, but in 1896 serendipity ensured this
street urchin’s position in both the history of journalism and comics:
Outcault had been doing these pictures in black and white [as a circulation draw
for the front page of the World], and the color printing enthusiasts were
meanwhile experimenting with pigments. They found that reds and blues were
difficult to reproduce, but yellow was even worse. They needed a drying material
and found tallow seemed to work the best. [The] foreman of the World’s
pressroom was looking for an expanse of white on which to try his refractory
yellow fixed with tallow. He picked the long white gown of the kid in Hogan’s
Alley, and it worked well, turning the character into “the Yellow Kid.”207
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The Yellow Kid became the star of the cartoon and became an instant hit, soon appearing on
buttons, cracker tins, cigarette packs, and eventually a Broadway play. The Yellow Kid was not
even the first American color comic strip. Outcault had produced six panels showing an
anaconda swallowing a yellow dog two years earlier, but the drying process was deemed too
substantial for a daily paper.
Kelly was highly aware of the parallel history of American journalism and the comic
strip. Like others in his field, Kelly started his adult career as a reporter in the first quarter of the
twentieth century. Later, when he began drawing Pogo for the New York Star in 1948, he became
the first of the second generation of daily cartoonists that would later include such artists as
Charles Schulz (Peanuts), Hank Ketcham (Dennis the Menace), Mort Walker (Beetle Bailey),
Dik Browne (Hägar the Horrible and Hi and Lois), and Johnny Hart (B.C. and The Wizard of
Id). As the oldest of this group, and the first one published, Kelly was in the unique position of
becoming friends with some of the early twentieth century cartoonists when he became a
member of the National Cartoonist Association, an organization he would run in 1954. This
organization was originally a social excuse for the cartoonists to get together, drink, and tell old
stories. A basic theme of Pogo was an acknowledgement of both his background as a
“newspaperman” and the history of comics as the driving force in the rise of daily newspaper
circulation in the first half of the twentieth century.
After his Pogo books began to sell in the early 1950s, Kelly wrote several chapters of a
book explaining the corresponding history between journalism and the comic strips, but the
publisher turned him down. Kelly, in what now amounts to an unpublished essay, saw that 1896
was a banner year for both comics and journalism. A circulation war between William Randolph
Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer resulted in the entire Sunday staff of the World, including Outcault,
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deserting Hearst for more money. The staff fluctuated back and forth between the two media
empires. Pulitzer began to publish an eight-page comic section, four of the pages in color. By
autumn, Hearst retaliated with an eight-page comic section of his own, all in color called the
“American Humorist.” An advertisement announced the supplement with this greeting:
A Morning Glory, ablaze with light,
I’m here, a bewitching, bewildering sprite,
Fresh as the posies that come with the vernal;
Discreet? Why of course, but not too coy,
Dainty, yet daring, a thing of joy,
The latest advance of the SUNDAY JOURNAL.208
A legal battle began for the rights of The Yellow Kid. Although Outcault worked with
Hearst, Pulitzer had George B. Kus continue the strip. Kelly would later cite the decision in this
case to claim his own copyright in 1952. To announce its Yellow Kid, the Journal published this
announcement:
AH! THERE! THE YELLOW KID
TOMORROW! TOMORROW!
An expectant public is waiting for the “American Humorist,” The NEW YORK
JOURNAL’S COMIC WEEKLY—KALEIDOSCOPE PALE WITH ENVY.
Bunco steerers (sic) may tempt your fancy with a “color supplement” that is black
and tan—four pages of weak, wishy-washy color and four pages of desolate waste
of black.
But the JOURNAL’S COLOR COMIC WEEKLY!
208
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Ah! There’s the diff!
EIGHT PAGES OF POLYCHROMATIC EFFULGENCE THAT MAKE THE
RAINBOW LOOK LIKE A LEAD PIPE.
That’s the sort of color comic weekly that the people want; and they shall have
it.209
For a brief period of time, both the World and the Journal ran their own versions of the
Yellow Kid, indirectly inspiring another rival Ervin Wardman, editor of the New York Press, to
use the term “yellow journalism” to brand this new gimmick as “cheap sensationalism.”210 Soon
Hearst added two more color supplements: a sixteen-page Sunday American Magazine and the
eight-page Woman’s Home Journal. Kelly claimed that color was more important than comedy
in the early comic competition just like violence and outer space would crowd out comedy
during the 1950s. After the first ten years of comic supplements, American journalist Roy L.
McCardell wrote:
The comic supplement has come to stay, undoubtedly, though in details it may
undergo changes. Its humor is strenuous, not to say brutal; the knockabout
comedians of the old-time music-halls might easily have posed for most of the
pictures that the supplement has printed in its ten years of life. The characters are
thrown out windows, clubbed, kicked, knocked down and out, laid flat by trunks
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dropped upon them; but they turn up smiling by the next Sunday to go through the
same operations in other forms.211
The comic supplement was ostensibly created for children, but their parents quickly became
equally enthusiastic. As adults began to look at the “funnies,” the comic colored supplement
became the largest circulation asset of newspaper during the early 1900s.
By the turn of the century, comics were syndicated to other newspapers outside of the
chains and were used as weapons in circulation wars in other cities. An example of this can be
found in Chicago with Hearst’s American and the Daily News. The final sports edition of the
Chicago American was fluctuating between 60,000 and 100,000 in 1904. Hearst executives
wanted to stabilize the sales at an average of 85,000. According to Kelly, these executives
studied their paper, weather conditions, and changes in sporting events. Finally, the idea was
formulated that readers of the sports editions would buy the newspaper more regularly if they
were offered something that would make them curious about what would happen the next day.
The only sport that seemed to have an all year passion was horse racing. They decided to hire a
young artist named Clare A. Briggs to create a comic strip for the final sports edition about a
“blow-hard character keen about racing but short of money to back his hunches.” King Features
syndicate boss Moses Koenigsberg looked at several character ideas that Briggs had drawn and
decided on “one showing a lanky fellow with receding chin, pompadour hair, a bushy mustache
generally affected in those days, scrawny neck, eyes always popping with astonishment, striped
trousers, frock coat, obtrusive spats, and a silk hat that hinted strongly of absentee ownership.”
The three week story arc of A Piker Clerk created out of eighteen episodes not only
became the first serial comic but also the first to be published daily in full page width. Soon, the
211
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circulation of the Chicago American went up to the desired numbers. Kelly, however, claimed
that when a Hearst executive from New York arrived in Chicago and casually mentioned that
Hearst found the comic strip vulgar, the strip was dropped immediately. A Piker Clerk became
the prototype of A. Mutt, penned by H. C. “Bud” Fisher, that later developed into Mutt and Jeff.
Hearst bought Fisher’s services a month after he began his strip, but Fisher had the foresight to
insist on copyrighting the comic in his own name, a little incidental that would later make him
the first millionaire cartoonist212 by the time Walt Kelly was born in 1913.
Children continued to enjoy the comic strips, mainly on Sundays, but the comic strip
business began to cater to more mature senses of humor. Comic strips created for the adult reader
began to develop quickly when publishers discovered their continuity was a circulation asset.
Many new strips concentrated on the daily wisecrack, but serial stories soon emerged in order to
keep the reader’s curiosity up to buy the next installment in the next day’s newspaper. They were
also designed to appeal to different economic classes. Aspirations to wealth and social positions
were developed in The Hall Room Boys and Bringing up Father. Harry Hershfield’s Abie the
Agent portrayed the business and social problems of a small man in a big world. Clare Briggs’s
Mr. and Mrs. and H.T. Webster’s The Timid Soul depicted the problems that middle class
families faced. The Girard, Kansas Socialist newspaper, The Appeal to Reason, published the
first labor comic strip, The Adventures of Henry Dubb by Ryan Walker, a strip about a man who
was always cheated by wicked capitalists. During the first quarter of the twentieth century the
daily comic strip rapidly outdistanced the comic supplement in popularity.213 During the
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depression of the 1930s, some newspapers dropped syndicated features in order to save money,
but few dared to drop comic strips. Fortune estimated in 1933 that at least fifteen comic strip
artists earned more than a thousand dollars per week for their work.214
Kelly’s first job was at the Bridgeport Post. He drew pictures and covered news from the
schools. He quit the paper after he graduated from high school, but decided that that ink was in
his blood and returned to the newspaper to become a professional reporter. During his second
tenure at the dingy city rooms of the old Post building on Lafayette Street, Kelly concentrated
his efforts on the night beat’s crime news. Kelly knew his subject matter was tabloid at best: “I
was sort of a garbage collector back in those days … Any tidbits of information concerning
mayhem or murder are manna from heaven for a police reporter and I collected more than my
share of trash.” Kelly claimed that he turned into an ambulance chaser when he switched over to
the day shift. “I covered hospitals, the Department of Health, and the Welfare Department.”215
He would remain for the rest of his life a colorful specimen of the stereotypical cigar-chomping,
saloon-haunting, deadline-crunching worker.216 He also gained a life long compatriot: Niles
White von Wettberg, who would later work for Newsweek, also worked at the Bridgeport
newspaper. Kelly gave him the nickname of “The General,” as a joke referencing General von
Hindenburg, the German Supreme Commander during World War I and later President of the
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postwar German republic. The General would indirectly be responsible for Kelly’s job at the Star
ten years later.217
True then, as it is today, those who work for small town media tend to have multiple
responsibilities. Such was Kelly’s fate as well. Kelly also worked for the art department. His
growing interest in Ding Darling’s angry yet funny editorial cartoons218 that were appearing in
New York Herald Tribune inspired him to experiment with political cartooning concerning more
local matters in Bridgeport, a city that was beginning to face the effects of the growing national
Depression.
Kelly said Bridgeport was filled with a loathing for the local government administration,
which had been, in his opinion, inept. The current group was the Democratic Party, but they had
followed a long tenure at City Hall by the Republican Party. The working class, a large
percentage of whom were out of work, was fed up with both parties. As the rest of the country
began to turn to the Democratic Party, Bridgeport was swinging away from “the hidebound
traditions of both parties.” Kelly began drawing several editorial cartoons endorsing the
perennial Socialist candidate for mayor, Jasper McLevy. Kelly claimed most of the citizens did
not know what the term “Socialist” implied; some were apprehensive, believing that the Soviets
were somehow involved, but most of the people were tired enough of the two-party system to be
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committed to the underdog candidate. Not only did the Post back the candidate, but so did the
competing Bridgeport Herald.219 McLevy was elected in 1933.220
Kelly said that Bridgeport threw out the Democratic Party and the Republican Party in
that election, but they did not choose the Socialist Party. They voted for a man who looked like
Lincoln, was a good roofer, the world’s most honest man, and a dependable member of society:
When it eventually dawned on the young that the old conservatism, the old
Horatio Alger formula, was not operative any longer, a good many of us became
the stuff of the New Deal. But I do not think we became such because of any
noble ideals; I think we were all still looking for the great American “break.” To
serve in a paternal system was still a strong motivating force in terms of service.
There were a few philosophers and a few economists. Socialists were viewed with
a bit of alarm, and Communists were thought to be madmen and dirty to boot. A
changed viewpoint came later—we were still the children of our fathers.221
At best, even McLevy had an individualistic version of socialism. Defending his refusal to buy
snow removal equipment, McLevy declared, “God put the snow there, and God will take it
away.”222
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Kelly believed that although the period may have resulted in the culmination of a slow
burn against Victorian repression for the intellectual, there was still an entire working class
who never read a book. The value of education began to be measured in dollars and cents.
Half of his grammar schoolmates moved on to factory work rather than into high school, and
not many of the high school graduates moved toward college. “Learning for its own sake and
art for art’s sake were not part of the general creed,” Kelly said. Some of the elders played the
stock market for a few easy dollars that accelerated an escape from a burgeoning world. The
youth was mildly interested when the stock market crashed in 1929, but their parents were not
aware enough to worry. There was no raise in suicide rates in Bridgeport. Society became
bewildered and hurt as the men began to lose their jobs. The only effect of the crash on the
teenagers was that summer jobs grew scarce and the post-high school jobs became
nonexistent.223
Kelly felt lucky to have the job he did when so many others were hungry. Kelly’s
“natural” liberalism,224 nostalgia for his working class roots, and devotion to the trade of
journalism would become themes for both his persona and his craft, a means for setting him
apart from his less serious cartoonist contemporaries. Several times during the course of his
life, Kelly would refer to himself as an old school newspaperman who had printer’s ink for
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blood. Indeed, Kelly may have been the last cartoonist who considered the titled
newspaperman as noble as cartoonist.225
Kelly’s personal identity was so tied up with being a journalist that other animators at
the Disney Studio where he worked for four years viewed him as an outsider. Senior animator
Ward Kimball said that his first impression of Kelly was that he looked different from
everyone else. Kimball had started at Disney two-and-a-half years earlier and was a junior
animator by the time he was twenty-one years old. He had to work his way up into what was
called the bullpen, a large room filled with new, and sweating animators. The lack of air
conditioning and ventilation proved more than most could bare, so many of the artists would
strip down to their waist and sing Volga boatman songs as if they were galley slaves. Kelly
was different. Most of the artists were casual Californians and a bit sloppy in dress, but Kelly
always wore dark, three piece business suits, starched white shirts with a bow tie, and east
coast shoes,226 the same style he wore when he was a reporter for the Bridgeport Post. Kelly
was very thin at the time, about five feet eleven inches tall and about one hundred and fortyfive pounds, with a little mustache and glasses. He looked like a cartoon character that
represented John Q. Public.227 Kimball described Kelly as more of a newspaper type who
drew cartoons on the side. Kelly would always talk about when he was in “the newspaper
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game” or “When I was back in the newspaper business…,” and would always hear the same
response from the animators: “Oh shit, Kelly!”228
Kelly refused to take sides when the animators went on strike. His heart was more with
the junior animators who called for the strike, but most of his drinking buddies were members of
the non-striking upper-level hierarchy.229 Kelly would eventually return to the life of a journalist
when he accepted the job of art director for the New York Star. By this time, Pogo and his pals
were already appearing in a comic book Kelly had produced for Dell Comics.
Kelly found out about the job at the Star after renewing his friendship with Niles White
von Wettberg, his friend from the Bridgeport Post who was now a reporter for Newsweek,
shortly after arriving back from the west coast. The General introduced Kelly to another reporter
named John Horn.230 All three had suffered similar childhood illnesses that prevented them from
serving in the military, but they also shared a passion for journalism. With few exceptions, they
would meet at different Manhattan saloons for lunch at least once a week to discuss politics and
the business for the next twenty years. It was through this friendship that Kelly was introduced to
George Wells,231 one of the few editors who survived the transition of the newspaper PM. Wells
invited Kelly to be the art director of the New York Star when it started in the summer of 1948.
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The world was changing rapidly after World War II, and challenges from both inside the
industry and out began to form against journalistic objectivity, defined as reporting free of
interpretation. “The biggest problem of the newspaper business is to get back to the newspaper
business,” Detroit Free Press editor Malcolm W. Bingay wrote in his column. He was
convinced that those reporters who went to war would no longer be satisfied with the daily grind
of a beat reporter and would find other careers that were more satisfying.
What are city editors and managing editors going to do with all these stars who
have swept over the world and won fame and glory? From writing epics, turning
out books and magazine articles, and going on the lecture platforms, how are they
going to go back to getting tremendously excited about who sot whom in the cage
Brawl?
Bingay believed that a new type of reporter had to be developed.
The time is coming when the great mass of people will not tear newspapers out of
the hands of vendors to find out what J. Eddington Zilch thinks of what might
happen in the Balkans and what Russia is planning to do in North China. The
world is rapidly becoming sophisticated—especially editors. Such writers are
merely space fillers. Nobody reads their stuff except some other J. Eddington
Zilch and he only reads it so that he can write a piece even longer contradicting it.
Bingay suggested that editors begin to study the task of what modern journalism
was becoming. “I do not think the business will ever go back to the old standards.
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But a new type of reporter must be trained—either out of his war experience or
out of college—to tell the story behind the story.”232
PM was created primarily out of this conscious effort to improve the journalistic profession.
The Commission on the Freedom of the Press, also known as the Hutchins Commission,
issued a report in 1947 that assailed objectivity and directly called for changes in journalistic
practices. The study primarily focused on the role of the news in informing the public concerning
public affairs—the function that had promoted the framers of the Constitution to guarantee that
the press would be free from government interference. Simple facts were inadequate in
explaining political and societal changes. Even members of the press generally agreed, though
not often publicly admitted, that the news media emphasized the exceptional rather than the
representative, the sensational rather than the significant.233 “The result,” according to the
findings of the Commission, “is not a continued story of the life of the people but a series of
vignettes, made to seem more significant than they really are.”234 The reaction by newspapers of
the Hutchins Commission only validated one of its key central conclusions—the press normally
suppressed or distorted criticism of its own performance. The New York Times buried the
complete report on page 24. Many newspapers, including those of the Hearst chain, completely
ignored the report, and other carried brief wire-service coverage with misleading headlines. The
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Chicago Tribune’s headline blasted “A FREE PRESS (HITLER STYLE) SOUGHT FOR U.S.:
TOTALITARIANS TELL HOW IT CAN BE DONE.”235
In his 1946 presidential address to the American Association of Teachers of Journalism,
Frederic E. Merwin, director of the School of Journalism at Rutgers University, said he foresaw
dangers in instantaneous news transmissions that new technology provided: “It seems almost
trite today to say that contemporary civilization cannot be reported in the press and over the radio
in a rigidly objective and matter-of-fact manner.” He said that if the atomic age taught
Americans anything, it is this:
Man’s problems are complex, bewildering, and discouraging. He can’t achieve
even an elementary understanding of them unless someone supplies him with a
great deal of expert information as to “HOW” and “WHY.” The dissemination of
this type of information is the greatest single task of press and radio today…
Anyone who has had occasion to deal with the problems of what it means to
interpret contemporary affairs realizes that the issue is anything by elementary.
Interpretation means clarification, integration, and logical generalization. It
merges background, present and likely future. It always must be considered as a
reporting not only of the bud that has just broken through the ground but also with
the roots underneath which forced the bud out into the air. To take the subject out
of the field of botany and into the pages of the press, we can view interpretation
as a means of giving a man a more intelligent view of the thinking he must do, the
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decisions he must make, and the activities in which he must participate in the
realm of public affairs.236
Merwin claimed that the interpretive technique rested heavily on research, and successful
interpretation would obtain much of its effect from the “purity of literary style.” Any radical
innovation in the form of news writing would be accompanied by marked changes in “the form
of the physical appearance” of what was normally called news. He stressed that graphic
presentations would become increasingly more important; an issue he believed went far beyond
typography. Merwin said, “Type will be just part of the picture.”237
“The future of newspapers depends on developing an adequate means of explaining what
is going on in the world,” New York Times diplomatic reporter James Reston told the closing
session of the Associated Press Managing Editors Association. “News is becoming more
complex and the communications field is becoming more competitive. The field of explanatory
reporting is the only one in which newspapers can excel. The news magazines are too late, and
radio and television is too quick.” Reston said the gap between literal and essential truth had to
be filled. “You’ve got to explain, you can’t merely report the literal truth.”238 In other words, the
news media had a social responsibility to the public to present information in the most truthful
way available to them. Facts can be twisted, so their true objectivity would always be in
question. Speed, provided by new technology, only made this even more difficult. The news
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organizations not only had a responsibility to present the facts, but also what those facts meant.
The press was obligated to fully and fairly inform its readers and listeners about the public
matters inherent in the First Amendment. If the news media failed to meet this obligation, the
question was raised as to whether their performance could any longer be left to the unregulated
initiative of the few who controlled it.239 The new technology of mass communication and the
concentrations of ownership it made possible had created a new phenomenon: “These
instruments can spread lies faster and farther than our forefathers dreamed when they enshrined
the freedom of the press in the First Amendment.”240 Information needed to be interpreted. The
Star and its predecessor PM were grand experiments in this vein.
Kelly learned how to be a professional journalist in the Social Responsibility era. There is
further evidence to this in the papers he left behind, including a transcript of the Eric W. Allen
Memorial Lecture given by Henry R. Luce in 1953 and the transcript of a speech given by Time
publisher James A. Linen to the Annual DuPont Advertising Clinic in 1955. Luce was not only
the editor-in-chief of Time, Life, and Fortune; he also basically bankrolled the Hutchens
Commission, although he was in disagreement with much of the final report. “If I were suddenly
to find myself possessed of a typical American newspaper,” he told the crowded Eugene, Oregon
auditorium, “I would, at the outset, pay no attention to the news columns of page 1, 2, and 3. I
would be primarily concerned to find out whether the paper had men and women who knew how
to buy the right comic strips.”241 Luce saw that daily newspapers were paying more attention to
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entertainment features then they were becoming a beacon of public trust. He claimed that it was
becoming more difficult to figure out what the press was, let alone what the concept of
journalism was supposed to represent. His major concern was the growing trend of monopolistic
newspapers, but his underlining point was that newspapers had lost individual personal
responsibility.
Luce used the phrase res publica to illustrate his point. The Latin term is where the
English language acquired the word “republic,” but the main concern of journalism, and the only
justification for freedom of the press, is res publica—the reporting and discussion of those
matters that are to be dealt with by the political organs of a free society. The primary function of
journalism was to effectively tell as many people as possible what these political organs do and
what subjects should be debated. A newspaper’s right to entertain the populous could only be
justified if a foundation is presented that laid out rational and sober accounts of the current
problems of the Republic. Citizens, like members of a wagon train, not only needed to know
where they were, but where they have been and where they were going:
The owner-editor cannot honorably evade his personal confrontation with every
aspect of truth in every aspect of his paper. This sense of personal responsibility
should be shared with every member of the staff. Every reporter and sub-editor
should know that he is expected to be a man of intellectual integrity and that his
honest coping with truth, in every department of the paper, will be respected.
There is plenty of room for wide differences of opinion and of taste—under a roof
supported by a few pillars of conviction. But these differences should never be
the Seventh Annual Eric W. Allen Memorial Lecture at the University of Oregon, Eugene,
Oregon, Billy Ireland Cartoon Library and Museum Walt Kelly Collection WK 8 Folder 12,
Columbus, Ohio.
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evaded. When basic differences of conviction are made clear, then men who wish
to be both honorable and free will part company. We are called to be the servants
of truth: Let us serve it together when we can, and separately when we must.242
All freedoms depend on one thing: trust. Since no person was wholly trustworthy, this implies
that the constant judgment of each other should not be made sentimentally but with charity. “The
problems of journalism cannot be solved, cannot even be stated in terms of itself. Journalism can
only succeed and freedom can be justified only by constant and humble appeal to the Light
which lightens our darkness, to the power which has set within us all a conscience and a
prayer.”243
Linen went beyond Luce, claiming that the idea of objectivity in the news was a myth:
An increasing number of editors in recent years have been coming to… another
dimension in news reporting to which we at Time are committed. It is probably as
impossible as it is undesirable for a journalist to be “objective.” For ourselves, we
are dedicated to the proposition that a journalist must to the best of his ability tell
the news fairly, and tell also what the news means … “Objectivity”, “objective
reporting”—to me these terms are part of journalism’s tribal folklore, the
mythology of the Fourth Estate. Do they stand up under scrutiny? We think not.
For when all is said and done journalism is a human product. It involves not only
the reporting of facts, but statements—yes, judgments—about those facts.244
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The true test of journalism for Linen was fairness. Journalism, at it best had to present a fair
evaluation of what was being done. Kelly would later recognize this in his personal form of
journalism and political satire. He first experimented with his editorial cartoons at the New York
Star.
Kelly actually started at PM before the transition to the Star.245 It is almost impossible to
talk about one of these papers without also attempting to explain the other since the Star was
actually a continuation of PM. Created in 1931, PM was the only major newspaper in New York
City to begin printing after 1924, the vintage year that produced the Mirror and the Evening
Graphic, but also saw the merging of the former bitter rivals the Harold with the Tribune. Time
referred to PM as an “ad-less, leftish” newspaper that did not separate opinion from straight news
reporting.246 One of the brightest aspects of the newspaper was artwork that included several
strips with intellectual content such as Barnaby and editorial cartoons from freelancers that
included Bill Mauldin and Theodor Geisel.247 “They put me in charge of their art department and
just what it was I had to do escaped me so I let somebody else figure out what it was I had to
do,” Kelly later recalled. “I did some writing once in a while and sharpened every pencil in the
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place.”248 This lackadaisicalness would end at the Star when he had to work at the same pace as
he did at the Bridgeport Post fifteen years earlier.
PM was called what it was for two reasons. It could not afford the caliber of city beat
reporters that the other newspapers had, so it relied heavily on news form the national syndicates
and original photos. The initials stood for “photographic materials” and also for the time it
appeared on the newsstands. PM was an afternoon tabloid published by Ralph Ingersoll, a former
managing editor of Time-Life publications and earlier in the same role at the New Yorker, with
the funding from Chicago millionaire Marshall Field III. Ingersoll wanted to break the molds of
the cliché newspaper. PM was written with a far less serious presentation than other newspapers
in the city such as the New York Times. Ingersoll always put the story first and sought out writers
with dramatic flare. Shunning a neutral tone, these stories often made clear the opinion of their
writers. Ingersoll gave space to writers who disagreed with his editorial stances as well. Articles
appeared by a variety of authors including Erskine Caldwell, James Thurber, Dorothy Parker,
Ernest Hemmingway, I. F. Stone, and Penn Kimball (who would later become the dean of the
Columbia University School of Journalism). Every member of the staff was anti-Hitler, but
divided basically into two cliques: one wing that regarded the Soviet Union as a slave state
devoid of individual rights and a second wing that saw the Soviet Union as a bastille of
humanity. Most readers could easily distinguish the news written by members of either side.249
Ingersoll also changed the shape of the newspaper so that it could be read more easily on
subway train. The shape was smaller and squarer than those of other tabloids such as News and
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Mirror that were already on the streets. Its standard thirty-two stapled pages made for easier
handling as well. One of the more obvious changes to the newspaper format was Ingersoll
refused to carry advertising so that readers would not believe that the advertiser’s money was
influencing the content. By separating the different types of news into their own sections, PM
made it easier for readers to seek out the type of news they most wanted to read. Editorials did
not appear everyday, but when they did they were always signed by their author and were often
displayed on the front page. 250
Ingersoll published PM from June 1940 until early May 1948. Marshal Field sold the
paper to publisher Bartley Crum and editor Joseph Barnes when advertisers of Field’s much
more successful Chicago Sun-Times began complaining about the liberal content in the New
York paper. Neither Crum nor Barnes had experience in the newspaper management. Field lent
Crum and Barnes $500,000 and sold the paper for $300,000. Promises to continue support were
made but never kept.251 Barnes was the foreign editor of the New York Herald Tribune. Crum
was the lawyer who attempted to defend the “Hollywood 10” in front of the House Un-American
Activities Committee (HUAC) in Washington in October 1947. The nine Hollywood writers and
one director, among them Academy Award-winning writers Ring Lardner Jr. and Dalton
Trumbo, went to prison when they refused to testify about their political beliefs and whether or
not they were Communists. All of them were blacklisted when they left prison. They would often
congregate in Crum’s living room where he would lecture them on the meaning of loyalty and
how to survive with black-marketed scripts. Most of the writers continued to find work by using
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pseudonyms and being paid in cash. They could not open bank accounts nor receive life
insurance. None had enough money to sustain their previous lifestyles, and the FBI hounded
them. Crum was being watched as well. He knew his phones were being tapped, so Crum often
did business from payphones on the street. He was placed on the FBI security index, which
meant that he would be placed in a concentration camp if ever a national emergency were called,
such as those after the attack on Pearl Harbor.252
Whereas PM was an afternoon paper, The Star would be the first newspaper to hit the
New York newsstands in the morning. The first edition came out with a new format and first
page. Unlike the other New York tabloids, the Star actually ran news columns on the front
page. PM editorialists Max Lerner and I. F. Stone were dropped to three times a week and
told to keep their copy short. A talented art department would include World War II cartoonist
Mauldin and Edmund Duffy, a three time Pulitzer Prize winner who had recently left the
Baltimore Sun. Barnes decided to bring in two able “strippers” in order to build a comic page,
both of whom would end up being lifelong friends for Kelly. Al Capp253 and Milton Caniff254
were hired as consultants. Barnes figured that if he could not run their strips at least the Star
could “pick their brains” to find out what would work.255 Capp knew Kelly from their days in
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Bridgeport. Caniff first met Kelly at “Costello’s”256 earlier in 1948. They hit it off right away
even though Kelly “was a serpent’s tooth when it came to sarcastic wit. He would think of the
sardonic thing to say and then say it.” Caniff began to examine Kelly’s art and political
cartoons, but the Star was the last thing on the Steve Canyon creator’s mind; “The [National]
Cartoonist Society was just getting cranked up. It was clear to me he’d be president of the
club as soon as we could corral him into doing it.” 257 Caniff and Capp would eventually hand
over the Star’s comic page, as well as the entire art department, to Kelly.
New Yorker media critic A. J. Liebling, in his obituary for the Star, said he thought
that the Star was making progress toward a successful conversion from PM, but “the process
resembled that of a man changing clothes underwater.” The Star could—and, tactically,
should—have claimed credit for bringing down the price of milk in New York City. The price
probably would have come down eventually without the investigation that the Star forced and
fostered, but it would have taken a longer time doing so. Liebling then claimed that there was
only one real standout at the Star:
It seemed to me that a young Star cartoonist named Walt Kelly … did a
wonderful job during the Presidential campaign. The only bit of caricature I
remember from that period is his mechanized Mr. Dewey, with a torso that might
have been either a cash register or a slot machine. Of course, Kelly had an
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advantage over nearly all his competitors in that he was turned loose on Mr.
Dewey. 258
Kelly’s “mechanical man” cartoons of Republican candidate Tom Dewey were among the
most devastating anti-Dewey cartoons in any newspaper. Most of the journalists across the
country were certain that Truman did not have a chance at being elected. When Newsweek
asked fifty leading journalists—journalists who were closely covering the campaign—who
would win, all fifty of them predicted that it would not be Truman.259 As an equal opportunity
abuser, Kelly also depicted Progressive candidate Henry Wallace as a blindfolded shepherd
surrounded by wolves in sheep’s clothing. Many of these strips found their way to other
newspapers all over the country.260 His overall coverage of the 1948 presidential campaign
earned the artist the American Newspaper Guild’s Heywood Broun Memorial Award.261
“When you are in favor of a person, you use superlatives and make them damned dull
people,” he said at the time.
I had plenty of complaints because I wasn’t running enough pro-Truman cartoons.
But I couldn’t sink my teeth into him. I figured the best I could do was to tear
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down his opponent. When you are FOR an individual, you stand a good chance of
becoming mealy-mouthed. Positive ends are hard to put into symbols.262
Kelly was invited to sit on the editorial board as an editorial advisor and also told to start
drawing the weather cartoons. He also was put in charge of the comic page. Joseph P.
Mastrangelo, who would later become a feature writer for the Washington Post, was an
apprentice artist under Kelly in the art department. He said that the Star was a happy paper to
work on with Kelly running the shop: “He wasn’t a boss; he was a teacher. No idea you might
have was so farfetched that he wouldn’t consider it seriously.”263 Kelly headed up a
department filled with several men who would later become somewhat famous in their own
rights. Mastrangelo, Maldin, John Pierotti (New York Post), John Rogers (famous
watercolorist), Paul Melone (Newsweek), and Gus Ricca (cover painter for Liberty Magazine)
all spent time at the Star’s drawing boards. Crockett Johnson264 and Jack Sparling265 were also
regulars, as they would have to drop off their comic strips to the office.
Since the character of Pogo was already well-defined from a comic book series Kelly had
previously published under the title of Animal Comics for Dell, as was most of the supporting
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cast, Kelly decided to donate a strip featuring possum to fill up space on the comic page. “Why
not?” Kelly would later ask.
I’d used Pogo as a comic book character before and thought I would develop him
further. Comic books basically make fun of children by putting animals into the
silly little scrapes that kids get into. So why not do the same thing with adults?
Basically Pogo is an adult comic with the swamp dwellers getting into the same
silly scrapes that adults get into.266
Pogo ran six days a week until the Star folded in January of the next year. Kelly never missed an
afternoon deadline, but early in the run, he came back to the office late with a blue-pencil version
of the strip. Artists used blue to draw the strip before inking because the color did not show up
during the engraving process. Page designers used the same color. He asked if anyone could do
some lettering for him. A young artist by the name of George Ward said he had the time. Ward
would continue to be Kelly’s assistant for many years after Star’s closing.267 Kelly would grow
very fond of Pogo, but he really did not take the strip seriously until it started to receive fan mail.
He was, however, vitally interested in his political cartoons and spent a great deal more time
drawing them. This was his way of ripping into the politicians who be believed to be “pompous
fakes.”268
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On January 28, 1949, as the members of the art department were finishing up their last
projects Kelly entered shortly before 5:00 p.m. with a long look on his face and told the people
there to go to a staff meeting in the city room. Crum climbed up onto a desk toward the center of
the room to tell the daily’s quickly assembled four hundred and eight employees that the issue
they had just completed would be their last.269 The wake was held across the street at a press bar
called Lorenzo’s, located around the corner from the office on Chambers Street. Those at the
final meeting ended up standing three deep at the bar. Kelly came up from behind his former
staff and told the bartender to give them anything they wanted on his bill. They ended the night
switching from beer to Scotch and smoking dollar cigars.270 “It was sudden,” sports editor Jim
Russell sighed in an interview between drinks with Newsweek, “but it was no surprise.” Crum
and Barnes were still trying to scrape together enough money to continue the run late midafternoon on the final day when their lawyers telephoned them with the bad news. When Barnes
lumbered into the bar five hours later, most of his former staff was still there and belted out a
cheerful rendition of “For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow.”271
“I wouldn’t weep about a shoe factory or a branch-line railroad shutting down,”
Heywood Broun famously wrote shortly after the World and the Evening World, two New York
Pulitzer newspapers, expired in 1931, “but newspapers are different.”272 Few in the media
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expressed the same level of emotion when the Star ran out of money and ceased publication. The
Star failed to carry an actual news story itself concerning its failure, instead simply included a
drab one-page announcement, phrased like an office memorandum and signed by Crum and
Barnes. “When you looked at the last copy of the World,” one old time newspaper reporter
explained, “you saw a detailed story of the final disposition of the paper all over the right-hand
side of the first page. But PM and the Star were never strong on reporting.” A. J. Liebling noted
in a story in the New Yorker that the result was the same: “It seems more and more to be the rule
that the Democrats lose the newspapers and the Republicans the elections.”273
Hearst’s Journal-American had far worse things to say about the newspaper’s end. It
began its snarky epitaphic on the Star this way:
The New York Star wrote is own obituary today, ceasing publication seven
months after it succeeded the newspaper PM, from which it inherited the leftist
line… Demise of the Star threw 408 employees out of jobs. Most of them
consistently followed the leftist line.274 The Star was the only New York paper to
support President Truman, but it also subtly backed Henry Wallace. It also
supported pro-Communist Representative Vito Marcantonio and leftist former
Rep. Leo Isaacson of the Bronx in his losing bid for reelection. Left-wingers and
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the Moscow-line faithful said they expected some of the Star’s circulation will be
picked up by the Communist Daily Worker.275
Twenty-four hours later another Hearst paper, the Daily Mirror, would be lobbying for the
support of Star readers as the new home of one of its comic strips, Barnaby, a holdover from the
PM.
The Star staffers hit the pavement looking for jobs with one-half week’s severance and
their accumulated vacation pay. That same week The World-Telegram slashed seven names from
its merchandising department, and The Herald Tribune fired fourteen from its advertising
department.276 Few of the Star’s features had little chance of survival except for its comics, most
of which were distributed to other newspapers via its in-house syndication. Crum and Barnes
came up with the idea in hopes of injecting needed cash into the business. They created the New
York Star Syndicate in December with a rollout date starting January 3. Bill Mauldin’s new strip
was intended to be an anchor.277 Mauldin had won a Pulitzer Prize for his series that featured
Willie and Joe, two soldiers who coped with the difficulties and dangers of war as well as daily
life in the military. He had returned to cartooning in the fall with a series featuring city kids for
the Star, but the series proved less searching than his previous series distributed by the military.
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Little Pedro by William de la Terre, a pantomime of Mexican characters, faced a similar fate. It
was mildly successful for a while in the Southwestern United States.278
Kelly never went back to the daily grind of a newsroom, but he kept his identification as
a journalist, even after the success of the syndicated version of Pogo. His friends were all
journalists and he was loyal to his friends. He became a regular fixture at convivial Manhattan
saloons such the "Artist & Writers' Restaurant, Formerly Club"279 in back of the New York
Herald-Tribune ever since his days at the Star.

Figure 2.2: Doesn't any of you newspaper tads want ice cream?

Figure 2.3: Here's a flash for the paper!

278
Created by Crockett Johnson, Barnaby would eventually be carried in 64 newspapers.
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279
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Roosevelt, dubbed the pub "The Formerly Club" when prohibition ended and the pub started to
allow women cliental.
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280

Figure 2.4: Sorry to disturb you
To novelist John O’Hara, it was “a kind of cave inhabited by giants of journalism,” but for a
generation of reporters at the Herald –Tribune it was the coded place for “going downstairs.”
The pub may have been formally named the Artist and Writers Club, but the inhabitance knew it
affectionately as “Bleeck’s” for the longtime owner John Bleeck.

Figure 2.5: Yep, Beauregard, this newspaper do need a cub reporter

Figure 2.6: Don't paste any of these pictures of Washington on our paper upside down.
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Figure 2.7: There you is, Mis' Potato Bug
Kelly would often mix business with pleasure at the place. Once he hosted a party of college
paper editors there including a young Roger Ebert:
Walt Kelly was the greatest daily comic strip artist in American history. His Pogo
strip was an uncanny mixture of laughter, high spirits and swamp intrigue, mixed
with pointed political satire. Before, during and after my days at the Daily Illini,
Pogo was the only strip we carried. I met Walt Kelly once. He invited a group of
visiting editors of college newspapers to join him in the big round booth at the
front of a bar very close to the New York Herald-Tribune, where Pogo was one of
the mainstays, including Jimmy Breslin, Tom Wolfe, Judith Crist, Clay Felker
and others. He was a very nice man.282
Originally a speakeasy with a drugstore front across the street from the Metropolitan Opera
House, Bleeck decided to move his establishment to the less conspicuous spot behind a Greek
coffee stand when the Seventh Avenue location was raided several times when too many
281
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costumers stumbled out after filling a “prescription.” In the early days, publisher Ogden Reid
would take his stand right beside his reporters, and would often decide, after a bit of inebriation,
to personally write the next days’ editorial on what was being discussed/argued about at the bar.
"Many an issue of the Trib was put out right over there at that table," Bleeck claimed. City Editor
Stanley Walker would often assemble the staff just by telephone—when he was not there
himself. 283 Journalists such as both Ring Lardner and his son John (who would eventually
become close friends with Kelly), John Crosby, Grantland Rice, Heywood Broun, Henry Cabot
Lodge (when he was a Tribune editor), Stanley Walker, Stanley Woodward, Tex O’Reily, Maury
Werner, Wolcott Gibbs, Gene Fowler, Lucius Beebe, and Dick Maney as well as various
reporters from around the city would drop in for a drink.
Kelly’s perception of journalism would continue for the rest of his life as he met his
friends at the reporters’ “watering holes.” Topics of conversations would always begin with what
was happening in the news. Reporters would come into the bar and the first thing they wanted to
do was to air the “dirty laundry” of others. Kelly would have an insider’s view of the newspapers
and the stories they were covering. This would help him a great deal when Pogo would
eventually turn toward political satire.

Figure 2.8: H'lo, Downwind...
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"Hangouts: The Place Downstairs," Time, May 3, 1963.
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Figure 2.9: This is Pogo's li'l printing press

284

Figure 2.10: Pogo, I gittin' tired of the newspaper business
The group of newsmen would still be drinking long after the thunderous rumble that
shook the back rooms of the bar caused by the Tribune presses pounding away at the early
morning editions.285 Time magazine ran a description of the pub as an obituary for Bleeck’s
death:
If not Shakespearean, the conversation was at least spirited, thanks to Bleeck's
ban on radios and jukeboxes. Also barred were French fries and ice cream.
Customers gauche enough to request either were caustically advised to try
Schrafft's down the street. Furnished in what historians of the day termed "early
Butte, Montana" style, Bleeck's boasted mahogany-paneled walls and clustered
284
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electric globes, a suit of concrete-filled armor on which many a combative drunk
broke his knuckles, a stuffed sailfish that had been caught by J. P. Morgan, and
some of the best broiled chicken in town. For years no female was admitted
except Minnie the cat, and Bleeck offered his hungry male customers hearty
German fare served on clothless tables by waiters with wiener-schnitzel
accents.286
It was at this place and with this group that Kelly knew he was a true newspaperman. Other than
books and bars, Kelly said that newspapers were the only place left where casual, quiet humor
could find a hearing. “The press, with all its faults, remains one of the last free voices. You can’t
always say everything you’d like to say, but you can still say a lot.” Kelly said that one of the
mistakes a good many editors made was to regard the comic page as a place solely for
entertainment, “How are you going to have humor without social comment? The only thing left
is slapstick, and that gets tiresome quickly. The reason some of the old one and two reelers in the
movies were so funny was because they were social criticism. They may have not intended to
speak about the life and conditions of their times, but there is where these short films found their
material.”287
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Figure 3.1: Look at that ART work!
CHAPTER THREE:
MAKING MONEY AND HAVING FUN
Walt Kelly’s mantra was always that he was only trying to have fun and make a little
money. His early biography points that he may have been destined to be an entrepreneur, but it
also reveals a deep sadness and self-awareness that may have haunted Kelly throughout his life
and permeated the strip that made him famous.
There were always reasons why his family needed extra money, and his parents worked
hard. Kelly’s father main profession was at a the General Electric plant, but he made extra
money as a theatrical scene painter for minstrel shows289 and other local and traveling
productions.
Walter Crawford Kelly Sr. taught his son how to draw at an early age.290 The young Kelly
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vaguely thought that he might even want to be an artist one day, but after experimenting with his
father at his elbow, he quickly realized that drawing was hard work and decided otherwise.
Kelly claims that his parents thought his sister Bernice was the smarter of the two
children. Kelly’s mother took outside jobs in order to pay for the daughter to go to college. When
it came to the question concerning what Kelly would do as a profession, Walt Sr. told Kelly’s
mother that, “Maybe he could learn cards or shoot dice.” Kelly claimed to be the family slob,
destined to somehow make a living by singing and drawing pictures on paper bags.291 His father
was not an educated man, quitting school in 1895 when he was nine years old. Kelly claimed that
his father thought the best form of communication was through pictures. “Language,” he told his
Kelly’s mother over dinner one night, “is the worst means of communication known to man.”
The human was bad at talking, bad at remembering language, bad at spelling, but great at
remembering pictures. His mother asked her husband if he wanted another coffee, and when he
agreed she explained that he had been using the language successfully most of his life, well
enough at least to get well-fed. Without missing a beat, Walt Sr. said he would have received the
message just as quickly if she had simply drawn a coffee cup. The thought of his mother drawing
anything beyond a highly irregular apple left the rest of the family confused, so at that point
Kelly and his three sisters thought it best to stick with language and stay in school.292
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Kelly’s father cursed mildly to himself when Armistice arrived because he promised to
make signs for his friends who marched in the parade. After spending hours mysteriously in the
basement, he emerged with signs that bore pictures of the Kaiser getting the boot and other
pictures of denigration. The younger Kelly would sing along with the parades, but bungled the
songs miserably. His interpretations reflected the sort of ear he would retain as an adult and
made famous in Pogo. He learned the alphabet by saying “ … H I J K Elemenoe P,” and the
Lord’s Prayer involved “Hallowbee Thy Name” and “Give us to stay our daily bread.” As an
adult, he no longer felt alone when he read in a New Yorker article reported that a child was
given to say “… and lead us not into Penn Station, but to deliver us from evil.”293
Much of what is known about Walt Kelly’s early life can only be found in brief snippets
released by Kelly’s third wife Selby Kelly and comic scholar and artist Bill Crouch Jr. in Pogo
compilation books. Comical biographies released occasionally by Post-Hall Syndicate’s Public
Relations Department, and normally written by Kelly, proved Pogo’s creator was extremely
creative with his own biographical facts. Kelly reinterpreted his autobiography many times for
press releases, interviews, magazine articles, and books, but a reasonable story can be discerned
that unravels Kelly’s many themes and early influences. Most of the time, the PR department
simply ran copy written by Kelly, apparently having no problem with Kelly exaggerating certain
events in order to exploit their comedic potential. His whimsical style of writing is obvious:
On August 26, 1913, Walt Kelly, a clear-eyed youth of honest Scotch-IrishEnglish-French-Austrian blood found himself in Philadelphia, Pa. He was one day
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old, and although his ancestors had been rooted along the shores of the Delaware
for 150 years, he immediately hatched a plan.294
That plan was to join his mother, sister and a bag of animal crackers on a train to
catch up with his father who had found employment in Bridgeport, Connecticut
building the Remington Arms Munitions Plant in 1915. Walt Kelly liked to say he
spent his first two years in idleness. Clarifying this statement, Kelly would claim
this was not the same as saying his first two years were spent in Philadelphia.
Both were true; the first was regrettable and the second was not. “If a man must
squander his youth, it can be done in Philadelphia with dignity and thrift.”295
Intentionality cannot be proved, but a little over thirty-five years later Philadelphia would pay
tribute to Kelly’s early withdrawal by being the first city outside of New York to publish his new
comic strip Pogo.
Kelly wrote of his early childhood memories for a compilation of five boyhood memories
edited by his friend, artist Mark Levin in 1962. His parents, William Crawford and Genevieve
MacAnulla Kelly, raised him in a happy, adventurous, and, at times, painfully poor financial
environment. His earliest memories were those spent under the dining room table. Kelly was a
late talker and only his sister understood the pidgin that he spoke. Bernice became his confidant.
His life under the round covered table was quiet with little outside influence; it was his own
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personal sanctuary. His mother would worry occasionally and peek under the table to see if he
was either in some form of mischief or hiding from some he had already accomplished. “The
picture of my sitting in hiding under the table returns to me now and again as I stand in some
unknown bar, safe from prying eyes and all unneeded phone calls.”296
The Kellys lived in a duplex building, a house split in two apartments sharing a front
porch that ran the entire width of the house. The area of Bridgeport was filled with these new
homes in order to provide housing for the many factory workers arriving in the area. The streets
were bordered with plank sidewalks and the mud in the middle “was deep enough to drown a
small Shetland.” Surrounding the neighborhood was rural Connecticut, filled with animals,
ghosts, and legends.297 Childhood in Bridgeport proved to be tumultuous. With tongue remaining
firmly in cheek, Kelly claimed to have survived: a fire when he fell into a coalscuttle while
holding a jack-o-lantern in 1919, a flood when his homemade boat struck a swimming duck and
splintered in 1923, starvation when he lost his lunch during a fishing expedition with his father in
1924, savage beasts when a rabid rabbit was shot near his home in the same year, disease and
pestilence in the form of mumps and chicken pox in 1918, and six years of grammar school
education.298 Kelly attended Hall Grammar School where he was the only scholar to fail
“Number Work I” twice in a row.299
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Kelly began his journalism career in the 1920s, a decade of invention. For the first time,
both the phonograph and the radio brought music into the homes of the lower and middle-class
Bridgeport families. Automobiles were scarce, so the primary noises Kelly heard in his younger
days were those made by family and friends. Kelly’s joie de vivre was crushed for twenty
months after his parents decided he would take violin lessons. His musical drift began to end in
an alley fight with a childhood bully. For the first time in his checkered life, Kelly was able to
get the upper hand. With fist cocked to take off his opponent’s head, suddenly Kelly heard the
voice of his mother. “Stop that!” she cried out. “You’ll ruin your hand for violin.” As Kelly
turned his head to listen to his mother, Rusty Coyne took advantage of the situation and
“roundhoused” him on the side of the head, destroying his left ear for “all such noises as, in Milt
Caniff’s phrase, can be heard only by a tall dog.”300
At the age of ten, Kelly developed a form of paralysis shortly after receiving a diphtheria
injection.301 This temporarily paralyzed his right side, the side where he held his violin. Being
bedridden for roughly two years all but ended any hopes his parents had for the young Kelly’s
musical career. The ailment also produced damage to a valve in his heart,302 a condition that
would haunt him for the rest of his life. During this time Kelly had to be home-schooled, earning
an education that primarily consisted of reading the newspaper and comic books.
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It would not be for many years until Kelly finally figured out what had happened to him.
He wrote that it would have been nice and, in fact tidy, to note that the illness, cure and effect
caused him to think and worry about the state of the world. He claimed, however, it was a foggy
period, and he retained little memory of it: “I do remember, however, that with the illness, my
boyhood seemed to have vanished.” When he was more or less recovered, Kelly had to face the
trials of high school and the necessity to do something useful and profitable. At thirteen, Kelly
found his first job at the Bridgeport Post as a delivery boy.303 He had submitted some drawings
to the Junior Page section of the Sunday Post while still a recluse. He was offered a job when his
health returned. Eventually he became the high school reporter, a job he held until he
graduated.304
Kelly had a productive time in high school. Although he was eventually elevated to the
position of associate editor of the school newspaper, more of his cartoons and poetry were
published in the high schools yearbook, The Stylus.305
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Figure 3.2: There was a guy named Flynn
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Walt Kelly, Outrageously Pogo, comp. Selby Kelly and Bill Crouch (New York: Simon
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Kelly, Al Capp and Ray Dirgo all grew up in Bridgeport about the same time. The curiosity of
three cartoonists growing up in the same relative location at the same relative time was not as
strange as it sounds since all the children in the school district had to take mechanical drawing.
The local factories would hire draftsmen right out of high school. Mechanical art was also the
prerequisite for the fine arts drawing class. Most of the assignments consisted of drawing still
life, but Kelly and his friend Ray Dirgo could work on their cartoons or posters in class as long
as they completed their assignments first.307 Dirgo308 wrote most of the editorials for the
newspaper.309 He described Kelly as a nice and sincere young man who was very popular with
the other students but far from a class clown. He certainly was not as mischievous as Al Capp,
the creator of the comic strip Li’l Abner, who also grew up in Bridgeport but attended Central
High School across town.310 Whereas Capp was highly intelligent, “full of jokes” and often cruel
in his teasing, Kelly was a polite pleaser who tried to impress people with his artwork and sense
of humor as well as his public singing and performances.311
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Kelly’s A Day with John Senior has elements of Roy Crane and Percy Crosby:

312

Figure 3.3: A Day with John Senior
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Yellow slickers were the rage during their time in high school and other students would
pay ten cents for a good artist to draw a cartoon on the back. The assignment needed a degree of
competence since it required the use of indelible ink. Kelly also learned to letter from his friend
during their free time. Dirgo took a lettering class from a student at Yale who was a friend of the
art teacher. Kelly wanted to “pick up some of this stuff I learned and we would go up to the art
department and work on lettering,” Dirgo remembered. “He got good at it and did a damn good
upper and lower case like nobody’s business.” 313

314

Figure 3.4: Our brave Captain Nowitz
During the lettering time, Kelly and Dirgo would talk about the comics they were
following. They enjoyed the Ray Crane’s loose lines in Wash Tubs. Other favorite strips included
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Krazy Kat, Skippy,315 Reg’lar Fellers,316 and Mutt and Jeff. Cartoon magazines were readily
available and most colleges had humor magazines. Percy Crosby, who drew Skippy, was a major
influence for Kelly, as was Charles Gibson and his iconic representations of independent and
beautiful women in the humor magazine Life. The cover art of this magazine by John Held Jr.
and Russell Patterson inspired the two budding cartoonists to learn how to “paint” with a pen.317
Art was not the only class that caught Kelly’s attention. Kelly said he studied French and
his young female French teacher for three years, an activity he claimed prepared him for his first
job out of high school—sweeping floors at a ladies underwear factory in 1930. Factory work
would only last a couple of months before the Bridgeport Post called him back with an offer.
Kelly decided that “money did not count” and returned to his job as a reporter at the Post.318
Kelly met his first wife, Helen DeLacy, while performing in a church production in 1930.
She was several years older than he was. Kelly was her youthful suitor for a while, but she left
for California shortly after Kelly graduated high school. They would meet up again in two years
once Kelly also moved to California. Until then, Kelly had his eye on another girl Lillian Scott.
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She was two years younger than he was. He pursued her for a more intimate relationship. Kelly
historian Steve Thompson said he may have even stalked her by today’s standards, but his
actions proved unsuccessful.319
Kelly always needed money, whether it was for his parents or his active love life. Kelly
became a reporter, but he also would make extra money at the newspaper with graphic artwork.
Perhaps his most important work at this time was commemorating the life of another former
mayor of Bridgeport, a man whose life proved to be a major influence to the budding cartoonist
in many ways. For five extra dollars per week, Kelly drew, and redrew, the life of P. T. Barnum
as a daily strip for the newspaper three times. Charlie Greene was the resident authority on
Barnum and wrote the copy that Kelly’s artwork accompanied. It seemed to Kelly at the time the
story arc would finally find the famous circus owner on his deathbed, Greene would find some
way to flash Barnum’s life before his eyes yet again and the process of drawing his life started all
over again.320 Since no good copy existed on Barnum around the office, Greene would elaborate
sometimes on the facts. Still, the ever-expanding plot line kept Kelly’s interest if for nothing
more than for the additional money.321 Nevertheless, contributing the artwork to this project gave
the young Walt Kelly an early lesson on being both a showman and an entrepreneur.
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Figure 3.5: Barnum goes to jail
Bridgeport was the winter quarters for the Barnum & Bailey Circus from the 1880s until
1927 when the winter quarters moved to Sarasota Florida after combining with the Ringling
Brothers Circus. Barnum developed a fifteen acre lot next to the railroad tracks near Wordin
Avenue on the west side of Went Field, less than two miles from where Kelly lived. Elephants,
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tigers, bears, and other domestic and exotic animals trained there and were housed in large
stables.
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Figure 3.6: Circus animals
Performers lived there as well in the surrounding area. No doubt Kelly retained vivid
memories of the fire that occurred at the winter quarters in 1924 when he was eight years old.

Figure 3.7: Fire at the quarters
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Several enclosures burned, resulting in a $100,000 loss for the circus. 324 The building
with the paint and blacksmith shops was completely destroyed. The building was a large brick
structure, one of the largest the circus was currently using, that also contained a warehouse for an
accumulation of some of the larger equipment used on the roadshow. Several wagons and
automobiles were destroyed as well as giraffe, hippo and rhino cages, and animals. The circus
also lost most of its grandstand seating.325
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Figure 3.8: P.T. Barnum as an ox
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P.T. Barnum is depicted here as an ox in this circus poster. The Barnum estate was a long
time benefactor for the city, and his museum, opened in 1893, was a tourist destination. Circus
artwork was readily available. It is easy to see how some of this art could have influenced Kelly
in his later career.
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Figure 3.9: Pogo in person
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Figure 3.10: Us mice is gathered here
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Figure 3.11: Senator McCarthy
However, not being able to handle yet one more heroic adventure of P. T. Barnum, Kelly
left the paper for a string of non-profitable career moves in Bridgeport that included a stint as an
inspector and investigator and clerk at the Department of Public Welfare and a clerk at a local art
store.330 “I was a Welfare investigator,” Kelly reminisced years later, “but I made less money
than the welfare recipients. A guy can starve to death being a do-gooder.”331
Earle Anderson, who graduated from Warren Harding about the same time Kelly was
leaving town, remembered the future cartoon artist well. Both were active in the Summerfield
Methodist Church’s youth program, and worked together on several variety stage productions.332
Kelly’s participation with this church was not because of any family affiliation. Kelly, in a
329
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passing, nearly snide reference many years later to his son Peter, referred to his mother as a
Presbyterian. “That might have been just similar to calling her a drill sergeant or something, but
it may have been based on fact,” Peter Kelly claimed. “Whether it was a metaphor or whether it
was a fact, I honestly can’t tell you whether there was any background of going to that
church.”333
Anderson said that Kelly always had a flair for the dramatic. Anderson recalled that the
youth group had a big outing in Booth Park in Stratford (the neighboring town). Returning home,
there was an accident on the corner of State and Park in Bridgeport. A couple boys were either
in a phaeton with the top down or a car with a rumble seat. One of the boys, Francis Van der
Krirk, was killed. “He was a good friend of Walt’s and Walt took it hard … Walt had a good
voice and was scheduled to sing at the memorial service for Van der Krirk. Midway through the
song Walt broke into tears. He sat down, put his head in his hands, and sobbed.”334 Shortly after
the funeral, Kelly left for his first attempt at finding a freelance work as an artist in New York
City.
Kelly’s first attempt at finding work in New York City, when he was twenty-one years
old, was brief and uninspiring.335 He attempted to study art at New York City Phoenix School of
Art, but he dropped out within a month. “I was sort of a monitor and swept up the place, this
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gave me something to do in the afternoon,” he would later recall.336 A thriving Bohemian
subculture was occurring in the city at the time, but it probably did not include the future
cartoonist. These unaffiliated intellectuals lived in subpar housing and inexpensive lofts near
Greenwich Village. A young Robert Michels, who is best known for his “iron law” of
bureaucratization,337 also suggested a “sociology of bohemia” for such small societies major
cities after World War I: a youthful stage characterized by poverty, freedom and the hatred of the
bourgeoisie.338 Kelly’s son Pete, born more than a decade later, admits that he has little
knowledge of what his father did at the time, but hanging out with intellectuals was probably not
part of his plans:
I doubt that he was interested in the Bohemian subculture of that time or that he
even would have been interested when he returned to NY post-Disney, in the
forties before PM and the Star entered the picture. Dad always saw himself as a
newspaperman, and newspapermen did not see themselves as bums at that time.339
Kelly, however, did share in the poverty aspect of the city, bouncing from one minor job
to the next. He wanted to go to the big city to make money, but was thwarted at every turn during
his first tenure in New York. Kelly was of the generation who grew to adulthood in the Great
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Depression. Kelly’s credo was simple: “I just wanted to be friendly and make a buck at it.”
About this time, Kelly saw some of his work printed in comic books for the first time. Dorothy
Thompson’s “Ballad of a Hunter of Great Renown” in the November 1935 issue of St. Nicholas
marked the first time Kelly’s illustrations were published nationally.340 His connection with St.
Nicholas magazine formed an unlikely artistic association with other artists such as Howard
Pyle341 and Fredric Remington342 who also drew for the magazine during its peak.343 Kelly
contributed work to the very first of the modern era comic books when he drew children’s pages
for National in the days immediately preceding the superhero trend. New Comics (which, under
the nom de plume of Adventure Comics, ran until the 1980s) ran two pages of his work and
another two pages were split between the seventh and eighth issues of More Fun Comics. Both
magazines were published by one of the companies that would later come together to form DC
Comics.344
With an unbreakable faith in Santa Claus, and very little money in his pocket, Kelly
accepted a job painting windows. He told Murray Robinson of Collier’s that his first assignment
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was a Christmas window in a two-window store on lower Broadway. After several hours of
work that included chalk, paint and an armful of cotton balls, Kelly returned to the office for his
paycheck and was confronted by a boss with his head in his hands. “You ruined me,” he told
Kelly. The boss thought the window was a masterpiece, but the storeowner said it was “murder”
and wanted to put a brick through the window. After first offering to break the window himself
for a little extra cash, Kelly soon found himself painting the second window for free. He had the
second window almost completed except for the head of Santa Claus when he spied his boss
talking with the storeowner at a coffee shop across the street. Suspecting a ruse, Kelly laid down
his brush and confronted the two men by demanding his money. Kelly was fired for being a
“clock-watcher.” The next day he realized that he had been tricked into painting two windows
for the price of one, and decided to retreat back to Bridgeport for Christmas.345 In less than a
month Kelly would be on another bus, this time heading for California.
Walt Disney Productions was rapidly expanding from short subject films to full-color,
multi-reel animated films. In order to do this the studio basically had to train an entire generation
of storyboard artists and animators.346 Walt Disney personally placed dozens of ads in
newspapers all over the country as early as 1931 for young people with artistic talent who were
interested in learning the art of animation. The standard ad was:
WE’RE AFTER ARTISTS
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We’re hunting men. Walt Disney’s staff is expanding so rapidly Walt
needs more capable, well-trained artists. We’re looking for smart fellows who
have something on the ball.
There are opportunities in animation for artists interested in every sort of
work—opportunities for both creative work and advancement of salary. The work
is not confined to caricature alone. Every phase of fine art is used. For artists of
talent and ability, jobs are open. Write for further information.347
Since the early success with comic book drawing was his only major accomplishment
while he was in New York, Kelly decided to send his portfolio to Disney.348 Marc Eliot, in his
1993 book Walt Disney: Hollywood’s Dark Prince, claimed Disney was less interested in hiring
professionals as he was in hiring apprentices for his rapidly expanding, yet highly expensive,
studio who would do the bulk of the work for little or nothing. Disney considered their art
lessons as payment by themselves. He started most animators with just enough for rent, carfare
and cigarette money.349
“The place was the WPA of the cartooning world,” Kelly recalled. “It was a training
school for young artists who wanted to become animators. Disney would try out anybody.”
Disney could pay these young artists very little because there was virtually no other place where
animators could be trained. “It was $10 a week for two weeks of tryout period, and if you were
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accepted, then you went on to 15 or 20 dollars or whatever it was; it was in this area,” Kelly said.
“Now because things were tough in the ‘30s, a lot of people came, and a lot of them were great
draftsmen and funny guys.”350
Kelly claimed Disney “tried out” from 50,000 to 100,000 artists and kept about fifty of
them.351 Two of these artists included Hank Ketchum,352 and Virgil ‘Vip’ Partch353 both of
whom, like Kelly, would later become creators of newspaper comics. Another, Eric Gurney,
would become one of America’s great animal-cartoon book illustrators.354 Kelly would later
claim that the cartoonists there were amongst the best cartoonists that he had ever seen in a
group.355 Kelly learned both animation and storyboard at an animation school created at the
studio by Walt Disney. The young artists first learned how to draw model sheets showing
characters from all angles. The model sheets would then be distributed to everyone working on a
specific project so that the drawing style would be cohesive and uniform. The idea for this came
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from a German artist named Heinrich Kley, who had gained notoriety with his humorous pen
drawings published in the German magazines Jugend and the brash and politically daring
Simplicissimus. “Disney didn’t particularly do it himself, but there were people [there]
infatuated with Kley’s work, and they finally went off into doing this stuff,” Kelly said. “It did
not look like good Kley when it came on the screen, but his influence was in the construction of
that stuff, making model sheets and so on.” The elephants and hippopotami in Fantasia were the
closest the artist ever truly came to Kelly’s actual style.356
An additional perk to living on the West Coast came in the form of a woman from his
past. One of the girls he was interested after graduating from high school, Helen DeLacy, was
the professional in charge of the Girl Scout Council in Bridgeport. They were both members of
the Summerfield Methodist Church youth program with Kelly’s childhood friend Earle Anderson
that performed variety programs. Kelly historian Bill Crouch, Jr. writes:
Helen, who was a few years older than Walt, had hoped the westward move might
shake her free of a suitor who, though charming, might be too young. Her job in
California required her to have a car—‘a beat up old Chevrolet roadster’ as she
described it—and it gave Kelly and his friends the advantage of having their own
transportation. The couple were married in September 1937 and home cooked
meals at the Kellys were a treat not only for Walt, but for bachelor Disney
cartoonists such as Dan Noonan357 and Morris Gollub.358359
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Helen was born December 30, 1906 making her almost seven years older than Kelly.
Their son Peter Kelly disagreed with Crouch’s reason for Helen’s departure from Bridgeport:
I don’t know if that was part of her reasoning or not. I know she was very
interested in Girl Scouting and, being a young person that came to age in the
1920s, probably wanted to see part of the world and California was land of
mystery and intrigue at that time and I can easily see her going to Oakland on
those grounds alone.360
The problem with sharing her car with the other animators was that Helen lived 400 miles away
and did not move in with Kelly until after they were married.361 She had accepted a job in
Oakland as an executive in the national organization just as Kelly was graduating high school.
Kelly and Helen did not marry until two years later in September 1937.362 According to their son
Peter, “Distances, being what they were at the time, were a bit more formidable than they are
today. I think they had limited contact with each other, probably during the immediate time
period.” As for the home cooked meals for the young bachelor animators, Pete Kelly said that
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may have happened during short visitations by his mother to Los Angeles. The younger Kelly
believes his mother remained in Oakland for the majority of the time his parents were in
California. His father would pop up to see her as often as he could, but he lived in Los
Angeles.363
The Chouinard Art Institute, a nonprofit professional art school, was founded in Los
Angeles in 1921. A young artist who was among the first graduates of the Chouinard Art
Institute, Don Graham, instructed Kelly and the other artists on movement within three
dimensions. For example, when a character walks, body weight is shifted from one leg to the
other. A shrug of the shoulder should be evident in the drawing. The Disney style of
characterization depends on weight, flesh, and solidarity. Legendary Disney artists such as
Herbert Ryman, Mary Blair, and John Hench were also among the schools’ early graduates.
Graham taught the students the essentials in drawing twice a week at the Disney school. Walt
Disney himself commissioned Graham starting in 1932 to instruct evening classes to improve the
drawing abilities of his artists. Graham was among the team sent on a country wide talent search
and in 1934 was called upon to review and judge the portfolios of potential new Disney artists. In
seven years he personally examined over 35,000 portfolios. His education as a drawing teacher
really began when trying to solve some of the problems inherent to animation, a new kind of
drawing unique in the history of art. Graham spent the rest of his time at Disney before World
War II attempting to solve these problems in the analysis of action.364 Kelly later said Graham
excelled at teaching how to draw special aspects of characterization.
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He said you have to know what an arm is going to look like before you draw it,
which never occurred to a lot of us. You should know what the arm’s gonna be,
where it is, and everything else before you start. Graham would have us draw.
Every layout a drawing. In other words, you don’t start with the head, you don’t
start with the back and put a line down it and put a head on it and so on. He said,
put the arm in there, then the back, then put this over here. All you’re doing is
making a simulation of life anyway. Your outline is the thing you’re finally going
to control; so control it from the outset. Which is kind of tough. I’m scribbling,
trying to put a line to show where the knee is… the way he would draw, he would
simplify the forms of the triceps and the biceps, the forearm, the way the wrists,
fingers, and everything comes out of that.”365
The problem with this method, according to Kelly was that it led to a stereotype form of art
where everything always looked the same.
Life and earnings at Disney were not always beneficial. Kelly claimed, “We also learned
sleight of hand, sleight of food, and sleight of presence. We learned that when you were seen you
must look busy, and all of us goof-offs learned a lot about sleight.”366 Kelly claimed that he may
have learned basics from the art classes at Disney, but he learned far more from rubbing
shoulders, sharing apartments, and talking with each other: “and it was great, though it was a
monastic life in some ways. But it had to end, and eventually did. Economics didn’t take care of
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it, even at the low price.” As for salary, an employee was promised $25,000 a year when he367
finally made animator. Very few made it to the big money. “During the time I was there I made
about $100 per week for five-and-one-half days. It was a great education though.”368
Kelly was listed on the company payroll as of January 6, 1936, as a storyboard artist for
several shorts that never were produced. 369 He was transferred to the animation department
where he worked on several features including Pinocchio, Dumbo, and Fantasia. He also worked
on three Mickey Mouse shorts: Clock Cleaners (1937), The Little Whirlwind (1941), and The
Nifty Nineties (1941).370 He became close friends with, and basically became the apprentice of,
Ward Kimball who would later be known as one of the Disney Studio’s famous “Nine Old
Men.” They met when Kimball was in charge of animating Jiminy Cricket for Pinocchio.
Kelly not only had his own style of dress, but he also had his own personal style of
animation when he moved over to the new department from storyboards in the latter part of
1939. He had problems adapting to the model sheets. Deadlines were fierce. Each artist had to
animate as much as forty feet of film per week. The many levels of people that had to be pleased
created major obstacles for junior animators, especially Kelly who would often try to instill a
more personal style. The model sheets were created in order to make sure everyone in the
367
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animation process knew the minutest physical details of their characters. Kelly would either
consciously or unconsciously disagree with the sheets and would often draw the characters in a
way he thought they should be. Kimball said that in hindsight, the senior animators should have
changed what they were doing rather than force Kelly to change: “He drew very funny Mickeys,
but when his test animation was screened later in the sweatbox,371 the notes would always read
‘Have Kelly clean these up and make sure they follow the model sheet.’”372 Sometimes this
worked to his advantage as in the case of the crows in Dumbo.373
Kelly may have had fun with the people he worked with, but he never was able to
congeal with the concept of animation by factory line. Early disappointment with the rejection of
his early storylines created an almost maverick intention to be his own boss and to do his own
thing, whatever that would be. Faced with either lowered wages or participating in the strike,
Kelly also grew concerned about the prospect of financial ruin. The strike became the catalyst for
his departure from the Disney studios. Rather than staying on the line, Kelly took an extended
leave of absence because of an illness in his family back east. He would never return.374 Instead,
he set out immediately to find work.
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Kimball was convinced that Kelly never truly felt comfortable as an animator on the west
coast: “He was basically a comic-strip and gag man. The art of making things move, and the
mechanics involved, seemed insurmountable to him.” Kimball said Kelly could do the work, but
he did not enjoy it. The problem with animation studios is they attract artists with a variety of
talents and egocentrics. A true creative person wants to do things his or her own way and not
have to conform.” 375 Kelly would later claim:
We stunk on a lot of things. We stunk on ‘Pastoral Symphony,’ but we were
pretty good on other parts of Fantasia, pretty good for the times. It’s impossible
to create great art with animation. You’ve got a hundred thousand guys trying to
do it. We had something like 35,000 people there at one time, oh I forget, it was
something like 15,000.376
Kelly was beginning to realize that he would not be able to develop characters and situations and
would always have to conform to the team concept. It may have been inevitable then that Kelly
would leave the studio in order to create art that could stand on its own merit.

Search for Animation Jobs After Disney Proved Useless
Kelly had immediately tried to land a position at an east coast animation studio after
departing from the train, but was ultimately unsuccessful.377 Helen soon caught up with Kelly.
Their oldest daughter Kathleen was born November 30, 1942. They first moved into a home in
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Nichols, Connecticut, a few miles northeast of Bridgeport. The family moved a number of times
over the next two years, eventually buying a house at Old King’s Highway and Fairmead Road
in Darien, Connecticut after Kelly found steady work in New York City. No identifiable artwork
by Kelly has surfaced from this period as he rode the train almost daily to New York, thirty-eight
miles by rail. He ended up foraging for almost a year on his own until he eventually landed an
interview with one of the men Walt Disney had mentioned to him in Los Angeles.378
The comic book industry mushroomed during the 1930s. Kelly would spend the greater
part of the 1940s drawing and writing for the growing industry. Kelly decided to stick with what
he knew and specialized in funny animals.379 Walt Disney had told Kelly that if he wanted to
have steady employment back east, he should see Lebeck or Mike McClutick at Western
Publishing Company,380 the east coast company that had purchased the publishing rights to the
Disney characters. Kelly landed the job with Western, a printing company with the editorial
capability to create the content of comic books. Another company called Dell then bought this
content. Western’s representatives would meet with their counterparts at Dell with mock-ups and
samples of comic book ideas about twice a year. Dell would decide which and how many
different titles they would buy, and the Western representatives would hurry back to their offices
to find artists and writers to complete the books. Dell would handle all of the printing and
distribution of the comic strip while Western would then sell their licensed products to other
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printing companies that handled such things as children’s books, coloring books, and jigsaw
puzzles. Western also printed give-a-way comics such as Donald Duck Teaches Kite Safety.381
Kelly found work drawing a variety of projects as well as the comic books that would eventually
be distributed by Dell.
It was an active, yet uncertain time for the Kelly family. Kelly would draw the comic
books and other projects at home and then commute from Bridgeport to New York by train three
days a week to deliver and pick up new work. Kelly, however, began to dominate the
independent titles at Dell Comics, but he was not always happy with the results:
I worked in the comic book industry for quite a while and I made a lot of money
by slapping the stuff out fast, and some of that stuff was terrible, awful… By the
time my publicity caught up with me, and I began to fancy myself as a very good
man, I realized it’s a lot of bullshit. You should be good all the time. I should
have been good in those early years, but I wasn’t any good then and I wasn’t even
trying. I was trying to get stuff out to fill space, which is usually the concern of a
cartoonist—he’s trying to make money with what he’s doing. He may turn out a
lot of mileage, but a lot of it might be terrible. If he takes time and spends maybe
eight hours a day learning to draw, I think it helps.382
For most of the 1940s, he wrote and drew a variety of titles for Western including Raggedy Ann
and Andy, Looney Tunes, and Our Gang Comics based on the MGM product that originated in
1922 at the Hal Roach Studios. He also drew covers for many of the Disney titles whose interior
381
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stories were sometimes produced by Carl Barks,383 another of the anonymous Disney animators
who eventually found work as a comic book artist.384
Kelly would often contribute original stories as well for Walt Disney’s Comics & Stories.
One such story was a Disney version of Roald Dahl’s Gremlins. These World War II creatures
first gained currency in Britain’s Royal Air Force as mischievous sprites that received great joy
by sabotaging aircrafts. Dahl heard early stories of the gremlins from British airmen when he
was serving in the Middle East and decided to write a book about them. Disney bought the
animation writes to the book. His public relations department spent a great deal of time and
money spreading the lore on the Western side of the Atlantic, so when the book was finally
published in 1943 Disney’s name was more prominent on the cover than Dahl’s name. Kelly
contributed Gremlin stories and artwork for eight issues of Walt Disney’s Comics & Stories that
appeared in Dell Comics in 1943 and 1944. Disney may have owned the rights to Dahl’s book,
but he did not own the rights to the concept. Warner Brothers beat Disney to the movie screen
with two gremlin stories. Disney gave up on the book and the feature was never made.385
One of his earlier works was a high profile magazine called Fairy Tale Parade. Kelly
drew the entire first issue, prompting an introduction on the inside front cover that may have
been penned by the owner and editor who packaged the comic books for Dell, Oskar Lebeck:
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Fairy Tale Parade is an attempt to bring to young and old a series of picture
books of folk tales and stories of many lands—not as a shortcut to reading but in
the hope of instilling the desire to read and re-read the fairy tales, legends, and
myths of bygone days. Often we have longed for more pictures in our favorite
fairy tale book. Now Walt Kelly, the artist who drew all the wonderful pictures in
this book, makes our wish come true. So, let us go with him into the land of trolls
and wicked witches. Let us tip-toe through enchanted palaces past deep dungeons
where iron chains clank and rattle, meet giants and tiny dwarfs. Let's step into the
fairy ring and meet the little people.386
Horror, adventure, and crime comics were becoming popular at this time, but Kelly quickly
realized that his forte was more in the juvenile range. He later explained:
It was impossible for me to draw a naked woman. It was blinding work. I would
no sooner have her clothes off than I would remove my hat, out of respect. With
my eyes unshaded, I couldn’t see what I was doing. Besides, the editor said that as
an adventure man, I had better stick to drawing mice.
Kelly concentrated on puppies, kittens, mice, and elves, but every once in a while, he would be
“glancing back at the men who were grimly penciling out the Puerile of Pauline … taking her
clothes off and dragging people with butcher knives.”387 It was during this time that one of the
first non-christened Pogos appeared.
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America entered World War II with the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941.
As a child, Kelly had acute articular rheumatism and rheumatic fever which left him with a
damaged heart and prevented him from joining the military because of sickness,388 so he ended
up working as a civilian employee of the Army illustrating language manuals in Washington
D.C.389 “They tapped me for a job in the Foreign Language Unit illustrating language books for
our troops overseas,” Kelly later told a journalist. The reason why they picked him for the job
was because he knew some choice words in Bulgarian and other languages he picked up back in
Bridgeport. “As for the books they were invaluable to our soldiers in the field. If one of them
wanted to go to the can in Yugoslavia he was out of luck without the book.”390
Kelly also traveled with various USO groups. He enjoyed speaking with the soldiers who
came from all corners of the country, often comparing and then making fun of the different
accents.391 Kelly would later say he became truly fascinated with the dialects employed in the
southeastern United States during this time that he would later use in Pogo.392 Kelly still
continued to work with Western on various projects for extra money. Kelly treated his “Albert”
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features much like he did everything else he did for Western, as a work for hire, and to this day
the Lebeck estate has retained the copyright to the early incarnations of Pogo.
It was also during this time that Kelly reached out for other avenues of making money
such as writing the shooting script for the Bugs Bunny short Super-Rabbit. The writing credit
eventually went to voice talent Tedd Pierce for the original story, but the ending retained the
patriotic flavor of one who may have worked with the USO. Super-Rabbit was an obvious satire
on Superman comic books, beginning with the familiar phrase, “ Look up there in the sky! It’s a
bird! No, it ain’t a bird. It’s a dive-bomber. No, it’s Super-Rabbit. Faster than a speeding bullet.
More powerful than a locomotive, able to leap the tallest building… Bugs Bunny, the Bunny of
Tomorrow.” Produced by the Leon Schlesinger Studio, the supervisor for the production was
Charles M. “Chuck” Jones who would later direct The Pogo Birthday Special for Kelly in 1969.
Bugs is a laboratory rabbit coerced into eating a “super victimized, locked-in flavorized,
idiomized, modern designized super-carrot” that gives him super powers. He flies off to
Deepinaharta, Texas so that he could help defenseless rabbits against a round-up by Cottontail
Smith who has “gone plumb loco.” If there was anything that Smith liked less than rabbits, it
would be two rabbits. To better carry out his mission, Bugs quickly stripped from his blue and
red “pajammies” to take on the disguise of a mild mannered forest creature (glasses and a Fedora
similar to the disguise made famous by Superman’s alter ego Clark Kent). After a couple of
animated mishaps, Bugs accidently drops his supply of super-charged carrots into Smith’s hands,
giving both Smith and his unnamed equestrian companion super powers. The animated short
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ends when Bugs changes clothes one last time and becomes a United States Marine, a sight that
even the evil duo cannot help to salute as the rabbit makes his final get away.393
Two years later when his military time was over, Kelly found himself on a long distance
train, this time to New York City, where he began to develop other storylines of his own. Kelly
knew he could make more money if he wrote the stories for comic books in addition to
illustrating them, but no idea sprung from his mind completely formed. “The germ of the idea
grows very slowly into something recognizable,” Kelly wrote. “It all may start with the mere
desire to have an idea in the first place.”394
The year was 1942. Now with a child of his own, Kelly knew he needed the extra money
that writing original stories for comic book would allow him. Before the characters were even
envisioned, Kelly had an idea where he wanted his new comic to take place. “I chose a swamp,”
Kelly explained, “because it had always intrigued me with all the weird trees and stumps.”395 He
retired to a bar for several days,396 drawing and redrawing characters for a new swampland
feature that would eventually include a landscape of old hollow logs and Spanish moss, and a
cast of characters that originally included blue jays, mice, and turtles.
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The two major animals would be an alligator named Albert and his friend Pogo the possum.
These swampland stories began with Animal Comics #1397 and continued as a regular feature
until the title folded five years later in 1947. By this time Pogo was occasionally appearing in
Four Color Comics, but he would not have his own title until 1949 when the comic strip was in
syndication.398
A casual observer can tell that the characters changed a great deal before they found their
way into comic strip form. Albert looked far more reptilian lounging on a rock. He looked as if
he was ready to eat any passing animal that would happen his way. Indeed, in these earlier
versions, the other characters had to run from him when his appetite became too apparent. Pogo
actually looked like a dirty dark gray opossum, if you can ignore the blue blazer and red bowtie,
with long nose, pointy teeth, and a ratty tail. Readers are introduced to Pogo as he is celebrating
his October birthday. Several years later his actual birthday would be October 4.
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Figure 3.12: Albert Takes the Cake
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Kelly landed a job as art director at the fledgling New York Star when Animal Comics
folded. Since he retained the copyright to his Albert the Alligator characters, Kelly decided to
donate a strip version to the newspaper. Western owned the rights to the original comic books
and the titles, so Pogo became the main focus. After two weeks of advertising in small boxes
throughout the newspaper,399 Pogo debuted on the top right corner of the comic page on October
4, 1948. It was an instant success, but Pogo’s early following may have originally come from his
Animal Comics days. The first piece of fan mail arrived within two weeks of the debut strip:
MR. KELLY, PLEASE ANSWER
To the STAR:
The smartest thing you’ve done since PM became the Star was to get Walt Kelly
to do Pogo as a strip. But where’s Albert?
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The Ashmans400

Certainly children delighted in the swamp creature’s antics, but it was mainly the adults who
liked the strip’s sharp, high comedy. College professors even wrote fan letters.401 Enough mail
continued to come to the office to make Kelly believe that he may have something in the small
marsupial, but Pogo remained only a minor part of Kelly’s life. John Horn claimed that Kelly
would not even start working on the strip until late afternoon:
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He would finish up his outside commercial work by 11:00 a.m. and get to the Star
office by noon. He’d sit in on policy conferences and go to lunch at 1:00 p.m. At
lunch, he’d draw a rough of the next day’s political cartoon on a paper napkin.
Then back at the office to work on his Sunday stuff and check on the art staff’s
work. Then he’d look over the late news and finish his political cartoon in twenty
minutes. And don’t forget—he was doing a daily Pogo strip, too. He was finished
by 4:30 p.m.402
Free of the confines of the comic book, Pogo became both sillier and, at times, more serious.
Politics and sophisticated allusions became part of the daily strip. The cast expanded to include
the zany poet turtle Churchy Le Femme, loyal hound dog Beauregard Bugleboy, and resident
curmudgeon Porkypine the Porcupine.403 Because of his morning and afternoon activities, Kelly
was often crunched for time. Horn remembered a time when Kelly was about to relax after
finishing his political cartoon of the day when he remembered he had another deadline:
[Kelly] turned from his drawing board to his typewriter and began pounding
away. He asked me to ring for a messenger. I looked over his shoulder as he was
finishing some two and half pages of copy (in about twenty minutes). It was a
fantasy of the natural word, a children’s story of bees and butterflies and fairy
queens, but a complete story of action with beginning, middle, and end. He had a
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contact, he told me, to write such stories to be printed on cereal boxes and he
hated to give it up.404
The reason why Kelly could complete so much work in so little time was because he
believed a professional writer or artist could get anywhere from seventy-five to eighty-five
percent of what he or she was aiming for on the first try. Most artists then spent a great deal of
time trying to get the other fifteen to twenty-five percent. Kelly normally refused to do so, opting
instead to produce an additional seventy-five to eighty-five percent on another project.405
Pogo only lasted three months in its second incarnation. The Star closed down January
28, 1949. Pogo the possum was temporarily homeless. The end of the Star also marked what
Pogo historian and collector Steve Thompson called “the stillbirth” of a second daily comic
Kelly planned to start in the newspaper the following Monday. Promotional advertising during
that last week claimed that the strip would differ from Pogo in that it would have been an
adventure strip with title character Bobo Larkin as a newspaper reporter.406 No completed strips
are known to have survived.407
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Although plans were made to syndicate Pogo as well as Kelly’s editorial cartoons and the
weather strips he drew for the New York Star before it closed its doors,408 no contract had yet
been signed. Pogo was a hard sell. Editors would prove skeptical of a whimsical, literate strip
full of talking animals since the comic pages at the time were filled with soap operas like Mary
Worth and adventure strips like Dick Tracy. Yet, Kelly knew he had something with his pet
possum project that could be profitable since over two thousand people wrote to him to complain
about the death of Pogo after the New York Star closed.409 “The comic strip business is very
American in that it is always safe,” Kelly told members of the National Cartoonist Society at a
banquet in November 1969. “You have to lean over backwards to get yourself in trouble, and I
lean over backwards fairly well.”410
Kelly decided to take samples of the strip and the hundreds of letters he had received to
several syndicate offices. One example was from Mrs. E. Fultz:
My sincerest regrets and sympathies over the closing of the Star. Something is
missing from our lives and it will be along time before we grow accustomed to
the loss. The most heart-breaking of all is the loss of our beloved possum—you
know the one we mean. I don’t know if you meant it as such, but it was probably
the only adult comic strip in New York. We have saved the last few copies of the
408
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Star but we cannot bear to look at Pogo without feeling as actual pang of
sorrow—so tenderly did we regard him and his gentle philosophy. I confess, after
we saw “Louisiana Story,” we found it difficult to take to Albert for a while, but
Pogo has always been our boy. I’ve written to the Post, asking then to pick up
Pogo. I don’t know if I did you a favor, but I’m doing one for myself. I want
Pogo. I shouldn’t close without saying something about your political cartoons.
Yours are the most bitingly witty in the business. I’ll never forget your depiction
of Dewey as an adding machine on wheels, or the hound dog of the Thomas
Committee. I’ve enclosed a post card. If your work now appears, or will appear,
in another publication, would you be so kind as to inform us on the card?411
Kelly hoped that the fan mail would either convince the editors that Pogo was either very
popular with readers, or that Kelly had been very busy writing fan mail to himself.412 The first
syndicate told him that they did not want to buy any comic strip with ducks. When Kelly insisted
that Pogo was a possum by pointing to his tail, the editor then claimed that Kelly was so stupid
that he couldn’t even tell one animal from another, let alone draw one. The second syndicate
offered Kelly a job taking care of the comic book division of the syndicate. The third laughed at
Kelly as he walked him out the door.413 For several months, Kelly grew depressed. He had
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borrowed everything he could in order to buy time between jobs. He was almost ready to give up
on Pogo when the syndicate president Robert Hall sent word for him to drop by his office.
Hall told the starving artist, “This means nothing because I always get giddy riding on
airplanes. But I got all the Pogo proofs from the Star and read them—in an airplane—and I
laughed all the way to Chicago. Terrific! Tell you, fella, I was knocked cold. Wow! I tell you,
son, you’ll make a million. Here you are, sign right here.”414 Pogo started in the New York Post
Home News in May 16, 1949 on a trial basis. The Post announced his entrance a week earlier:
Meet Pogo the possum
Starts Monday in Post Home News
Oh, Life in the animal world! It’s wonderful!
Especially in Pogo the possum’s world. Pogo is the little fellow in the heartwarming comic strip which begins in the New York Post Home News Monday,
May 16.
Pogo and his pals romp through life in a continuous parade of fun and laughter—
at least from the observer’s point of view. Most of the time Pogo’s the fall guy for
the pranks of his friends.
There is Howland Owl, whose wise decisions and solutions to tough problems
only add to the confusion and fun. And Captain Churchy La Femme, the little
turtle, and Porkypine, and Albert the Alligator and others. Their troubles and their
fun is (sic) universal.
Behind the hilarious conversations and the mischievous antics lies the sharpwitted humor and kindly philosophy of Walt Kelly, creator of Pogo and his pals.
414
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You won’t want to miss a single event in any of their lives … they’re all so true to
life.415
Pogo began its syndicated416 life by basically retelling stories it had already told in its two
previous incarnations.417 The humor was broad and concerned more social matters than anything
truly political. The Philadelphia Bulletin, the Washington Star, and the Newark Star-Ledger soon
followed. Kelly said:
It seemed to attract a few readers in ’49, but no great hopes were held out for it.
The strip had no real sock gag in the last panel, and nobody was getting shot.
But—more on faith in Hall and Glen Adcox, his sales manager, than for any other
reason—a few editors took the strip when national syndication started in the fall.
Surprisingly, it held up well, even outdrew some established comics in fan
mail.418
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In October 12, 1949, just over a year after the strip version of Pogo began in the Star,
Kelly signed a ten-year contract to deliver “services of an original, unique and extraordinary
kind” to the Post-Hall Syndicate for an amazing fifty percent of the comic strip gross and seventy
percent of book publishing rights. Kelly had to guarantee three hundred twelve different daily
installments in black and white with a promise of accompanied Sundays when they were
eventually required.419 From the beginning Kelly became a paradox among cartoon artists for he
was a rare combination of consummate artist and shrewd businessman. The one thing he failed to
do was secure his own copyright. He basically gave it away to Post Hall when they included their
own copyright. He would, however, become one of the only cartoonists in history to have lost his
copyright and gained it back. He decided to do this when political satire began to show up in his
work.
One of the first newspapers to run Pogo was the Washington Star. The newspaper
decided to use Pogo as a place keeper until a more popular strip could be wrestled from a
competing newspaper. The editors worried little when it was time to drop Pogo in the Star to
make room for the new strip. The reaction from the readers was sharp and swift. A letter signed
by eighteen people claiming to be the “Pogo Protective League” demanded that the strip “be
returned to its rightfully superior position” on the top right corner of the comic page lest
“indignant readers everywhere rise up in armed might to crush this infamy.” The editors quickly
figured out Pogo readers were loyal and enthusiastic. After fourteen months of publication, Pogo
appeared in one hundred and twenty six U.S. newspapers. A poll conducted by the Saturday
Review of Literature showed the strip in seventh place among comic strips, just ahead of Terry
419
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and the Pirates and just behind Steve Canyon.420 Kelly was earning more than $25,000 per year
by the end of 1950 by his work on Pogo alone.421
As Pogo began to gain in popularity, Kelly continued his work with Western Printing,
drawing everything from Mickey Mouse handkerchiefs to the back of cereal boxes. Most notable
to today’s collectors was a pair of giveaway comics known as the “Peter Wheat” series, given to
customers of Bakers Associates bread. Distribution was limited and few have survived.422 Oskar
Lebeck, Kelly’s old comic book boss offered to buy the comic book rights to Kelly’s new
syndicated strip in 1949, this time with star billing for Pogo just like it appeared in the comic
strip. Fearing that he would not have the time to do both, Lebeck and Kelly decided to bring in
another artist to write and draw the Pogo comic book. Howie Post was working with National
Comics, the predecessor of DC Comics, making fifteen dollars a page for illustrating and inking
a series called Jiminy Crockett, a story about a kid who imagined his own fairyland. He was a
Kelly admirer who loved the carved trees and root system background in the Pogo swamp. Kelly
had just sold the strip into syndication and no longer thought he would be able to complete his
comic book work. After showing Kelly and Lebeck samples of his attempts at duplicating
Kelly’s style, he was offered the comic book job. Post turned down the job when he was offered
the same amount that he was receiving for only inking work at National. “I think that Oskar and
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Walt and everybody were going to get a cut from my work and I couldn’t afford that.” 423 Kelly
would never make the same offer to another artist and decided to write and draw the comic book
himself from 1949 until 1954.
Ray Burley, an old school cartoonist who always worked with a pipe in his mouth,
lettered the Pogo comic book. Kelly was pleased enough with his work that he did not mind
brushing the tobacco ashes off of the prints when they were returned.424 The new version of the
comic book became an immediate hit by attracting both children and more educated clientele.
Julian May introduced her newspaper article on the comic strip by illustrating two problems the
swamp folk caused. A four-year-old Chattanooga, Tennessee child who was nabbed two hundred
miles from her home by police who said that the little girl claimed she had run away from home
to visit her friend Pogo. The other story May writes is of a college classroom where a student
who was supposed to be reading his text accidentally dropped a comic book at his professor’s
feet. “I was embarrassed,” the student told the reporter, “because I didn’t want him to think I was
a comic book reader. I am not! I only read Pogo!” The professor stooped to the floor to pick up
the magazine and without skipping a beat said, “Hm’mm, a new issue. I must remember to pick
one up.”425
In order to maintain the amount of work he was handling, Kelly decided to hire an
assistant. George Ward, the young artist who had helped him letter the early Pogo strips in the
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Star agreed to help out as an inker. Ward would work at his Greenwich Village apartment a
couple of days and then stay at Kelly’s to round out the week. Kelly created an office space in
his Darien, Connecticut home with two drawing boards on either side of his fireplace. He used a
Venus Unique #1216 blue pencil and never worked from a script. Kelly’s family had grown to
three children with the birth of his daughter Carolyn and son Peter. The children went to bed
around 8 p.m., roughly the starting time for work for the two artists. Kelly would start coffee in
a pot that a memento from his days at Disney. Kelly would ink all of the main characters and
then skip to the points where Ward would take over. Kelly would draw in half a tree stump or
house as background then let Ward finish the rest. The two artists would work until three or four
o’clock in the morning, smoking Coronas and listening to the radio. Ward said Kelly enjoyed
working at night: “One reason he gave was the cosmic rays of sun weren’t bouncing off us. You
know, I think he was serious.”426
Kelly stopped doing his comic book in 1953, claiming it was becoming more problems
than it was worth, but that did not stop him from promoting his work in other venues. Kelly took
full advantage of the monetary potential of his characters early in the run of the strip by
producing books reprinting the run. Although other strips had been reproduced in comic books,
Kelly decided that Pogo deserved better and published them in book form, primarily creating the
concept of today’s graphic novel. Rather than the fifty percent guarantee Post Hall gave him for
the strip, Kelly received seventy percent of the book sales.427 Kelly had produced three books428
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by Christmas 1953 that became wildly popular. “A certain possum by trade, named Pogo, is
causing consternation in the ranks of Atlanta news-dealers,” began a 1950 article in the Atlanta
Journal:
Staid businessmen, stern matrons and at least two college professors are among
the adults who are siddling [sic] in to ask sheepishly: “Is the new Pogo funny
book in yet?”
“Not yet,” replied a bewildered news-dealer. He turned to a reporter. “That
guy’s a teacher out at Emory. More grown-ups ask about that … possum. What
gives with this Pogo deal anyhow?”
What gives is a new cult centered about the aforementioned marsupial.429
In the same article, manager of the World News Company, James E. Poulis, disclosed that
faculty secretaries from Emory and Georgia Tech made frequent trips to his newsstand seeking
Pogo comic books “The faculty members are too shy to come in and ask for themselves so they
send their secretaries down.” This cult of Pogo began to appear as soon as the Journal began
publishing the daily strips and consisted of people from all walks of life: “It is true that a taste
must be developed for Pogo, like Martinis, and Atlanta is sharply divided into two fractions:
those who think the strip screamingly funny and those who as yet regard it as redickledockle. It
seems to be a satirical strip with the malice squeezed out, but you can never tell.”430
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According to Indiana University’s Crimson Bull, a college professor in 1951 would have
been tarred and feathered if the professor was seen buying a comic book. By the next year it was
a common occurrence to see a faculty member seriously looking through a stack of Pogo comic
books at a book store, “slyly glancing over his shoulder, and then tossing the money to the
cashier while he dashes out of the store to retire in his room and get a few laughs.” Kelly always
claimed that he did not intentionally inject satire in his strip, but “it’s there and he can’t rightly
disown it.”431
Attracting educators and captains of industry was no fluke, nor was the popularity of
Pogo restricted to his home state, but a well-laid plan by the cartoonist who came from the same
city as P. T. Barnum. Kelly’s new comic strip elicited more than a light chuckle from its readers.
Those who found the humor in the strip became devoted. College students were the genesis of
his success.
The biggest thing I’ve learned in this business is to get out and talk to the kids.
College kids can call you a lot of dirty names but they’re so highly bred now that
they’re super intelligent. I either give talks on college campuses for nothing or
charge a very little fee. The guys who charge big fees for talks should stay home
and make bread.
Kelly gave as many as sixty talks a year to university students until his 1955 heart attack forced
him to cut back his public appearances.432
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Kelly was sworn in as president of the National Cartoonist Society the night before
appearing in front of the 1954 Senate subcommittee hearing on juvenile delinquency concerning
comic books. Preliminary archival findings indicate that Kelly may have lied when he claimed
he represented a society created to police content.433 During the hearings, Kelly said that the
organization policed its members for being out of the mainstream, but the Society was originally
created as a social club and did not investigate a member until shortly after the hearing, nor did it
have a code of conduct of any kind for its members until after the proceedings.434
Within months of the hearing, Kelly had to preside over Cartoonist Society meetings
concerning Ham Fisher, the artist best known for Joe Palooka. Fisher had, for years, claimed that
Al Capp stole some of the characters from his strip when Capp worked for him shortly before the
creation of Li’l Abner. Fisher allegedly tried to get even by claiming to New York state
investigators that Capp was putting pornographic messages into his strips. In order to prove his
point, Fisher doctored some of the clips to make them obviously graphic.435 The society kicked
out Fisher, the first and only time someone was ever removed from its rolls. The situation came
conveniently after Kelly’s testimony.
As president of the Cartoonist Society, Kelly protected the rights of other cartoonists, but
at the same time self-promoted his strip to college audiences first through Pogo’s presidential
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campaigns and then other avenues such as television news programs to gain the support of both
liberals and intellectuals. Kelly’s tenure as president sought to advance the impact comics had on
its readers by financing studies on readership and content. He circled the globe on Pan American
World Airways and promoted international correspondence and cartoonist exchange programs.
Kelly constantly promoted his craft, but rarely allowed the Pogo strip to be commercialized
except in book form (essentially creating the first graphic novels). Although he easily could have
doubled his income with merchandising, he refused to allow anyone else control of Pogo.
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436

Figure 4.1: I'd like to present Miss Coach Boombah
CHAPTER FOUR
EVERYONE'S EQUAL IN THE SWAMP
Bridgeport produced a hodgepodge of smells between the years of 1916 and 1929 that
Kelly would never forget: wet wool, cedar pencils, chalky blackboards mixed in with the more
specifically childish aromas of sweat, dirt, soap, iodine, and goose grease. The town’s factories
invited a variety of European immigrants and races during World War I with an equal variety of
family names such as Dzumatis, Salernos, McKendrick, Luchtenberg, and Duffy. Kelly would
later claim that it was difficult to find two families with the same nationality within a half a mile.
The children never formed any racial gangs because there were never enough to choose sides.
They simply roamed with other children who lived nearest to them.437 “We learned more
unusable phrases in foreign tongues by the time we were ten than most world travelers learn in a
lifetime,” Kelly wrote.438
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Elementary school was simply an activity that interrupted wandering in the woods and
frightening games under the porch. The Kelly children would lounge around the house and read
Mutt and Jeff cartoon books on rainy days, determined to one day become rich cartoonists. The
school, like the rest of the community, was new, having been built for the influx of war workers’
children.439 The gentile grammar school principal Miss Florence Blackham presided over the
children of this homogeneous group of immigrant. Kelly claimed:
In her cool, compassionate, endlessly efficient dignity, she struck such a chord on
the hearts of the boys that we were all convinced she had been born tall,
completely dressed in the long-skirted dark simplicity of her day, with a little
high-choker lacy collar, and possessed of the glowing, yet piercing, dark-blue
eyes that no boy could look upon without telling the truth. And, believe me, some
of the truths that some of us had to tell were pretty hard to reveal in the presence
of a lady. 440
The fathers all worked together in nearby factories regardless of their ethnicity, and Miss
Blackham, by which name she was known by almost everyone in town, never let the students
entertain any idea of differences. The students fought over more important things such as
marbles, erasers, and candy. Kelly wrote, “We saw our first Negro children in class there and
believe it or not, none of us were impressed one way or another, which it should be. Jimmy
Thomas became a good friend and the young lady was pretty enough to remember even today.”
Miss Blackham believed in compassion for all, but neither preached nor practiced tolerance;
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Kelly claimed that town was too ignorant to see anything that needed it. Bridgeport, he would
later claim, “… was more flower pot than melting pot, more by-way than highway, maybe more
end than beginning.”441
Kelly, however, was fascinated with different cultures, especially the African American
culture of the early twentieth century. He never, however, traveled to the Southeastern portion of
the United States until Pogo was firmly established in syndication. His view of the culture began
when he was a young lad while watching his father as he painted backdrops for traveling
minstrel shows. Later, Kelly was involved with musical productions with his church group, and
some of these shows involved the popular music of the day. He became infatuated with
Dixieland jazz. This love of what was then referred to as “race music” provided Kelly with an
inroad with some of the best animators on the Disney lot, especially Ward Kimball.
Kelly began his four-year career at the “Mouse Factory” as a story sketch artist in and
expanding story department. Kimball said that a Disney story department “big cheese” decided
that Kelly could possibly be a good animator, so Kelly was turned over to Kimball and Fred
Moore for training. The future Pogo artist was a fast learner and began to animate small scenes
in some of the shorts. Most of the animators at Disney were still in their twenties. The seniors
such as Moore and Kimball had only started a couple of years before Kelly on Silly Symphony
shorts and Snow White and the Seven Dwarves. Much of their time at the studio was spent
laughing and goofing off. The animators would play football during the noon hour. The game
continued in the hallways when it was raining outside. Those not participating would shut their
doors in fear of a ricocheting football would break a lamp or topple a stack of drawings.
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Kelly learned at Disney that each key character pose had to “ tell a story.” An animator
had to draw his characters from every possible angle of action to create dimensional
believability. All beings, no matter what degree of caricature was involved, had to have “weight”
and depth in their actions. This discipline would influence and shape Kelly’s later approach to
drawing both comic books and the Pogo strip. It also was expressed in other ways. The
animators would often exchange gag drawings of their personal lives. “Nothing was sacred,”
according to Kimball. “In the process we developed stock formulas for exagger-ating (sic) each
others’ physical and emotional characteristics.” Kelly became the most prolific gag artist.
Kimball said Kelly had a knack for extending even the most vapid situation or event into the
realm of total outrageousness: “His ability to grasp the basic humor in our everyday Disney
machinations could be devastating. But however satirical his jabs at us were, there was always an
obvious vein of laughable truth.”442
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Figure 4.2: Oh boy! Dis is da life
The friendship between Kimball and Kelly had also bonded because of their love for
Dixieland jazz and folk music. Both played the tin whistle444 and a little harmonica. Every day
they would take an early morning break to the men’s room. Kelly would stop by Kimball’s desk
and he would grab his whistles. After situating themselves in adjoining cells, the two of them
would play duets on songs such as “Alabammy Bound” and “Tuck Me to Sleep in My Old
Kentucky Home.” Even though he was very east coast in appearance with his button down shirts
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and bow ties, Kelly was enthralled by Southern music—“that you-all syndrome” as Kimball put
it:
Well, we would play these tunes, and if he was real knocked out with any of our
improvisations, he’d yell, “Eatin’ peanuts by the peck!” That meant it was real
good. And we would laugh like hell. Other guys would come in wanting to use
the johns and plead, “All right, you guys, get your asses out and give somebody
else a chance.” … Sometimes I would play drums on the wastepaper basket, or
Kelly would play rhythm. We also played a zither. It was a terrible sound, but we
enjoyed it for the humor involved.445
Their bathroom musical group performed outside the stalls several times. The young male
workers were the right age for the draft during World War II, and several were forced to leave
the studio for military duty. During one such occasion, the band sang good-bye with a song that
Kelly scratched out on paper and sang to his friends until they had it memorized:
If you wonder why I’m leaving,
Little girl, please stop your grieving,
For your Daddy is a drummer in the band
With his sticks and cymbals clashing
Into battle he’s go dashing.
Just to serve his native land.
And perhaps I’ll be a sentry,
For I love my dear old kentry,
And I know that I will show my stand,
And a rappa-kappa-tooey
On the old skebot ‘n’ blooey,
And the frizzle-frazzle-floozie frand.
For this is a land of beauty … [pause]
And I am a man of duty … [pause]
445
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So I’ll leave you, little cutie Gallo wine…
With the army men a-humming,
And I’m off to do my drumming,
For your Daddy is a patriotic man—from Pas-a-dee-na …
For your Daddy is a patriotic man!446
Kimball remembers that at the time the studio commissary had a bowl of hard dinner rolls at the
table in those days that nobody bothered to eat since they all looked shellacked. What appeared
to be hundreds of these projectiles came flying at the band members, bouncing off their heads
like rocks.447
Kelly wrote several mock-patriotic songs during World War II including “Oh, We’re
American Zall!” in which Kelly, Kimball and Moore performed in the studio commissary:
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Figure 4.3: Oh We're American Zall
Both animators were well aware that their fellow artists did not exactly appreciated their musical
endeavors. The mass rejection only emboldened the sadistic element of their amateurish song
recitals, making them even more enjoyable to Kimball and Kelly. “Many times,” Kimball said,
“we would stagger around the room laughing with rubber-legged glee over what we fancied a
particularly exceptional renditions of ‘Marching Through Georgia.’”449 Later Kimball would
form a band called Firehouse Five Plus Two. This band, which included Kimball on tin-whistle,
and several others on banjo, tuba, drums, and horn, would be parodied in Pogo as the Firehouse
Five Glee and Pilau Society.
448
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Kelly basically loved all things southern. For example, Kelly would go see any live
performance that “had that old hokey southern stuff.” He attended Edna Ferber’s Showboat
several times when traveling productions came to Los Angeles. Then he would draw gags about
his friends based on his memories of the show.

450

Figure 4.4: Old Man Ribah
Kimball said, “He’d cast Larry Clemmons as the gambler—city slicker. Fred would be the girl or
blonde lady, and Kelly would take the part of the old colored retainer. He never talked in
southern dialect, only wrote it; but he would remember all the lyrics from Showboat and use
excerpts when he drew up a gag for us.”
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Figure 4.5: Jim Crow from Dumbo
Kelly’s love for the southern dialect may have helped to land him one of his highest
profile characters at Disney. Kimball was the senior animator on Dumbo’s crow sequence, but
decided to turn Kelly and Dave Swift452 loose. Dumbo the flying elephant runs into a jazz band
of jive-talking black crows with a leader named Jim who sings, “I’d be done see’n about
anything when I see an elephant fly.” The crows are depicted as poor and uneducated in the style
of a minstrel show or Amos and Andy.453 They were experts on all things “fly,” and considered
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heroes in the film since together they taught the elephant how to fly. For its time, however, the
stereotypical characterizations of the crows were almost progressive.
Dumbo was released during a time of severe and gruesome violence toward AfricanAmericans in the South. A nation-wide anti-lynching campaign gained strength in the 1930s that
peaked in 1937-38 with the introduction of a House bill that would allow federal authorities to
prosecute the perpetrators of the crimes when the state authorities refused to do so.454 The bill
reached the Senate in 1938 with the support of about seventy senators, but the southern
Democratic senators filibustered and prevented the bill from coming to a vote.455 The black
crows in Dumbo could be seen as a positive political statement of tolerance in 1941 when society
could not even successfully prosecute those who would torture and murder people because of
their race. Strong supporting African American characters and roles were rare at the time in
Hollywood. The studio hired a black choir to sing behind the voice of white singer Cliff
Edwards,456 who did the voice of Jim Crow. Disney did not receive any protests for racial based
humor until years later with Song of the South, which was picketed by the NAACP.457
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Kimball said he did not really miss Kelly when he first left the studio, the result of an
apparent argument the two had concerning the strike, but it finally sunk in about a month later
that he was losing one of the best friends he would ever have. “The common bond of being
fellow tin-whistle players,” Kimball said, “and liking to sit around with a drink and grouse or
laugh about conditions at the Studio, had suddenly evaporated. It was a sad event in my life.”458
Walt Kelly left the Disney Studio for the last time on September 12, 1941. He rode alone
on the train, temporarily leaving his wife Helen to once again fend for herself on the west coast.
Kelly’s twisting of sentence structure and language can be noted in a letter to Kimball and Fred
Moore.459 Kelly claimed the train trip:
… across these good Newnited States of ours was the longest sonofabitchin’ trip
that has ever been my misfortune to endure in lo! These twenty-seven years, ten
months of my existence. When you get tired of staring out the window, you stare
at the dumb bastard across the aisle. The dumb bastard across the aisle was a
splendid character, and we got to be fairly good friends. Of course, I was never
able to persuade her to come into a berth with me, but if the train had gone on for
another day or two, I am quite confident that a deal would have been worked with
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the conductor, who from the rear was as handsome a gentleman as these eyes
have beheld in some, I might say, time.460
Kelly’s ability to curl the English language was already established when he began to draw
comic books for Western Publishing where he would eventually publish Pogo in comic book
form in 1943.
The language of Pogo’s swampland creatures may give the causal reader an immediate
association with another Disney production. Georgia was also the setting for Song of the South,
but during the Reconstruction era rather than the present day. Perhaps the most memorable
portions of the film were the animated shorts that depicted Joel Chandler Harris’s Uncle Remus
stories. James Baskett played Uncle Remus, a former slave known for his story telling. The main
character, Br’re Rabbit, was a crafty varmint who always had to find new and inventive ways to
keep out of the stewing pot of Br’re Fox and his inept conspirator Br’re Bear. One trap that Fox
sets up for Br’re Rabbit was the tar baby. Once stuck, the more the rabbit tried to get free, the
more entangled in the tar he became. The Disney Studios have never released the full version
Song of the South on videotape or DVD in America because of the racial overtones of the film.
The live action portions of the film depicted smiling, happy African Americans singing and
dancing around a fire and always subservient to the white characters who owned the plantation.
The animated portions depicted assumedly black characters that were crafty, stupid, or lazy.
Certainly non-controversial to a majority of the white audience it was made for, these stereotypes
were humiliating to the African American audience and spurred multiple protests from the
NAACP.
460
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An easy parallel could be made to Pogo since it was syndicated two years after the Song
of the South’s initial release, but Pogo did not use racial stereotypes in any way, and Kelly left
the studio long before the planning of the film even began. Since Kelly and Kimball wrote letters
to each other for several years after Kelly left the studio, it is not out of the question that Kelly
may have heard about the plans for the film. He may have also heard about the film through
professional means since he was drawing the comic book versions of the Disney characters for
Western Publishing. The stories were well known. Joel Chandler Harris began writing about
Uncle Remus shortly after accepting a job at the Atlanta Journal in 1876. The stories were
eventually compiled into a children’s book, a book that Kelly’s father had read to him when he
was a child, but Kelly’s inspiration for his characters seemed to have come from across the
Atlantic Ocean rather than the Deep South.
The national release of Pogo only two years after Song of the South may have helped the
struggling comic strip gain an audience, but the only similarity in characterization between the
movie and Pogo was that the animals spoke with a southern dialect. Since there were no Br’re
Rabbit or Br’re Fox stereotypes in Pogo, the personality and roles of the cast were far more
similar to A. A. Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh.461 Kelly replaced Winnie-the-Pooh’s462 location of
sandy ridges and tranquil forests in Ashdown Forest in Sussex, England with the fishing holes
and cypress roots of the Okefenokee Swamp of Georgia. Albert served the role of the overly
hungry main character, Howland Owl is immediately reminiscent of Rabbit’s character, and
Porkypine was a sharper version of Eeyore. Pogo was originally a Piglet type character—a
461
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smaller and less emotionally mature sidekick of the main character. Kelly later would claim that
Pogo started his life as a spear-carrier,463 but he began to change his mind when Pogo began to
receive fan mail, rare at the time for a comic book character.464
Certainly the Okefenokee Swamp was just as much a character as any of the animals, just
like Winnie-the-Pooh would be radically different if the location was changed to the Bronx, New
York. The original swamp remained unnamed for many years. According to Pogo collector and
historian Mark Burstein, the first geographical reference, a panic caused by the flooding of the
Ogeechee River, was made in 1950 after the strip was syndicated.

Figure 4.6: That scare we had
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Figure 4.7: Things I like 'bout Churchy's barber shop
The problem with this early geographic reference was that the Ogeechee River actually runs
through Georgia near the South Carolina border. The Okefenokee Swamp, the eventual and
permanent location of the strip, is located in southeastern Georgia at the Florida border. The
Suwannee River is the only one that runs through it.466 It is clear that Kelly is simply borrowing
a real geographic name in setting his strip in the Okefenokee since Pogo’s swamp only truly lives
in the brain of its creator: “The Okefenokee swamp in which those animals live is not an odd
corner of the state of Georgia… but on the outskirts of Arcadia.”467
The animals did not live in a real place, but the world of their creator. Kelly said that he
wanted to create a fairy tale world for children with Pogo.
Most of the stories children are fed originated in the Orient, Europe, Scandinavia,
or Greece. I was looking for a more up-to-date way to write for a modern fable. In
casting about for a locale—stage for some American folklore—I decided to use a
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Southern Swampland. Swamps are regions of mystery and enchantment; weird
places that excite the imagination. I happen to pick Okefenokee … I could have
used the Big Dismal in Virginia or the Everglades or either of a couple of places
in South Carolina.
It could, of course, be mere coincidence that there was a swamp in Darien where Kelly lived, and
he owned a portion of it that adjoined his back yard. The Darien Swamp was a much more
sophisticated bog than Georgia’s Land of Trembling Earth. Kelly claimed that the Connecticut
swamp was “surrounded with houses, automobiles, and cocktail parties.” It also had possums,
but Kelly had drawn Pogo for five years before he ever saw a real one. He was not a real fan of
the real possum. An Atlanta Journal reporter told him that he could actually eat one if he ever
had a chance to visit Georgia. He said, “Why I wouldn’t dare. It would be just like eating
Mother.”468
Kelly’s characters spoke in a language that was only indigenous in the mind of the
author. Many believe that the little group of creatures he developed for his comic book Animal
Comics may have been at least partially derived from the Uncle Remus stories.469 Kelly’s father
had read the stories to him as a child. He had picked up much of the Southern dialect from “fun
talk” with his dad.470 What was missing from these early versions of Pogo was the wordplay that
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the strip would be known for in the later strip version. Kelly deliberately mangled the language
of the animals, however, in order to portray the speech patterns of his imagined southern rural
dialect. Kelly had a variety of different reasons for the lilting vocabulary:
My first job in the late 20s and early 30s was on a Bridgeport newspaper. I was
surrounded by Southern refugees and before long I was talking as they did.
Southern speech, I discovered, is like that you hear everywhere else in America,
except better. The difference is not so much in inflection as in idiom. In my
cartoon strip I skip dialect, using an occasional work I like as in the phrase
‘women and chullens first.’ What Pogo and his friends say must be understood by
people in Seattle, in Boston, and in Mexico.471 Other countries were not as
successful in picking up Kelly’s language. A New York fan claimed that his
Danish friends questioned the readability:
My wife and I would like to pass along to you a small bit of your own
international fame. Having forwarded to friends in Denmark a copy of the Pogo
Papers [the 1953 Pogo compilation], we are in receipt of a thank-you-note which
includes the lines, “I read Pogo. And were we hard to understand before we are
now quite impossible” [sic]. 472
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Kelly’s assistant Nate also mentioned the Kelly’s language in an office memo in 1957:
When I went over to the Syndicate today to pickup mail I saw Ira, chatted with
him for several minutes, and the conversation shifted to foreign syndication. In
the course of telling me about the “problems” involved, Ira talked about how
Dennis [the Menace] was being translated into foreign languages, so I remarked:
“It’d be a pretty tough job translating Pogo into a foreign language.” Ira came
back with: “Yeah, pretty impossible. Quite a while ago some editor in England
tried to do it, and you should have seen the stuff. It was terrible.”473
Thus Pogo could not have been located anywhere else than the swamp created by Walt Kelly.
Ironically, the only time that Kelly had ever been south of the Mason-Dixon Line was when he
worked for Disney in southern California. Kelly would later explain that the only thing that
inspired him toward an involvement with southern swamps was his sincere conviction that
people are universally frail:
It struck me that perhaps the Southerners as a much maligned people would not
mind being a little more down-trodden. Their good nature and ability to make a
rough situation humorous struck Kelly as being a Christian virtue. It was his hope
that that his new venture would nudge people into a more general awareness that
they were, after all, “human beans.”474
The original Pogo had something else in common with Winnie- the-Pooh. He had his
own Christopher Robin. At first the comic book feature had no continuing title and centered on
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the relationship between an African American child named Bumbazine who lived in a shack near
the swamp and a comically ravenous alligator called Albert in an unnamed southern swamp.
Bumbazine did not stay long in the swamp, but in retrospect was an example of Kelly’s
individuality. He was an adventurous child with a dark brown skin color who he did not use the
same southern swamp dialect that the animal characters used. He was a non-stereotypical
African American character at a time dominated by “sambo” style representations of African
Americans especially in comedic works, a star of the comic book stories at a time when the
Army was still segregated.475 Bumbazine may have been the early star of the stories, but he
never had a comic book named for him. The character Pogo would eventually appear under six
different comic book titles: Animal Comics, Albert Alligator and Pogo Possum, Our Gang (#6),
Santa Claus Funnies (#254), Pogo Possum, and Pogo Parade. At one point Kelly began to
recognize that his characters were attracting the attention of more than just the younger audience.
Teenagers and the occasional adult were seen standing in line when the comic books hit the
newsstands. The last title incarnation, Pogo, occurred after the syndication of the comic strip
with the same name in 1949.
The child was never drawn as a stereotype. Indeed, Bumbazine was certainly the most
intelligent character in the comic book, and one of only a few characters in the Swamp to live in
a house.476 Other characters that would eventually reside in the more traditionally human habitat
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would be Old Mole and the Barnstable Bears. The rest of the characters mostly lived in trees.477
Thus, Bumbazine lived in the best home in the community. Kelly’s third wife, Selby Kelly,
claimed Kelly wanted to create a little town that represented a microcosm of the whole world.
The animals had a store, a newspaper, and the various necessities of a real village. The
surrounding swamp was surrealistic and mysterious but provided everything necessary to sustain
life.478
Kelly retired the child from the strip rather early in the comic book run. The Christopher
Robin-Pooh relationship did not work as well for “real” animals as it did for children’s toys.
While it was possible to imagine animals talking to each other, they really do not say much when
people were around. It made sense that the animal understood what the human was saying, but it
was not realistic to believe that the humans and animals could have a conversation.479 Some
historians have speculated that Bumbazine’s early retirement, as well as the black adult
characters who were also shown, resulted from some sort of racial causes. It would be foolish to
totally discount this reasoning, but the likely change of focus was that the human child failed to
engage Kelly’s creative energies.480 These historians suggest that the black characters could
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have been regarded as offensive, but Kelly had always treated his comic book characters equally
and evenhanded. Both human and animals were silly and played for laughs. Bumbazine did
speak with a Southern accent, but so did all of the animals. Kelly was a pioneer in the use of
African American and female as equals in comic book stories. He drew the Little Rascals Our
Gang comic book version for several years of its original printing. He changed the name of
Buckwheat to Bucky, who was one of the bravest members of the gang. Girls were treated
equally as well, often pitching into adventures as enthusiastically as the boys.481
Although human-animal communication has had a long literary history in such works as
Alice in Wonderland, Dr. Doolittle, and The Chronicles of Narnia, Kelly believed it would not
work in his world any more than it would in Aesop’s Fables. Just as adults destroy the mystique
of Peanuts, a human presence destroyed the credibility of the Okefenokee animals. Kelly
historian Steve Thomson said that in hindsight, it becomes obvious that Bumbazine had to leave
the swamp. Animals cannot caricature human behavior if a human was at the other end of the
table. No matter how smart Bambazine was, he would never be accepted as en equal by either
the other characters or the readers:
If Bumbazine had stayed, it would have been in one of two capacities, either as a
superior or an inferior to the animals. If her were a superior, he would have ended
up as either a particularly adept gamekeeper or a benevolent deus ex machina, a
solver of problems. As such, he would have eliminated or short-circuited the later
atmosphere of parody, satire, and overall confusion present in the Swamp. As an
inferior to the animals, Bumbazine could not have avoided being the butt of their
481
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jokes or of Kelly’s satire of human behavior. This would not have been acceptable
to Kelly’s readership, who identify with the only human in the Swamp. Although
Kelly would not have intentionally provided racist stereotype, any black character
shown as an inferior to Swamp animals might be so perceived.482
It is uncertain if Kelly actually sat down and thought about the ramifications of the Bumbazine
character since there is no surviving evidence that reveals anything concerning the matter.
Thompson claimed it was entirely possible that Kelly never made a conscious decision to
eliminate the child after Animal Comics #12. Like so many other characters in the comic books
and syndicated strip who came and went without explanation, Bumbazine may have just had no
reason to enter back into the action.483
Bumbazine was not missed because he was replaced with another character with the same
characteristics. Kelly said Pogo was picked to take Bumbazine’s place because “he happened to
be standing around when the little boy left. His name doesn’t mean anything, except that it was
an alliteration with possum.” Pogo was endowed with all of the same qualities of the little boy—
childlike innocence, naiveté, and sturdiness of character—the same qualities he would have for
the duration of the strip as well.484 Pogo’s star status was a slow climb. He finally shared the
billing with Albert in 1945, the same year that he first made front cover with an appearance that
was barely noticeable in the background. Pogo, like Little Nemo before him and Charlie Brown
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after, became a star with a quiet character, the eye of the storm among an imaginative and rowdy
cast.485 Nevertheless, an argument could be made that Pogo was the first non-stereotype African
American lead character in a nationally syndicated comic strip. Nobody noticed because all of
the swamp creatures were equal.
The name of the first comic book feature was “Albert Takes the Cake,” and it began with
the narrative: “Once there was a big old Alligator named Albert who loved chocolate cake.” It
was a five-page feature. Kelly originally drew the animals in a far more realistic style than they
would be known for later in the run. Albert’s movements were temporarily restricted to crawling
on four legs, as most alligators are prone to do. The opening panel had him smiling as he
emerged from a blue-watered swamp with an orange heron flying overhead by the title and trees
in the distance filled with Spanish moss.486 Eighteen issues later, Pogo’s full name would finally
be revealed, one that would certainly be too long to ever use in the comic strip: Ponce de Leon
Montgomery County Alabama Georgia Beauregard Possum.487
Just as Kelly was weeding out the “kiddie corn” from the swampland features, Animal
Comics folded in 1947.488 He continued to work in the comic book field, but none of his folksy
stories achieved the popularity of others that dominated the field that included superheroes,
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crime, or romance.489 He claimed to have cornered children at newsstands, when their parents
were looking the other way, to ask them questions about why the magazine did not do well.
Kelly said that all of the responses amounted to the same thing: “That there comic book didn’t
have no action in it. Nobody shot nobody. It was full of mice in red and blue pants. It stunk.”490
Kelly did not give up hope on his swamp creatures. Pogo would debut the next year in
the New York Star in strip form and then continue a twenty-four year syndicated run. In the entire
run of Pogo, Kelly tried not to think in terms of race. He said, “Generally, I think any group of
people who are on the way up have room within their minds to laugh at themselves. For all too
damn long we laughed at other people, and now we are beginning to find ourselves rather
funny… I think we’re just beginning to get that.” Kelly believed the pratfall was no longer
working as it once did in the comic strip form. “We can work in innuendo now, and suggestions,
and with more subtle grace than at one time. We don’t have to hit a man on the head in order to
get a laugh.”491
Rather than look at things racially, Kelly sought out what he perceived to be universal
truths and hypocrisies, and then exaggerate them into incongruous forms of humor.
One of the forms has been wheat we call the “shaggy dog” story, a gentle
exaggerated story usually involving an animal. [There’s] a story about the man
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who came in [to a bar] with a mouse and the frog. The mouse stood up and sang
and the frog played the piano. The bartender said, “How can the mouse sing like
that?” And the fellow said, “Because the frog is a ventriloquist.” You see, this sort
of thing. It doesn’t really mean anything. There’s actually no point to the story,
but it goes from one exaggeration to another and the second exaggeration is
supposedly an explanation of the first. I think we like that sort of thing—not that
that’s our only diet.492
Kelly, however, understood the implications of man’s foolishness. “When people are
fools, they are funny… That disaster can result when too many of us are fools … does not
change the basic mechanical formula for the joke.”493 Critics have called Kelly “the most
engaged voice for basic human dignity in the entire industry.”494 His humor relies more on a
sense of acceptance than any measure of superiority. For Kelly, humor is not merely a method
for correcting errors. It is a thread in the fabric of life and a common mark for humanity. Error
cannot be eliminated, but it can be exposed so that others can learn from it. Kelly is insistent that
society has to accept that mistakes are part of its nature. Humor may emphasize man’s distance
from perfection, but it also helps to keep him free.495
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One couple wrote to Kelly in 1953 that they were impressed by how Kelly presented each
character in the swamp as equal members of society. Minorities were always treated
sympathetically: “To our knowledge, too, you have never ridiculed any minority nor left any
unpleasant connotations connected with one.”496 Kelly’s response was, “As for minorities I agree
with a statement by a friend, a statement I’ve pondered, delighted: ‘—as for minorities, do away
with them.’”497 Certainly, Kelly is not implying any form of violence—quite the opposite. There
simply was no room in Kelly’s world for minorities since everyone should have equal access to
the swamp. Everyone who occupied the land was considered an intellectual equal. Minorities
were simply not recognized as being different from the majority. Reptiles should be able to live
with birds, birds with mammals, and mammals with insects. To ignore this was to accept
cannibalism, or “canaboblism” as it is referred to by the characters, the one concept forbidden in
the swamp.
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Figure 4.8: Haw! I sells ol' Albert to the churchmice
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The only form of animal that was short-changed in this regard were catfish, and even small fish
had to be tossed back if they did not reach a length requirement. Any animal at the other end of
the fishing pole had to deal with a giant catfish who was bigger than Albert if the fish on the
hook was too short to be a substantial meal. The main concern of the large catfish was the health
of the younger fish and the fairness of the catch.

499

Figure 4.9: Today, houn' dog
Kelly never claimed that he was trying to make a statement with Pogo until the 1960s.
He knew that he had a built-in alibi for his fables since, honestly, they were only comic strips.
He would often tell those who asked him about the true meaning of the strip that ultimately he
only had one goal: to have fun while making a living. The geniality, however, was not a
masquerade. Even at its most satirical, Pogo was always presented with gentleness and
innocence. None of the artist’s political satire was meant to hurt or offend, but rather inject a
note of common sense into America’s headlong rush into disaster.500 Kelly’s pleadings of
innocent intent thus may well have been a representation of his actual innocence. Insistence
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replaced savagery for Kelly for he knew that the problems facing America were many and deep.
Pogo thus was less a satire than a cautionary tale, the simple truths that embraced a complex
reality. These simple truths of innocence and idealism are the key to what makes the strip so
difficult for some people to understand. It is the “innocence of a man who gives every indication
of worldliness, one among the first to recognize incipient evils in our society and to react to
deeply entrenched injustice.”501 Kelly was the watchdog humorist, telling society to think twice
before rushing to conclusions.
Kelly not only caricatured real people, he also depicted them as animals that symbolized
certain characteristics. He dehumanized and depersonalized them to suggest what kind of
character they had—based on general notions we have about the personality of animals.
Complaining about Kelly’s treatment would only add to the insult since it would be admitting the
resemblance. Kelly was ideologically diverse in his targets for while many of his early quarries
were conservative; he also preyed on liberals for being more concerned with their ideology than
with liberty. His free-floating hostility reflected and reinforced the hostility that characterized the
American public at large. Pogo enabled the reader to assuage feelings of guilt and hostility by
projecting them onto make-believe characters from the political world and society at large.502
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Figure 4.10: Good evening, gentlemen
Very few academic articles had been written about comic strips by the mid 1950s.504 In
1954, Reuel Denney may have been the first to actually write about specific strips when he
examined the naturalism in Pogo. Denney described Pogo as a “highly developed fantasy of an
animal community” employed as “the basis for social satire expressed largely in terms of fable or
parable.”505 Whereas Li’l Abner was a punitive satire on class relations, Pogo’s satire was with a
much more gentle hand. Denney believed that it was important the animals that peopled Pogo
lived in the South because the image of the rural Southerner had become the standard American
image for the rural man in America in the twentieth century:
It is important that these animals live in swampy land and that one of the major
characters, Albert the Alligator, is a reptile, because this creates a generalized
image of a primal world scene—the world of the watery margins from which life
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came. The swamp locale also serves the purpose of creating a scene of roadless
hinterland, backwater seclusion. There is a direct reference from these animals to
human beings who are uncitified folk, whose vices and virtues are an aspect of
their isolation from the urbanism and urbanity of those who like the most to read
about them. The rural sociology of Pogo is rhythmically dramatized by the
appearance and reappearance of a slicker with a different set of values—
particularly Mr. Bridgeport, the confidence man and promoter bear.506
The inhabitants of Pogo’s Okeefenokee Swamp did very little work to sustain a standard of
living. One must assume for the for the most part that the inhabitants are able little beasts who
evidently spent part of their time away from the strip gathering and storing food. They could do
this all year since they never had to contend with winter. The animals lived a life in which they
possessed a certain surplus of goods and leisure time. Otherwise they would not be able to
devote themselves to their adventures and other activities.

Figure 4.11: You say the candidate is taking a little trip?
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Figure 4.12: Our new members, the ex-cowbirds
Economic distribution, for example, was not absent from the moral struggles with the
assumed Communist cowbirds in the Okefenokee. They have a zest for using other people’s
property along with an aggressive share-the-wealth philosophy. These birds, however, do not
pose a major threat to the economic system even though they make away with some canned food
now and then.508 The inhabitants often appear to be on the verge of being exploited as they face
each issue with a great deal of naiveté, but in the end the simple prevail and the manipulators and
exploiters are discomfited. Thus Pogo’s basic political theme emerges to be that people shall
judge, and that the people are competent to judge. The threats to liberty and happiness are
recognizable in terms of a general American politico-economic mythology.509 Kelly disagreed
with Denney when he wrote a year later in the same publication:
We nourish and fondle our preoccupations about everything because it gives a
sense of security. Individually each of us at one time, and probably constantly,
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must think of himself as a pretty fine type of clean-cut boy, and in some cases this
could be true. We ignore the opinion of others on this subject partly because it is
not usually relayed to us and partly because a converse judgment would be
absolutely incredible. Indeed, you’ll get poor marks on any psychiatrists’ couch if
you talk about yourself in terms reserved for others. You are not supposed to
think of yourself as a no-good bum, though it may be a fact known even unto the
least child in Borneo.510
Thinking like this would lead to insecurity. According to Kelly, Americans find faults with
others in order to reduce the load they would have to bare themselves. Kelly said the time for
easy humor was over, but that did not mean there was any shortage of things that were funny. “
There’s nothing funny about Jews, Negroes, mother-in-laws,” he said, “but jokes—vicious
jokes—about minority groups were rampant until only a few years ago. If those who complain in
standards of humor want to hark back to those days, then thank goodness they’re over.”511
Kelly was simply not interested in racial humor of any sort. “When we stop and think
about it,” Kelly said, “we realize that there are a number of injustices rampant in the world and
we know for a positive fact that the break you get by being born free, white, and American is
roughly equivalent to having heaven fashioned to your own specifications.”512 Kelly believed
that all people should be able to claim rights. Privileges, on the other hand, are always for certain
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people. Until rights were extended to everyone, there remained nothing but privilege.513 From the
beginning, Kelly’s comic represented a free society, where everyone worked in his or her own
way for the betterment of the community. Kelly used this metaphor of the swamp creatures
living together in harmony at a time when civil rights became a national issue.

Personal Demons
Kelly often said that he chose to do an animal strip because he could do more with
animals than he could with humans:
Animals don’t hurt as easily, and it’s possible to make them more believable in an
exaggerated pose than it is the human. The characters in the strip are all
representations of me, I guess—all of them—rather than Pogo. I would guess that
as the cartoonist, as the artist, as the commentator, you might consider me as
Pogo, sure. But the other people are also me and, unfortunately, my friends find
this all too true at times. As I say, we actually have no heroes as such in the strip
because I don’t believe in heroes. We have no good, we have no evil, because I
don’t believe in either. My villains eventually get to be almost like other people
and it’s a real effort to keep them from becoming rather tiresome.514
Indeed, if the characters were based on his own personality traits, Kelly also used Pogo to
exorcise his own personal demons. If a complaint can be made concerning equality in the
swamp, it must be noted the lack of female characters. The few that inhabit the swamp such as
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Miz Beaver and Miz Stork are one-dimensional representations primarily of mother figures. The
exception is Ma’m’selle Hepzibah. It is widely believed that that Kelly based the character
Hepzibah on his second wife, Steffie, who he met when she was a secretary at Post-Hall
Syndicate.

515

Figure 4.13: We're at the house where dwells the lady of my heart
According to Beagle, Taflin and Lauer’s Pogopedia, an encyclopedia of all things Pogo, the
pretty French skunk was Walt Kelly’s only attempt to portray animal pulchritude.516 At any
given time, she was the heartthrob for Beauregared, Porky, Churchy, and many others since she
was the object of Miz Beaver’s constant matchmaking efforts. She also played an important part
when Pogo ran for president. The other animals, noticing their candidate was a bachelor just like
Democratic candidate Adlai Stevenson, decided Pogo had to marry the bi-colored coquette so
that he could have a “first lady.”
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Figure 4.14: Soon's I got back from the convention

Figure 4.15: Least you could do is help me

Figure 4.16: Hey, Miz Mam'selle Hepzibah!
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Figure 4.17: Those are these goody gums
There could, however, be another reason why Kelly had marriage on his mind for his main
character. As early as January 1952, Kelly was feeling the pain of his children being swept away
from him:
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Figure 4.18: Aha! Ees eet not wonderfuls?
His problems were of his own doing. Within a matter of a few months during 1951, Kelly
was divorced, remarried and had a fourth child by a second mother. Leaving his family had to be
a dark decision for him, no matter how bad his first marriage was. By the time the animals of the
swamp wanted Pogo to marry the character based on his second wife, Kelly had apparently
already done so. It is not hard to believe that others may have known that Steffie was pregnant
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before Kelly did, neither is it hard to believe that this was a highly autobiographical situation
fought by Kelly’s personality traits. The situation was serious and Kelly was in hot water.
Kelly’s intellectual side, represented by Owl, first had to come to terms with what he had done.
Kelly had committed adultery and had impregnated woman. Yet Kelly’s more romantic side,
represented by Pogo, had to have been enamored with the younger woman and having more
children.
Logically, he had to marry her. This was probably not what either Steffie or Hepzibah
would want to hear. Apparently Kelly had originally approached the situation in the wrong
fashion. Second comes the romantic side. Just like Churchy always had a shine to Hepzibah,
Kelly also had a shine to the younger woman who the beautiful mammal represented. What
eventually changed Kelly’s mind was that even though he was a cur, he still had to be fair to all
of his children, in the strip and in real life.

Figure 4.19: You is serious?
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Figure 4.20: Ol' owl speaks to you
Kelly may have felt that enough time had gone by that he could use the circumstances of his life
in his strip. If one is to believe Kelly that the personalities of each of his characters are universal,
and that each of his character represented a part of himself, then it becomes easier to recognize
that Kelly was having to come to terms with his actions though each of his characters.

Figure 4.21: You speak for Pogo
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Figure 4.22: Why do you propose marriage to me?
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Figure 4.23: Now that I is straight up again

Figure 4.24: Well, Pogo – Back at home, eh?
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Figure 4.25: Why come is the squirrels makin' per-loo?

Figure 4.26: Ever since I got back from Chicago
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Figure 4.27: I got a li'l' high strung
Eventually, Hepzibah literally has Pogo over the barrel. As soon as they were hitched, little Pogo
is in the birthing position. The cord is cut, water is broken, and Pogo is stuck in a place he would
rather not be. The first thing the couple does is argue over the situation, but they come to terms.
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They may have been hitched, a play on words for being married, but Pogo is ready to run as far
as he can away from the situation, maybe all the way back to a swamp in Darien, Connecticut.

523

Figure 4.28: You never answered my question
By the beginning of the presidential season, Kelly had accepted his new position as father with
Steffie, but it took a little time for Kelly to accept his plight. His natural fight or flight reaction
kicked into high gear, and he took off for the greasy chicken speech circuit to promote his comic
strip. His new wife was apparently never too far behind him.

Figure 4.29: Well, there's the candidate
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Figure 4.30: Folks wants me to run for president
This last frame may have also explained why Kelly decided to travel to more than sixty
colleges in 1951. Just as Kelly used his life to express joy and frustration, darkness and villainy
descended on the strip when Kelly felt the same had entered his life. Politics, philosophy, and
social satire began to come naturally to Pogo by 1952. “It just creeps in,” Kelly said. “If I believe
in something, it’s a lot easier to do. I’ve always been interested in current affairs.” Kelly lived in
a Manhattan apartment after his divorce from his first wife, and did most of his work at home.
He claimed that he spent three days a week on the business end and two or three days at the
drawing board—sometimes in twenty hour stretches. Those business days included an intensive
traveling schedule to promote the strip. He would meet up with his children as often as possible.
“My ten-year-old, Kathleen, is just beginning to really enjoy Pogo in the way adults do,” Kelly
said. “And the second oldest, Carolyn, likes the strip because she is loyal to me. But the two little
ones just like to look at the animals.”525 In 1952, Kelly was not yet acknowledging to the public
that he also had a second family in New York City.
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The guilt associated with learning Steffie was pregnant must have weighed heavily on
Kelly’s mind. The constant traveling Kelly did in the first several years to promote Pogo may
have been a means of escaping the problems he was having on the home front. Although he
primarily kept himself in the limelight to promote the strip, and mentioned his children many
times to reporters, he kept his marriage to Steffie quiet. An October 1952 article in the Atlanta
Journal and Constitution Sunday Magazine placed Kelly living in Darien with his three children
and wife, presumably Helen Delacy.526 Kelly second marriage was a secret to most of his friends
until Steffie appeared with him on Person to Person with Edward R. Murrow January 14, 1954.
Another confusing example of Kelly hiding his personal life from the public came ten
years later in his book Ten Ever-loving Blue Eyed Years with Pogo. The story is important since
it not only shows how private Kelly kept his personal life, but how important his work was
becoming on the national stage:
John O’Reilly, the furry caterpillar man of the New York Herald Tribune, stirred
himself like a bear in 1951 and wrote out a lot of words which when strung
together formed a book called The Glob, a fanciful history of the rate the book; it
won a good deal of praise, a number of readers and the attention of Life
Magazine. The Life people thought so highly of the book and the illustrations that
it was decided I would do a special cover for the magazine, and O’Reilly and
Kelly would be the first of their ilk to grace a Life cover. My wife, who is
nobody’s fool, said to Charles Tudor, the art director, “Are you sure it’s going on
the cover?” Charlie said, “Barring the flood, it’s on.” So on Wednesday, February
6, 1952, the little woman was sitting in a New Haven Railroad station waiting for,
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of all things, a train. Life’s covers close on Wednesday; the art was in. We were
made. An inoffensive gentleman wearing a raincoat and rubbers (it was a
beautiful sunlit day) sat down alongside my wife and opened the newspaper.
Across the front page screamed the news: KING GEORGE SIXTH IS DEAD.
Mrs. Kelly sort of grabbed at the man’s newspaper and said to him, “The Flood!”
The old gentleman looked at her mildly for a minute, folded his paper, and walked
away very firmly. He probably hasn’t had a decent ride on the New Haven since.
But then, who has? As for the cover, it was put inside, the Queen went to the
front, and I drew a nasty Sinn Fein picture of O’Reilly and me throwing a dead
cat into the front floor of Buckingham Palace. The caption read: “Is the lady of
the house about?”527
Reading this story ten years after the fact, no one, not even Kelly’s closest friends, could have
any idea which wife this would be, Helen or Steffie, unless they knew that the New Haven Train
went to Connecticut. In this story Kelly is referring to Helen, identifying her as his wife, over a
year after he had divorced her and married another woman.
Thus, Kelly used his strip to make universal statement as well as very personal
statements. Even though Kelly may claim that all of the characters represented aspects of him,
they were viewed as individuals. These individuals were made up of a variety of animals living
together in harmony. Just like he expressed in his Our Gang comic books with the character of
Bucky and Bumbazine in the early Albert and Pogo comic books, all were equal participants and
no one was perfect.
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Pogo represents a satirical tradition that dates back to Aesop using animals to act out
human weaknesses.528 Jonathan Swift wrote about talking horses in Gulliver’s last voyage in
the country of the Houyhnhnms.529 When Gulliver returned home from his years of travels, he
lamented the brutality towards the Houyhnhnms in England and called for treating the whole
equine race with respect. Rather than live with his family, he chose to live in the stable with
his two horses because they more truly civilized and were better at being humane and kind.
The first animals in comic strips, such as Jimmy Swinnerton’s Little Bears and Tykes
(1892)530 and Frederick Burr Opper’s And Her Name Was Maud! (1905),531 were
anthropomorphic but their purpose was only to provide humor rather than satire.532 Krazy Kat
(1916),533 drawn by George Herriman, may have been the first comic strip considered by
intellectuals as high art. Cultural critic Gilbert Seldes devoted an entire chapter entitled “The
Highest Praise” to the strip in his 1924 book The Seven Lively Arts, claiming Herriman and
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Charlie Chaplin were the only two truly great artists in the United States.534 The bittersweet
humor of Krazy Kat was socially ahead of its time with the sexual transmigration of the title
character who was sometimes a girl and other times a boy, but it was not until Pogo that a real
political entity entered into the realms of the comic page.
About the same time Pogo made his début in comic book form, another author was
using animals to represent Stalinism leading up to World War II. George Orwell’s Animal
Farm535 is a political allegory that lays out two worlds: communism and fascism. The basic
plot concerns a group of barnyard animals and how they took over the farm from their fascist
human counterpart. The pigs become the ruling party and formalize their philosophy with the
name Animalism (communism). Throughout the rest of the novella, the pigs tweak their
original theories to make them seem more like a reformation of capitalism than a replacement.

Figure 4.31: The mysterious huddles
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Figure 4.32: You said, owl

536

Figure 4.33: Hot dog! What a team
Unlike the characters in Animal Farm, however, the characters in Pogo knew they were
in a fictitious world. Most artists define their fictional universe to the needs of their characters.
Pogo was different. Kelly’s characters knew they were in a comic strip. They often referred to
themselves as, for example, “a possum by trade.” Albert would often strike a match off the side
of the panel box to light his cigar. Most of the critters at one time or another leaned against,
bumped into or crashed through the traditionally rigid panel borders. Characters erased speech
balloons when they didn’t want to hear what the other was saying. The comic strip Pogo was
both their life and their job. Kelly obviously felt the same way, but because he did he was able to
draw from not only his personal life, but also his personal beliefs.
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The Trial of Churchy le Femme
Jeffrey St. Clare tells the story of the 1457 gruesome murder that took place in the French
village of Savigny-sur-Etang. A five-year-old boy had been murdered and his body partially
consumed. Several villagers who claimed to have witnessed the crime accused a local family.
The seven suspects, a mother and her six children were charged with infanticide and held in the
local jail for trial when they were found, still stained with the boy’s blood:
The defendants were indigent and the court appointed a lawyer to represent them. A few
weeks later a trial was convened in Savigny’s seigniorial court. Before a crowded room,
witnesses were called. Evidence was presented and legal arguments were hotly debated. The
justices considered the facts and the law and rendered a verdict and a sentence. The mother was
pronounced guilty and a jury ordered her to be hanged to death by her legs from the limb of the
gallows tree. Her six children, however, received a judicial pardon. The court accepted the
defense lawyer’s argument that the youngsters lacked mental competence to have committed a
crime in the eyes of the law. The orphaned children were sent to custodial care at the expense of
the state.537
This case introduced important lessons about legal rights of the poor and the historic
roots of the juvenile system. It becomes even more interesting for the more modern reader
because the defendants were a family of pigs, an unexceptional judicial occurrence in medieval
Europe. Thousands of animals were put on trial for a variety of offences that included
trespassing, thievery, vandalism, and rape. The trials were neither show trials nor April Fools’
Day celebrations, but ecclesiastical and secular tribunals taken seriously by both the courts and
537
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communities in Europe and eventually in Colonial America. Professional executioners were
commissioned for the lethal task of imposing death sentences. The flesh of the sentenced animals
was never eaten, but instead was burned and dumped into rivers or buried next to human
criminals. Thomas Aquinas even defended the theological basis for animal trials in his Summa
Theoliae. The capital conviction of animals can be traced into the twentieth century with the
capital punishment of the star attraction at Forepaugh Circus in Coney Island’s Luna Park in
1903, ten years before the birth of Walt Kelly. Although the trials of animals had virtually been
phased out by this time, executions had actually increased. This prominent example was the
result of an animal that had become an insurance liability. Topsy the Elephant was sentenced to
be hanged by the owners of the park because she killed three of her handlers in a three year
period, including one that beat her with a club, stabbed her with spikes, and fed her lit cigarettes.
To demonstrate the dangers of his adversary Nikola Tesla’s electrical power, Thomas Edison
offered to electrocute the pachyderm by passing 6,600 volts of alternating current through the
elephant’s body.538 Edison filmed the execution in front of fifteen hundred onlookers.539
This capital punishment for an animal was not unheard of in the annals of history, nor
was the punishment of death. Kelly’s second foray into the legal system with his swamp critters
was necessitated by Sarcophagus MacAbre’s turtle soup recipe. Cannibobblism was more than
just frowned upon in the swamp. The only way Sarcophagus could make his soup was if there
happened to be a dead turtle somewhere about. When Churchy le Femme would not volunteer to
climb into the boiling water, the buzzard and Wiley Catt set out to frame the turtle into a death
538
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sentence. Their first attempt was to ask Chuchy if he would come up to Wiley’s house for
supper. As with Albert’s trial, dark signifies evil and the light only returns with when Pogo
appears.

Figure 4.34: Hey, Churchy, how 'bout comin' up to the house?

Figure 4.35: Put on the skillet

Figure 4.36: I had my watch set for supper
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Figure 4.37: Yessir, Pogo, I gits the mail

540

Figure 4.38: Nobody's after you
The story line to this point had Chug Chug Curtis receiving information that he would no
longer be employed by the postal service. In order to help his friend, Churchy decided to write
letters to the other animals in the swamp so that Chug Chug could continue delivering letters.
Tampering with the U.S. Mail System was, and still is, a federal offense. The term “bootleg” is
slang for an activity that is illegal or clandestine, usually used in conjunction to objects that are
transported, made, or used for illegal purposes. The act of delivering a letter for someone has
never been illegal, or every class note passed among elementary school students could be seen as
illegal contraband. Pogo, however, is not sure if this would be a disruption of mail. Since the
letters were being delivered as U.S. Mail, the deliveries could be in question. Pogo thinks about
540
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this in a question mark shaped thought balloon. The outline of the balloon is thick, as thick as the
balloons used eventually by Sarcophagus to represent his speech patterns. Obviously, neither
duck nor turtle thought about the potential legal ramifications of their actions. Pogo’s inability to
answer if what they were doing was against the law was enough to scare away both Churchy and
Chug Chug when a mouse shows up representing the FBI (Fulsome Brush Institute).

Figure 4.39: I'm sorry we run out on you

541

Figure 4.40: My mouth waters for turtle soup
The ground surrounding Sarcophagus darkens and shadows are cast even when the rest of
the scene is brightly lit. A change of scene returns to the darkly lit home of Wiley Catt who has
no plan to stop at turtle soup. The secret plan is to change the culture of the swamp to allow the
carnivores to partake in the meat that they desire.
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Figure 4.41: Cousin Sarcophagus Macabre

542

Figure 4.42: I was just readin' up the law
Wiley is smart enough about the law of the land to know that the only way they can
justify Churchy for dinner is if he can prove that the turtle is a hazard to the community. The two
villains enlist the help of huckster Seminole Sam, who is best known in the strip as a con artist,
to devise a plan. Studying up on the wild turtle, the villains discover that he is indeed one of their
own because he is a carnivore, yet Churchy has never expressed this side of his genetic makings
beyond enjoying a fish fry. Fish are fair game in the swamp as long as they are over length
restrictions. Wiley reads that male turtles utter hoarse bellowing sounds in the spring. The
reference in the game law book further criminalizes Churchy since there is now a reference to the
mail/male turtle.
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Figure 4.43: Ol' turtle won't ex-cape me

543

Figure 4.44: Ah, there, Deacon Mushrat!
The Deacon is brought into the situation with a couple of ribald jokes. The mouse first
hides Churchy by turning him into a nickelodeon, a means in which pornographic films could be
watched earlier in the century. When Wiley looks for the film, he only sees “a big ol’ face with a
big ol’ ugly look glommed over it,” a sight the mouse refers to as “one man’s meat.” It is
revealed in the next frame that “sput” in Wiley’s eye, a reference to ejaculation that is reinforced
the next day when Churchy only reveals one eye when he comes out of his shell. One-eyed
snakes and turtleheads are slang references to penises, and an organ grinder and his monkey is
slang for a non-penetrating homosexual couple.
It should be noted that all through the duration of this story arc Churchy is either forced
to “go in” or “come out” of a variety of situations such as his own shell, Pogo’s house, a picnic
543
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basket, and a garment bag. The sociolinguistic origin of the term “coming out” is believed to
have originated in the early twentieth century from an analogy between the introduction into the
homosexual subculture and that of a debutante of a cotillion ball. For the latter, this coming out
party is held for a young lady, from either aristocratic or upper class heritage, who has reached
the age of maturity. As a new “adult,” she is formally introduced to society for the purpose of
being on display to eligible bachelors and their families for the possibility of marriage. Queer
historian George Chauncey explains that gay people in the pre-World War II years did not speak
of “coming out” of the gay closet but rather of coming out into what they called homosexual
society or the gay world, a world neither so small, nor so hidden as closet implies. A gay man’s
coming out originally referred to his being formally presented to the largest collective
manifestation of pre-war gay society: drag balls patterned on the debutante and masquerade balls
of the dominant culture and were regularly held in New York, Chicago, New Orleans, and
Baltimore.544 These drag balls were sometimes even mentioned in the newspapers of the day.
The lead sentence of an article published in Baltimore under the headline “1931 Debutantes bow
at local ‘Pansy’ Ball” claimed:
The coming out of new debutantes into homosexual society was the outstanding
feature of Baltimore’s eighth annual frolic of the pansies when the Art Club was
host to the neuter gender at the Elk’s Hall, Friday night.545
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“Coming out” was thus used as a derisive term toward a homosexual. According to Chauncey,
the term “coming out” does not appear before the 1960s in records of the gay movement or in
novels, diaries, or letters of gay men and lesbians. Instead, gay men described negotiating their
presence as “wearing a mask and taking it off.” The metaphor differs from “being in the closet”
in that it infers not of isolation but of a negotiation of personas, one for the straight world and
one for the gay world. Another common metaphor that was used by gay men was wearing one’s
hair up or down. Many men kept their gay lives hidden from a potentially hostile straight society,
this would be “putting their hair up,” but this does not mean they were hiding or isolated from
each other. Kelly may be playing on this idea when Churchy has his head in and out of his shell.
Gay men did speak of “dropping hairpins”546 that only other gay men might notice. Leading a
double life permitted them to have jobs and statuses that would be denied to them if their
queerness were exposed. The personal cost for some was great, but others enjoyed having a
complex and extensive “secret life.”547 Certainly, Kelly would have been exposed to all of these
metaphors when he lived in New York City as a single man in the 1930s.
Although Wiley Catt and Sarcophagus MacAbre claim to be loyal patriots, they are
certainly more interested in in the last essential ingredient to their turtle soup than they are to any
moral crusade. By including Deacon Mushrat, Sam has the backing of what is perceived as the
moral authority to continue to hunt down Churchy for bootlegging mail. Deacon is a mildly
villainous character, and the only ecclesiastic in the swamp. As head of the Audubon Boy Bird
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Watchers Society, he is a narrow-minded inquisitor with limited vision.548 Deacon is assumed to
be a man of the cloth for a couple of reason other than his name. First of all, his apparel is that of
a preacher at a traveling tent show. More importantly, Kelly uses a specific font for different
characters. P.T. Bridgeport, who will be mentioned during Pogo’s presidential race, speaks with
the font of circus posters to represent his way of speaking like a circus barker. As mentioned
previously, Sarcophagus MacAbre speaks in darker tones and outlines. Deacon speaks with a
Gothic (Olde English) style of font to represent his self-intoned moral superiority.
By convincing Deacon that Churchy le Femme is bootlegging mail, the crime, as well as
the turtle’s name, becomes morally questionable. Sam says, “He writes it and duck delivers it.”
Bootleggin’ mail, in the ears of Deacon, becomes a play on words for “buggery male.” Buggery
is an English term for sodomy and bestiality in both law and popular speech. Churchy is a
character that often sings and recites poetry. Of course, the name Churchy le Femme is a playon-words for Cherchez la Femme that literally means, “look for the woman.” The common
French phrase normally means that when a man is in trouble, one should look for a woman.
Deacon infers that Churchy is a homosexual. Once this is accepted, other coded messages
become clearer.
Slang and metaphor are examples of the coding used in films in the post-war era to depict
homosexuality. As with both American films and the comic strips, normative heterosexuality
was a fundamental formula for storytelling. Most included at least one male-female relationship.
Evidence of other forms of sexuality was rare. Gay characters were usually consigned minor
roles or were the objects of jokes. The Hollywood Production Code, written in 1930, banned
explicit representations and even mentioning “sexual perversion” from American theaters for
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almost three decades. Unable to show any marker of homosexual desire, Hollywood would use
stock characters such as the effeminate male or the butch woman stereotypes. The same thing is
happening here with Churchy le Femme. Looking back on Churchy’s characteristics, if Pogo
were a film rather than a comic strip, the part of the turtle could be played by a number of actors
who made careers playing effeminate men. Edward Everett Horton, Franklin Pangborn, and
Grady Sutton appeared in classic Hollywood fare such as The Gay Divorcee in 1934, Easy Living
in 1937, and Anchors Aweigh in 1945. 549 Thus, Hollywood films and Kelly used association
rather than denotation when dealing with a gay presence.
Although comic strips at this time were not under any production code beyond those
enforced by a capitalistic industry that homogenized its product to attract the largest possible
audience, heterosexually was the normative assumption. Both adults and children read daily
comics. The industry enforced an unwritten code that daily strips would be safe from what could
be perceived as non-normative sexual coding. None of the characters in Pogo were overtly
sexual in any way. Their bodies were drawn non-anatomically: no pants and no sexual organs.
They were drawn to be no more erotic than a dog’s squeaky toy. Their affection for each other
was more in the vain of Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer, or even the
characters of Little Rascals. Kelly created the comic book version of the long-running Hal Roach
Our Gang series for Dell Comics about the same time he created the early versions of Pogo in
comic book form a decade earlier. Kelly’s comic world was like his personal world. Boys hung
out together. It would be hard to image psychological homosexuality in Pogo being a defining
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force as was found to be the case in comic books such as Batman and Robin by clinical
psychologists such as Fredric Wertham in his germinal book Seduction of the Innocent:
Only someone ignorant of the fundamentals of psychiatry and of the
psychopathology of sex can fail to realize a subtle atmosphere of homoeroticism
which pervades the adventures of the mature “Batman” and his young friend
“Robin.” Male and female homoerotic overtones are present also in some sciencefiction, jungle and other comic books… Just as ordinary crime books contribute to
the fixation of violent and hostile patterns by suggestion define forms for their
expression, so the Batman type of story helps fixate homoerotic tendencies by
suggesting the form of an adolescent-with-adult or Ganymede-Zeus type of loverelationship… In the Batman type of comic book such a relationship is depicted to
children before they can even read. Batman and Robin, the “dynamic duo,” also
known as the “daring duo,” go into action in their special uniforms… The feeling
is that we men must stick together because there are so many villainous creatures
who have to be exterminated. They lurk not only under every bed but under every
sky… Sometimes Batman ends up in bed injured and young Robin is shown
sitting next to him. At home they lead an idyllic life. They are Bruce Wayne and
“Dick” Grayson. Bruce Wayne is described as a “socialite” and the official
relationship is that Dick is Bruce Wayne’s ward. They live in sumptuous quarters,
with beautiful flowers in large vases, and have a butler, Alfred. Batman is shown
in a dressing gown. As they sit by the fireplace the young boy sometimes worries
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about his partner: “Something’s wrong with Bruce. He hasn’t been himself these
past few days.” It is like a wish dream of two homosexuals living together.”550
No one assumed that the daily comics, especially those drawn in the style of a Disney
cartoon, could trigger sexual desire as those that comic books could. Even Wertham paid little
attention to the notion that daily comic strips influenced behavior, assuming instead that most
newspaper comics were essentially harmless.551 Coded references to homosexuality increased
during World War II. Male companionship was a common theme and inspired popular music as
well. “My Buddy,” for example, was a song with lyrics that expressed the deep love between
men.552
The casual reader would assume that Churchy and Pogo were as gay as Hope and Crosby
or Abbott and Costello. Steven Cohan argues that these duos constructed comedic couples along
traditional male/female roles that allowed male couples to be seen as husbands and wives.553
Abbott and Crosby played the more masculine roles while Hope and Costello would be more
effeminate and lacked courage. Hope would often have manicures and sleep with cold cream on
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his face. Costello was an adult child who was in need of protection. Homosexual references were
commonplace in war films. In Casablanca, Rick (Humphrey Bogart) develops a grudging
admiration, if not a “man crush,” on Lieutenant Louis Renault (Claude Rains) and the two of
them seemed to be flirting with each other as the story progresses. Rick also has a strong bond
with the Sam the piano player (Dooley Wilson) that is never fully explained. Renault fumbles for
words when he describes the Bogart character. “If I were a woman … I should be in love with
Rick,” he says. The film may be known as one of the greatest heterosexual romances of all time,
but it ends not with a male/female embrace but with Rick and Renault walking into the fog with
Rick saying to Renault, “I think this is the beginning of a beautiful friendship.”554
Early animated cartoon shorts also used coded homosexual figures. Mickey Mouse may
have always had Minnie, but he also had Donald Duck who was less than courageous when
faced with danger and was not beyond using more feminine stereotypes. The early Disney work
was filled with risqué humor. Both Disney and his main artist Ub Iwerks were from Kansas, and
they instilled in their projects forms of barnyard humor. When Iwerks left Disney in 1927, he
created his own studio with the backing of MGM. Flip the Frog continued the cow utter and
panty jokes that curled Disney’s spine, but Iwerks took the humor several steps farther. In Room
Runners (1932) Flip peaks through a keyhole and watches a girl take a shower. Two years later
in A Chinaman’s Chance (1933), Flip stumbles into an opium den while trying to track down the
notorious criminal Chow Mein. He inhales from a pipe and hallucinates. This was the same year
that Iwerks may have produced the first overt, if not accidental, homoerotic act to be released by
an American film company. One of the first scenes in The Milkman (1933) is a long series of
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stable doors. Flip walks into the first stable, there are sounds of milk squirting into his bucket,
then he walks merrily out the door. The cow then leans out with an orgasmic swoon. This is
repeated several times until Flip walks into the last stable. Chaotic noise follows after a couple of
squirts are heard in the bucket. Flip runs out of the stable as a virile bull leans out and shakes his
fist at the frog. The inference was that the last couple of squirts were not milk.

555

Figure 4.45: Flip
Homosexual coding was not new to the frog. Flip made his stage debut in the animated
short Fiddlesticks (1930) as a flamenco-dancing dandy. He sashayed on stage and slapped the
bottom of male bugs as instruments. The cartoon ends with a duet between Flip on piano and
555
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what appears to be a whiskered elongated version of Mickey Mouse on violin. At one point Flip
strokes the piano’s leg for an uncomfortable amount of time until the instrument had to kick Flip
in the buttocks to make him stop. Over the course of the entire Pogo run, many frogs appeared
that could have been inspired by Flip including Congressman Frog, Mouldy Mort Frog, Original
Picayune Frog, and Moonshine Sonata, the Frank Sinatra stand-in that débuted in December
1951. The original Pogo in comic book form wore a red bowtie, as did Flip in his color animated
cartoons.

Figure 4.46: Ah, in verity

Figure 4.47: Ever'body says you is guilty
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Figure 4.48: Boy Bird Watchers Arise!
“Snoop” is a horrid word for Deacon because of the continual play on words. The word “snoop”
is close to the Yiddish word “schtupn,” meaning to push or shove. The slang usage of the word,
often Americanized as “schtup,” means to have intercourse. The bats do not use the term again.
The first thing that they find when they begin to spy on Churchy is that he is writing poetry and
then kissed by Beauregard the Hound, man’s best friend.

Figure 4.49: Turtle say us can spy on him

556
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Figure 4.50: You say you want birthday greetin's

Figure 4.51: Watchin' this little turtle bootleg mail

Figure 4.52: Bein' a vigilante committee
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Figure 4.53: Hist! I hire you
The majority of dismissals for State Department employees were based on accusations of
homosexuality in 1950. After months of controversy, the U.S. Senate authorized a wide-ranging
investigation of homosexuals working in national government. The senate committee
recommended that stringent measures be taken to root out all lesbians and gays from government
occupations. In 1953, President Eisenhower signed Executive Order 10450 that mandated that
“sexual perverts” be fired from federal jobs.558 Over one hundred homosexuals were forced to
resign from their positions in the State Department by 1951. According to the Report on
Employment of Homosexuals and Other Sex Perverts in Government prepared by Joe
McCarthy’s Senate subcommittee: “In most of those cases these known homosexuals were
allowed to resign for ‘personal reasons,’ and no information was placed in the regular personnel
files of the State Department indicating the real reason for resignation no was the Civil Service
Commission informed of the true reason for the resignation.”559 McCarthy later wrote that the
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purging of homosexuals was not because they were disloyal, but because they were considered
security risks and subject to blackmail. “It is a known fact that espionage agents often have been
successful in extorting information from them by threatening to expose their abnormal
behavior.”560
The example McCarthy used was from World War I. “Captain Raedl” became chief of
the Austrian counter-intelligence service in 1912. He had established a successful intelligence
network that had done considerable damage to Russian espionage in that area. “However,
Russian agents soon discovered that Raedl was a homosexual and shortly thereafter they
managed to catch him in the act of perversion as the result of a trap they had set for the purpose.”
Under the threat of exposure, Raedle agreed to furnish the Russians with military secrets and
doctored or destroyed intelligence reports other Austrian agents, resulting in the Austrian and
German General staffs were completely misinformed of Russian mobilization intentions at the
outbreak of World War I in 1914. The Russians had obtained the war plans of the Austrians and
the German plans. Raedl committed suicide shortly after the outbreak of war when his
government discovered his “traitorous acts.561
Two problems can be found in McCarthy’s logic. The first, of course, this was the story
about a traitorous act committed by the enemy forty years prior to the homosexual purging that
took place after World War II. The United States benefitted from this information. Secondly, in
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order to prove his point, McCarthy is basically quoting himself since his committee prepared the
report. It was similar to when Dick Cheney claimed Iraq had weapons of mass destruction on
Meet the Press. Cheney would later show that the claim had validity since the New York Times
said the same thing after Cheney made his appearance on the national news program. One does
not prove a point simply by quoting himself as the harbinger of facts.
McCarthy noted that in addition to the security question, “individuals who are morally
weak and perverted and who are representing the State Department in foreign countries certainly
detract from the prestige of this nation.” Then he again quotes the same report to prove his point
about “the high percentage of sex deviates in government.”562
[The homosexual has a] tendency to gather other perverts about him. Eminent
psychiatrists have informed the subcommittee that the homosexual is likely to
seek his own kind because the pressures of society are such that he feels
uncomfortable unless he is with his own kind. Due to this situation the
homosexual tends to surround himself with other homosexuals, not only in his
social but in his business life. Under these circumstances, if a homosexual attains
a position in the government where he can influence the hiring of personnel, it is
almost inevitable that he will attempt to place other homosexuals in government
jobs. 563
It becomes clear that Kelly is not making so much a moral stance of sexual identity
enlightenment as he is pointing out the hierocracy of the logic behind the firings.
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The strengths of the strips were also reinforced when Time devoted a cover story
unmasking McCarthy’s methods on October 22. It should be noted that Kelly created his strips
about six to twelve weeks before they were published in the newspapers. He would have had no
idea about the story when he began the plotline, but the serendipitous timing may have
emboldened him. Churchy was charged with a crime, although he did not know if it was a real
crime at all. His trial does not take place in a courtroom such as a earlier trial involving Albert
that will be covered in the next chapter, but at the tables where the families gather to eat. Kelly is
trying to reinforce the fact that the people fired from the State Department did not get an actual
trial, but instead were convicted by hearsay and the potential of loose talk. They were judged by
members of society, relying on their own senses of guilt and morality, rather than by the law.

Figure 4.54: The fox and others
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Figure 4.55: To prove Turtle has been bootlegging mail
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Kelly biographer R. C. Harvey wrote that the suggestion of Churchy having sexual
problems was a way of mocking the type of smear technique that Joe McCarthy and the HUAC
were prone to employ,565 but the introduction of “Dr. Kidney” may be more than a simply
taunting. The first edition of Alfred Kinsey’s Sexual Behavior in the Human Male was released
in 1948. The book stunned the general public and was deemed both sensational and
controversial. Kinsey avoided and disapproved of using terms like homosexual or heterosexual
to describe people of varying sexual orientation. Instead, he used the seven categories of the
Kinsey scale. The scale ranked sexual behavior from 0 to 6, with 0 being completely
heterosexual and 6 being completely homosexual. Kinsey wrote:
Males do not represent two discrete populations, heterosexuals and homosexuals.
The world is not to be divided into sheep and goats. It is a fundamental of
taxonomy that nature rarely deals with discrete categories… The living world is a
continuum in each and every one of its aspects. While emphasizing the continuity
of the graduations between exclusively heterosexual and exclusively homosexual
histories, it has seemed desirable to develop some sort of classification which
could be based on the relative amounts of heterosexual and homosexual
experience or response in each history … An individual may be assigned a
position on this scale for each period in his life… A seven-point scale comes
nearer to showing the many gradations that actually exist.566
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Two metaphors are used when Deacon presents “Dr. Kidney” to the Ladies Auxiliary Meeting.
First of all, since Dr. Kidney is an imposter, Deacon, representing the church, is playing to the
general fears of the public concerning the original Kinsey study. At the same time, Kidney,
played by Sarcophagus MacAbre has a stake in the issue of Churchy being a public menace.
Sarcophagus pronounces the turtle guilty, using for the first time the signature thick lined
rectangular speech balloon he will continue to use for the duration of the strip. In so doing, he is
not only misrepresenting the study, but also drawing attention to the distortion.
Secondly, Churchy’s guilt is not to be established by a jury, but by gossip and innuendo,
reinforcing the one-dimensionality of most of the female characters in the strip. For some reason,
Kelly has included Hepzibah in the first strip, but she has apparently left the meeting in the
second. She is soon replaced in other strips by an elder female rabbit that never is given a strong
presence in the strip again. The rabbit character is not even mentioned in The Pogopedia, nor is
she mentioned at the end of R.C. Harvey’s introduction to the seventh volume of Pogo for
Fantagraphic Books. She is a forgotten character who is never really seen again. Hepzibah could
have been replaced by any number of already established female characters, such as Mother
Rackety Coon, but apparently Kelly wanted to protect his characters from the evil that they
would become as the story arc progresses. By this time Mother Stork had already be regulated to
background character, and Mrs. Beaver had an established cantankerous side.

Figure 4.56: Well, if it isn't my cousins
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Figure 4.57: Ladies of the Vigilante Auxiliary

567

Figure 4.58: It's hard to get the top off the jelly jar

Since the spy queen in Pogo was a jellyfish, the references could simply have been to the
Pirate Queen in Terry and the Pirates, another popular comic strip of the day that was originally
written and drawn by Kelly’s friend Milt Caniff. Since Caniff left that strip in 1946 to create
Steve Canyon, the reference is probably to Elizabeth Bentley, a former member of the
Communist Party. In 1945 Bentley walked into the New York office of the FBI with information
about a Soviet spy ring. Over the next couple of weeks Bentley identified more than eighty
people she claimed were spies. For the next two years federal agents investigated the names on
the list but were unable to find enough evidence to arrest any of these people. Two years later,
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Bentley appeared before the HUAC named several more people she believed had been Soviet
spies while working for the United States government. The tabloids began to refer to her as the
Red Spy Queen. Even though doubts about her testimony began to emerge when it became
known that she was being paid by World Telegram for her story, information provided by
Bentley eventually led to the arrest and conviction of the Rosenbergs and their accomplices for
spying.
The blank pages were a reference to the February 9, 1950 speech Joe McCarthy made in
Wheeling, West Virginia to the Ohio County Women’s Republican Club when he débuted his
initial anti-Communist message. During the speech, McCarthy held up several sheets of paper
and claimed he had the names of two hundred and five Communists in the State Department. It is
widely believed that those pages were blank. Often it is power and will, not understanding and
reason, that produces the perception of reality, especially when it comes to politics. McGee and
Martin claim that reason is “a situational-bound quality of persuasive discourse” where experts
in human sciences “do not observe and report facts so much as they present evidence” which is
more or less persuasive to others.”568

Figure 4.59: Finally we have a cryptic bit
568
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Figure 4.60: Well, it looks like the evidence is piled up

Figure 4.61: Us comed to yo' hideout

Figure 4.62: Ever'body decided to hang Turtle?
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569

Figure 4.63: Let me in
Wiley and Sarcophagus at no point during the run of the current story line actually
accused Churchy of any specific crime. They only inferred to sexual deviancy with the inclusion
of Dr. Kidney. They enlisted the Boy Bird Watchers to spy on the turtle to help them fabricate
criminal activity that they hoped would result in stew, but the best they could come up with was
that Churchy wrote poetry that no one could understand. When it appeared that Churchy would
not be convicted, the two carnivores resulted in intimidation to force Deacon to continue his
investigation with a simple “Hand me that ol’ mushrat recipe,” implying that if the turtle was not
found in the stew, the Deacon would be. The stew thus becomes a metaphor for the entire antired campaign. The actual critter in the stew does not matter, since Willey and Sarcophagus
would be happy with eating any of their fellow swamp creatures. Finding Churchy to be a
homosexual, and thus a menace to society, is irrelevant. The preservation of the stew is what
propels the investigation. When the turtle cannot be found, the Deacon can be an able substitute
for inquiry. The truth remains that McCarthy never exposed a single Communist in his five years
of terror. McCarthy’s guilt-by-association tactics cooked up a stew of fear and suspicion not only
throughout the nation’s capital, but also across the country. The central ingredient to this stew
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was false testimony to smear witnesses and expose subversives, some of whom were guilty of
nothing more than reading the wrong book or raising questions concerning unfair charges.
Whatever McCarthy said was printed and became public knowledge. McCarthy also understood
the power of the new medium of television. He would raise his arms on such programs as Meet
the Press and cite officials who would alter loose their jobs. Their friends deserted them in fear
of association. Reputations were ruined in the process.
This tactic was only one central ingredient in the “fear” stew. The fear could be felt
across the country when the House of Representative’s Un-American Activities Committee
decided to investigate the movie industry. Many people were originally drawn to Communism
when Russia was an ally during World War II. The so-called Marxist foundation of the country
seemed idealistic. A few of the filmmakers became members of the Communist Party partly out
of curiosity or even out of some kind of Depression era fear that Capitalism was predestined to
fail. Even some journalists dabbled with Marxists ideas. The truth was that subversion was never
a serious problem in America, yet this association was enough to blacklist those who had a
moment of curiosity. Those who were blacklisted, such as writers, directors, and producers,
could not find jobs. Some refused to answer questions posed to them by the HUAC and were
sent to jail. McCarthy created a list of four hundred and eighteen American authors including
Ernest Hemingway and Henry Thoreau who he claimed had disloyal ideas. Most of the state
began to pass anti-communist laws. Texas made being a member of the party a crime punishable
with twenty years in prison. Kelly’s home state of Connecticut made it illegal to criticize the
federal flag. Teachers, firemen, local and federal employees and those of businesses sympathetic
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to the anti-red campaign were forced to sign loyalty oaths.570 All of this made up one thick stew,
and it did not matter who was embroiled as long as dinner was served. Of course these tactics
paralleled those of McCarthy, the HUAC, and all of the other red baiters who insisted on loyalty
oaths. By revealing the motives of his scoundrels, Kelly implies that the motives of those they
parallel are no better.

571

Figure 4.64: My, don't you think it's courageous?
The final touch of the parody lies with the Woman’s Auxiliary club. They are the Greek
chorus, rocking back and forth in tandem, ready to convict anyone who is accused. Their poorly
primed interpretations of the events, of course, could be a comment on the lock-and-step media
that printed McCarthy’s every word, but it was probably more of a representation of those who
read the newspapers and pronounced all of those who were investigated as guilty, the political
gossip mongers who were only interested in the action of investigation rather than the results. In
the final frame, the mother rabbit looks directly at the reader and says, “Nuts, Hon” as if she is
saying that the anti-red investigations were no more than poppycock.
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Figure 4.65: Seed a turtle, stranger?

572

Figure 4.66: Let me hide in there too, Churchy?
To his enemies, Churchy was just another stone to walk across. In the end, whether or not
he was gay was irrelevant. For his friends, Churchy was an active and important member of
society, even to the point of giving up his hiding place to another who would have thrown him
into the stew. It took the largest, strongest, and potentially most fierce critter of the swamp to
stand up the Wiley and Sarcophagus. Albert decides to rescue Deacon regardless of the crimes he
may have committed, because he had to protect the innocent, albeit innocent egg sandwiches,
from further prosecution.
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Figure 4.67: While I was sleepin'

Figure 4.68: It's mighty disappointin'

Figure 4.69: They's up there gittin' ready
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Figure 4.70: Now, you cannibobbles!
By tipping over the shack, Albert literally exposes Sarcophagus and the Wiley to the light of
justice, yet darkness remained in their self-righteous world. Afraid of coming clean, they end up
running away from the final three phallic symbols: Churchy’s stiff and tall neck and one-eyed
head, Deacon’s exposed and flaccid position, and Albert’s squirting water pistol. The story
comes to a climax and in typical Kelly style the moral comes in the dénouement.

Figure 4.71: Now that us is rescued Deacon
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Figure 4.72: Oh, how can I ever thank you?
Albert and Churchy are slow to forgive the Deacon because he stepped on the innocent as
well. Even though he claims to be innocent, his feet are just as dirty as those of the retreating
wildcat and buzzard. Churchy is even afraid there might still be some bite in the Deacon. His
ecclesiastic verbiage only infuriates his liberators, and it takes Pogo to make things right. It also
takes Hepzibah to expose the female chorus for what they are. Unable to accept innocence, one
of the bitter sirens hollers, “Justice!? HA! A pity US girls ain’t got time to gad ‘round hussyin’ in
an’ outen public doins.” They attack the messenger because they can only accept justice when
one if found guilty. Justice for them means vengeance against a world gone mad, and there is no
room for innocence.

Figure 4.73: Hey, Sister Ma'm'selle Hepzibah!
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Figure 4.74: All that investigation into Churchy's life
The Greek chorus of sirens is quickly replaced with a song and dance trio as the true
moral of the story is revealed. Owl, who considers himself a learned person, sees the search for
knowledge as justification in itself. He mourns for the wasted investigation as if he were a
scientist whose experiment resulted in failure. Surely, something could be made of what was
found out: Churchy was a homosexual. The bats sing that the knowledge was irrelevant, a mere
MacGuffin or plot device designed to propel the action, but had nothing to do with the actual
story.
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Figure 5.1: Kelly's self portrait
CHAPTER FIVE:
THE EVOLUTION OF POLITICS IN POGO
Kelly was working for the Disney Studio during the 1940 presidential election between
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Wendell Wilkie. Kelly often satirized the election with a series of
drawings, using his friends at Disney as stand-ins for the actual participants. In one drawing, he
portrayed fellow animator Ward Kimball as a short man with bushy eyebrows running for senate.
Other times they would gather at the Tam O’Shanter restaurant for lunch. Often they would
complain about the studio over fish and chips,576 but other times politics would emerge.
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577

Figure 5.2: Corruption
Kelly would tell the others that he thought all politicians were crooks and liars,578 a
political idea that would serve him well later in Pogo as a precursor for his “I Go Pogo”
campaign. Kimball said that Kelly was definitely liberal back then, but he truly distrusted all
politicians. Kimball said he was a basic American with “that old Yankee suspicion of the city
slicker. He was almost like a detective: suspicious of everybody and their motives.” This
suspicious nature was also the reason why Kelly would shy away from merchandising Pogo
several years later. Sometimes Kay Kaymen579 would hand out some of the newest Mickey
Mouse or Donald Duck dolls to the animators, offering them for free to those who had children.
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Kelly hated them, claiming it was impossible to do Mickey in three dimensions. The width of a
line could vary the character of a personality. Kelly believed that the doll makers did not do the
characters justice. Although he could have made millions, these early experiences influenced him
against merchandising his own work. Kimball would ask him why he could never find a Pogo
doll, and Kelly would reply “[Because] the sons of bitches never make the characters look like I
want them to.”580
Walt Disney had promised high salaries to young artists, but was unable to deliver on
them for a variety of reasons. One reason was beyond his control. The Disney Studio had
produced one hit after another, but the per frame cost of animation compared to regular films
was far greater. Disney opposed a public stock offering, fearing that investors might challenge
his total autonomy over creative matters, but he knew he had to raise this capital in 1940 to cover
the production costs of Pinocchio, Fantasia, and Bambi and agreed to issuance of preferred and
common stock in April 1940. Taking the company public alleviated cash-flow problems for a
little while, but the growing unrest overseas effectively was cutting off the lucrative world
market that, by this time, accounted for half of the studio’s total profits. According to the
corporation’s first annual report to stockholders:
The effect of the war in Europe upon affairs of your Company has been serious
and the full measure thereof cannot yet be determined. It has been impossible to
effect (sic) an orderly release of the Company’s pictures in any of the countries at
war and in many countries it has been impossible to effect (sic) any release
whatsoever. In fact, in most of the territories dominated by the Axis Powers, the
release of American pictures has been forbidden. In addition, the currency
580
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restrictions and regulations, as well as the fluctuation in foreign exchange rates,
have served to reduce further the Company’s income from such pictures as were
already released in foreign countries.581
Kelly began to worry about his future when Disney told the animators that the company was
running out of money and things looked dark for the company.582 A series of cutbacks and
layoffs forced those still at the company to work overtime without pay. These measures
enflamed the personnel who already were almost hostile over the discrepancy in waged between
the supervisors and their staff.583
Disney was convinced that his employees were content with their working conditions and
no additional action was necessary to keep them happy.584 He believed that all of his employees
felt as he did, that the Disney Company was a family. He refused to even acknowledge the
growing desire for a union by his workers because he did not understand how his “family could
turn against him.585 A divisive strike erupted at the studio in 1941 that centered primarily on
Disney’s attempts to thwart Goofy creator Art Babbit’s attempts at establishing an animation
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union at the studio.586 Strengthened by the passage of the Wagner Act (the Labor Relations Act
of 1935),587 many new unions were formed, including the Film and Photo League that announced
its intention to incorporate animators into its membership. Union problems had already begun to
affect the work of other animation studios on the east coast. The Van Beuren Studios588 decided
to close down rather than accept unionization in 1935 after a series of disruptive demonstrations
by its workers demanded collective bargaining. The first formal animation strike occurred at the
Fleischer Studio589 in New York. The artists decided to strike when fifteen members of the staff
chose to join a union and were quickly fired. Max and Dave Fleischer590 tried to move the studio
to Florida, a state that was vehemently anti-union, in order to get rid of those animators behind
the strike, but unable to do so decided to close its doors as well.591
Disney decided to call in the Labor Relations Board in Washington D. C. to check out the
legality of the animators forming a union without his consent, an action that began five months
of legal challenges. During this time, the animators were able to finish production on the
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Reluctant Dragon, a combination of live action and animated shorts.592 Kimball (the supervisor)
and Kelly (the junior animator) found themselves pulled in opposite directions. The last thing
that Kelly worked on at the studio was one of the shorts entitled “Baby Weems.”593 Kelly had
much more in common with those on the lower end of the pay scale, but he also had good friends
like Kimball, Bill Cottrell,594 and Fred Moore.595 All of the artists who would later be known as
the Nine Old Men—Kimball, Frank Thomas, Ollie Johnston, John Lounsbery, Marc Davis,
Wolfgang Eitherman, Les Clark, Milt Kahl, and Eric Larson—refused to join the strike and
continued to work on Dumbo. Kelly, however, felt forced to walk the picket lines, shattering his
relationship with Kimball.596 They would remain friends for life, but never were able to recapture
the craziness of their earlier days.
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Kelly crossed the picket line at least once to speak with Walt Disney so that he could set
up an interview with Dell Comics.597 This interview eventually resulted in Kelly becoming his
own boss for the first time and the creation of Pogo in comic book form. Years later, after Pogo
became one of the fastest growing comic strips of all time, Kelly and Disney both contributed to
an epilepsy fundraiser. Kelly wrote Disney that the east coast drive was successful, but not as
good as he had hoped since most comic strip artists tended to have their own pet projects. He
ended the letter with a personal statement to Disney:
Just in case I ever forgot to thank you, I’d like you to know that I, for one, have
long appreciated the sort of training and atmosphere that you sat up back there in
the thirties. There were drawbacks as there are to everything, but it was an
astounding experiment and experience as I look back on it. Certainly it was the
only education I ever received and I hope I’m living up to a few of your hopes for
other people.598
Kelly’s appreciation for his time at Disney was obvious since almost every news item
about Kelly mentioned his time as an animator at the studio. Kelly told Disney, “It’s good to
realize that there’s at least one guy around who seems to keep the enthusiasm and energy of old.”
He ended the letter with the postscript: “You might mention to Kimball that I get mail from
people saying that Pogo is modeled on a certain tail-gate man with bushy eyebrows.”599
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Newspapers back east rarely, if ever, covered the animation picket lines in California that
continued. The topic that dominated most of their early letters, of course, was the strike at
Disney:
It may interesk (sic) both of you to know that a phew (sic) more days here and I
hope to be heading back to the western frunk (sic). Thanks for the firsthand
account of the battle. To date we have had only scattered reports from men farting
in empty beer bottles in back of the lines. Yours is the first on-the-scene
description. A native boy broke through last week and ran to the nearest outhouse
to report that the ice is not yet saved. I thought this would be valuable information
in the event you started to drive on the old third and forth tees. Some skirmishing
has been going on here in the bushes at Beardsley Park. Local authorities claim
that these are unimportant uprisings that usually wear themselves out without too
much trouble.600
Kelly believed that the men who were fired in the first round of layoffs were useless, and those
who decided to picket were just as bad. “I’ve enough to worry about without fighting picket
lines,” he wrote his friends at the studio, “I noticed that a good many men in the newspaper
photographs of the picket lines were amongst those sterling gentlemen who were canned a month
or so ago after living on charity for a good many years.”601
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Kimball was convinced that Kelly would not return to California and was looking for
work in the New York area. He had used his sister’s sudden sickness as an excuse to travel east
so that he would not have to take sides on the strike. Still, Kelly tried to keep up the façade of an
eventual return to the Disney Studio while he was setting up interviews back in New York City.
“I am real hopeful of getting back to California in a few days,” he wrote Moore and Kimball.
“That depends on my sister’s condition. But unless I tell you differently, I’ll be around and be
called a sommoner bitch along with the rest of you loyal bastards within a week or so.” Kelly
was convinced that a strike in New York City would not have the same conclusion as those at
Disney. Times were still tough there, and he was afraid that the west coast would soon see the
same hostility toward unions. 602 Although he tried to get a job during this time at an east coast
animation studio, the strike may have influenced him that being a freelancer would give him the
ability to once again play both sides. He could do the artistic work that he loved, and still get
paid for it.
Having started his career at thirteen writing and drawing for the Bridgeport News,
Kelly was addicted to newspapers and frequented the out-of-town newspaper stands when he
was in New York City. He acquainted his son Peter with the Economist while the younger
Kelly was in college, describing it as an excellent source of the other-than-American point of
view. He was always interested in what other people thought, not in an obsequious way but
out of genuine intellectual honesty and curiosity.603 Kelly’s political leanings may have
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solidified while working for The New York Star. This daily was created from the ashes of PM,
a left-wing muckraking publication that folded in 1948.
Whether or not his left-leaning peers at the Star influenced Kelly is moot, but “clearly
they all drank from some of the same water.”604 Those who socialized together did so because
they were comfortable with each another.605 Kelly served as art director for the fledgling
newspaper, sat on the editorial board, and created editorial cartoons. At the Star, Kelly’s
depiction of Republican candidate Tom Dewey as a mechanical man, and his overall coverage
of the 1948 presidential campaign, earned the artist the American Newspaper Guild’s
Heywood Broun Memorial Award. This annual competition encourages and recognizes
individual journalistic achievement by members of the working media, particularly if the
work helps right a wrong or correct an injustice.
Comic strips inherently question authority.606 At a historical moment when the public
forum was rightfully afraid to air arguments, Kelly operated in a subterranean area of the
media resilient against the apparatus of the state. Historians have paid relatively little attention
to comic strips607 for the same reason they flew under the radar of the U.S. Senate
Subcommittee Comic Book Hearings and the House Un-American Activities Committee—
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they were, after all, just comic strips. They were meant to be funny. The unnoticed
commitment to dissent that the comic strips offered was of national and symbolic virtue.
Shiffrin claimed dissent is the cultural glue that binds citizens to the political community.608
Democracy needs dissent whenever authority contributes to the construction of knowledge,
and the incentives to conform are great.
Emulating real life while remaining dedicated to perpetuity was the recipe for success in
the mainstream syndicated dailies. Examples would be Peanuts and Beetle Bailey, both débuting
in 1950. The character of Beetle Bailey was an under-achieving college student who joined the
Army a year later. Over fifty years later, his rank has not changed from Private as he continues to
battle his overweight nemesis Sgt. Snorkle. A reluctant draftee, Beetle resisted authority and
sought easy ways out. The strip has remained virtually unchanged without its soldiers ever
leaving Camp Swampy through the Korean War, Vietnam War, Cold War, and Gulf Wars.609
Peanuts, on the other hand, remained in civilian life and featured adult-like children who
seemed to age in various degrees until specific points before puberty. The main character,
Charlie Brown only aged from five to eight in over fifty years of syndication. The World
Encyclopedia of Comics describes the strip as "the most shining example of the American
success story in the comic strip field," ironically based on the theme of "the great American unsuccess story" since the nervous, meek, and low self- esteemed Charlie Brown could not
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successfully fly a kite, win a baseball game, or even kick a football.610 With few exceptions, the
comic page embraced the American culture while still prodding and poking fun at it. Pogo is no
different. Although the strip featured as many as five hundred characters, all with individual
characteristics during its entire run, for the most part the strip stayed in the Okefenokee Swamp
with a handful of primary characters. This small group of anthropomorphic animals could never
find themselves in a situation so complicated that it could not end with a meal, normally at
Pogo’s tree. Pogo’s only difference was that it depended more than any other at its time on the
daily news. This news was not always found on the front page.

Figure 5.3: So you're the great crooner
The casual reader could easily understand that Beau Moonshine Sonata is a frog version of Frank
Sinatra, but other references required a more palimpsestic reading.
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611

Figure 5.4: Well, I”m hitting the road
Tammanany’s remarks in the last panel include “Tinker,” “Ever,” and “Chance.” The reference
is to the 1906 Chicago Cub’s double play combination. According to Kelly historian R.C.
Harvey, “Shortstop Joe Tinker would snag the ball and flip it to second baseman Johnny Evers
who tagged his base and then fired it to first baseman Frank Chance for the second out on a
single hit. ‘Tinker to Evers to Chance’ was the chant from the stands.”612
Comics continued to be deeply fused with social ideology from Buster Brown,613 the first
continuous story strip, to Little Orphan Annie.614 Some critics considered comic strips as a social
evil, assuming children would readily absorb all manners of questionable values and suspicious
ideas if they were packaged in comic strip form. Neither uncritical minds nor the habit of reading
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comic strips were ever restricted to only children. A 1948 newspaper survey discovered that only
about thirty percent of the adult population in its region could name the incumbent governor and
his opponent that year, but over eighty percent could fully discuss the tribulations of Dagwood
Bumstead.615 At this time, more Americans were reading comic strips in one day than going to a
movie in an entire week. Thus, no matter what they were about or the stories that they told, the
funny pages may have contributed more than any other medium to the shaping of public opinion
on the social and political issues they covered. Comics such as Steve Canyon, Terry and the
Pirates, Smilin’ Jack, and Buzz Sawyer were constant reminders that the Navy and Air Force
were the first line of attack against any Soviet aggression. Paramilitary strips, most of the police
detective and FBI strips, and several others actually received varying degrees of regular direct
and indirect assistance from the Department of Defense as officially recognized and effective
opinion shaping media. Little Orphan Annie, on the other hand, reminded its readers that these
services could not be trusted because the government was full of Communists and managed by
softheaded liberals.616
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Figure 5.5: This timber can’t be cut
There is no evidence that any editor in a mainstream newspaper had any problem with the
“Keep America Strong” theme, but occasionally they questioned the means and ends of the
storylines. James Riedel said:
The suggestion in Terry and the Pirates that the Soviets did not really have the
know-how to send a man into space, and the space flight was faked, might even
be regarded by some as dangerous in its complacency. Annie’s constant
deprecation of virtually all public officials can hardly be called constructive
criticism. Even the benign Gasoline Alley consistently portrays local government
from its seamy side and with an air of resignation.

Figure 5.6: Well, Corky, it's over
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Riedel separated politics in comics into four categories, the first of which were story
strips where the political element was nominal and largely innocuous. His best example was
Mickey Flinn,617 a serial strip that almost entirely dealt with public officials and their official and
unofficial relations with the public. The storyline centered around an Irish-American police
officer. Despite timely references to fictional local elections involving both noble and crooked
politicians, Riedel said the distribution of fault and credit tended to balance out.618

Figure 5.7: Well, Canyon, here is your reassignment directive!
Riedel’s second category, the Propaganda Strips, consisted primarily of serial stories with
the occasional political pitch. For example, Winnie Winkle,619 one of the comic strips that utilized
a woman who worked outside of the home as a main character,620 used an awareness of wardrobe
design to attract teenage girls to a gag story, but on several occasions Winnie became involved
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with Communist spies and cunning Russian manipulators. The ease in which she and others
defeated the best-laid strategies of those thought of as the enemy created an unrealistic picture of
the nation’s prime antagonist. Riedel used the word propaganda to mean any direct effort to
shape opinions in support of a cause or ideology, whether or not the opinions were already held
and culturally accepted.621 James S. Pope, editor of the Louisville Courier-Journal, said
propaganda was the comic’s “sleeper problem.” He said that after speaking with several other
editors at the 1950 ASNE meeting he was surprised at the uprising among them against all sort
of propaganda in comic strips for any purpose:
The worthiness of the cause seems to be irrelevant. The idea is that [newspaper
editors] do not think propaganda belongs in a comic strip. The artist thinks that
his characters belong to him and he can promote anything he wants, but the
editors, who will look calmly on while the hot-blooded Brooklyn girl tries to rape
Li’l Abner and feel no compunction for their readers when the crudest sort of
physical torture is being inflicted, will blow their tops completely if they see a
torch being held up in a comic strip for, say, a cancer fund or any kind of
propaganda at all… When [a cartoonist] undertakes to publicize a venture or
movement unconnected with the continuity of his strip, he falls flat on his face.622
For Pope, promotion of any kind, from selling products to political editorializing, should have no
place on the comic page.
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The funny page was not completely politically despondent when Pogo first reached
syndication. Pogo is often tossed into a category of comic strips that was only populated by one
other: Li’l Abner by Al Capp. These two strips reflected the almost lost comic ideal of
commenting disinterestedly on life’s patterns and meanings. Capp created his masterwork in
1934, producing the first politically charged and humorous strip. Capp, however, was beginning
to lose his way. Li’l Abner was the spirited and pugnacious story of the perpetually nineteen year
old, dimwitted Abner Yokum that clearly perceived the problems facing society. Eventually, the
strip began to criticize the institutions and forms of the social order. Slowly, Capp changed from
being a commentator and observer into a shriller, yet less pointed, agitator. His smiles became
sneers; his impartial comments became catcalls as his observations became sour
dissatisfaction.623

Figure 5.8: Th' wreck o' th' old “99”
Abner eventually was able to escape the compounds of Dogpatch and interact with actual,
more recognizable people and institutions, entangling the country boy into a totally different web
of circumstances. Capp trained his readers to make identifications with actualities. Marshall
McLuhan noted that in Swiftian satire, any form of mayhem or morality could be satirized and
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made funny. Language, religion, and politics are all inseparably connected as essential fragments
of human enterprise. Swiftian satire needles the reader to be analytical: that is, to judge. Most
often, the judgments that Swift's satires ask us to make go well beyond direct attack of the work's
obvious objective; rather, the reader is forced into making a sequence of hidden conclusions
about language, religion, and politics, and about the processes of human immorality and
goodness that control these events. Capp did not write and draw what he thought was funny; he
simply put in his strip what he saw around him. The reader’s incapacity to relate one situation to
another enabled his sardonic realism to be mistaken as humor. Readers learned to laugh as
familiar characters put themselves into hideous difficulties with the inability to remove
themselves.624 McLuhan referred to Swift’s definition of satire as “a glass in which we see every
countenance but our own.” Comics were a highly participatory form of expression that was
perfectly adapted to the mosaic form of the newspaper by providing a sense of continuity from
one day to the next. For example, Capp kept his protagonist on the verge of matrimony for
eighteen years, pushing suspense into absurdity. The Dogpatch predicament of helpless
ineptitude was a paradigm of the human situation. 625 Things changed when Capp decided that
Li’l Abner’s image needed a refocusing in 1952.
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Figure 5.9: We expecks to be swindled
Many strips played with political satire, Riedel’s third category, such as when Andy
Gump626 ran for mayor. Only Li’l Abner consistently employed this form of humor before Pogo.
Capp became famous and rich by producing the comic strip Li’l Abner for United Features. His
strip was already questioning the intelligence of the atomic bomb by 1948. The three-headed
chauffeur, a creature that was transporting Abner from Earth to El Passionato in a flying saucer,
furnished Capp with a straight man for some fine Panglossian dialectic. After tiring from some
triple-headed needling, Li’l Abner cries out:
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LI’L ABNER: Yo’ claims us earth-folks is in th’ Idiot Era. Wal—ef we is sech
IDIOTS, HOW could we whomp up [finger pointing earthward] a factory like
THET?
TRIPLEDOME: What does it make?
LI’L ABNER: ATOMIC BOMBS, to blow each other UP, natcherly. Purty soon
ALL o’ us—east an’ west—will have ‘nuff of ‘em t’ blow up th’ WHOLE
DAWGONE EARTH!627
Nothing more was ever stated about Abner’s proud boasting of Earth’s ingenuity. Capp left the
interpretation of the strip up to the reader. Though convinced that man’s inhumanity to man—
whether expressed in a simple hotfoot or an atomic explosion—could be the basis for humor,
Capp’s satire often forced the reader to laugh before she realized what the political ramifications
of the humor were. Other times Capp’s satire was much more obvious, such as his proposal that
intelligence tests should be used to establish eligibility for Congress, but both parties rejected the
idea when it was decided that almost none of the incumbents would qualify.628 No matter how
subtle, Capp’s satire forced the reader to take a side in a political argument.
Capp was the first cartoonist to be affected by politically dissenting publishers and
editors. Some viewed his political observations to be out of step in a comic strip. He said that
neither Mark Twain nor Will Rogers would be allowed to say a word during the post-war era,
and “that any person who joked about anything but his own idiosyncrasies risked being tarred,
feathered, dissected by a bribed autopsy, and buried in quicklime.” His modus operandi to such
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sensors was to play a satirical two-step. When the pro-Republican Pittsburgh Press protested that
his venal, pompous, and reactionary politico, Senator Jack S. Phogbound, was a calculated libel
on the reputation of the U.S. Senate, Capp responded that he knew nothing about politics except
for what he read in the Pittsburgh Press. Phogbound had been suggested by the newspaper’s
editorial attacks on Democratic politicians, and that he was not only hurt but genuinely amazed
to find the press damning instead of applauding his creation.629
The Cold War that followed World War II failed to stimulate American cartoonists to do
their best work on the editorial page, let alone a comic strip. Most editorial comics remained
stuck in partisan politics, unwilling or unable to address the difficulties the American status quo
was facing. Joe McCarthy’s anti-Communist offensive provoked few protests from the editorial
page cartoonists beyond Herbert Block, who not only coined the phrase “McCarthyism,” but also
identified then Congressman Richard Nixon as a person of interest.630 Kelly would later portray
Nixon as a badger named Indian Charlie, Sam the teapot/spider, and a political puppet.
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631

Figure 5.10: Truman as a tortoise
Even though Pogo in strip form originated in the New York Star, a newspaper that no one
could claim did not have a political agenda, overt politics mostly escaped the strip. The Star was
pro-labor, liberal, pro-Israel, and the only newspaper in New York City to support President
Harry Truman in the 1948 presidential election.632 Kelly was able to slip an editorial cartoon into
the Star before he may have even thought of doing so in the comic strip he had started only a
month earlier in the funnies. 633
Kelly had to write and draw Pogo ahead of time, so there was no way he could have
known who won the presidential election in 1948 in time to draw the strip, however the Truman631
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Dewey climax occurred at the same time a parallel campaign for sheriff was being conducted in
the Swamp. In this election, Albert basically cheated by declaring himself the winner when the
illiterate swamp creatures only could mark their ballots with an “X,” the same mark Albert
painted on his chest after the ballots were counted. Election Day came and went without a
mention of the Truman victory over Dewey.
The presidential election of 1948 is considered by many to be the greatest election upset
in American history. Time claimed:
The little old voter fooled everybody. The experts thought they had him analyzed,
charted, taped and ready for delivery. One pollster loftily dismissed him months
ago and would not even take another look. But the independent voter apparently
wasn’t telling anybody anything. This week he went to the polls and cast his
secret ballot. In Illinois, a victorious Democratic candidate for the Senate, Paul
Douglas, declared: This is… a people’s victory.” He was right. The little old
independent voter was the hero of Election Day.634
Truman's surprise victory was the fifth consecutive win for the Democratic Party in a
presidential election. As a result of the 1948 congressional election, the Democrats would regain
control of both houses of Congress. Almost a week later, a delivery from Chug Chug Curtis the
mail duck confirmed that there was a new sheriff in town:
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Figure 5.11: You mus' be plumb overcame

635

Figure 5.12: So Harry beats a man
The new sheriff ended up being the same sheriff. Truman won, but Kelly would not have
known this because he often worked several weeks ahead of time. Even so, theses strip were far
from political satire. The first ended a narrative and the second was a slapstick play-on-words
similar to the Abbott and Costello “Who’s on First” baseball sketch, made famous in the 1945
film The Naughty Nineties. Evidently, Kelly could no longer hold back the temptation of using
Pogo as a political vehicle when others were still trying to figure out how Truman could have
won the election:
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636

Figure 5.13: H'lo Caw-Caw. How's the crow business?
Since the Star supported the Truman candidacy, this strip may have been less political
satire than a poke at the other newspapers. Nevertheless, these three strips were the only strips in
the entire Star run that specifically dealt with national politics. The campaign for sheriff may
have been a parallel campaign to the 1948 presidential campaign, but it was mostly wordplay and
slapstick humor. Pogo will forever be known for its political parody, as this 1956 fan letter
attests:
I thought you would be interested to know that Pogo was one of the topics of
included on last Monday and Tuesday’s New York State Scholarship Exam. As a
high school senior and candidate for the scholarship and as an ardent Pogo fan, it
pleased me no end to be able to answer a question on the “nature and purpose” of
Pogo. I don’t remember exactly the question and the five possible answers as we
weren’t allowed to write on anything but officially distributed and collected
paper, but I think the best answer said something about your strip “often poking
fun at the current political scene.”637
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The first year of Pogo in syndication, however, was also, for the most part politically
noncommittal:

638

Figure 5.14: On this occasion I step proudly
November 11, 1949, was Armistice Day. The strip was a simple recognition of the holiday
dedicated to the cause of world peace.639 The mood of the strip was much different the following
year when it became more obvious that world peace could not be completely achieved:
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Figure 5.15: The sunset there to the west
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The strip is given special significance in the first panel by the spelling out of the date in the
bottom left corner. This is an important strip to Kelly for many reasons. It is a rare two-panel
with little interaction between the characters. Kelly uses both depth and darkness in the first
panel to set the mood. “The sunset there to the west” refers to the conflict across the Pacific in
Korea. Albert refers back to the previous year’s strip, saying: “We had a speech once … by Owl
… last year. This year even Owl is speechless.” The darkness of the mood is significant because
the previous year’s strip occurred during a time of peace. Three months before this second strip,
the United States joined a United Nations “police action” to protect South Korea from aggression
by its northern counterpart. In the second panel, the main characters seem to be staring at what at
first appears to be a whirlpool. Under closer examination, the reader can see the whirlpool is
actually the ripple caused by a fish bobbing his head up to participate in the moment of silence.
Thin parallel lines surrounding the fish cause the rippling effect. Since these parallel lines are
often used in comic strips to show anxiety or speed, the effect of the ripple still seems to be that
the fish is helplessly being pulled under water. Thus the strip becomes a sublime political
message concerning the war.
The year 1950 marked the first time that Kelly began to play with politics. “Play” is a
working word here because the political gestures in the strip were simply for laughs rather than
sending any kind of political leaning message. Two strips in December 1949 may be clues to the
changes that Kelly had in mind. The first appeared a week before Christmas:
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641

Figure 5.16: Wake up, Albert!
Above Albert’s bed is a political poster with a banjo obscuring the name of the reference. “A
Vote for Garf[obscured] is a vote for you.” This is the first time Kelly has admitted in the
syndicated form that politics matter to the characters of the strip. This in itself would be
meaningless if ten days later Kelly, through his title character, had not made such a prophetic
New Year’s resolution:
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Figure 5.17: Here's my resolution for 1950
In hindsight, Kelly may have been making a personal resolution to be more cheerful and
less fearful. The following year would mark a new political awareness for the swamp critters.
These first attempts, again, were more lighthearted puns and pokes. The first of these strips
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concerned the atomic bomb. The desert near Alamogordo, New Mexico was the location of the
first atomic bomb. It exploded at on July 16, 1945, with “the brightness of several suns at midday” and forced a purplish mushroom cloud high into the atmosphere..643 From this “moment
on,” claimed James Gunn, “ thoughtful men and women recognized that they were living in a
science fiction world.”644
Kelly, like all other syndicated cartoonists (with the possible exception of Al Capp),
avoided political commentary with his strip. Comics, by definition, attempted to attract the
largest audience possible. Newspaper editors who had alternate views could drop the strip. The
common wisdom was that losing newspapers could only hurt the cartoonist’s bottom line. The
Adam bug strips were certainly not cutting edge satire. By the time Kelly drew these strips, two
other international events took place. First, the Soviets ended America’s nuclear monopoly by
developing a bomb of their own. Second, China fell into the hands of Mao Tse-tung and his Red
Army, a fact that basically confirmed the Communist global ambition. Kelly’s approached this
new science in his typical swamp fashion when Owl decides to do his own experiments in “New
Clear Fizzicks:”
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Figure 5.18: As a bookworm

Figure 5.19: This new clear fizzicks book isn't too clear

Figure 5.20: My, but you little water beagles has the fun

Figure 5.21: This new clear fizzicks book says atoms is all over the place
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Figure 5.22: Why'd you pop the adam bug fam'ly?

Figure 5.23: Well, I glad you is finally punchin' holes

Figure 5.24: That look like a might sizeable lunch
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645

Figure 5.25: Pogo run by with a li'l bundle
Historians basically employ three idea themes to identify and describe adult cold war
culture, specifically in the 1950s. First are Cold War technologies: nuclear and other secret
weapons with the power to seal humanity’s fate. The Adam Bug bomb parodies this aspect of the
Cold War. Second theme is the cold war itself: the celebration of the secret life, hidden bases and
clandestine organizations necessary to protect home. Thirdly, the cold war “other:” the
implacable enemy beyond or enemy within. This is where you would find the fears of espionage
and sabotage and infiltration.646 These themes also include aspects of fears and distortions within
the system that ended up having no basis in reality. When Albert sees that Pogo is running away
from Owl with what looks like a lunch box, the alligator decides that he has to find out what is in
the box so that he can get his just desserts. He decides to don a disguise of a long beard and
glasses that make him look like a stereotypical Communist Bolshevik. Since no one fell for his
ruse, he represents the fear of espionage from within. Comic historian R. C. Harvey suspects that
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because the beard was false, that so were the alarms raised by the Republicans who blamed the
Democrats for the loss of the U.S. nuclear monopoly:647

Figure 5.26: Ol' Owl claim he makin' a adam bomb

Figure 5.27: There go Turtle, up to Owl's house

Figure 5.28: Man say one time that adams is indivisible
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Figure 5.29: Howdy, stranger, the missus sent me

Figure 5.30: So they slam the door in yo' face

Figure 5.31: The natural born reason we didn't get no yew-ranium
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648

Figure 5.32: I gone up again an' see
It is not until Albert brandishes what appears to be a hammer and sickle that he is taken
for a menace. Harvey points out that Owl falls into the satirical trap set by Kelly in that he sees a
Communist anywhere he sees a Russian symbol, even if the hammer and scissors are samples of
the skills of a neighborhood scissors grinder.649 The unnamed stranger bear, a national
personification for Russia, is immediately banished from Owl’s tree house laboratory because he
is representative of a foreign power. Owl gives up accumulating Adams when he realizes he
could make a B-bomb instead of an A-bomb. Knowing they are now leading the league, a mild
reference to the League of Nations, they leave the tree house with their B-Bomb, tripping on the
ladder as they leave. Albert catches the box filled with bees and is about to consume it when the
stranger bear pulls a knife and claims, “I figger it better to dee-vide before yo’ dee-vour…
rather’n go to all that fuss after you eats it, brown eyes.”
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Figure 5.33: But, Albert,that is a new type bomb!

650

Figure 5.34: My sakes! What's all this?
About this time, President Truman vetoed as unconstitutional a law authorizing the detention of
“dangerous radicals” if the president declared a national emergency. Congress overwhelmingly
overrode the veto. Truman declared such an emergency in December when China entered the
Korean War.

Figure 5.35: We so busy hossin' around
650
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651

Figure 5.36: Course, you can poke fun at us
Kelly claimed that before 1950 was beginning to thaw:
… A few of us were scratching our heads. We scraped up clods of conscience
about how happy it is to reach an Icarian end by flying to the sun in the face of all
we know… A fine line divides the comic from the tragic, and who are we, who
can scarce control the spit infinitive, to monkey around with the deviated atom?652
Kelly’s first attempt at pointed political satire in Pogo, ended with a moral from three sides of
the issue. The bomb was necessary to create an impression on other countries in the modern era.
An arms race would only result in the death of all of us, and that the world’s dependency on
technology was certain to continue, but most remained uninterested. Ultimately, Kelly’s attempt
at political humor, less than a year after the strip was syndicated, was more good-natured kidding
than cutting satire.
Kelly told several hundred Rhode Island School of Design students in 1952 that artists
have a serious and solemn obligation:
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We are obliged to put down on paper or make with clay or fashion out of stone
objects, which carry ideas to other people. We are in the business of
communicating ideas and that is not a problem taken lightly… We are in some
serious trouble outside our country and we are in trouble inside our country …
We have to stop accepting all that is given to us without questioning it. It’s time
we did some work.
Kelly believed that cartoonists were in the thick of the fight for the survival of ideas, and the
survival of those ideas would depend on how they were presented. “I think the whole American
effort is toward strong simplification of our basic ideas,” he said.653
The Trial of Albert the Alligator
Kelly’s first attempt at demystifying the Communist hearings held in the Senate and
House of Representatives was by showing how guilt by assumption was dangerous. The story
began simply with Pogo sending Pup Dog to Albert for a cup of sugar. Deacon Mushrat distracts
the alligator and puppy. Albert carries Pup Dog home and then promptly forgets about the puppy
to both of their peril:

Figure 5.37: Be patient with the innocent pup
653
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Figure 5.38: I sent pup dog over

654

Figure 5.39: Blag stab it!
Dark times are coming as the light changes in these three strips. In the first, Albert ends up
carrying Pup Dog home to get the sugar, pleased with the young hound when he made a fool of
the Deacon. The second strip is important not only to propel the plot, but also in what is
happening in the shadows. Pup is there in the daylight when Albert begins his nap in the first
frame. The sun is setting outside the door behind what appears to be a grassy knoll or field. By
the second frame, Pogo requires the aid of a lantern in order to find his way to Albert’s home, a
path he has traveled many times before. Pup Dog never made it back to Pogo’s house, and he
finds out that he is no longer at Albert’s tree either. The last frame is slightly turned from the first
frame in this strip. No longer is a tree seen outside the door, but instead there are what appear to
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be two figures running in the shadows. In the third strip, Pogo and Albert set out all night to find
the puppy, but he is not to be found. This exhausts Pogo. Albert decides to continue without his
friend, but ends up turning back in order to carry Pogo home much in the same manner in which
he carried Pup Dog two daily strips before (June 4 was a Sunday). The first strip has Albert
standing proud in the light. This third strip leaves him afraid as the cricket’s chirping in the tree
resonates as strange sounds in the dark. Albert’s shoulders are hunched and fear is in his eyes.

655

Figure 5.40: Ol' Albert is all dogged out
The two figures following Pogo in the previous strips are reviled to be Hawgshaw and
Cully, the first two creatures in the swamp who represent national figures. Hawgshaw, the
elderly pig with the newspaper hat, is a representation of William Randolph Hearst. Although the
slanted snout may obscure the likeness, the slumping shoulders, eyes, and balding head with a
single lock of hair is obviously Hearst. R. C. Harvey notes that the admiral hat evokes Hearst’s
role in the Spanish American War at the turn of the century when at times he seemed in control
of the entire American military force. By 1950, however, Hearst had lost most of his power and
became sickly. The next year Hearst died. The distinguished taller muskrat (or possibly bear or
groundhog) named Cully is what Harvey calls “the spitting image of the aristocratic proprietor of
the Chicago Tribune,” Colonel Robert McCormick. Both McCormick and Hearst were known
655
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for their conservative leanings and support for Joe McCarthy. Kelly certainly mocked both
gentlemen by putting them in Victorian era, Sherlock Holmes costumes since both were also
anti-British. McCormick, who was appointed his military rank during World War I, was on a
lengthy world tour of nations at about the time these strips ran in 1950. His verbal blunders were
being reported in the media as much as his proclamations.656 Kelly enriched his satire without
much risk by singling out these two media giants. These old media giants also bungled their way
into propelling the storyline by accidently tossing the fish down Albert’s throat, a meal he would
not remember eating.

Figure 5.41: H'lo, strangers...is yo' seed a li'l baby?
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Figure 5.42: Albert, these two strangers is unvestigatin'
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Pogo is the light carrier is each of the previous strips. Only when his mood shifts and he
falls asleep does darkness comes over him. The next morning he is back to being bright and
surrounded by light. The other strips either depict Pogo carrying a light in the darkness or he is
surrounded by white space. Albert is also, for the most part, well-lit except when he is first
waking up. Hawgshaw and Cully, however, are first seen in the shadows and then wearing black
capes, literally pulling the darkness into the strips with their presence. In order to shift the blame
of their guilt, these two outsiders pronounce Albert as the scapegoat for their misdeed of
attempted theft.

Figure 5.43: Well, Hawgshaw, the trail of the lost pup

Figure 5.44: From what I hear, the lost pup dog vanished
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Figure 5.45: So! The young dog is lost
Kelly is blaming the media for whatever problems has bestowed Albert. The whispering
campaign originated by media giants has now become word of mouth to the other swamp
dwellers. Rather than looking for evidence, the media giants would prefer to use dogs that did
their bidding rather than bloodhounds that would actually track Pupdog. “The bloodhound is too
bossy,” Hawgshaw proclaims. “He goes where he wants… follows his own nose with no, but
utterwelly, no eye-magination.” Kelly’s intention is to show that the media giants are controlling
the news for their own gain. Real investigation is worthless to them if the facts challenge their
approved storyline. The media moguls chose possibly the worst tracking dogs they could find.
Chihuahuas had a reputation for being suspicious of everyone except their owner, and a clannish
dislike of any breed but his own.659 In other words, bloodhounds would follow the scent of the
missing dog while the Chihuahuas would be suspicious of everyone they came in contact with as
they are dragged along in the pursuit. Hawgshaw and Cully want Albert to appear to be guilty
and so they drag the small dogs to his residence, claiming the trail grows cold after that.
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Figure 5.46: And, while the search goes on

661

Figure 5.47: Meanwhile, in the mysterious dungeon
The irony is that Hawgshaw and Cully may have been correct. The reader knows that
Albert ate a fish rather than the puppy, but the small dog is stuck in what appears to be a wooden
crate with a mouse of disrepute. Even though the pup is one of the smallest characters among the
regulars of the strip, he was too big to get out of wherever he was trapped. Albert soon finds out
he is in a similar situation:
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Figure 5.48: You'll be glad to know

Figure 5.49: There go the investigators

Figure 5.50: It's about time the justice was did
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662

Figure 5.51: When I said the guilty must be punished
Ten years before McCarthy even made his debut to the political stage, Texas
Democrat Martin Dies chaired the Special House Committee on Un-American Activities
(HUAC). Starting in the late 1930s, Dies pioneered the spectrum of anti-Communism
mythologies and techniques that would later be referred to as “McCarthyism.” It was Dies
who first popularized “guilt by association.” Griffith speculates that this was perhaps an
inevitable result of the Popular Front when Communists and non-Communist leftists joined to
support a wide range of causes, creating difficulty in proving a given individual’s party
membership.663 The HUAC also pursued a variety of liberals, socialists and so called fellow
travelers—all of whom appeared only slightly less sinister than Communists to the House
committee chair. The HUAC successfully ferreted out Communists and named thousands of
names in the Roosevelt government, Hollywood, and other liberal leaning areas. The Dies
Committee became a rallying point for ex-Communists, right wing crusaders, and a host of
conservative newspapers that kept up the support until Dies retired in 1944. The House of
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Representatives revived its Committee on Un-American Activities in the early 1950s to join
the National Loyalty Review Board to find subversives. They did find a few, but they ruined
far more lives in the process.
According to Anne Norton, political institutions convoke, provoke, and evoke
collective identities. These political institutions call up and constitute not only the identity of
those who act in and as the institution but also of those the institution acts upon. One way they
do this is through categorization. A “War on Drugs” not only creates drug enforcers but also
criminalizes the infrastructure of supply and demand. Norton uses the example of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs creating “Indians” of a group of disparate and warring tribes. Norton said
that the effects of these structures of governance on identity are often profound: “They can be
found even where a political institution understands itself as governing—or even simply
recognizing—existing identities.”664 Members of political institutions actually create identity
as they govern. This is especially the case when considering Senator Joseph McCarthy. When
he categorized an American he also categorized a non-American. Thus an ipso facto
categorization of a non-Communist sympathizer occurred when McCarthy categorized what it
meant to be a Communist sympathizer. These non-Communist sympathizers were the true
Americans in McCarthy’s rhetoric. Since he was unable to locate one Communist in four
years, it is important that we question whom he did try to investigate.
The early 1950s was a time of radical change in America. It is all too easy to look
back at the “Fabulous Fifties” as a time where Lucy and Ricky could sleep together in
separate beds and June Cleaver could tell her husband Ward that he may have been a bit too
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hard on the Beav’ the night before. Looking at the decade through a rose-colored lens of black
and white nostalgia prevents the colors of the decade to come into bloom, or as James Darsey
said, “The ‘Fabulous Fifties,’ in fact, were no more fabulous than the 1890s were gay.”
Indeed, Darsey claims the fifties cannot be adequately understood without recognizing World
War II as their immediate predecessor. After witnessing the horrors of Hitler, there would be
no return to “normalcy” after World War II. America could not simply disarm and return to a
peacetime economy when in the Soviet Union exploded their own bomb in 1949. He claims
the decade’s epistemological crisis had its roots in nineteenth century with writings from such
diverse thinks as Comte, Freud, Einstein, Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, Pierce, and James.665 The
fear of the “Reds” dated back several decades before World War II, to about the turn of the
century. The Socialist Party opposed American intervention in the First World War,
challenged the constitutionality of the draft, and urged the refusal of military service. This left
them open to a counterattack from the right on the home front during the war:
The events that occurred between April of 1917 and the time when savage
wartime fears expired in the banalities of the Hardin Administration can only be
understood as a campaign of extermination. No holds were barred, no logic was
too absurd, no constitutional or moral values were permitted to intrude when the
United States and the state governments set out to extirpate “treason” and
“sedition.”666
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The anti-radical sentiments of the wartime years did not abate after the signing of the
Armistice in 1918, if anything it became more intense with the Palmer Raids of 1919 and
1920. Labor attempted to abandon the restraints of wartime by attempting to have wages catch
up with prices. The “Reds” were accused of a wave of bombings and assassination attempts.
There are many other lines historians have traced, but even more important may be the
generalized recognition that the country had somehow been transformed and a new social
order was on the horizon after World War I. A few tried to adjust their standards of reality
while others simply looked for the guilty. Some blamed strong drink and jazz. Others blamed
modern theology, Darwinism, or the new League of Nations. The simplest answer was to
blame foreign influences and radicals.667 By the time McCarthy took power, all he had to do
was apply the label.

Figure 5.52: It hard to figger, Albert
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Figure 5.53: Y'know, a suspecked man
Kelly suggests that the power of the media was so powerful that even those who knew
better could be swayed by people claiming to have the evidence—even when the evidence was
illusive to everyone but the investigators themselves. Yet, the idea that there is evidence is
enough to sway even Albert’s friends to believe there might be truth to the allegation that he ate
Pup Dog. Since all critters in the swamp are created equal, any attempt to eat a fellow critter
other than a catfish is considered cannibalism in Kelly’s world. Cannibalism, or “canaboblism”
as it is referred to in the strip, is a dire situation that would disrupt the dynamics and harmony of
the swamp. Canaboblism is only a way of life for those who are on the outskirts of society.
Albert was accused of this before when he accidently swallowed a tadpole during the first year of
the strip, but Pogo was able to use a ladder to climb down Albert’s throat to rescue the critter.
Porky and Pogo confront their friend while balancing their words carefully. Pogo actually
demonstrates this when he balances an acorn on his nose while he asks Albert if he ate the
puppy. Albert’s response that he had only tasted dog once, and that was in retaliation from being
bitten by Ol’ Beauregard, appears to be logical enough for his friends to support Albert. They
follow him back into the darkness of the forest where the other animals have begun to
congregate. When the trio finds out that an actual trial has been planned, a stray lamppost is
668
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enough to prove the severity of the situation to the defendant and the catalyst to what may be
Porky’s most famous line:

669

Figure 5.54: Hey! What's the bleachers for?
Albert’s trial becomes more of an excuse for puns and Vaudevillian humor rather than a
depiction of the legal atrocity that would have occurred in similar situation in front of
McCarthy’s Senate subcommittee or the House Un-American Activities Committee.

Figure 5.55: I gone be Albert's lawyer
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Figure 5.56: As Albert's lawyer, I gotta question

670

Figure 5.57: All right, let's git goin'
Although the guilt of the defendant may have been assumed, the attention is shifted momentarily
to the prosecuting attorney. Kelly shows his lack of respect for both the pretrial assumptions and
those who prosecute people with flimsy evidence. The accusers again either wear black or are
seen in the shadows. Porky, who plays the role of the defense attorney, is so well lit that he may
even be in a spotlight. The jury is set apart in baseball bleachers, as if they are there simply to see
a game being played. The judge’s bench is the fishing boat that the regular characters fish from
on brighter days. The signs of the two structures, the jury box and the judge’s bench, also
differentiate the various roles that are being played. On the jury box are signs that reinforce the
image of a sports arena whereas the judge’s bench has a war bonds advertisement. “The Liberty
Bell” is written on the side of the boat, a space normally reserved for shout-outs to editors and
670
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readers. The patriotic signage is significant since Kelly has placed Owl above the crowd. Owl
plays the role of the reader, who the author assumes can see through the fallacies of the
proceedings.

Figure 5.58: If a pup is been ate

Figure 5.59: How can you claim that this is the remains?
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Figure 5.60: Be fair, Albert
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The bones pulled from Albert’s trashcan and submitted as those of Pup Dog’s are fishy at
best. They are introduced as corpus delectable (the delicious body), a play on words for the legal
term corpus delicti.672 In Western jurisprudence, the term means a crime must be proven to have
occurred before a person can be convicted of committing that crime. Porky points out that the
bones pulled from the trash were those of a catfish, not a puppy. The only thing that has been
proven was that a meal was made of a fish. This is not a crime in the swamp, the fish bones
would be the only bones the critters of the swamp may have ever seen. For the first time Albert
sees that his civil liberties are being abused, the first time that an actual reference has been made
to the show-trials taking place in Washington D.C.
As the scene shifts back to Pup Dog and his mouse cellmate, Kelly is able to take another
dig at editors who would censor comic strips. Juxtaposing the strip with the one from the next
day exposes different sides of freedom of the press.

Figure 5.61: In the secret dungeon
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Figure 5.62: Judge Owl, I got a witness
Kelly believed that the press, specifically comics, should not be censored. He was a strong
advocate for freedom of speech and the right to think for oneself. Never a big fan of violence and
sex in comic books, Kelly repeatedly expressed his concerns over their content during the 1950s.
A free press is only possible if journalists are courageous and just, but journalists also have a
moral responsibility to seek the truth. For Kelly, understanding this is child’s play.

Figure 5.63: We've brought in your cupboard
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Figure 5.64: Notcherwelly, it is now clear
When Pup Dog is finally discovered, the jury still wants to convict Albert of a crime even
though it was clear that he was not guilty of canaboblism. The two press giants claim that what
was proven was that the alligator could have eaten the puppy at any time. Even though a crime
was not committed, it was obvious to those who wanted a prosecution that a crime could have
been committed. The same could be said about the hearings conducted by the HUAC and
McCarthy. Any association with Communism was enough convict “fellow travelers” even
though they actually committed no crime. Red Channels was filled with people who only had
vague associations with the Communist Party. These named members of the broadcast media
perhaps had the opportunity to become members of the Communist Party by being associated at
one time with organizations with suspected ties to the Party. According to the organization that
compiled the list this was enough to take away their livelihood and ability to work within their
chosen fields. As Pogo readers will soon find out, a crime may have been committed, but it was
not by the originally suspected perpetrator.
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Figure 5.65: An' now, the old Suspensus

675

Figure 5.66: Wappinger!
The three presumably more educated participants have different reactions to the finding
of Pup Dog in the cupboard and express their concerns in Latin. Hawgshaw turns to his fellow
journalist and expects “the old Suspensus per Collum,” a hanging by the neck. This could also be
seen as a word play on “suspend the column,” or hold the press. Cully shows a calmer mindset
when he says, “Ne Quid Mimis,” a medical term that means “nothing to the extreme.” Owl is
dumbstruck by the entire situation and mutters “Silent enim leges inter arma.” In times of war,
the law falls silent. Not to be outdone, Albert sums up the situation uncharacteristically with a
Latin phrase of his own: non ormis moriar, meaning “I shall not wholly die.” When Porky asks
how Albert could be guilty if there was no crime committed, one of the jury members points out
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that the two media giants might be guilty of a crime. They certainly were the only outsiders in
the swamp and no one knew their backgrounds. At this point, Pogo is riding the bloodhound
Beauregard with cap gun drawn as if he were a member of the Calvary, laying the blame clearly
at the press for instigating the whole situation. They chase the media giants out of the swamp but
clearly admit that they do not know if they are the true culprits. Porky has a few choice words for
Churchy, who was a witness for the prosecution. “Weep if you mus’,’” he tells his friend,
“’cause you was unfair. If you is learned to not pre-judge, forgive yourself.”

Figure 5.67: I speck the pup dog crawled
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Figure 5.68: It sure is good
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In Pogo’s swamp, nothing can be so severe that a meal cannot cure. The introduction of
Wiley Catt, a carnivore who lives on the outskirts of the swamp, however, is a harbinger of
things to come. Not only is he at the center of the next trial that happens in the swamp, the trial
of Churchy le Femme that was analyzed in a previous chapter, but he is also the cousin of Simple
J. Malarkey—the most famous of Kelly’s political villains.
Ultimately, the parody found in Pogo has to be defined by Walt Kelly’s political leanings
and his personal attitudes toward the news and power brokers of the day. His personal politics
gravitated toward the middle. While no conservative, Kelly refused to suffer fools from the left
as well. Kelly parodied the Klu Klux Klan, Joe McCarthy, the John Birch Society, and the Nazis
on the right. He would also eventually skewer Stalin, Castro, and various progressive American
politicians. Former Alabama Governor and staunch segregation defender George Wallace
appeared during the 1968 presidential campaign as the Prince of Pompadoodle riding a white
(not dark) horse backwards, while yelling “Forward!” until the two fell into a pond. In the same
presidential campaign, Senator Robert Kennedy from New York and several other candidates
appeared as part of P.T. Bridgeport’s windup puppet entourage. Kennedy was normally shown
hitchhiking because he only entered the primaries after Eugene McCarthy’s New Hampshire
performance exposed Lyndon Johnson’s vulnerability to a challenge from within his own
party.677
Kelly’s stepson Scott Daley describes Kelly as somewhat withdrawn, introspective, and
almost shy around the dinner table at home. Although he was thoughtful and always willing to
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give a well-thought-out answer to any question Daley asked, Kelly would never go out of his
way to crack a joke in casual conversations with the family:
He would more often respond to a question with, "well, let's look at the facts..." or
something to that effect, than with a specific hard edged opinion. And he could
turn someone's (incorrect) point back on them, and make a person end up
agreeing to the opposite of what they started out saying.678
This reticence to be funny in his personal life was indicative of a centered, self-confident, factbased, and almost politically neutral personality that may have contributed to how he got away
with making political humor in his comic strip during a time when Joe McCarthy was in power.
Kelly’s stepson said that not all cartoonists shared Kelly’s political coolness. In
comparison, Scott Daley’s biological father Roger Daley, who met Scott’s mother Selby Daley
on the 1941 Disney picket lines when he was animating Bugs Bunny cartoons for Chuck Jones at
Warner Brothers, enjoyed talking about his left-leaning political views. Roger Daley ended up on
Joe McCarthy’s Hollywood “black list.”679 Scott Daley claims that when Kelly came out with a
character in 1953 that obviously was based on Joe McCarthy, Kelly did it with so much style,
wit, insight, and truth that few could find fault with the author.680 Until Simple J. Malarkey,
Kelly claimed no effort was made to drop or censor Pogo due to its political content.681
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Kelly wrote:
Nineteen hundred and fifty, a year that John Gunther682 once referred to as
“bizarre” worried me because its daily record was providing unwarranted
competition in the comedy field. Against the numbing background of the Korean
War, we had largely finished with the uneasy flirtation between this country and
Russia which had followed the peace in 1945. We were seeing spies, Communists
and other subversives under beds which we had never made.
He described Joseph McCarthy’s leap onto the national stage as being somewhat like John
Wilkes Boothe:
He waved varied cards bearing a variety of figures concerning various people
hiding in the State department who were carrying bombs, stealing secrets and
sucking blood. Citizens, solid and squashy, were tried for crimes, some of which
were invented for the occasion, in the press, in committee, in parlors before the
TV sets and in the chattering brains that pass for informed minds in country club,
saloon, factory and executive spa. A wise and accomplished editor said to me,
“This is a period when I wouldn’t put my name on the application of a garden
club.” This is good advice. My experiences in gardens have always led to
trouble.683

Minneapolis Star, "Censoring—And Censuring—Escaped by Pogo, Artist Kelly Sighs
Happily," February 6, 1953.
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McCarthy charged the Department of State with knowingly harboring Communists in February
1950. Hearings based on his claims were held under the chairmanship of Maryland Senator
Millard Tydings. The committee exonerated the State Department, however anxiety remained
over domestic communism. Four people—Harry Gold, David Greenglass, and Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg—were arrested on charges of atomic espionage in May, about the time Kelly was
drawing the strips concerning Albert’s trial. Despite several appeals and a worldwide campaign
for mercy, they were executed at Sing Sing Prison in 1953, the only U.S. civilians ever executed
for espionage. Also around this time, a grand jury issued indictments for the illegal transfer of
hundreds of classified documents from the State Department to the offices of a journal titled
Amerasia. Kelly began to have second thoughts that his loyalties may have been questionable. A
month after the Albert was found not guilty of a crime, Porky expressed doubts concerning quick
defense of his friend.

684

Figure 5.69: God morning, sir! I say no court is to blame
About this time, Kelly almost lost his first newspaper. The Washington Star attempted to
juggle its comic strips to make room for a new one and the editors had little worries that anyone
would miss the odd strip from the top of the page. The reaction was sharp and swift. A letter
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came the next day signed by an eighteen member delegation calling itself the “Pogo Protection
League” demanding that the strip “be returned to its rightfully superior position [lest] indignant
readers everywhere rise up in armed might to crush this infamy.” Gravely, the Star’s editors
bowed to the will of the reader and restored Pogo to the top of its comic page. Just over a year in
syndication, Pogo appeared in one hundred and twenty-six newspapers in the United States. A
poll conducted by the Saturday Review of Literature showed Pogo was in seventh place among
comic strips, just ahead of Terry & the Pirates and just behind Steve Canyon. The top five were
Blondie, Li’l Abner, Gasoline Alley, Penny, and Dick Tracy. Kelly was already earning about
$25,000 per year.685
Michael Leigh visualized public opinion in three concentric circles: a core of policy
makers who numbered in the few thousands; a ring of college educated and well-to-do people
who devoted close attention to international events and served as opinion leaders; and the rest of
the ninety percent of the public who paid little to no attention to the world beyond the
shoreline.686 What this ninety percent did was pay attention to their newspapers, but not in the
way one may imagine. In the 1950s, eighty percent of adults bought a daily newspaper, but the
average metropolitan reader spent only four minutes reading the news on the front page and forty
minutes reading the comics, sports, and other entertainment features.687 Cartoonists like Kelly or
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Capp were able to stretch the boundaries of dissent where other opinion leaders could not. They
were able to do this when asserted efforts by others with as much if not more power were using
the media to shape public opinion in a radically different way.
In 1951, Hollywood’s classic Red Menace film I was a Communist for the F.B.I, based
on the true story of Matt Cvetic’s infiltration into the Communist Party in Pittsburg, was
nominated for the Best Documentary Oscar. Advertising for the movie showed the hero pointing
to his Red comrades beating up his girlfriend. “I had to sell out my own girl,” the promotional
tag line exclaimed. “So would you.” In the same year, Bowman Gum Company deviated from its
normal baseball cards in order to present a set titled “Children’s Crusade against Communism”
with the slogan “Fight the Red Menace.”688 These examples represent how opinion leaders were
using media while making money. Both were either an attempt to manipulate public opinion or
an attempt to show that the creators were conforming to the norms of what they saw in society:
fear of the Red Menace. At the same time, most people in the media industry had a much more
concrete monster to avoid: the House Un-American Activities Committee. In retrospect, Joe
McCarthy and the HUAC may have been out of control, but they were right sometimes.689 There
had to be some reason for the perceived degradation of American culture, rampaging atheism,
the lack of reverence to the symbols of God, and the breakdown of the family. The public forum
was walking on eggshells after the Soviets began to rattle their swords. Certainly Stalin’s Gulag
was a more severe punishment for citizens who held opinions and tastes that countered those of
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the government, but it could not have felt that way for the Hollywood screenwriters and college
professors whose careers and livelihoods were deliberately disrupted because they may have held
pink ideas.690
Kelly began to accept that Communists could have infiltrated the United States, but the
hunt for those Communists was the greater harm to the nation. It was time to start introducing
Communists into the strip, but it was questionable what animal would portray the national
nemesis. For several months, Kelly only hinted at what would come. At first, it was the ants who
would have to play the part as the year changed:

Figure 5.70: They is a squad of them

691

Figure 5.71: Uncle Porky, yesterday Uncle Albert was fightin'
690
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The ants were an easy target since they were both bothersome and organized. The
problem was that they were an indigenous species that lacked an influential place in the
hierarchy of the swamp. They could literally be stomped out. They also lacked definition and
individuality. If there were to be an influential character that was a Communist, it had to be
among a class of animals that were clearly represented, specifically birds, mammals and reptiles.
Kelly introduced the bats as a shady representation of two of these classes. They came to the
swamp looking for baseball jobs several weeks after the season was over, and then decided to
stay as interlopers. The bats may have been drawn to the Okefenokee less for its politics and
more by the local smell. Kelly said, “The Okefenokee air, diluted with the aroma of private stills,
is claimed by the natives of Waycross, Georgia to be about 94 proof. There may be something to
it.”692 They were outsiders who flew into the swamp to take up residence.

Figure 5.72: What kind of a bird is you?
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Figure 5.73: Well, Mr. Bat, if you wants to rent that vacancy

Figure 5.74: I rented this space inside yo' mouth

Figure 5.75: Well, Albert! So you is got a little bat
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693

Figure 5.76: Why doesn't you migrate like other birds?
It is clear from the first introduction that the bat is not a normal visitor to the swamp. Albert calls
him an interloper because the bat has taken residence in his mouth. His friends Schulzie and
Vaughn quickly show up after the first bat to help infiltrate Albert’s head.
The bats would later be known as Bewitched, Bothered, and Bemildred—play on words
of a popular tune from the 1940 Broadway play Pal Joey, written by Richard Rogers and Lorenz
Hart. The pairs of pants the bats put on every morning would provide their identity throughout
the run of the strip. Even the bats were often mixed up on their own identities. In later years, they
went into business for themselves as polltakers. Their business flourished because they only
provided their clients with the answers they wanted.

Figure 5.77: How do you do?

693
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Figure 5.78: Actual, I is comed up for a meeting

Figure 5.79: Cadet Mallard de Mer

694

Figure 5.80: Couldn't you Audible Boy Bird Watchers
Later in the decade, the Audible Boy Bird Watcher’s Society would morph into the Jack
Acid Society. They were basically the same organization with the same leaders. In the
introduction to his 1957 Jack Acid Society Black Book, Kelly explained that all right-wing
societies claim to be apprehensive of the far left, the left, and even the middle, but they also keep
694
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a sharp eye on each other: “Each of them is sniffing the air, testing the surface and taking
personal affront at all sudden noises.” Most assume today that the ABBWS was a parody of the
John Birch Society, but the John Birch Society was not formed until 1958, seven years later.695

Figure 5.81: When Albert dispossessed us

Figure 5.82: Well, Bewitched an' Bothered

695
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696

Figure 5.83: You three recruits
Deacon Mushrat set himself up as the moral authority of the swamp. The goal of his
organization, the Audible Boy Bird Watcher’s Society (ABBWS), was to seek out those whose
influences corrupted society. Kelly offered an alternative view of right wing organizations and
the Communist witch-hunts conducted by the U.S. Congress. These individuals and
organizations were in power. The intent of these investigations was to thwart outside influence
such as people from the Soviet Union. Most of the inhabitants of the Okefenokee Swamp lived
there year-round, but others would migrate. For the Deacon, it was his moral responsibility to
keep an eye on these critters, most of which were birds. The problem was in defining influence.

Figure 5.84: If you li'l rascals won't learn
696
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Figure 5.85: How can you say this flower is a goldfinch?

Figure 5.86: Never in all my years

697

Figure 5.87: Whoosh! Goldfinch
The Deacon was not the only one in the world looking for avian miscreants. It was not long
before Kelly began to get letters from other bird watchers. Donald L. Newman, a proud member
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of the Kirtland Bird Club in Cleveland Heights, Ohio, was the first to lick a 1943 National
Wildlife Federation Cinnamon Teal stamp to his stationery to drive home his point:
As an amateur ornithologist, who can see the humorous side of his avocation, I
want to tell you how much I have enjoyed the doings of the Audible Boy Bird
Watchers Society. Yours is by far the most original and most civilized “comic”
strip appearing in any newspaper today. Indeed, your delightful characters, who
are so artfully and cleverly depicted, express such wisdom and point up the
foibles and follies of mankind with such penetrating wit that I feel Pogo should
rightfully appear on the editorial page rather than among the so-called “funnies.”
Thank you for a refreshing daily interlude with Pogo and his engaging swampland
companions.698
Newman seemed to believe that moving Pogo to the more elevated editorial page was a
compliment, but Kelly fought this measure in various ways as the strip became more political in
nature.

Figure 5.88: The Audible Boy Bird Watchers is callin'
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699

Figure 5.89: Did the Boy Bird Watchers identify you?
Eventually, Deacon literally became tied up in his own investigation. Kelly claimed that
this was not uncommon among those in the extreme right. Kelly said:
There are too many saviors in the league. It is a thoroughly naïve reporter who
will take one ultra group for another or claim that one is in sympathy with
another. This easy identification as fellow travelers merely because they are all
wandering the same bog is rightfully deplored by every crowd. A large part of this
mutual distaste is economic in root. There is a keen competition now, not only for
disciples, but for the contents of the collection plate.700

Figure 5.90: Since your ignorance of birds an' flowers

699
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Figure 5.91: You Boy Bird Watchers can't leave

Figure 5.92: Us tied you up

Figure 5.93: Well, mates, here we are
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701

Figure 5.94: G'd afternoon, Deacon
As with all political parody at this point in the strip, the ABBWS succumbs to puns and
vaudevillian style absurdity. The problem is that an enemy has yet to be identified. The
characters in the strip begin to hint at the possibilities to come when they refuse to use English
because it is a foreign language.

Figure 5.95: The pigeon took off

701
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702

Figure 5.96: You is tryin' to sell mail
Birds have already been identified as suspected interlopers. Even though Owl has been a
regular resident since the beginning of the strip, his loyalty comes into question when he claims
English, as if it were a foreign tongue, is the swamp’s native language. Chug Chug the Mail
Duck refuses to be brought into the fray and lays guilt on Owl. Owl has a sneaky look because he
is educated, and he is made to swear his loyalty to the United States.

Figure 5.97: Isn't you ashamed?
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Figure 5.98: A man like you sayin' English is our native language

703

Figure 5.99: At last he gone swear
Later in the year, the swamp animals decided to participate in the off year election.
Nationally, as the Korean War continued and Truman’s popularity tumbled, the Democratic
Party lost twenty-eight seats to the Republican Party. The Democratic administration’s overall
popularity declined in the early Post War era during the aftermath of a severe recession in 1948.
The Republicans also gained five seats in the Senate, decreasing the Democrats’ hold on the
chamber to a narrow forty-nine to forty-seven margin. A notable freshman would be future
president Richard Nixon.
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Figure 5.100: Ahem! Some of the voters are urging

Figure 5.101: Copy down my election speech

704

Figure 5.102: Now, before I close
By this time, Kelly knew that he was writing for a more mature audience. The cartoonist
estimated that about sixty percent of his readers were adults—“professionals, college students so
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they know what you’re talking about…. But I also get letters from bowling teams, too.”705 Other
cartoonists told him that he received more mail than any other cartoonist. Pogo’s appeal,
however, was more than just to the highbrow. “They like it until they’re about four years old,”
Kelly was fond of saying. “Then they try to make sense out of it, with what they know, and they
can’t. They drop it and take it up again when they’re about nine.” Kelly’s intentions for the strip
may have been simple: “I wanted to write a comic that was comic. I think we’re a little worried.
By poking fun at what worries us, we don’t have to worry about it so much.706
Most fan letters that have survived707 are from adults who realized that Kelly was writing
to a more mature audience than most of the other comic strips of the day. These readers either
identified with Kelly and his beliefs, or at least had a respect for his work. One letter, signed with
an elegant signature befitting one who could sign the Declaration of Independence, by a fan
named James O. Yates-McGann who claimed he had plenty in common with Kelly:
Generally I have a pretty dim view of the carton (sic) strips to be found in
newspapers. I used to enjoy them when I was small and I suppose that like most
Americans; I can say that I cut my teeth on them. As I grow older though it is like
clinging to Horatio Alger’s typ (sic) of literature. I just develop a more mature
taste. Undoubtedly with carton (sic) strips the same could be said, the mature
minds seeks a more mature type of literature that is most cases is lacking. I am not
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condemning a cartons (sic), there are few adult strips. Yours can be said to
measure up that way. It has the simplicity to be understood or at least enough of
the strip can be understood by nearly anyone. I can see through that you must
have grown up in England or Ireland, for there are some hints there that the
average American would seldom understand. I interpret it with a number of
diferrent (sic) facets and continue to be amused with all of them; reference to
simple creatures, some of the types of creatures represented, etcetc (sic). I am
Irish enough myself that I enjoy disagreeing with some of your ideas. Possibly I
only enjoy the strip more when I can find some disagreement; if I could say that I
was in full agreement, I would be liable to find it flat and uninteresting.708
Kelly’s response to Yates-McGann was:
You’re a good friend to have and I thank you, sir. However I was born and grew
up (in a measure) here in the United States, and have never been abroad. The
average American is a hard man to pin down but 36,000,000 of them buy
newspapers with Pogo in them. From the mail, it would appear that you have
company. For this I am most grateful.709
Another reader claimed to represent the opinion of her many friends from many different
occupations:
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One is a teacher of sociology and anthropology, one is a singer (who has just won
a Fullbright grant), another an instructor in political science at a Southern
university, still another, my own brother, who is a salesman in Houston. All of us
feel quite sincerely sorry for those who don’t know about Pogo, or, worse still,
know about Pogo but don’t appreciate him. We have a lot of earnest and delighted
converts, however, to our credit. It is hard to live in the world as it is today—it is
hard to find anything solid to hold onto and it is most difficult to laugh, with such
ominous shadows hanging over all of us. You have done us a very great service,
then, and we hope that it is a warm feeling for you to sit now and then and count
up the measures of joy and laughter, which you have given to us all.710

Figure 5.103: Come wash yo' face
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711

Figure 5.104: Pogo, of all the votes
Voting remained a patriotic duty for Kelly. The practice was significant to living in a free
society, but society seemed to be changing much too rapidly. Kelly began to get letters asking
him whom his characters represented. In the forward to his fourth Pogo compilation, Kelly said:
Specialization and markings of individuals everywhere abound in such profusion
that major idiosyncrasies can be ascribed to the mass. Traces of nobility,
gentleness, and courage persist in all people, do what we will to stamp out the
trend. So, too, do these characteristics which are ugly. It is just unfortunate that in
the clumsy hands of a cartoonist all traits become ridiculous, leading to a certain
amount of self-conscious expostulation and the desire to join battle. There is no
need to sally forth, for it remains true that those things which make us human are,
curiously enough, always at hand. Resolve then, that on this very ground, with
small flags waving and tinny blasts on tiny trumpets, we shall meet the enemy,
and not only may he be ours, he may be us.712
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Meanwhile, the daily newspaper was filled with headlines that brought a daily dose of bad news.
An assassination attempt on Truman by Puerto Rico nationalists outside of the Blair House was
thwarted. Consumer prices were at a record high, and Truman began to plan wage and price
curbs in several industries. By mid-December the president was also searching for ways to end
the rail strikes. The president proclaimed a national emergency to roll back auto prices. A
blizzard ravaged the east coast causing over $400 million in damages. Each day’s headlines also
brought more news from the Korean front.

Figure 5.105: I was readin' 'bout them wars

713

Figure 5.106: It's hard to figger how folks can fight
China had entered the war to end the American aggression in Asia. The nation’s forces crossed
the parallel forcing Seoul to be cleared of all civilians. General Douglas MacArthur believed the
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threat from the Reds would force Japan to rearm. Kelly became worried about the world around
him:
Primitive campfires began to cheer the souls of those who prefer the black of
night. We were sure that Russia was arming to the teeth. China entered the
Korean catastrophe. Mr. Truman ordered a 1950 model H-bomb, useful for only
one purpose… True, we felt we had to rearm and to be wary, but few signs of the
well-balanced mind showed anywhere outside the lunatic asylums. The usual
goldfish swallowers, college boys, were stunned into inactivity by adult
professional zanies who were busy making page one.714
Kelly believed that the civilized world was beginning to prey upon itself:

715

Figure 5.107: Well, let's decide on the food
As the world seemed to be crumbling around him, Kelly’s personal life also began to
crumble into what he would later call his “dark times.” Walt Kelly’s nightlife may have
contributed to changes in his personal life. Life had been financially troubling for the Kelly
family from the very start. Kelly grew into adulthood during the Great Depression, and never
714
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actually had a steady job for most of his life before Pogo. Working at Disney may have been fun,
but it was not at all monetarily rewarding. Helen was still working when Kelly returned east to
find a job. Even the volumes of work he produced for Western kept the family in the lower
economic stratus. Matters were made worse when Helen found out she was pregnant the first
year back from the west coast. Kathleen was born November 30 of that year. Kelly had two more
mouths to feed by the end of 1947 with the birth of two more children, Carolyn and Peter
David.716 The family had to move several times within the Bridgeport area before Kelly finally
found steady employment in New York City. His job at the Star was welcomed but fleeting.
The consistent paycheck was a relief that allowed Kelly to buy a house in Darien, Connecticut.
By 1950, however, Kelly had moved out of his home in Darien to a New York City studio
apartment. After roughly fourteen years of marriage, Helen and Walt divorced in 1951. That
same year, Kelly married Margarete Stephanie “Steffie” Waggony, a secretary at the Post-Hall
Syndicate. Kelly said that Stephanie was a great help to him, and “if it wasn’t for her I wouldn’t
get anything done at all. She’s also the most outspoken person I’ve ever met. She even talks back
to the radio.”717
Peter, who was three years old when his father moved out of the Connecticut house, said
that Kelly tried to be as good a father as he could be while living forty miles away from his older
children. He would often pick up his children at the train station and take them to lunch and other
activities. As they grew older, the children developed different interests and began to visit him at
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different times. Peter and his father would normally go to a sporting event, such as a baseball
game. Once they were desperate and were forced to attend a major league hockey game, an event
neither one ever experienced. The children kept up with Pogo through the Stamford Advocate.
Peter had no idea that Kelly had a second family until he was well into high school.718
When Kelly wasn’t drinking, he was constantly working. Helen arranged an attic room
for him to work when he was around. He continued to work wherever he was. In fact, his son
Peter took a few road trips with him. The elder Kelly would haul out his stuff in the hotel room
and finish something that had to be done.”719
As for whether or not Kelly was a good father, Peter claimed that he really did not have
“a whole lot of sense about that.” Peter said: “I was confused as to his role in our family for quite
some time. It wasn’t as if I had some template in my mind as to what a father should be doing. I
sort of observed what he was doing and figured, well, that’s what we have.” Kelly would drive
out to Darien when any of the children had a performance at school and other important
moments. Occasionally, Kelly would play the piano at their house, an instrument that both of the
girls would grow to master. Kelly still owned a violin, but his children rarely, if ever, suffered
hearing him playing it.
Kelly claimed that the period before the 1952 presidential campaign was typified in his
mind by the activities of Willie Sutton, a professional bank robber who was finally tracked down
that year and was awarded with sudden death. “Willie became sort of a folk hero in the United
718
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States,” Kelly said. A few years later, commenting on the fact that The New Yorker was
exploring Bennett Cerf,720 a friend named Bill Vaughan, a two-handed wit and columnist for the
Kansas City Star, “cheered me through a dark period. Vaughan wrote in a letter, ‘The New
Yorker is writing bad things about Bennett Cerf, the humorist. He is a humorist the same way
Willie Sutton is a banker.’”721
Fan letters and friends kept Kelly occupied during his dark time. Sometimes they worked
together:
We’ve been in New York for nearly two weeks now, and the first night we were
in town we met a pleasant gentleman who seemed to be alone, and whom we
invited to have dinner with us. Somehow Pogo came up in the conversation, and
soon we were ecstatically recalling to one another many of the delightful
situations in the stories, with the result that I gave away the first copy I bought of
Pogo Papers, (Oh well… I’d had it three days and it was dog-eared) and joyfully
bought another. Several nights later, we were discussing business with another
new acquaintance, who noticed my new copy of Pogo Papers on the table. “Ah,”
said he, “I see you are A Fan!” And he looked at me with, I may say, a new Light
in his Eyes! Before long, he was on his way to the corner news-stand to buy his
own copy (and to discover his own name, Herbert Block,” written on a boat which
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is pictured on p. 171), having found that life was worth living a while longer
(sic).722
Herbert Block (a.k.a. Herblock) defined McCarthyism with this 1950 editorial cartoon:

723

Figure 5.108: You mean I'm supposed to stand on that?
Block was hired as the chief editorial cartoonist for the Washington Post after the war. He
never married and changed apartments frequently. He listed his address and place of residence as
simply "The Washington Post” in the employee index. Both Kelly and Block syndicated their
work through Post-Hall. They became friends and often visited each other. They exchanged
722
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correspondence regularly with Kelly signing his letters as George B. McClellan, Herbert Hoover,
John Q. Adams, Officer Pup,724 or any other name that wasn’t his own that popped into his mind.
Block said he never entirely understood Kelly’s logistics or lifestyle during this particular time in
Kelly’s life. According to Block’s autobiography, Kelly spent his weekdays in New York with
his new wife Steffie and the weekends in Connecticut with his former wife and kids. He
maintained studios at both locations and often sketched strips on the train ride between the two.
Block wrote that Kelly left his drawings on the train once and the railroad workers had to make a
fast search of the train yards to recover them. Another time Kelly gave Block a new phone
number where he could be reached. “When I asked where this was, he said it was a Chinese
restaurant,” Block said. “I thought this was said jokingly until one day I wanted to reach him and
tried his phone number. When the party at the other end understood that I was not making a
reservation or calling about a carry-out order, he said in pidgin English that ah, yes, he would get
Mister Kelly upstairs.”725
As soon as Pogo took off, Kelly had friends at all levels of society. Milt Caniff said that
Kelly was an expert at letting someone see only the portion of his life he wanted that person to
see, and this perhaps was a sign of internal loneliness.726 Both old friends and new couldn’t help
but to notice that Kelly was beginning to hit the bottle hard. Ward Kimball said that he had heard
that Kelly was “hitting the sauce,” but he was not there to see it personally, “I do know that when
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he was at the [Disney] Studio he was only a modest drinker like the rest of us.”727 Kelly had
gained more than sixty pounds since his Disney days, and became troubled about his weight.
Calling him “really quite a Falstaffian character,”728 Caniff said that the party was all
Kelly’s whenever someone would run into him at a bar. His two favorite spots were “Costello’s”
(where the cartoonists mostly hung out) and the New York Herald-Tribune’s hangout the “Pen
and Pencil.”729 “If you wanted to find him,” Caniff said, “you called either one of those places.
He was very close to the Herald-Tribune hotshots of that day.” Caniff said that if Kelly was
“holding court” when he had a bottle on the table, but it was another matter if he was only
holding a drink. Both bars were on the east side of town because most of the publications were
located there. Nobody in the business would ever go west of Broadway in those days. No
cartoonist even bothered with the journalists from the New York Times. That crowd hung out at
Sardi’s.730
Caniff was surprised that the FBI never approached Kelly concerning his lifestyle during
the early 1950s, especially since Kelly was on the cutting edge of political criticism concerning
Joe McCarthy. Caniff said Kelly’s late night escapades were well known, as was his wandering
eye for women. George Perry of the London Sunday Times traveled to New York once to meet
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with Kelly, Caniff, and Rube Goldburg. Caniff brought along Emily Hahn, a writer of Far East
items for the New Yorker, to the arranged dinner at the Orient, a Chinese restaurant on East End
Avenue. “During dinner,” Caniff said, “Walt became enamored of Emily. We felt sorry for the
fellow from London. When Walt got in one of these moods you couldn’t get him out of it. Emily
Hahn was too much of a woman not to enjoy taking the spotlight from the fellow from London.”
Caniff said Kelly was “also desperately avid for a couple of completely unapproachable women.
He made no bones that he lusted for them.” Emily Hahn was one of them and she simply laughed
off Kelly’s advances. Caniff did not mention if Kelly ever followed through with his
flirtatiousness, but he did admit, “The ladies loved his mind.”731 Kelly never stopped having an
eye for women. He was flirtatious by nature, which perhaps, led him to keep an all male staff
when he was drawing Pogo.
Kelly believed society managed a glimmer of intelligence. Examples occurred mostly on
civil rights fronts. The Nobel Prize committee awarded its Peace Prize to Dr. Ralph Bunch, and
Senator Margaret Chase Smith drew up a “Statement of Conscience” for the Senate. It
denounced “the selfish political exploitation of fear, bigotry, ignorance, and intolerance.”
According to Kelly, “A good many of her fellow members hadn’t the slightest idea what the lady
was talking about. There was plenty for a cartoonist to consider; the competition was keen.”732
Things as they were, Kelly decided to “put his own back on the strips, to bet on the Yankees, and
to vote early and often. I thought that if we were becoming a nation of chalk eaters, sure thing
bettors and middle-of-the-roadsters, then I would join, if I were allowed, the only thing it’s safe
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to join—the United States of America.” His faith was “firmed up” when McCarthy and
Eisenhower cheerfully shook hands at a political rally. For Kelly, such handshakes should have
been made in smoke-filled rooms.733
The copyright was the first thing to change in 1952. As Owl points out in this 1950 strip,
the copyright is normally in the second panel. Just as Kelly played with the name of the comic
strip, he also shadowed out the designate.

734

Figure 5.109: If you is serious
Kelly’s personal life was in shambles at this point. He was divorced, married, and had a fourth
child all in the same year. Kelly had to somehow, if only metaphorically, gain control over his
life. Since Pogo was the world he created in his head, retaining the copyright to his strip was a
good first step, if not only a symbolic one. Kelly decided to play with his name again before the
change of copyright and contract negotiations were completed.
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Figure 5.110: You could waste your time

735

Figure 5.111: That no 'count porkypine
Just as his personal life was out of control, so was his business life. Kelly continued to draw a
comic book version of Pogo for Western Publishing. The comic book, titled Pogo Possum when
the national strip was introduced, became more and more problematic for Kelly as the newspaper
strip became popular and he began to make public appearances. Kelly began to miss deadlines
for the comic book, and it was cut back from a bi-monthly to a quarterly title. The page count
was cut as well. Several major disputes developed between the artist and the comic book
publisher. The first came when Simon & Schuster decided to publish the first paperback
collection of strips. According to Kelly historian Steve Thompson, Western Publishing claimed
their contract with Kelly entitled them to first refusal of all reprints of Pogo. Kelly pointed out to
them that since they had not printed the material in the first place, had done nothing to promote
735
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it, and had often gone against Kelly’s own wishes regarding the book, they had no right
whatsoever to any of the proceeds from the daily strips. Western ended up printing the first book
of strips for Simon and Schuster, perhaps as a consolation prize, but it would be the only time
they ever printed a Pogo book.736 Kelly was not pleased with this arrangement either. He shot off
an office memo to his assistant Nate Anikofsky when he found out that he had to buy
promotional copies of the book to send to potential editors:
Nate:
Jeesus (sic) CHRIST! How the hell did I get into the business of ordering 650
books from S and S? It was not I, but Hall who thought of ordering books. He
said he wanted a THOUSAND. What the hell did he think he was talking about? I
don’t feel obliged to promote the strip or anything else, including the book by
putting up $800. I put up my time, my efforts and a hell of a lot of good ideas.
Anytime that’s not enough every body (sic) can go jump in the lake. Bob [Robert
Hall] has agreed to put up promotional money. Last year this was not very much
and he got a hell of a lot of promotion, not only for the strip, but for the syndicate
as well. If he did not contemplate the expenditure of well over a thousand dollars
he should not have entered the affair. If the syndicate sends out books it will
promote the syndicate, not the book. The book is being promoted and damned
well by S and S and by me in those spots where we know it will pay off. I have no
goddammed intention of sending a lot of kiss-ass around to those jackasses who
are willing to drop me any dammed time they get a chance. Fuck them. Tell Hall
736
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that I refuse to go along with a shit headed proposition. I will not spend $800 to
kiss ass.
BULL SHIT
WK737
It is not clear how Kelly ended up with boxes and boxes of his books after that, but he continued
to refuse to send his copies to editors. He did, however tend to send a copy of the books to fans
who wrote him.
The second disagreement involved the inclusion of a text page so that the comic book
could qualify for Second Class mailing privileges. Kelly lost this argument as well and a
miserable series of articles that involved The Hoo-Doo Man. It would become a permanent
addition to Kelly lore whether he liked it or not. To make up for the reduction of original comic
book material Kelly could crank out, Western began publishing a collection of early Pogo stories
from Animal Comics into a second title called Pogo Parade. The problem was his contract with
Western allowed the company to reprint his material regardless of his personal wishes. Kelly
fought the addition title every way that he could muster including writing an introduction
claiming that these were early stories and the characters had developed a great deal over the ten
years since they were originally seen in comic form. His fears that he had turned over the
characters to a less artistic assistant were warranted after he received hundreds of fan mail
bashing the stories. Kelly sent a form letter to everyone who wrote trying to explain the situation.
The last straw may have been when Western began publishing these “classic” titles in the regular
Pogo Possum comic books. The juxtaposition of the old and new characters was disturbing to
737
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both Kelly and his readers. He finally cancelled his contract with Western in 1954 citing deadline
pressures as the official reason.738
Few cartoonists actually owned the copyright to their strips. The small club consisted
primarily of Milt Caniff, Rube Goldberg, Ham Fisher, and Al Capp. Kelly once again found
himself in a club of one for cartoonists who had signed over their copyright to a syndicator and
then regained it at a later time. At Capp’s instigation, Morris Ernst, the co-founder of the
American Civil Liberties Union, briefly addressed a 1949 meeting of the National Cartoonist
Society. “You are the most backward of all creative groups,” Ernst told the members:
I am always shocked when an author or a cartoonist does not own his copyright.
All that a cartoonist actually should sell is the right to publish his work. Contrast
what happens to your work with what happens to other types of literary or artistic
work. When a novelist sells his book, all he usually gives the publisher is the
exclusive right to publish the book in English in the United States and Canada.
The publisher does not have the right to employ another author to write a sequel
to the novel. He cannot take the characters, discard the author’s own story
completely, and have somebody else write a new book, using the same characters.
In cartooning, however, some of your most illustrious members have been victims
of just this kind of deal.739
Kelly did not claim ownership of his copyright in the syndicated comic strip until 1952. Kelly
was in uncharted waters. Few comic strips actually began as a comic book before becoming a
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comic strip. The situation was normally reversed, but in the case of Superman or Batman, the
comic strips were works for hire. The publisher negotiated and claimed the ownership of the
copyright and then hired artists and writers to complete a strip. Pogo was never a work for hire
and was submitted as a freelance work for the first issue of Animal Comics. Furthermore, Pogo
had a short run in the ill-fated New York Sun. The comic strip was already an established work
when Hall first syndicated it. A loophole in the law worked in Kelly’s favor.
An earlier lawsuit concerning Richard Outcault’s Buster Brown strip established that the
publisher owned the title of comic stories, but not the characters. Outcault was free to use the
characters in other publications as long as they were not exact duplications of the printed and
copyrighted by the previous publisher. This rule was firmly embedded in the cartoon profession
by this time so Kelly could safely assume he could do whatever he wished with his characters.
He even changed the name of the comic to Pogo rather than Albert and Pogo to emphasize that
the characters were his creation under his copyright. Kelly produced over twenty-five hundred
pages of material for the Western Company during his seven-year comic book career, but the
vast amount of his time was turned over to the syndicated strip by the mid-century mark. Kelly
had only dabbled in political satire by the winter of 1951-52, but he was certainly setting the
stage for the 1952 presidential campaign.740
Of course, Kelly was all but broke when his creation went into national syndication. PostHall Syndicate drew up a standard contact when Kelly first submitted the strip for daily
publication that gave the syndicate the copyright to all material. The contract contained a passage
that it could be renegotiated in ten years, but at this point Kelly was under the original contract
740
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signed in 1949. The content of the strip was radically changing to political satire, something that
the syndicate had not anticipated when it originally signed the contracts. No doubt the company
had received some heat concerning the content of Pogo. Alas, all correspondence with the
company had been destroyed as of the writing of this dissertation and could not be verified. The
contract was renegotiated in 1955. This time the syndicate, now under the name of Post-Hall
Syndicate Inc., gave Kelly complete credit, and possibly blame, for the strip. “The Artist shall
receive the sole credit as the author, creator, and artist of the daily and Sunday strips on each and
every strip distributed and published under this agreement, and in all advertising or exploitation
material used by the Syndicate in connection to the strip.” Furthermore:
The Syndicate shall have no rights of editorial supervision over the daily or
Sunday strips to be distributed and published hereunder, and the Syndicate shall
not make any alterations, revisions, deletions, additions, or any other changes
whatsoever in or to said strips without the prior written consent of the Artist. The
editorial judgment of the Artist shall be final and binding upon the Syndicate.
Nevertheless, the Syndicate shall have the right to make such minimal
alternations, revisions, deletions, and additions or other changes as are necessary
to avoid criminal or civil liability for obscenity or defamation, provided that the
Syndicate shall first give the Artist written notice of its intention so to do and
shall afford the Artist an opportunity to discuss the necessity for, and scope,
substance and details of, the proposed alterations, revision, deletion, addition, or
other change.741
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Post-Hall was willing to give up control of the strip since Pogo was becoming the fastest
growing comic strip of all time. It is clear that the syndicate did not want to be sued because of
the content of Pogo, but the money was too much to resist. The new contract came on the heels
of a significant 1954 New York libel case, Reynolds v. Pegler. Quentin Reynolds was awarded
one dollar in compensatory damages and $175,000 in punitive damages. The defendants also
included Westbrook Pegler, The Hearst Corporation, and Hearst Consolidated Publications. The
irregular award of an enormous amount of punitive damages in connection with an award of only
token compensatory damages was the largest in history at the time. The decision sent a clear
signal to the publishing industry that it would be held accountable for the libelous acts of its
writers and reporters.742

Figure 5.112: 'Tain't no use writin'
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743

Figure 5.113: Happy New Year
By changing the copyright, Kelly was taking primary responsibility for the content. This may
have given him more freedom in his content, but it also made him more accountable if he was
ever sued. Nevertheless, the January 1, 1952 strip credits “Copyright Walt Kelly” and “Dist.
Post-Hall Syndicate.” Kelly had achieved what almost no one else in the history of comics had
done. He regained the copyright of his work and became equal partners with Post-Hall. The
syndicate handled the record keeping and production costs and Kelly kept half the proceeds.
Kelly had finally reached the level of entrepreneur.744 Kelly spent the first week gloating and
celebrating his achievement, but also pointing out the direction the comic strip was prepared to
take.
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745

Figure 5.114: Bun Rabbit!
The year 1952 was a pivotal year in American politics because it was the first time since
1928 that neither of the major party’s candidates had an incumbent. Harry Truman, who could
have run for a second full term following the death of Franklin D. Roosevelt, decided not to seek
the Democratic nomination. The election became a real contest since the incumbency was
nullified. Both parties fielded at least two strong candidates. Truman wanted to pass the baton to
Stevenson, but Stevenson consistently said during the early part of the campaign that the only
office he was interested in was another term as governor of Illinois. Tennessee Senator Estes
Kefauver not only was a vigorous campaigner, but he was also well known for his televised
hearings investigating organized crime.
“Mr. Republican” and conservative stalwart Senator Robert A. Taft746 was accumulating
delegates across the country for his run for the White House, but five-star General Dwight D.
Eisenhower let it be known that he would be duty-bound to accept the nomination if the
Republican Party decided to give it to him, thwarting Taft’s campaign at the convention.747 Both
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parties eventually nominated individuals who originally said that they had no intention to run for
the office.
Kelly had a pivotal year in 1952 because he found himself alone when it came to merging
politics with daily cartoon characters. Officially, Al Capp decided to drop his strip’s political
leanings when he married his two main characters. In an article for Life titled “It’s Hideously
True,” Capp said that he never planned on Li’l Abner ever marrying Daisy Mae Scragg because
the pathetic hope that he would one day was the main reasons fifty million romance lovers read
the strip.748 One year, Daisy Mae ended up marrying a tree trunk, thinking Abner was inside.
Another time, Li’l Abner agreed to marry her because she was poisoned and matrimony was her
dying wish (Why not? She would be sagely dead in a minute anyway!). Abner was no longer
bound to his promise when she took a swig of Dogpatch’s sizzling superfluid “Kickapoo Joy
Juice” which instantly restored her to life, absolving Abner from his promise. Daisy Mae also
married a Li’l Abner double who ended up being a bigamist, so that one did not count. “No
matter how impatient or indignant [readers] got, I never intended to let [these] foolish, romantic
dreams come true,” Capp said.749
For Capp, something changed in the Postwar Era. Americans lost their ability to laugh at
themselves. Humorists felt the change more than anyone else because suddenly there were things
about America that they could not kid. He first realized it when he created the Shmoo.750 For a
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comic strip, the story of the Shmoo was quite complex. Millions of ham-shaped, toeless Shmoos
poured out of the hidden Valley of the Shmoon on September 3, 1948. A single Shmoo could
produce an endless supply of the necessities of life at no cost to the Shmoo-keeper. The Shmoo
laid eggs by the dozen, Grade-A milk, and pre-packaged butter. If you looked at a Shmoo
hungrily enough, it would keel over dead from pure joy. Its meat, when fried, tasted just like
chicken; when roasted it tasted just like pork and sometimes like steak. Its skin could produce the
finest leather, but if you cut it thicker, the skin could be dried into planks stronger than wood.
They asexually reproduced faster than rabbits. Capitalism was unnecessary if everything one
needed to live could be supplied by one critter that was so willing to give. Capp said the Shmoo
represented the earth in all its richness. This very well may have been true for Capp. Over $25
million worth of merchandising was sold within a year of the Shmoo début, beating out such
other contenders as Mickey Mouse.751
When J. Roaringham Fatback, the pork king, noticed his sales had dropped to nothing in
Dogpatch, he met with Brewster McRewster, the czar of the egg industry who confirmed a
similar crisis in his industry. Not one egg had been sold in Dogpatch, Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe, nor were they selling in New York, New Haven and Hartford. Fatback’s secretary cried
when she announced that their dairy counterpart, Grady A. Creamly had shot himself due to the
drop in milk buying. Within days a parade of tycoons were jumping out of a skyscraper and
throwing themselves in front of trains, each one agonizing over their lost profits:
“Farewell to my shattered dreams of a Trucking Empire!!”
“Don’t close the window!! I used to manufacture Sham, the meat substitute!”
Ibid, 102.
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“What’s the use of raising the prices of my cars higher and higher? Shmoos don’t need
gas or oil—and (sob!) they give a shmoother ride!!”752
A hundred leading businessmen met in secret to figure out how to handle the Shmoo crisis.
Fatback proclaimed that he hated all things new—new things were dangerous—so the Shmoo
had to be eliminated. A shmooicide squad was assembled led by ace exterminator Dan’l
Shmoone who roared off into the hills to destroy that great menace—the egg-giving, meatproviding, milk-producing, loyal, lovable, and absolutely free Shmoo population. The squad
lined up the Shmoos six-by-six and shot them full of holes one row at a time.753
The story of the Shmoo was wildly successful, but it resulted in disturbing letters to its
author. Some writers complained about Capp’s depiction of big business while others saw the
story as a devastating blow to organized labor. The complaints continued a year later when Capp
created the Kigmy, an animal that loved being kicked around, thus making it unnecessary for
people to kick each other. This time the letters became angry as readers saw the Kigmies as a
metaphor for pacifism and nonresistance to Communism, or that the Kigmy kickers were
somehow related to the labor unions kicking around capital. Capp said other letters asked:
[W]hat in hell was the idea of creating the Kigmy anyhow, because it implied that
criticism of some kinds of Americans and criticism of anything American was UnAmerican? I was astounded to find it had become unpopular to laugh at any fellow
Americans. In fact, when I looked around, I realized that a new kind of humorist had
taken over, the humorist who kidded nothing but himself. That was the only thing that
752
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was left. Hollywood had stopped making ain’t-America-wonderful-and-rediculous
movies and was making ain’t-America-wonderful-but-anyone-whosays-it’s-rediculoustoo-deserves-to-be-picketed movies.754
Radio, the medium Capp called “the most instantly obedient to pressure of all media,” had
already sensed the atmosphere since entertainers like Jack Benny were popular, but Will Rogers
would have suffocated. Capp decided to go back to fairytales until the atmosphere changed and
married off his main character rather than do any form of political or social satire. This decision
came the same year Walt Kelly decided to enter his hero into mainline politics by running Pogo
for president. For several years, Pogo was the only comic strip to dare poke its readers in their
political ribs. The direction of the strip began a month after the copyright change. Kelly began to
introduce his readers to symbols they would have to start knowing in order to understand the
strip.

Figure 5.115: Well, Mr. Tammananny, I suppose
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Figure 5.116: Our politicians must meet the modern maddening moil
Kelly starts out simple. The play-on-words that ends both of these strips are reminiscent of the
playful language used in the Albert’s earlier trial, but for the first time since the Star the
Okefenokee swamp critters refer to a national election. The following strips also represent a
return to ideas that Kelly expressed prior to syndication.

Figure 5.117: Did you folks hear 'bout Deacon?

Figure 5.118: Sh! Doctor Owl is ex-aminin'
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Figure 5.119: What good is this human bean?
Owl’s attempt at creating a mechanical voter is reminiscent of the editorial cartoons that
Kelly drew for the New York Star. In these cartoons, presidential hopeful Tom Dewey was
portrayed as a mechanical man. The Star was the only New York newspaper to support the
Truman candidacy in 1948. Kelly portrayed the New York Governor as an adding machine, a
cash register, a tank, a music box, the body of a robot, and just about every other mechanical
device he could think of drawing. His overall coverage of the 1948 presidential campaign earned
the artist the American Newspaper Guild’s Heywood Broun Memorial Award.757 By this time,
Kelly was having second thoughts on who the mechanical man should represent. This may be the
reason why he suddenly drops the storyline.
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Figure 5.120: So ol' Mr. Tammananny an' Deacon is talkin'?

758

Figure 5.121: What's all this fuss 'bout politics?
Pogo’s reference to “the big boy” is probably to General Dwight Eisenhower. By January
1952, Eisenhower was no doubt the most well-known person who could be the next president,
even though by law he could not be a candidate. He was a hero during World War II: the
architect of the invasion of Europe and the conquest of Germany. Although he said he was
available to the Republican Party, his eagerness and availability seemed half-hearted. He was
still an active duty soldier in charge of the NATO forces in Europe. Military regulations
prevented him from being involved in politics.
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Figure 5.122: Mr. Tammananny was sent 'round
Kelly would later use this as a talking point when he was visiting colleges in support of
Pogo’s eventual run for president. For example, Kelly read a letter from his candidate at an
October speech at Loyola University. What the country needed, according to the letter read by
Kelly, was “a man who would be easy to get out of the White House, and I’ll be as easy to get
out as to get in. What you want for president is not someone brought up in a log cabin, but a
possum brought up in a log.” Kelly also added that Pogo could play possum better than either of
his two rivals, and “what other candidate can hang by his tail?”760
Albert’s announcement that he would make the best presidential candidate was made on
Abe Lincoln’s birthday. Kelly said that the fact that Albert smoked a cigar distinguished him as a
more mature person. Kelly, who often kept a cigar between his teeth himself, said that most
boys, “as soon as they get accustomed to their first long pants, have an ambition to own their
own cigars. It’s a mark of economic stability. It impresses women to know that a man can afford
to buy cigars.”761 He could not say where Albert actually bought his seemingly extensive stash of
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tobacco, but he was beginning to understand the draw to the strip of a more mature audience.
Pogo, by this time was already appearing in over ten college newspapers.762

Figure 5.123: How you like that?

763

Figure 5.124: Pogo, hand over yo' clock
Kelly’s characters were as well defined as they were surreal. Their interactions were both
absurd and profound, forcing his reader to think and giggle at the same time at the same time. He
took full advantage of his medium with sight gags that would rival Hollywood’s greatest comics,
puns, poetry, and non-stop malapropisms. Readers who missed the punch lines and satire still
could be overcome by the sheer cuteness of the situations and attention to the character details.
Ken Parker, "'It Ain't Nowhow Permanent' Cartoonist Kelly Clarifies Cant of Perplexing
Pogo, Plus Pals," Arkansas Gazette (Little Rock), 1952.
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“It’s all over my head,” Kelly told an Arkansas Gazette reporter who asked him about the
hidden meanings in the strip. As Kelly saw it, too many people spent too much time trying to
determine if there was some deep, dark, mysterious meaning to each and every sentence and
facial expression in the strip. He said they were wasting their time. He put what he wanted into
the strip because he thought they would make for a good comic strip. The simple reason why he
drew the strip was for his own enjoyment: “I have no objection to making a dishonest buck.”
Kelly continually claimed that the characters did not represent individual groups or people. 764

Figure 5.125: Mam heerd tell a man
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Figure 5.126: Now, you young 'uns pucker up
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Kelly believed he had a higher calling for his Pogo strip that was more than just making
his readers laugh. “We (the American people) have become a nation of introspects in an almost
dangerous way,” he told an audience during a presentation at the Norfolk Forum. “The job of the
cartoonist is to restore the sense of humor; to present a true portrait of where we are going and
what we are doing … not to be funny, but to ease those days when it is pretty black.” From this,
it became obvious that Pogo was not just a possum, but more like a human (or ‘human bean,’ as
he would say). His creator conceived of Pogo as the American Everyman. He stood around and
listened quietly to plenty of loudmouths and smart alecks. Professional do-gooders like Deacon
Mushrat, gun-toting reactionaries like Mole and Simple J. Malarkey and Communists like the
cowbirds brothers (also known as the doves of peace) pushed him around. He never said much,
but when a call of action was necessary, Pogo decidedly rejected all the phony concepts, and he
spoke out loud and clear for what was right. Kelly, however, always claimed Pogo was never
concerned with the here and now of politics. The creatures in Kelly’s Okefenokee Swamp,
though isolated from the real world, were an alert and interested bunch. It was only natural for
the members of the community to react to the news, each in his or her own way, whenever
politics and other events on the outside penetrated the heart of the swamp,766 which leads directly
to Riedel’s fourth category of politics on the comic page: Political Commentary.
Although occasionally comic strip artists such as Charles Schulz would dabble in
political commentary, Riedel claimed that Walt Kelly was in a field of his own. Even though he
claimed as early as 1952 that he delivered no social messages in Pogo,767 Kelly’s work proved
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otherwise. By March, Eisenhower had still not resigned his post in Europe. Nevertheless, he won
the New Hampshire primary without ever appearing in the state. He beat Robert Taft by a health
margin of over ten thousand votes. Kelly historian R. C. Harvey said he could imagine that Kelly
was rubbing his hands in “gleeful anticipation” at the prospect of changing the direction of Pogo
in a more permanent direction.”768
Kelly could indulge in what Riedel would call “brilliant satire,” but his social
commentary would often be found in single or double strips between longer story arcs. Simpsons
creator Matt Groening769 said, “Walt Kelly took the basically simple-minded and debased
medium of the funnies—funny-animal funnies at that—and pushed the boundaries till adults—
and smartass kids—could sense there was something going on here beyond the usual gag-a-day
distractions.”770
Kelly was not the lone voice working in a subterranean area of the mainstream. Lhamon
noted the use of coded language strategies in the popular music of such artists as “Little” Richard
Penniman. Little Richard used alternate words in the recorded versions of his songs to mask the
original meanings from certain participating audiences.771 Comic strip writers often used the
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same form of Aesopian strategies to disguise meaning from those who would censor their work
for political purposes.
The idea of playing games with those who would censor is important. It points to a
potential creative space where boundaries can be stretched. The political bias of a dissentcentered conception of the First Amendment is for those who wish to challenge the status quo
when it is not open to challenge.772
Sooner or later, the true Communists would have to find their way into the swamp. This
occurred when the election season was beginning. Albert was forced to allow Miz Stork to use
his top hat as a roost for her nest. The Communists see the hat as the ideal share-the-wealth
situation.

Figure 5.127: Don't look so glum
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Figure 5.128: Us cowbirds could use a nest

773

Figure 5.129: Looks to me like there's room enough
Kelly is using running play on words to express either how shifty, or how mixed-up, the
Communist cowbirds really are. In the first frame where they appear, they address Albert, who is
wearing a top hat and stork, as “confrere,” which means a fellow member of a fraternity or
profession: a colleague. In the first frame of the next strip, the first cowbird uses the word
“compeer,” a word that means comrade. The term comes from French camarade. This term was
frequently used by left-wing organizations around the world as a form of address. The French
Revolution inspired the political usage of the term, and many languages created their regional
equivalents as the socialist movement gained momentum in the mid-nineteenth century. The
Bolsheviks used “Comrade” as a reference to those who were sympathetic to their cause. It had
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become so commonplace in the Soviet Union by the 1920s that it was used in the same way as
“Mister” or “Sir.” The Chinese translation of comrade literally means person or people with the
same spirit, and it is how one typically referred to another member of the Kuomintang
(Nationalist Party). In the next strip, the smarter of the two black birds interrupts his friend when
he uses the word again, insisting that they are not comrades, but doves. Doves are normally
portrayed artistically as white birds, but in reality they are really just domesticated rock pigeons,
a type of bird that with a variety of colors and markings. White doves are, however, the
traditional symbol of peace and love. Internationally, they are associated with the concept of
pacifism. They are often depicted in political cartoons as well as political banners and events. A
person who is anti-war, anti-military or pacifist is often called a dove while someone who is prowar or military would be called a hawk. Doves were certainly in the news at this point. The Paris
World Peace Conference in 1949 chose Pablo Picasso’s lithograph, La Colombre (The Dove) as
its emblem:
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Figure 5.130: La Colombre
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The Soviets also used the dove as a symbol of peace during this time. When the black cowbirds
start calling themselves doves, Kelly is making a statement that the Soviets peaceful intentions
could not be trusted.

Figure 5.131: If you don't mind us sayin' so

775

Figure 5.132: Boy Bird Watchers, arise!
Kelly is making a strange comment with the juxtaposition the cowbirds and the stork.
Miz. Stork, who has not been seen since her cameo as a bitter gossipmonger, decides to take up
residence in Albert’s hat. She is an emblem of motherhood who seeks shelter for her young.
Although the situation becomes bothersome for Albert, he allows her to do so. Other characters
have taken advantage of Albert in similar ways. Bats and mice have set up residence in his
mouth. Taking advantage of Albert’s patience is a long running joke.
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The critters in the Okefenokee Swamp tend to live peacefully with one another until
outside influences cause problems. Thus is the case with the cowbirds. They are an outside
influence that has taken refuse with the peaceful, indigenous characters. They want to share the
wealth of the land with those who live there, but they do not want to share what they have and
present themselves as something they are not.

776

Figure 5.133: You shouldnta told Albert
The heat of the Cold War was cranked up in Korea in 1950, and the threat of atomic annihilation
hovered over the war torn European countries. The World Peace Council was established in
response. The genesis of the second WPC was the inaugural meeting of the Communist
Information Bureau in 1947. The Soviet representative, A. Zhdanov, presented his two camp
thesis. The world, according to Zhdanov, was “irreconcilably divided between the peace-loving
progressive forces, championed by the Soviet Union, and the warmongering capitalist countries,
spearheaded by the United States. This dichotomy, between the defense of peace and the
imperatives of war, underpinned Russian foreign policy for the next five years.”777 At this point
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the comrade cowbirds are making their intentions clear. Kelly uses them as a metaphor for the
Soviets who want to have peace on their own terms. The Soviet Union had already exploded at
least three atomic bombs by 1952. The United States at that time clearly had the monopoly on
atomic weaponry, and all the bombs were aimed at their former allies.

778

Figure 5.134: Is you two doves willin'?
In the wild, cowbirds are notorious for laying their eggs in other birds’ nests. Cowbird chicks
grow faster than most songbirds and tend to push the other young birds out of the nest. Albert is
an easy foil to the cowbird’s ruse. After making sure that the conferring compeers are
comfortable, he walks away and leaves the stork’s eggs in the able hands of his comrade doves.
Rather than laying their eggs and running, the cowbirds decide to make a statement and roasted
their roosted wards.

Figure 5.135: Behold fellows, birds to watch!
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Figure 5.136: Ha! Who say ha?
It would be another week before the results of the cowbirds action would be discovered.
The plot becomes interwoven with Pogo finding out he is a candidate for president.

Figure 5.137: We doves are a hard core pacific group

Figure 5.138: Do you chaps realize?
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780

Figure 5.139: As rookery mother
One fan letter was especially impressed with how Kelly handled the Communist
infiltration:
And here is a compliment I’ve meant to give you before, in regards to them there
cowbirds… I used to work for a publication of the University of Washington, in
which we printed translations of articles from “Pravda,” “Izvestia,” and other
examples of free press. Man, you sure got those cowbirds figured to the bone! The
accuracy with which you reproduced the garblings of these bums is so on-thenose that it recalls to my mind many of the articles we translated. You sure you
weren’t lookin’?781
The cowbirds symbolize the difficulty of censoring comic strips. Either the meaning of the
parody is completely lost on people who may or may not enjoy them, or the comic strip is an
inappropriate subject of protest since on face value it seems insignificant. It becomes difficult to
separate the different issues involved during the moment of laughter. Parody requires speaking in
the language of, and identifying with, the subject. It forces the censor into a paradox of being and
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not being the subject of the strip. The same can be seen today on Comedy Central's program The
Colbert Report. Stephen Colbert’s character seems to be foolish enough to generate laughs even
though many in the audience may not understand that he offers a parodic and often satirical view
of the political right.
On the surface, the swamp critters in Pogo seemed too naïve for satire, but on closer
examination these Disney-like animals could bite. The cowbirds, who represented the real
Communists, were able to take over Miz Stork’s nest and replace her eggs with their own. Some
would see that a cowbird was just a cowbird doing what it did naturally: laying its eggs in other
birds’ nests. The realization of the character representation adds additional meaning and depth to
the narration as well as the overall moral of the strip.
Censorship, even self-censorship, becomes productive if it gives rise to forms of
resistance, which develops out of the censorship practices. This is largely due to the pressure of
the censor on the author to develop Aesopean coding in his work.782 With Pogo, the Aesopian
approach helped to propel the aesthetic value and heightened the involvement of the reader in the
psychological scheme. The threat of censorship thus becomes useful to such works because it is
unwittingly an impetus to metaphorical language.
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Figure 5.140: Aha! I see they are chasing the cowbirds!

783

Figure 5.141: Hot dog! Now them cowbirds is gone
Pogo was a discontinuous allegory in the classic tradition, directed at both the abuses and
the fancies of human nature, which Kelly viewed in a spirit of mildly sad but richly amused
tolerance. It was a return to the patters of the original comics: the picture of struggle against
odds, neither for gain nor for the obligatory happy ending, but for a reflection of society. Pogo’s
was a gallant mission. He was the perfect fool who knew more than he could say. His innocence
made him that much wiser. Each character felt Pogo’s influence and acknowledged it in a
personal way. Albert the Alligator considered himself Pogo’s best friend as he foraged in his
cupboards for food, Howland Owl nominated him for office, the fellow traveler/Communist
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crows saw him as their worst enemy, and Porkypine left flowers or a cake at Pogo’s doorstep
every Christmas for putting up with Porky’s rugged skepticism throughout the year.784
Walt Kelly was honored by the Yale Record at is annual banquet where he received the
organization’s Humor Award for 1952. According to a Yale press release, the award was
presented each year to the humorist who, in the Yale Record’s opinion, had best kept American
laughing. “Mr. Kelly was chosen on the basis of his ability to create a warmth in humor though
his whimsical character Pogo the possum.” After receiving his silver beer stein award, Kelly
advised the cigar-smoking group of budding humorists that whatever gave relief to a tight
situation or a dogma was humor. The initial business of laughter comes while one was delighted
or relieved by a sudden flash. It was the humorists’ job, he said, to notice and produce this
flash.785 Explaining why he used animals as characters instead of people, Kelly claimed that he
could satirize people and events without actually harming anyone. Humor, however, often has
consequences, as Kelly would find out at another Ivy League school. That same year, several
Harvard students decided to form a political movement to counter campus support for the
imminent candidacies of Eisenhower and Stevenson. They decided to support Pogo for president
because Pogo “had the faintest possible whiff of social criticism,” instigator Daniel Ellsberg
(class of 1952)786 said. “It was slightly spoofing the establishment.”787
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The foreshadowing of Pogo’s presidential run came in early April of that year in the daily
strip when Rackety Coon Chile presented Poky with pictures of an elephant and a jackass:

788

Figure 5.142: Uncle Porky, us school chillin is been studyin'
By May 8, Pogo was running for president whether he liked or not. Kelly biographer
Steve Thompson noted that over time the only person to run more presidential campaigns may
have been Harold Stassen. Stassen, governor of Minnesota and president of the University of
Pennsylvania, was a perennial Republican candidate who sought the nomination twelve times
between 1944 and 2000. One major difference between the two was that Stassen ran his
campaigns voluntarily. In over ten campaigns, Pogo was dragged into the fray. “While his
friends persist in doing their best to get him elected, Pogo continues to do his best to ensure his
defeat, “Thompson explained. “In this, he may very well be the most successful candidate in
history.”789
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Figure 5.143: I swear, Miz Stork

790

Figure 5.144: Pogo, my boy!
At a campaign stop at Syracuse University, Kelly told the crowd, “Pogo is for the people and so
am I… Pogo is not against any one group of political party.” He added, “If something comes out
of Hollywood we all know it is entertainment. Pogo tries to show, for instance, that a lot of what
comes out of Washington can also be entertainment, and I think the thing that has made Pogo
successful is that the ideas in the strip have been fairly recognizable.”791 The numbers may play
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this fact out. Shortly after National Cartoonist Society named Kelly cartoonist of the year in
1952, Life claimed Pogo was added to about seven new newspapers each week.792

Figure 5.145: Don't forget, Pogo, my boy

Figure 5.146: Hey, Pogo! The talk in the salons

Figure 5.147: Mam'selle Beevair say that Pogos was those first one
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Figure 5.148: Tammananny, a gross blow has befallen

Figure 5.149: We see Mr. P.T. Bridgeport

Figure 5.150: Well, I guess we won't be votin' for Pogo!

Figure 5.151: Don't fergit to remind P.T.
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Figure 5.152: Understan' you is givin' buttons away
Kelly ran the character Pogo for president for the first time in 1952, three years after the
comic strip began its national run. Pogo may have lost to Ike Eisenhower, but the popularity of
the campaign proved to Kelly that the time was ripe for a new form of comedy on the comic
page. Politics became for Kelly the gift that kept on giving.
In short, it was sort of the period in which the naïve boy cartoonist began to
examine the gift horse’s feet. He looked to see if there were straw or clay. It was
typical in many ways of a whole, finally calcified, set of values. Mr. Truman had
done his best to retain the order of the New Deal, when hope, heads in the clouds,
and a certain fey idealism had spread themselves though the country. Crime
investigations, a political campaign directed by PR men, real and fancied traitors
in the government, and the announcement by the Chinese that they had
“peacefully liberated Tibet” made believers count all his beads to see if a few had
struck the pot. I finally came to understand that if I were looking for comic
material, I would not ever have to look long. We people manufacture it every day
in a hundred ways. The news of the day would be good enough. Perhaps the
793
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complexion of the strip changed a little in that direction after 1951. After all, it is
pretty hard to walk past an unguarded gold mine and remain empty-handed.794
Kelly was scheduled to speak to the Harvard students on May 20, 1952. Many of the
students found out earlier in the day when the Crimson staff handed out over three thousand “I
Go Pogo” buttons in less than ninety minutes. The campaign grew quickly so the student paper
decided to invite Kelly to Harvard for a discussion. Students made appropriate signs to welcome
the cartoonist and the student newspaper guaranteed there would be a new supply of buttons.
Kelly’s arrival from Logan Airport was delayed, and a crowd that had formed across from the
Yard in the area where the Holyoke Center now stands grew from two hundred to over sixteen
hundred.
Traffic in the area became congested as the crowds continued to increase. The electric
trolley was still in use back then. Perhaps for a safety precaution or perhaps because there was
nothing better to do, students decided to disconnect the poles that linked the trolley to the
electrical wires overhead. When they saw what was happening, police rushed the students and
began beating them with batons. In what would be later called the Pogo Riot, five of the twentyeight Harvard students arrested that day were Crimson editors. “Cambridge City Police were
spoiling for a fight,” Crimson editor Norman Wiel said in a retrospective of the riot in 1987.
“What the [riot] revealed,” Ellsberg said, “was the rage, envy, and fury on the part of the police,
a hatred for Harvard boys, a chance to beat the shit out of them.”795
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Chief Patrick F. Ready of the Cambridge Police said that he gave verbal permission for
the Harvard students to have a parade “as long as they behaved themselves and were good little
boys.” Ready said that students were throwing bottles and pulling the trolleys down on buses and
trolley cars for fifteen to twenty minutes before the police were sent to the scene. “Things got out
of hand,” he said.796 The image that lingered for most people was one of a young, clean-cut
freshman named Paul Rugo as he lay defenseless on the street in Harvard Square. The picture
was splashed on the front page of the Crimson the next morning as was printed several days later
by Life, which chose it as the magazine’s picture of the week. Rugo was wearing his ROTC
uniform as he was walking down Massachusetts Avenue with his future wife when he said the
police started to swing a club at him. He fought back. One account claimed that said that he was
not only beaten on the Square, but also when he was being booked into jail. 797 The group
dispersed when Kelly finally arrived. They followed him into the hall where twelve hundred
students, male and female, jammed the nine hundred-seat capacity auditorium. When Kelly was
informed about the riot, Kelly said that obviously the police didn’t have anything else to do. One
of the students who witnessed the riot summed up his attitude toward the affair with the
exclamation, “Well, we outdid Yale.”798
A campaign of over sixty colleges that year produced an extensive archive of Pogo
coverage. At Loyola University, Kelly told his followers that what the country needed was a man
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who will be easy to get out of the White House. He encouraged the students that on election day
they should vote for Pogo early and often. He told them that after giving up a youthful dream of
becoming a novelist, he decided to try and have his cartoons say for him the things he might not
have said in his books. He claimed that there was no reason why comic strips would be a
despised medium: “that what with blood-curdling episodes taking off girl’s clothing, some
comics had gotten so bad something had to be done about them. “A comic strip, he added, “can
be used to put over a real message.” He said when some Dallas people told him Pogo was
sometimes over their heads, he replied “sometimes he’s over my head, too.” Speaking as Pogo,
Kelly told the crowd, “I will make you a good president because I have more hair than both the
other candidates put together. And that, my friends, is important in these days when candidates
have to split hairs over issues.” Tulane students howled “We Want Pogo!” as they presented
Kelly with an honorary degree of “Doctor of Lighthearted Laughter.”799 Over three hundred
Union College undergraduates marched through the streets of Schenectady carrying torches
chanting, “I go Pogo” while holding up traffic for over a quarter of a mile.800

Figure 5.153: Great news, Pogo!
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Figure 5.154: Friends! I welcome each and every one

801

Figure 5.155: You invited me to the rostrum
An article in the Cochrane (Ontario) Northland Post presented jovial apprehension
concerning college students south of its border for the rash of ‘lingerie raids’ in universities in
the United States “where the rewards of piracy in the woman’s dormitories are bras and panties.
Apparently in an effort to re-assure the public, Newsweek this week reproduced some pictures
recalling the student fads for eating phonograph records and goldfish.” The editors, however, felt
reassured on the sanity of the American college students when they read a report on the Pogo
Riots:
We think it would be an excellent idea if the manufacturers’ associations, the
august chambers of commerce, the multi-billion collar corporations, the red which
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hunters in Congress and elsewhere, would retire from the crusade against
communism, and leave the field to Pogo. The current sequence featuring two
cowbirds fully trained in the dialectics of Marx and the stratagems of Stalin is a
more powerful anti-communist weapon than all the oratory, congressional and
parliamentary investigations, FBI, and R.C.M.P. put together. And while we may
be biased, we think it is entirely a fair and honest warfare, something which
cannot be said about some of the other campaigners and their methods… It is
unnecessary to support Pogo with demonstrations which have to be broken up by
the police, but we don’t think the students of Harvard could find a more laudable
excuse for a demonstration if they must have one.802
Kelly’s decision to bring politics more forcefully onto the comic page was becoming a success.
People were noticing and people were reading. By this time, Pogo was in more than three
hundred and twenty newspapers, making it one of the top ten comic strips in the nation. “Swamp
critters have a way of seeming ridiculous only because they act like humans,” Kelly told the
students at Vanderbilt University. An alligator that stands on street corners, puffing a cigar, has a
bond with similarly inclined men. A dog that is proud of being a dog has a justification, “as all of
us who have been dogs at various times will understand.” Kelly said he could not answer what
his characters represented except for universal human traits: “The cowbirds who flit into the
scene from time to time may represent Communists, but more than that, they represent all people
who are willing to hare what you own, gladly.” Because of their color, the cowbirds also
darkened any scene in which they appeared. Kelly used the same use of darkness and shadows
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with the cowbirds as he used in the past to express treachery. They enter the shadows of Pogo’s
deserted home, and once their villainy is revealed dark lines surround the cowbirds.

Figure 5.156: Cousin cowbird, mine compeer

Figure 5.157: Don't seem like Pogo is home

Figure 5.158: As yo' military aide
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Figure 5.159: Long as we is confined here
The Green Duck Company manufactured the real “I Go Pogo” buttons. They were orange
with about an inch wide diameter. The slogan was at the top with a picture of the candidate in the
center/bottom. The campaign sold the buttons to newspapers and other commercial
establishments at the price of $10 per 1000 buttons. This would have been a wise investment
since a button in mint condition can sell today on E-Bay today for $35.

Figure 5.160: I Go Pogo
Kelly organized the editors of college and high school publications as "Natural-Born
Chairmen of the Pogo Party" to whom he sent news releases and the "I Go Pogo" buttons. The
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buttons were distributed free to college organizations. Kelly would send as many as a thousand
buttons to a college before a public appearance.

804

Figure 5.161: Don't like havin' them cowbirds
Back in the strip, Kelly is trying to show that everyone is guilty of freeloading off Pogo in a
“what’s good for the goose is good for the gander” sort of way. Everybody borrows from Pogo’s
kitchen because keeping an open kitchen is a representation of Southern hospitality. The
cowbirds have decided to live off the fat of the land as long as they do not have to provide the
fat. Although it would be years before a grocery store becomes a central meeting place in the
strip, Pogo’s kitchen seems to never run out of essentials such as flour and cookies until the
cowbirds move into his home.

Figure 5.162: Could mebbe you fotch me a cookie
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Figure 5.163: I'm makin' a sewer-vey

Figure 5.164: We is takin' the public pulse

Figure 5.165: Here comes a party

Figure 5.166: I see you're wearing an “I Go Pogo” button
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Figure 5.167: Folks keep askin'

Figure 5.168: Oh, it's busy

Figure 5.169: The keen nose

Figure 5.170: Pog', ol' houn' dog wants you to go to Omaha
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Figure 5.171: Regrettable tho it is

Figure 5.172: Time to ready-up

Figure 5.173: Here, borrow mine

Figure 5.174: Bertram, you sure shot the everlovin' crown
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Figure 5.175: Friends, in my modest opinion

Figure 5.176: Got any ol' plank?

Figure 5.177: What's they up to?

Figure 5.178: You folks got the time?
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Figure 5.179: How's your portable smoke-filled room work?
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Figure 5.180: Boy! Off to Chicago
At the very moment when the country had grown so populous as to make the operation of
the democratic process increasingly difficult, television appeared to have restored some of the
conditions of the New England town meeting. According to a full page RCA advertisement,
“Television has brought their government back to the people!”806 Sigurd Larmon, chairman of
Young & Rubicam from 1944 to 1962, was Ike Eisenhower’s friend as well as the national vice
chairman of Citizens for Eisenhower in 1952. He advised the campaign that broadcast media,
especially television, would have growing significance in presidential politics. The Republican
presidential campaign would spend $3.5 million for radio and television, two-thirds of which
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were on the networks. “Television, with its triple advantage of sight, sound, and motion, can
make or break a candidate, a party, or platform …” Larmon advised, “[Television and radio]
must not be considered as supplementary media, but at the heart of your program to ‘win friends
and influence people.’”807
The 1952 Republican National Convention was held at the International Amphitheatre in
Chicago from July 7 to July 11. The battle for the nomination may have been one of most bitter
in the history of the party. Ohio Senator Robert Taft had the firm backing of the conservative
wing of the party going into the convention. In order to beat Ohio Senator Robert Taft for the
Republican nomination for president, the Eisenhower media planning board knew that they had
to “inject drama at a grassroots level into the Ike movement.”808 What may have been the first
time a national magazine identified a “political trick aimed at TV” was during the 1952
Republican convention when Eisenhower supporters were given straw hats with the bold letters
“IKE” pasted on the crowns. “It was the funniest thing,” according to a Newsweek article, “They
started to look at [the hats], and look at the sizes and then they were exchanging sizes and
grabbing them. And the cameras really picked it up because that was the only thing going on.
Even the Taft delegates were grabbing them.”809
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Television became a political vehicle in 1952, but only one hundred and eight stations
were broadcasting at this time, most of them on the east coast, and only four out of ten families
could watch on their own television.810 With the broadcast media taking the limelight, it was
easy to underestimate the power of the print media concerning the outcome of the presidential
election. The news magazines were able to fill in more details than the fifteen-minute newscasts
on NBC and CBS. Furthermore, positive coverage of Eisenhower dominated the national
political news pages of Time, Newsweek, Life, and the U.S. News and World Report. If ever a
national news medium was “in the tank” for a presidential candidate, 1952 was the year.
The platform included ending the war in Korea, firing all “the Loafers, incompetents, and
unnecessary employees of the states Department, condemning the economic policies of the
Roosevelt and Truman administrations and pledging to end Communist Subversion in the United
States.” Kelly was there, and later claimed that it was one of the safest gambits of the year for the
skeptical Republican Party to endorse of Dwight Eisenhower. The train he took on his return to
New York stalled for several hours and he was stuck in the club car with several unsatisfied
conventioneers:
There was a certain amount of heat, generated largely by the frustrated Taft
forces, who felt Dewey had sold out to the Eisenhower machine. Finally a lady
from Ohio pounded her little table and said to a gleaming-eyed friend, “They’re
burglars! That’s what they are! Dewey framed it. He threw it to Eisenhower. Even
Dirksen will go over. You watch!”
A man sitting across the aisle said, “You can’t say Dewey framed
anybody. That’s ridiculous. It was for the good of the party.”
810
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The lady wheeled on him and said, “Where are you from?”
“I’m from New York City.”
“Of course,” cried the lady. “If you don’t mind my saying so, you
downstate New York Republicans are as bad as Democrats. You bastards are
bastards!”
The man snorted, as a gentleman should, and said, “That’s a lot of bull.
You’re just sore because you lost. What good would Taft have done?”
The lady stood up and said, “Bastards!” and left, yanking her companion
with her.
I turned to the man later and asked him if he had been as much for Dewey
or Eisenhower as the lady had been for Taft. “No.” he said thoughtfully, “I wasn’t
at the convention at all. I’m for Stevenson. And I think this dissension in the
Republican ranks is very good for the party.”811
Had Taft won the nomination and eventually the election, it would have been a short
administration. He died the following year of cancer. Eisenhower was sixty-two when he was
elected, the oldest person to become President since James Buchanan in 1856.

Figure 5.181: This looks like the place
811
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Figure 5.182: D'you fellow delegates see what I see?
The Okefenokee delegation assumes that a railroad car with “Chicago” written on the
side must be the place since both of the Republicans and that Democrats held their national
conventions that year in the Windy City. The mice are having their meeting there and
Beauregard ends up giving a keynote address because he hates cats as much as the
conventioneers do. One can easily assume that Pogo won the nomination considering the final
desertion of the mice after the hound dog’s speech. Also, Kelly may have forgotten Albert’s
military coat in the above two frames.813

Figure 5.183: Choo choo
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Figure 5.184: Lineasy lies the head

Figure 5.185: Din't you have a ol' nunkle?

814

Figure 5.186: What was your objection?
The Democratic National Convention was held at the same location as the Republican
convention from July 21 to July 26. The three candidates were Senators Estes Kefauver of
Tennessee, Richard Russell of Georgia, and Averell Harriman of New York. Illinois Governor
814
Figures 5.183-5.186: Kelly, Pogo, vol. 8, 41-42. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION.
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Adlai Stevenson insisted that he was not a candidate, but gave the welcoming address to the
delegates since he was the host governor. Kefauver led on the first ballot, but he did not have
enough votes to win the nomination. Stevenson was drafted by several delegations from the
Midwestern states who first nominated him against his protests. Stevenson accepted the
nomination after the third ballot. The convention chose conservative segregationist John
Sparkman of Alabama as his running mate, which certainly would not have pleased Kelly. The
platform, however, included a blank to continue the fight against discrimination. In spite of his
eventual loss to Eisenhower, Stevenson was nominated again by the Democratic Party four years
later.

Figure 5.187: Ol' Houn' Dog is makin' the keynote speech

Figure 5.188: Pzzt...
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815

Figure 5.189: In these days we need a leader
Kelly said that many people believed that Pogo was a representation of Stevenson since both of
them were reluctant candidates with “somewhat egg-shaped heads.” Kelly said this was not true
at all. Pogo was naturally a wishy-washy character who rarely had the nerve to say yes or no to
anything—he drifts from situation to situation. In the end, Pogo was the candidate for over five
hundred thousand college students, some of whom were pretty disappointed at the outcome of
the election.816

Figure 5.190: Git out! You critturs ain't mice!
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Figure 5.191: It's disgraceful!

817

Figure 5.192: That li'l delegation of mice

818

Figure 5.193: My boy, if you desert
Kelly and Pogo basically spent the rest of the 1952, both figuratively and literally, running away
from politics rather than commenting on campaigns. In this first section, Pogo decamps and
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disguises himself as a runaway Little Orphan Annie and accompanied Beauregard as Sandy.
Harold Gray’s original creation was a conservative strip that supported big business and feared
the government. Kelly may have been trying to create some form of irony here, but certainly the
runaway metaphor seemed to reflect Kelly’s growing lack of interest in the ongoing political
fracas. Kelly may have felt thwarted in his attempts at political satire. Unlike his days as a
political cartoonist, Kelly had to draw Pogo at least six weeks ahead of publication. The political
theater is volatile and uncertain. There was no way he could have picked up on such as issues as
Richard Nixon’s Checker’s Speech or any other unexpected glitch on the traditional political
itinerary. Whatever subject he may have chosen to satirize may as well been off the political
map by the time Pogo hit the front door step.
For example, one of the big political issues of the campaign was the Korean War. Most
people wanted it to end. Eisenhower was not only a war hero, but he was perceived as a military
genius. He capitalized on his reputation during the campaign by say that he would “go in person”
to Korea if he were elected. In one statement he implied that he could end the war
singlehandedly and that Truman had bungled his overseeing of the war because of his failure to
understand the military. Truman was not pleased and told the press, “If he knows how a remedy
and a method for that situation, it’s his duty to come and tell me what it is and save lives—right
now.”819
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Figure 5.194: Houn' Dog, is you man's best friend?

820

Figure 5.195: If you insist on runnin' off

821

Figure 5.196: We better report to the bird watchers.
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Figure 5.197: I hurried over soon's I could

Figure 5.198: Ol' Pogo made P.T. mad

822

Figure 5.199: A victory!
This strip is probably an inside joke to other cartoonists. Kelly had thrown his hands up and was
done with Pogo’s yearlong campaign president. Churchy reads that Pogo lost, and name of the
person who won had an H, an O, a couple of E’s and an S—letters in both Eisenhower and

822
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Stevenson’s last names have in common. When Porky asks for a T, his question is disregarded
for another description claiming the winner had written a book—something that both Eisenhower
and Stevenson had done. Cartoonists have to keep several weeks ahead of their publication dates,
but sometimes they do run behind. Certainly because of the nature of the strip, Kelly could have
given alternative strips to newspaper editors announcing the winning candidate, but he chose not
to do so. Instead, he chose a way that made fun of the difficulty involved with producing a daily
comic strip.

823

Figure 5.200: Thing for Pogo to do
Pogo’s presence was certainly felt during the 1952 election. Over one hundred and fifty
college newspapers and a variety of others backed his candidacy. When the next presidential
election cycle rolled around, Kelly was bombarded with requests for his political service. For
example:
Dear Mr. Kelly,
I am writing you on behalf of the Oberlin College Mock Convention… We knew
that Pogo might not wish to spoil his own chances in the national elections this
fall by coming out for a particular candidate here, but we did hope that his author

823
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might consent to sketching a picture of Adlai to be used in our offices on the
convention floor as the banner of our forces. Perhaps an inscription might read,
above a small drawing of Pogo
IN OBO
I GO
Stevenson!!
Although the possum’s own free-wheeling imagination could come up with something
more humorous.824
The answer was always brief and to the point.
The Democratic and Republican parties have both contacted me to make drawing,
statements, etc. Naturally both parties can’t be served and it wouldn’t be fair to
favor one over the other. Of course there have been many occasions when I’ve
been accused of this very thing but right now I’ll concentrate on the possum.825
Kelly knew that if he were going to continue to present his world in the truthful way that he
observed, he would have to be an objective observer. He basically said the same thing to the
Youth for Eisenhower Writers’ Committee Chairman:
Dear Pete [Van Slingerland],
It was nice to hear from you but I’m afraid Kelly is sitting thru (sic) this campaign
strictly a neutral, except for Pogo. This is the answer I had to give to the Demos
824
"Oberlin Mock Convention 1956," Garry Miller to Walt Kelly, January 13, 1956, Billy
Ireland Cartoon Library and Museum Walt Kelly Collection WK FAN 3 Folder 4, Columbus,
Ohio.
825
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(sic) or Stevenson and the Republicans of Massachusetts and Mr. Paul Butler
[Democratic Women's Campaign Program]. Actually, I wish you every success,
Pete, and have fun.826
Others, like Judith Duncan in Yellow Springs, Ohio, wanted Kelly to basically write a term paper
for them:
Thank you for your nice letter. It is most flattering to be regarded in such
illustrious society. I daresay a great many people form their opinions from the
comic strips—I don’t know which ones. But I’d prefer not to “take a stand” as to
the effectiveness of any particular media in the forming of public opinion. You
have chosen a stimulating topic for your term paper and I would guess that you’ll
handle it very well on your own. At any rate, I’ll be rooting for you.827
Kelly welcomed the Eisenhower administration with two strips. The first was on January 15 with
a reintroduction on the Audubon Boy Bird Watchers snooping around looking for “birds.” As
Churchy notes the changing of the year and what they expect from Porky’s uncle in 1953,
readers also find out what they should expect to see. Even though the Republicans finally took
over the White House for the first time in twenty years, Kelly is reminding is reader that the
communist witch-hunts will also continue. The Deacon and his loyal band are following an
allusive bird called the “ptarmigan.” The pronunciation is likely “Tar me ‘gain,” Kelly’s
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language for “Tar me again.” Kelly is obviously foreshadowing that something wicked this way
comes since Deacon is hunched over and trying to keep his followers quiet.

828

Figure 5.201: I'm glad it was a mop
The second nod to the Eisenhower administration came the following week. Owl and Seminole
Sam had heard, mistakenly, that Churchy had a million dollars. They had planned on going into
business with him to use the Niagara Falls in order corner the market on water. They figured that
boxed soap was worthless without it, and the manufacturers of would go broke without it.
Eisenhower’s inauguration took place on January 21. Uncle Baldwin is reminding the other
critters on this day of the Republican traditional support of high tariffs. Half the water that
flowed from the falls would be Canadian; the taxes on the water would be too high to import.

829

Figure 5.202: Turtle an' his million
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When their scheme finally breaks up, Kelly has the opportunity for an allusion to Communism.

830

Figure 5.203: You an' me is through!
Kelly is either setting up or making a comment about Communism, yet at this point he is not
naming names. Nevertheless, he is making it abundantly clear that his next foray into the
Communist witch-hunting would not be gentle.

Simple J. Malarkey
Joe McCarthy did not split a previously united GOP. He did not rise in Wisconsin’s
political ranks as an anomaly immediately after coming home from a war that he volunteered
for at the age of thirty-three. The Northwest Central states were the center of liberal
opposition to an eastern-dominated Republican Party during the Populist and progressive days
after the First War. The two wings of the part switched places during the New Deal and
World War II. Midwest Republicans were much more conservative concerning traditional
economic issues and foreign policy than their eastern counterparts. This wing of the
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Republican Party was isolated to this region since the first war with Germany, thus there was
never “normalcy” for Wisconsin’s Republican Party after World War I.831
McCarthy did not split from the equally conservative Republican elite after World
War II, nor did he disrupt the formally agrarian radical base. The central states west of the
Mississippi River underwent an evolution towards conservatism in the first fifty years of the
twentieth century. The decline of agrarian radicalism increased the power of the conservative
Midwest in Washington, D. C., but ambiguities about the nation still plagued them.
McCarthy sprang from the conservative right wing of the Republican Party that reveals
uneasiness about large cities and bureaucracies as well as cosmopolitan values and lifestyles
that dates back fifty years before the decade in question and continues today. In this sense,
the Republican right wing wanted to change American institutions, not conserve them. At the
same time, it profoundly demanded to preserve the status quo in its own areas—not simply in
terms of rural virtues but in terms of the local prestige and economic power of the elites that
since the decline of agrarian radicalism controlled the Republican Parties of the rural and
small-town Middle West.832 So McCarthy rose from an area vehemently opposed to outside
influences, not only from the Soviets, but also from the educated elites from their own party.
A half-century before this same foundation motivated Midwestern conservative opposition to
agrarian radical movements that were seen as alien imports from the bureaucratized and
hostile outside world.
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A year after the catbird strips, Kelly introduced a character that represented Sen. Joe
McCarthy as a mythical lynx. The wildcat’s head was a caricature of McCarthy with the
permanent and devilish grin and presence reminiscent of the Cheshire Cat from Alice in
Wonderland. Almost a year before Fred Friendly and Edward R. Murrow took McCarthy to task
on their news program See It Now, Kelly was able to show how Simple J. Malarkey could usurp
the leadership of the Audible Boy Bird Watchers Society, whose members, having called the
troublesome spirit, wanted to get rid of him but were stumped on how to do it.833 But first, Kelly
had to set up the association between McCarthy and the public. He did so by tying the idea of
political gossip with the new medium of television.
The first attempt to bind the Congress and broadcasting occurred in 1922. Representative
Vincent M. Brennan introduced a bill to allow radio to broadcast the U.S. House proceedings.
The bill failed, but the idea was revived again twenty-six years later. In 1948, the same year
Pogo began its national syndication, the television networks were allowed to cover the Senate
Armed Services Committee hearings. At this point, few American families owned the new mass
medium, but a couple years later the televised congressional hearings generated a great deal of
viewer interest and millions of viewers. It was like a soap opera. Indeed, this is what Kelly is
saying when Owl opens a television station.
There were many live governmental broadcasts at this time, but one specific televised
Senate hearings in caused a sensation. The United States Senate Special Committee to
Investigate Interstate Commerce was a special committee of the United States Senate that existed
for a year starting in 1950. This is the committee hearing that catapulted Tennessee Senator Estes
833
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Kefauver into fame. His early acceptance of television made him a star, and many simply
referred to the hearings as the Kefauver Committee. These hearings brought the faces and words
of notorious mobsters into millions of U.S. homes via coast-to-coast network television.
Organized crime was the subject of a large number of widely read articles in major newspapers
and magazines in 1949. The articles warned that a national crime syndicate was gaining control
of many American cities by corrupting local government officials. The committee's work
generated considerable public interest, due to the subject matter and to the fact that it was the
first committee to hold televised hearings. The committee held hearings in Washington and in
cities throughout the country, questioning governors, mayors, sheriffs, policemen, and reputed
underworld figures. The committee's work led to many citations for contempt of the Senate and a
number of local indictments for criminal activities.834

Figure 5.204: There's millions in “dirt”
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Figure 5.205: This ol' bureau
Harvey notes that the 1952 Yuletide season had been all but merry for the television
program This Is Show Business. One of the hosts, George S. Kaufman, raised the ire of some of
his audience when he said in his normal curmudgeonly manner, “Let’s make this one program on
which nobody sings Silent Night.” He was trying to make a comment on how the season had
become too commercialized, but many saw his words as an indictment to a song they saw as
almost holy.
The CBS switchboard lit up like a Christmas tree with the fringe element protest
against Kaufman’s “irreligious remark.” Panicky, CBS fired Kaufman and began
searching for a replacement. To their credit, newsman John Daly, and comedians
Garry Moore and Fred Allen declined. (Allen, with his usual acerbic wit: “This
thing is ridiculous. There are only two good wits on television, Groucho Marx and
George S. Kaufman. With Kaufman gone, TV is half-witted.”) Steve Allen took
the job, but it lasted only a few weeks. Once the panic of the moment dissipated,
CBS thought better of its hasty action and reinstated Kaufman. 836
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Still, according the Harvey, the incident reveals much about the atmosphere of the country at the
time. One who watched Bill O’Reilly on FOX News might suggest that the War on Christmas
continues today.837 In those days, however, the air was also ripe with the Red Scare. Events on
the world stage were developing at a dizzying rapidity after the Second World War. The
Republican Party secured the presidency and both houses of the legislature with an emphasis on
Cold War national security. Republicans cast Democrats as weak on national security by hyping
the threat of domestic subversion and stressing the liberation of communist controlled Europe
and Asia. Republicans also capitalized repeatedly on widespread anxieties by charging the White
House with colluding with communists during both the Roosevelt and Truman administrations
and claiming that Democratic containment efforts had “lost” China and Czechoslovakia. A
triumphant culture permeated America as soon as the atomic bombs dropped on Japan ended the
war. America won militarily, economically and indeed majestically with the ultimate weapon of
both devastation and propaganda: the mushroom cloud. The twentieth century became the Age of
America, and Japan got what was coming to it.
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Figure 5.206: Will, 'tis the Peaceful Season
This culture was short lived when America almost immediately found itself in the center
of an arm race with the Soviet Union and the belief that communist agents were communicating
with the Department of State. America’s Second Red Scare began shortly after the end of World
War II and lasted through the late 1950s, an apparent consequence and response to a Soviet
Eastern Europe, the Berlin Blockade, and the Chinese Civil War. When the 1952 election was
over, American journalism turned once again to the suspicion that Communists were to be found
in influential areas in American life. This was the time that Alger Hiss, Whittaker Chambers,
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, and Joe McCarthy became household names. The House UnAmerican Activities Commission (HUAC) investigations led to several confessions of collusion
by several high-ranking United States government officials and several other former officials and
who moved over to the United Nations.
A Communist domination of the world seemed at least plausible if they had indeed
infiltrated the corridors of power in the United States government. Several events seemed to
support this theory. Alger Hiss was an American lawyer who was involved in the establishment
of both the United Nations and the U.S. State Department. Hiss was accused by the HUAC of
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being a Soviet spy in 1948 and convicted of perjury in connection with this charge in 1950. Also,
Julius Rosenberg and his wife Ethel were found guilty of passing the atomic bomb formula to the
Soviets. The Republicans seized upon the Red Menace to discredit the Democrats who had held
power since 1932. Republicans claimed their rivals were too permissive to the Soviets, and hired
Communists in the State Department where they could be in position when the time arrived for
sabotage. Truman countered by instituting loyalty oaths for all government employees. The
Attorney General developed a list of questionable organizations as a means of checking out
government employees. Employees would then be removed from the payroll if it were found out
that they were members of these organizations. Meanwhile, the self-proclaimed anti-Reds
magazine Alert published a book called Red Channel. Entertainers were not fired because they
were Communists, nor if they were associated with Communism in any way. They were simply
removed from their jobs if their name was on the list. The book was a list of five hundred and
twenty two people culled from the both the Attorney General and HUAC’s records, and became
the bible for blacklisting performers on the west coast just as New York’s Counterattack did for
the east.
McCarthy arrived on the scene just in time to take advantage of the Red Scare. He was a
ruthless self-promoter who had a fundamental disregard for the truth if it was in his way. He was
both a master of irresponsible allegations and blatant ambiguousness. McCarthy was the bestknown and most feared member of the entire United States Senate during the time chaired the
Senate’s permanent Subcommittee on Investigations. Although he never proved one person to be
a Soviet sympathizer, he never had to. His torch and burn rhetoric of unsubstantiated
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accusations was enough to ruin the reputation of anyone who stumbled in his way.839 It was only
a matter of time before he came after the intellectuals who publicly doubted his form or realism:
Every man and woman in America can appoint himself or herself to undo the
damage being done by Communist infiltration of our schools and college through
Communist-minded teachers and Communist-line textbooks. Countless times I
have heard parents complain that their sons and daughters were sent to college as
good Americans and returned four years later as wild-eyed radicals. The
education system of this country cannot be cleansed of Communist influence by
legislation. It can only be scrubbed and flushed and swept clean if the mothers
and fathers, and the sons and daughters, of this national individually decide to do
this job…We cannot win the fight against Communism if Communist-minded
professors are teaching your children.840
The government failed to prove that a significant number of people it was investigated were
guilty of anything but youthful indiscretions and possible fleeting interest in socialism during the
1930s. Many people who were politically minded flirted with the idea of socialism during the
Great Depression because capitalism obviously a flawed institution. It seemed sensible at the
time to look for alternatives. Some people remained committed, and a few worked for the
government when McCarthy was doing his investigations. Most of these investigated, however,
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only had a passing interest. Nevertheless, their careers were shattered by the time their
innocence was apparent.
Kelly understood this when he originally introduced the Boy Bird Watchers to the strip as
the allegorical equivalent of the witch-hunting investigatory groups. The bats became permanent
members with the Deacon as their advisor and leader. Deacon returned to the strip to pave the
way for Mole MacCarony, named for Senator Pat McCarran (D-Nev.). The powerful, antiCommunist McCarran created and was the first chairman of the Senate Internal Security
Subcommittee that investigated the Roosevelt and Truman administrations. Owl, by this time, is
establishing his television gossip program hawking “dirt” as a product. Kelly’s nimble wordplay
replaces the word “columnist” with “calumnist” assumable to show that Owl is trafficking in
calumny, or false statements. Dirt becomes a stand-in for the type of innuendo and rumor that
McCarthy capitalized upon.

841

Figure 5.207: What's this new household product?
Kelly said, “The Deacon has always been to me the personification of the do-gooder. He’ll do
you good if it kills you.”842
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Figure 5.208: Just a minute, friend

Figure 5.209: Now, this T.V. program

843

Figure 5.210: Here's how it works
Mole arrives in the Okefenokee to help with the spring bird watching, something that is now
becoming somewhat of an annual event. Mole is obsessive about the hygienic conditions,
capturing the righteous fervor that surrounded those who were interested in ferreting out
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Communists. His ability to do so comes into question. He is so blind that he is constantly
bumping into trees and anything else that may be in his way.

Figure 5.211: You see anything of an incomin' liner?

844

Figure 5.212: Is that your friend, the mole?
Kelly said:
The introduction of Mole MacCarony was an attempt to find a symbol for another
wad of bug-eyed greed which was typified by our sudden worry about who was
coming into the country as a refugee or an immigrant and who, for that matter,
was going to be allowed to stay here. Such goings-on become comic fodder when
we suddenly wake up and realize that not a single Indian was consulted.845
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Figure 5.213: Din't the bird watchin' git done good last year?

846

Figure 5.214: Ol' Deacon is bringin' a guest
The time was also characterized by heightened fears of espionage, sabotage, and
Communist influences on American institutions such as the media, military and academia.
Children even began exchanging Children’s Crusade Against Communism bubblegum cards in
1951. Proliferation and nuclear annihilation became legitimate military goals. The mushroom
cloud itself became an image of power and fear. Nuclear fears morphed into a ticking time bomb
when the Doomsday Clock premiered on the cover of the 1947 Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
set seven minutes away from nuclear annihilation.847 The closer this symbolic face of death came
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to midnight, the closer the directors of the Bulletin estimated the world was to a global disaster.
In its sixty years of clicking away toward doom, the closest the clock ever came to midnight was
11:58 p.m. in 1953 when the Soviet Union and the United States tested thermonuclear devices
within nine months of each other. It was also a time of space ships and aliens as America sought
out refuge and meaning in fictional espionage and radiation.848

Figure 5.215: On the “dirt” program today

Figure 5.216: How's the gossip calumnist show progressin'?
Alan Nadel defines the era as one with a containment culture, one that derives its logic
from a rigid major premise that the world was divided into two camps, one dedicated to defend
religion, capitalism, and democracy at all costs and a second that would seek to destroy this
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ideological amalgamation by any means.849 Those who held containment beliefs thus believed in
a Hofstadterian conspiracy: an amalgamation of historical fallacies, such that true believers “see
only the consequences of power—and this though distorting lenses—and have little chance to
observe the actual machinery.”850
Mole represented a large number of Americans who were afraid of a possibility rather
than factual situations. Richard Hofstadter described the situation as “a vast, insidious,
preternaturally effective international conspiratorial network designed to perpetrate acts of the
most fiendish character.”851 This “style” or “way of seeing the world and expressing oneself”
occurs during crisis moments over “long spans of time and different places.”852 The paranoid
idealists perceive history in apocalyptic terms, a convergence of history and a crisis moment.853
Conspiracy creates an opposition between the virtuous and a perceived enemy who cannot be
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mediated or compromised.854 Enemies are active agents, free of “the toils of the vast mechanism
of history.” 855 Decisive events become the consequences of will.

Figure 5.217: So that's the bird brain
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Figure 5.218: Hey! I got a great new song
Mole simply assumes that his values are the same as everybody else’s values. Although
he seemed to be the perfect vehicle for Kelly to attack on Communist witch- hunters, the
character was too much of a buffoon to stand in for Joe McCarthy. Mole may have been good for
a vaudevillian laugh as he stumbled around the swamp looking for strange birds and parasites,
but he was far from the diabolical influence that Kelly believed Joe McCarthy to be.
854
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Mole and Deacon Mushrat alone could not handle all the snooping and peeking through
the early 1950s. Although they were indeed narrow-minded inquisitors, they were unsuccessful
in their efforts to save the swamp from unchecked germs, worms, and birds. The organization
changed again when Simple J. Malarkey forcibly took over the bird watching organization and
changed its name first to the Bonfire Boys and then later to the Jack Acid Society. According to
Kelly, there was never much question in his mind that the man who Simple J. Malarkey
represented was one of the great all-time comedians:
This is because [Joe McCarthy] was a true comedian; he was not pretending for a
moment. With his uproarious and highhanded disregard of the amenities and
established precedent he became almost a law to himself. Before our very eyes we
saw ourselves allowing ourselves to be chumps.857
Kelly was certainly not the first one to call McCarthy’s bluff. Editorial cartoonists such as his
friend Herblock had done so across the country, but individually they did not have nearly the
readership that Kelly did. Even as early as June 1950, Republican senator Margaret Chase Smith
of Maine presented her “Declaration of Conscience,” signed by herself and six other Republican
senators, less than four months after McCarthy gave his famous speech in Wheeling, West
Virginia. Smith called for a re-examination of the tactics used by both the HUAC and McCarthy,
cleverly never naming him on the floor of the Senate. She claimed that the basic principles of
Americanism was the right to criticize; the right to hold unpopular beliefs; the right to protest,
and; the right of independent thought:
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Sur858ely these are sufficient reasons to make it clear to the American people that
it is time for a change and that a Republican victory is necessary to the security of
this country. Surely it is clear that this nation will continue to suffer as long as it is
governed by the present ineffective Democratic Administration. Yet to displace it
with a Republican regime embracing a philosophy that lacks political integrity or
intellectual honesty would prove equally disastrous to this nation. The nation
sorely needs a Republican victory. But I don't want to see the Republican Party
ride to political victory on the Four Horsemen of Calumny – Fear, Ignorance,
Bigotry and Smear.859
McCarthy, speaking on the Senate floor, said: Let me make it clear to the administration, to the
Senate, and to the country that this fight against Communism shall not stop, regardless of what
any group in this Senate or in the administration may do.”860 The outbreak of the Korean War
less than a month later diminished any hope that the Smith’s views would prevail. Smith’s use of
the word “calumny,” however, may have inspired Kelly to do so as well, not only in 1950, but
also in 1953 as a harkening to her speech.
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861

Figure 5.219: Say, Mole, us been thinkin'
Beagle, Taflin, and Lauer saw the emergence of Simple J. Malarkey as a means for Kelly
to return to his Star days as a political cartoonist. They noted that even though he created award
winning political cartons for the newspapers, his topical figures never spilled into his Pogo strip
until 1953 when he created what he saw as his most villainous character to ever appear in his
strip, a wildcat named Simple J. Malarkey: “Simple J is an excruciatingly beautiful rendition of
Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin, who was rampaging through the country at the time in
search of civil rights to trample. Pogo fans were delighted, but editors began to get a bit
nervous.”862
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Figure 5.220: I said to Mole

863

Figure 5.221: Phoo! A Napoleonic retreat
At this point, several editors started complaining about the strip. Kelly told them that
Simple J was merely a caricature, but then so was Senator McCarthy.864 Kelly recognized the
danger to the democracy of a character like McCarthy running loose earlier than many others in
the media. Kelly created Simple J at a time when others were fearful of even talking to their
friends about disagreeing with McCarthy.
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Figure 5.222: Fellow Bird Watchers, we are met today

865

Figure 5.223: Friends, I is moughty proud
There has never been a mass Communist party in the United States such as those
found in Italy and France; at its zenith, the American Communists could only muster up about
a hundred thousand members and never had any major political power.866 That being said, it
would be incorrect to dismiss McCarthyism as a passing chimera of twentieth century politics.
It was not. It was a logical but extreme product of the political machinery and national
identity of the day. McCarthyism was grounded in attitudes, assumptions and judgments with
deep roots in American history.867 From the Alien and Sedition acts, the Palmer raids and
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Sacco and Vansetti through immigration laws and the Cold War, America has long feared
radicalism. Society can be so swept up in the fear that its way of life or even existence can be
threatened. During these times, traditional patterns of behavior and institutions are swept
aside as well. Rules are hard to enforce when society is in danger.868 Outbreaks of intolerance
reveal as much about a national identity as it does about the dangers to society, whether real
or imagined.
A fear of the Reds was created after the Bolshevik Revolution and then a cause for
alarm after the Soviets tested their first atomic bomb. Indeed this created a new persuasion in
America: the Anti-Communism Persuasion. Marvin Meyers defined persuasion as “a matched
set of attitudes, beliefs, projected actions: a half-formulated moral perspective involving
emotional commitment. The community shares many values; at a given social moment some
of these acquire compelling importance. The political expression given to such values forms
a persuasion.”869 During the New Deal, most Americans favored denying freedom of speech,
press, and assembly to native Communists. To complicate matters, the anti-Communist
persuasion often found expression in the mindless identification of all social change in
domestic affairs with communism.870 This persuasion became the savage “other” in which
McCarthy and his ilk needed to form their national identity.
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Figure 5.224: When I brought you in for protection

871

Figure 5.225: It jes' occur to me
Letters to Kelly from readers seemed to support his attempts at political satire and
parody. For example, in May 1953 a New York physicist wanted to express to Kelly that he had
enjoyed Pogo for several years, and he wanted to make his appreciation more apparent than
simply “ejecting a coin” from his “tight little fist every morning for a newspaper”:
Perhaps I might not have overcome my reluctance to this sort of thing, except that
I feel particularly grateful to you for more than the mere fun which is Pogo. I
refer to your political satire on the “Terrorists” (if I may use the term
understandably in this way). It is not so much that I enjoy the satire, or even that it
is good to know that there is still someone left to do it. My gratefulness lies in
Griffith, The Politics of Fear, 30.
871
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being reminded that such satire is still possible. Recently I have found the “hogcalling,” the “piping-up of the rats,” by the “Terrorists” intensely depressing.
Your strip reminds me that we’re not so far gone as that, and that we’ve had them
before. When I read it, I become less hysterical in denouncing these strange and
numerous creatures that spit all over the country, and more confident that they
will pass away if there are enough of us still left unflustered by them.872
Kelly responded by writing, “It is hardly embarrassing at all to know that many of us are as one.
It has been ever true and will remain: From the depths of humanity comes decency and the real
security. Some of us will rear children who will never be ashamed.”873 The New York physicist
followed up his letter with an admission of jealousy:
Perhaps I may admit that I envy the Kellys, the Herblocks, the Fitzgerolds, the
Lehmans,874 and Saltonstalls,875 in short all those who have a public voice and who
use it well. The private citizen who may feel the need to speak up in defense of
such slippery concepts as the “individual,” the “private opinion,” the
“unconfirmed,” finds his single voice lost in the general shriek. He must attempt
872
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to pot the herdsmen of the terrorists as he finds them, and if, as in my case, he is
usually twenty-four late on the riposte, he is reduced to writing letters of support
to those whose thrusts are clear and in time. Well, perhaps the murmurs of our
disapproval will reach the ears of the shrillsters (sic) even if we have no matching
klaxon to outshout them, and perhaps it is a more permanent victory if they are
hushed out rather than drowned out.876

Figure 5.226: So I says to the mole

Figure 5.227: Now, 'cordin' to this funny paper
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Figure 5.228: We'll go see if Albert is ready

877

Figure 5.229: Don't fight facts
Kelly later said that he thought it was probably a surprise to a good many people to find
that many aspects of the Jr. Senator from Wisconsin were ridiculous, and fun could be derived
from them in a comic strip.
The cliff-hanger type of strip and the soap opera are good, safe fodder, as long as
the good guys can be expected to win, the editor is not expected to read the strips.
He assumes that all is hunky dory, if the strip is any good at all. A strip with upto-date humpty-dumptyisms in it is a source of trouble. The editor feels that he
has to read it. According to one thoughtful newspaperman, there is no telling,
“what meat it is upon which our sawdust Caesars feed.” Milt Caniff, Al Capp and
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this cartoonist have all been growled at, and have sometimes narrowly missed
losing our trousers to the watchdog, when we have been caught in the act of
delivering readers to the newspaper’s front door.878
Although several editors filed complaints, the Orlando Sentinel became the only newspaper to
drop Pogo because of the Malarkey strips, claiming, “The comics should be funny, not
preachy.879 “Censors,” Kelly said, “should respect the basic American right to be a damn fool.
Perish the thought that extremists to print or in politics should stop performing. They are
wonderful sources of comic material.”880 The cancellation did not seem to bother Kelly, but he
was incensed when a west coast paper edited his artwork. The Oakland Tribune was owned by
the family of then Sen. Knowland, the Republican from California. The Tribune removed the
five o’clock shadow and firmed up the chin of Simple J. Malarkey before publishing the
caricature.881
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Figure 5.230: Memo to the crew
The Little Orphan Annie parody was a means in which Kelly was able to keep the news
media involved with the storyline. Annie made her debut in 1924. The basic plot centered on the
title character, her dog Sandy, and her benefactor industrialist Daddy Warbucks. Punjab,
Warbuck’s right hand man, was an eight foot tall native of India who often came to Annie’s
rescue. As the strip became more popular, artist and writer Harold Gray became richer and more
conservative. By World War II, Gray began to express his displeasure with Roosevelt’s New
Deal programs. He took the side of big business over organized labor and populated his strip
with evil New Deal do-gooders and governmental bureaucrats. In the post-war years, Annie took
on atomic weapons, Communism, teenage angst, and a host of other social and political
concerns, much to the chagrin of clergymen, union leaders and others. For example, Gray
believed that child labor laws were wrong for society. "A little work never hurt any kid," Gray
said. "One of the reasons we have so much juvenile delinquency is that kids are forced by law to
loaf around on street corners and get into trouble."883
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The stern and extreme views of the right wing Little Orphan Annie were the anti-Pogo,
and it was easy for Kelly to make fun of the strip, which he did several times. This time,
however, the parody of the comic strip was interwoven into what would be the most violent of
Kelly’s plotlines. Kelly believed that such extremist views in the media created the Red witchhunts, and that the news media was culpable for its results.
When Kelly places the heroine of a right wing extremist comic strip in personal danger
by another right wing extremist, he is implying that she too will be marred by the vitriolic
circumstances. Not only is the Annie character in danger, but she was looking for it all the time.
Thus this sequence also becomes the parable of the media because the media not only created the
situation that produced a Joe McCarthy, but it also allowed the situation to perpetuate.
Newspaper editorials in the 1950s were far more important part of the information process than
they are now. According to Edwin R. Bayley in his book Joe McCarthy and the Press:
Never were news reports more confusing nor citizens more in need of guidance
than in the first days of Joe McCarthy’s wild charges about Communists in
government. And with a few exceptions, editorial writers in the nation’s
newspapers failed as badly in meeting their responsibilities to the readers, as did
the widely excoriated wire services. Most of the editorial writers and the editors
and publishers who took part in making judgments about the McCarthy issue
seemed as timid as the bureaucrats who sought to appease McCarthy or as illinformed as their readers.884
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McCarthy survived because he was brilliant at manipulating the news cycles. He enjoyed
not only Robert McCormick’s powerful Chicago Tribune (which also syndicated Little Orphan
Annie), but also the entirety of the Hearst chain of newspapers. Furthermore, he was a highranking public official. When he made an announcement, he made the news, thus the more
liberal newspapers were forced to cover his presentations due to the customs and traditions of the
trade. A McCarthy headline sold newspapers.
McCarthy was able to confound the situation in many ways. He would announce one day
that he would make a major announcement the next. Both days would get headlines. Even if
McCarthy was mistaken about his charges, which he always was, the accusations would be top
of the page headlines, but the corrections would be buried. Denials never outshined the
allegations. By the simple act of reiteration, McCarthy’s fallacies became truths. He maintained
and thrived with self-promotion and the true believers that surrounded him. He inspired millions
of followers.

Figure 5.231: That Cleopatra lure was too risky
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885

Figure 5.232: Hail, friends! I am a lorn orphan
McCarthy was also quick to seek revenge against those who were against him. For
example, in response to McCarthy's original charges, the Tydings Committee, a subcommittee of
the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, conducted "a full and complete study and
investigation as to whether persons who are disloyal to the United States are, or have been,
employed by the Department of State."886 Its final report, written by the Democratic majority,
concluded that the people on McCarthy's list were neither Communist nor pro-Communist, and
that the State Department had an effective security program from being on the payroll due to
Truman’s loyalty oaths. The Tydings Report labeled McCarthy's charges a "fraud and a hoax,"
and said that the result of McCarthy's actions was to "confuse and divide the American people…
to a degree far beyond the hopes of the Communists themselves."887 McCarthy initially
responded, “The most loyal stooges of the Kremlin could not have done a better job of giving a
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clean bill of health to Stalin’s fifth column in this country.”888 McCarthy immediately sought
revenge on the unfortunate twenty-four year veteran of the Senate Millard Tydings who gave his
name to the committee. McCarthy circulated a fake picture of the Maryland Democrat
hobnobbing with Communist Party leader Early Browder. Although the picture was known to be
a fake, it was instrumental in Tyding’s defeat in 1950.

Figure 5.233: Why so out of breath?

Figure 5.234: Hey, Deacon! C'mon...us is goin' fishin'
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889

Figure 5.235: Decided I'd go fishin' after all
The cowbirds are still around, but they “renounced” their previous ways to the Deacon
and became bona fide members of the Boy Bird Society (a.k.a. Bonfire Boys). Apparently, they
also decided to more thoroughly embrace their “Frenchness,” and became beatniks. Deacon
accepts that they were indeed peace-loving doves. Their special expertise in spotting and naming
birds became an asset to the organization, much like Whittaker Chambers. After being a
Communist Party member and a Soviet spy, he renounced his Communism and became an
outspoken opponent. Chambers had become one of the best-known writers at Time by 1948. He
was called to testify before the HUAC where he gave member names of a 1930s underground
Communist organization named the “Ware group.” One of the names he gave was that of Alger
Hiss. Hiss claimed he was never a Communist, but he was convicted of perjury in 1953.

Figure 5.236: We're lookin' fer Mole an' Malarkey
889
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Figure 5.237: Since them cowbirds declared peace

Figure 5.238: The only way for us to find out what happened

Figure 5.239: Ahoy the raft!

Figure 5.240: Oh, yes! I am poison'd
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Figure 5.241: How does you bon fire boys know?

Figure 5.242: Well! Your big fat idea

Figure 5.243: What placebo did you say?

Figure 5.244: Mole an' Malarkey must be displaced
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890

Figure 5.245: How can you tell jokes?
Kelly began to get complaint letters from his readers, but they were not about the politics:
Dear Mr. Kelly
As a lover of Pogo from way back in the beginning, I’d like to express my dismay
at the bogeyman-like quality your strip has assumed in the last few issues of the
Post. My child and I have both, in our appreciation for the delightful humor of
Pogo introduced him to many unaware people, and made many new friends for
him, but we object very strongly to villains like the ones we have met there
recently. We have always shunned most fairy tales for just that reason. Please do
something!891
Kelly wrote on the letter, assumedly to his assistant Nate Anikofsky, “Tell the people to stop,
lady, I didn’t start it.” In a handwritten, more formal response, Kelly said,
“Unfortunately, we have not reached the millennium. Running away from the fact
that villains exist is putting them out of our minds, but such practice makes us
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vulnerable to their deeds. It is necessary to be aware of the dangers in in order to
protect ourselves. Pity the man who shuts his eyes to the fire raging in his house
because acknowledging its existence would cause him anguish.892
Kelly strongly believed that the bad things that villains did needed to be exposed. This was a
simple verification of the journalistic tradition during the age of Social Responsibility that graft
and wrongdoings needed to be visible in a democracy.

Figure 5.246: Poisoning is too good for those two usurpers

Figure 5.247: Aye – Poison is too tricky
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Figure 5.248: Good Gracious, Mr. Malarkey
One reason why McCarthy did not seek revenge on Kelly was that he was actually a fan of the
strip. During the Army-McCarthy hearings, McCarthy would send his assistant Roy Cohn out for
a copy of the Washington Post so that he and his staff could see what the Malarkey character was
up to that day. “I was really sorry to see McCarthy go,” Kelly said. “He was a great source of
material. I got some of my funniest lines right out of his speeches as reported in the
Congressional Record.” Kelly said the Record was one of the three humor magazines left in
American life. The two others were Time and Newsweek. Kelly never claimed to be a crusader. If
some of his material turned out to be social criticism, it was because he had to take his fun where
he could find it.
A guy who sets out to be entertaining unwittingly finds himself choosing material
that falls in the area of social or political comment. Anything that becomes
ridiculous is in the province of a so-called humorist. Human frailties and foibles
are the stuff of which humor is made. No particular part of the country or segment
of society had a monopoly of them.894
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Figure 5.249: Good! I say, Mr. Malarkey!

Figure 5.250: It's time for us to be gone

Figure 5.251: Mole, stop sprinklin' feathers

Figure 5.252: You realize, pally, that your gun is likely plugged
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Figure 5.253: Sarcophagus, yo' come into the back bresh with me

Figure 5.254: It's Mole...with a gun

Figure 5.255: Let go...that way lies destruction!

895

Figure 5.256: Deacon, us is sure grateful
895
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The few letters he received concerning the politics in Pogo were all positive.
… Sanitaroo MacCarony, long may he fry! I can only speculate on what would happen if
your politics and ours parted company; but so far, we are in accord, and so help me,
Kelly, the MacCarony thing is the most wonderful thing that ever happened to journalism
in this country! Would that others had not only the courage, but the talent, to do similar
things… but I remember sitting in a table full of friends at the University of Washington,
listening to them discuss your MacCarony series and thinking that as long as you can
create (and have published) stories like that, and as long as a significant segment of we
who read it can cheer it… hope springeth eternal. And hope can make a pretty good
substitute for snuggies on a cold night!896
As if Kelly were able to predict the future, Americans once more were drawn to their televisions
in 1954 to watch the hearings of the Senate Committee on Government Operations subcommittee
investigate alleged communist infiltration of the U.S. Armed Forces. The Army–McCarthy
hearings broadcasted from April 1954 to June 1954, were held for the purpose of investigating
conflicting accusations between the Senator and the United States Army. The Army accused
chief committee counsel Roy Cohn of pressuring the Army to give preferential treatment to G.
David Schine, a former McCarthy aide and a friend of Cohn's. McCarthy counter-charged that
this accusation was made in bad faith and in retaliation for his recent aggressive investigations of
suspected Communists and security risks in the Army. These hearings occurred a year after
Kelly first made a connection between television and gossip.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
Kelly believed that the reason why comic strips were popular in the United States was
because they were a form of escape—he actually preferred the world “relief”—that people
needed everywhere in the world:
Some people chew—what do they call them?—betel nuts; and other people take
opium, and so on; and here we take comic strips… Some people read books and
some people look at television and I regret that they look at television, but on the
other hand it’s not too dissimilar from our business. I think the picture story has
always been an engrossing sort of way of delivering a message; it captures the
attention of almost anybody. 897
Part of the reason why Americans liked comic strips, according to Kelly, was that maybe they
were a bit childish compared to the rest of the world, especially their European neighbors.
I think if you were to psychoanalyze the United States, you would find it still in the
growing pains of an adolescent country. I think that a lot of the things that we went
through since [World War II] are indications of how youthful we are—not youthful so
much as young—abominably young many times, too many times. Our trouble with
McCarthy, our fear of spies… they had stopped in Keystone comedy policemen and
villains and they were, in fact, under every bed. We are a young people and this is part of
the reason that we look at comics… We are somewhat amused by childish things: we like
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to draw mustaches on posters in the subway and so on. And you won’t find just children
doing this sort of thing.898
This was at least an indication to why Americans were so obsessed with the daily comic strips,
America’s original version of the picture story. Kelly, however, tried to do something different
from others. His strip was less about the picture and more about the word. “I try to give them
some thought,” he said. It was not that Kelly set his work apart from other cartoonists.
I think we’re just a little more self-conscious than some and not quite as willing to
take the money and not worry about what we’re doing for it. We might even feel a
little guilty about getting paid so much money for doing so little. Why some of us
spend time working on what we have to say. And, of course, if you spend time
working on something to say, you’ll eventually find something to say.899
Kelly knew there would be perils in being a cartoonist who took advantage of the passing
scene to milk ideas instead of a writer of strip filled with trivialities or soap opera. Kelly’s strip
was a form of journalism, presenting ideas in fable form so that they might become more
palatable to a casual reading audience. He wanted his characters to seem alive in their own
world, but for an audience or readership level that hovered above “somewhere in the vicinity of a
thirteen-year-old who creeps around on all fours.” He claimed that this television-advertising
concept that all media should be written so children can understand it fell in line with the
thinking that everything in the world could be proven and made secure with a poll. He had little
respect for those who believed blindly.
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The comic-strip racket is alive, in a manner of speaking, with the half formed but fullygrown ideas of people who think that the invention of salable feature material is
responsive to a formula, if they could only find it. As a result, syndicate proprietors,
newspaper editors, comic-strip writers (there are such things), cartoonists, wives of
cartoonists and others of such ilk spend great quantities of time, much like puzzle
contestants, trying to build something like a goose that lays golden eggs. Such people,
after spending a lot of time of their own getting nowhere with their ducks of mud, are
pretty indignant if they are reminded that the material for interesting comment lies about
the countryside like manna from on high. The conception of the comics page in a
newspaper as a fit field for mature expression of adult ideas is against the principles of
long-ingrained feeling. It is widely thought, and erroneously, that the comics page is for
children. It is partially, but mainly it is for the fellow who buys the newspaper, and he
usually shaves and reads the sports page, too.900
Kelly did not believe in the value of polls because he still believed that there were still a number
of Americans who valued their privacy. These people could either be testy, independent
holdovers from the days of Daniel Boone, who kept moving because he wanted more elbow
room, or people like William Randolph Hearst who kept trying to buy bigger slabs of California
real estate because he did not want neighbors. Kelly believed that polls could not be accurate if
half of the people refused to share their private passions:
Newspaper polls of readership very often show so-called intellectual strips as
being near the bottom of the list in popularity. All that a newspaper has to do is
900
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drop a strip so characterized and to soon discovers who answers polls. Hundreds
of letters have flooded into editorial offices and switchboards have literally been
plugged up with incoming calls of protest. In almost every case that I know of the
strip has been restored usually with a front-page apology to the readers. To me
this would prove that some large sections of the public do not respond readily to
polls. And from this I would infer that there is a widespread difference in the
tastes of the American public.901
Kelly believed that America was maturing; that it would not soon return to McCarthy style
politics, not drop another atonic bomb. Kelly’s aim was to help with the maturing process:
I think it is my obligation not only to remind us how youthful and brainless we
are, but also within the same framework to hold out hope for the future. I don’t
mean there’s no possibility of any hope. I merely like to state over and over again
that we shouldn’t ever expect too much from ourselves because we’re very frail
and we’re inclined to break easily. And I think my philosophy is not unlike that of
the Reverend Dodgson—Lewis Carroll. We can expect the falls and the bolts, and
we can expect ourselves to be very frail, and I think their presence (?) sometimes
is very frightening. I think his trial scene—the Knave who stole the tarts—one of
the greatest pieces of satirical writing. Whether he intended it that way or not, I
don’t know, but it certainly stands for our whole McCarthy period.902
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Simple J. Malarkey did not die when Sarcophagus MacAbre chased him into the swamp
with a knife and fork. He returned again to the strip, but maybe more memorably in book form.
Kelly used the character as the King of Hearts in his retelling of Carroll’s Alice tale.
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Figure 6.1: Who stole the tarts?
The King becomes the villain in Kelly’s retelling of the kangaroo court tale, and the jury is a
representation of the media. Malarkey sits in Kafkaesque judgment as Kelly uses his face to give
new meaning to the classic story:
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In the very middle of the court was a table, with a large dish of tarts upon it: they
looked so good, that it made Alice [played by Pogo] quite hungry to look at
them—“I wish they’d get the trial done,” she thought, “and hand round the
refreshments.” But there seemed to be no chance of this, so she began looking at
everything about her to pass the time. The twelve jurors were all writing very
busily on slates. “They’re putting down their names,” the Gryphon [played by
Albert] whispered, “for fear they should forget them before the end of the trial.”
“Stupid things!” Alice began in a loud indignant voice, but she stopped
herself hastily for the White Rabbit cried out, “Silence in the Court!” and the
King put on his spectacles and looked anxiously round, to make out who was
talking.

Figure 6.2: Herald, read the accusation!
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Figure 6.3: The first witness
“Write that down,” said the King to the jury, and the jury eagerly wrote
down all the three dates on their slates, and then added them up, and reduced the
answer to shilling and pence. “Take off your hat,” the King said to the Hatter. “It
isn’t mine,” said the Hater. “Stolen!” the King exclaimed, turning to the jury,
who instantly made a memorandum of the fact. “I keep them to sell,” the Hatter
added as an explanation, “I’ve none of my own. I’m a hatter.”
“Are you now, or have you ever worn your hat?” Here, Kelly is trying to show McCarthy’s tactic
of guilt by association. There could be not a right answer to a trick question. The hatter could not
take off his hat because he did not own one. He must be guilty because he was wearing a hat.
Here the Queen [played by the Deacon] put on her spectacles and began staring
hard at the Hatter, who turned pale and fidgeted. “Give me your evidence,” said the King;
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“and don’t be nervous or I’ll have you executed on the spot.” This did not seem to
encourage the witness at all; he kept shifting from one foot to the other, looking uneasily
at the Queen, and in his confusion he bit a large piece out of his teacup instead of the
bread-and butter.
“I’m a poor man, your majesty,” the Hatter began in a trembling voce,
“and I hadn’t but just begun my tea—not above a week or so—and what
with the bread-and-butter getting so thin—and the twinkling of the tea…”
“The twinkling of what?”
“It began with the tea,” the Hatter replied.
“Of course twinkling begins with a T!” said the King sharply. “Do you take me
for a dunce? Go on.”
The use of both Pogo and the Deacon as female characters are more than just the simple
use of their images as place markers in the story. Pogo, of course, is the main character because
he held the same position as he held most of the time in the strip, the causal observer of a mad
world. The Queen could have been played by any of the females in the strip, Miz, Beaver, Miz
Stork, Hepzibah, or even Sis Boombah, the Rhode Island Red that was introduced several
months after the Malarkey sequence. Yet, Kelly specifically chose the Deacon to play the role of
the Queen in drag. Deacon plays a secondary role to Malarkey when he showed up in the strip,
one could say an assistant, just as he did during the trial of Churchy la Femme, but Kelly is
trying to use this association in a different manner. McCarthy’s assistant was Roy Cohn, an
effeminate man many believed was a homosexual. The continual use of the work “twinkling”
reinforces the stereotype of the homosexual references.
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Figure 6.4: After that, I cut some more bread-and-butter

Figure 6.5: If that's all you know about it
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The shuffling of papers, rubbing of sweaty hands, and drinking of water are all indicative of
McCarthy’s behavior during the Army-Senate hearing, and would be recognizable to the reader
since the hearings were shown on television. The only character who is “bagged” in the entire
sequence was a guinea pig, a minor character that had never shown up in the strip before. The
non- consequentialness of the whole trial is reinforced with the next witness.

Figure 6.6: Call the next witness
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Figure 6.7: Pepper, mostly
The only female character from the comic strip that played a major role in this book sequence is
Miz Beaver, a stand in for Annie Lee Moss, a communication clerk in the U.S. Army Signal
Corps in the Pentagon. McCarthy was looking for Communist infiltration in the Army.
McCarthy had made headlines claiming that Moss had handled the encoding and decoding of
confidential and top-secret messages. The countered that Moss handled only unreadable,
encrypted messages and had no access to the code room.904 Moss was a small, soft-spoken
African-American woman who appeared to be a far cry from the intellectual or political activist
who was normally a McCarthy target. McCarthy seemed taken aback at her entrance into the
Senate room as well since he left shortly after, leaving the primary questioning to his assistant
904
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Cohn. She claimed that she had never heard of Communists until 1948 and evoked laughter from
the audience by saying, “Who’s that?” when Cohn asked her if she knew Karl Marx.
Thomas Doherty, in his book Cold War, Cool Medium, noted that whether out of
Confederate chivalry or a sensing the shift in the political landscape, Sen. John McClellan (DArk.), a staunch segregationist, even rose in defense of Moss. With his thick southern accent
accentuating the gravity of the situation, McClellan railed against Moss for accusing her without
evidence in public and in front of the television cameras, “I don’t like to try people by hearsay
evidence,” he said receiving applause from the gallery. The chairman Karl Mundt ruled off
camera that Cohn’s comments would be stricken from the record, but McClellan passionately
responded: “You can’t strike these statements made by counsel here as to evidence that we’re
having and withholding. You cannot strike that from the press or the public mind. That’s –that is
the—uh, evil of it. It is not sworn testimony. It is convicting people by rumor and hearsay and
innuendo.”905 A cameraman for Edward R. Murrow’s television program See It Now captured
Moss’s hearing, and it became an important part of the March 16, 1954 segment entitled “A
Report on Senator Joseph R. McCarthy.”
The sequence ended with a reading of a poem by the prisoner, played by Churchy, and
was similar to how the Churchy la Femme trial in the strip continued. In this case, the White
Rabbit reads the poem. No one in the courtroom can make sense of it. Kelly even uses the Lewis
Carroll poem during the strip trial. Kelly said, in 1959, that the Carroll fable was one for the
times:
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The poem that White Rabbit found and read: “The told me that you had been to
her,” and so on. A great piece of work—absolutely meaningless and yet accepted
with the greatest respect by the court. And this is exactly what we did! We
[Americans] did this for about for the last ten of fifteen years … And the reason
[why we stopped] largely was because McCarthy, in our country, finally got into
trouble with his own private court, the Senate. It wasn’t that had caused others to
suspect well-meaning citizens; it was that McCarthy had overstepped particular
house rules in the Senate; he had been a whore to his fellow members. And this
annoyed the Senate so much that they finally took him down. His crime was not
against the American people; it was against the Club, and that’s exactly why he
went down; he didn’t go down for any other reason.906
Kelly simply saw Joe McCarthy as great comedy material, and he parodied the Senator in his
own way. “I try to find out what we would call ‘screwball’ or ‘offbeat’… what is incongruous in
our makeup.”907 Kelly retired the Malarkey character in 1957 when McCarthy died. By that time,
Kelly had had a heart attack and was no longer promoting Pogo as he had done in the early
1950s.
Peter Filene argues that the Cold War was primarily fought at an elite level, pervading
and shaping the experience of ordinary Americans far less than historians would have us believe.
Government leaders, social scientists, and the news media set the terms of public discourse and
policy, but most citizens defined their world in more personal terms. The concerns of
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Washington were not the concerns on Main Street. Though Joe McCarthy may have been the
leading actor on the War on Communism in the early 1950s, at the height of his notoriety in
1953, twenty-nine percent of those polled said they had an unfavorable opinion of the senator
while twenty-one percent had no opinion at all.908 Fewer than one out of five thought
Communism was the country’s most important problem.909 Different problems faced the
different regions in the country. When asked, “What is the main problem facing your section of
the country?” Southerners named race; Westerners named conservation; Easterners and
Midwesterners named prices.910
One way or the other, McCarthy’s tactics were enough to make anybody political. “I’m
against extremes,” he told the Sunday Herald, “the extreme right, the extreme left, and the
extreme middle.”911 Kelly’s phone was tapped and he was threatened many times, mostly with
the removal of his livelihood. Eventually Kelly began to produce two sets of Pogo to prevent
newspapers from dropping the strip when content veered political. Kelly referred to these strips
as "the Bunny Strips," because they normally were populated with the least offensive material he
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could imagine, fluffy little bunnies telling stupid jokes. Kelly would send the Bunny Strips along
with the regular dailies to papers that expressed disapproval of the politics. This way they would
not have a big hole in the paper where Pogo would regularly live. Some newspapers actually
printed both strips at the same time.
The Bunny Strips were a direct result of a Japanese newspaper pulling Pogo in May of
1962 after the Soviet Embassy pointed out to the editors that a Russian pig in the comic strip had
a striking resemblance to Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev. Kimpei Shiba, the editor of the English
language Evening News, said that the decision to skip on Pogo until the sequence ended was
made because of the newspaper’s policy not to use caricatures of heads of states “if they are in
bad taste.” The editor added, “We would not remove anything just because the Soviet Embassy
said so. It could have been Khrushchev and it could have been someone else. As for myself,
Pogo is one of the cartoons I do not understand.” Kelly said he was not angered by the Japanese
disruption of his strip. “I’m just glad they read it as far as they have,” he said facing his first
international incident, “but I understand their position; they are so near Vladivostok.” Kelly said
that the strip was not in bad taste, but declined to specify if the pig was indeed a depiction of the
Soviet leader, or if his sidekick goat was a representation of Fidel Castro. “I haven’t identified
them in the strip and I won’t go any further than the strip goes,” he said, “but maybe some
people’s conscience bothers them.”
Kelly said, “We look around the world to see what’s funny background material, and I
think this fits into the comic strip.” He did not see the pulling of the strips as a form of
censorship since editors had the right to print whatever they wanted to print. He did say,
however, that similar animal cartoons of his with the Russian motif appeared in a number of
foreign newspapers over the last several years, but this was the first time some one had actually
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complained, “The strips containing the pig and the goat, by the time of the drop, had appeared in
the Tokyo paper for eleven days or long enough to have any fancied insults to a foreign power
discovered by sheer editorial skill. However, the paper wanted it made clear that pressure from
the Soviet government was in no way involved.”912 Kelly later let a slight apology slip:
Let those who want to interpret it, interpret it the way they want to. I’m sorry if I
offended anybody but not so sorry that I’m going to stop. Russian diplomacy is
not known for its light-hearted diplomatic approach to humor and they don’t see
the humor in this situation. They’re just not as funny as we are.913
Kelly did take note of Shiba not being able to understand Pogo: “Some of this confusion may be
explained by the translated name of the Asahi Evening News. It means “the Morning Evening
News.”914
The Okinawa Morning Star came to the rescue of Tokyo’s Pogo fans by printing five
hundred copies of a special edition containing eighteen advanced panels of the cartoon. Editor
Robert Prosser said they were flown by the Tokyo Foreign Correspondent’s Club for free
distribution.915
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“We will offer to our clients a substitute alternative on the Pogo material for the
remaining seven weeks,” Kelly later said. “It will be called ‘Instant Pogo’ and will be completely
harmless and will be dehydrated of all potentially worrisome material.”916 Three Canadian
newspapers—the Toronto Globe and Mail, The Kingston (Ontario) Whig-Standard, and the
Regina (Saskatchewan) Leader-Post—dropped the pig-goat sequence as well. (As a substitute,
the Globe and Mail reprised a 1949 Pogo sequence.) In the U.S., the Toledo Blade temporarily
killed the strip also. Dan Nicoll, vice-president of the Blade explained, “ We do not wish to run
any comic strip that has as its main topic directly or indirectly anything that has to do with
politics.” Kelly said, “I’ll be glad when it’s over, too. Those damn guys are hard to draw.”917
This would be the third time newspapers dropped Pogo because of the content, the first
being the Malarkey strips, and the second being the school segregation strips in in 1958. In an
interview with Time, Kelly said that the censorship did not bother him. “There is a lot of fun to
be found in politics,” he said. “I always do what I find to be funny at the time.” Besides, Pogo
was in over six hundred and twelve newspapers at the time and could afford to lose a couple—
especially since the defectors almost always returned.918
The pig-goat cartoon supplied one conservative magazine with fodder for some
retribution over the Malarkey strips. The Commonweal warned that Pogo cartoon could injure
already strained East-West relations when Kelly decided to represent Soviet Premier Nikita
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Khrushchev as a pig with a Spanish-speaking pet goat919 that looked suspiciously like Fidel
Castro:
What we have here is a collision between values which are good in themselves
but which in a free society can exist only in tension, sometimes even in
opposition. That is to say, the ideal of freedom for the artist is certainly an
important one in our culture, and rightly so. Art which is expected merely to
celebrate the accepted pieties of a society become sterile, false and ultimately
non-art. Art which is thought to exist merely to advance the purposes of the state
is no more than a utensil, and the hallmark of the totalitarian, not the free society.
On the other hand, obviously, there are such things as public decency, social order
and the general welfare. And it may be that in order to protect these values, the
freedom of the art is will have to be subordinated to some degree for the sake of a
greater good.920
Kelly was no advocate of virulent anti-Communism, nor was he unaware of the delicacy of
foreign affairs, but he could not accept the rationalization and pragmatism of being asked to set
aside liberty for the sake of accommodating extremists. Thus Kelly’s innocence was deceptive,
for it was far from the childishness expected from a comic strip. Pogo hurled innocence in the
face of adversity, much to the consternation of critics. Other publishers would claim on their
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editorial pages that parts of the country that refused to print the comic obviously refused to print
several sides of the issues.921
The Peoria Journal Star noticed that the pig-goat sequence arrived the same day as the
news story about the United States and Russia being close to an agreement on a coordinated
space research program. “It sounded good. Russia was going to do us a favor. But … Walt
Kelly’s Pogo was illustrating what happens when some people do favors for you. In short, you
could wind up in the hospital if you’re not careful.”922 The New York Post was more direct:
As a result of a protest from an alert secretary of the Soviet Embassy in Tokyo,
Walt Kelly’s Pogo strip has been banned from an English-language newspaper
published there. There seems to be no serious charge against Pogo; the villain is
Kelly… Mr. Kelly and Pogo have survived encounters with the fans of Joe
McCarthy and the troops of the John Birch Society. They will survive this one
without the help of the U.S. Marines. We urge the American government to
withhold any formal diplomatic protest or any military sanctions. This, too, will
pass; let our slogan be: “Passive Retaliation.”923
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In the end, the complaints about the pig were much ado about nothing. Pogo returned to the
Asahi Evening News after being banished for less than a month. According to the Post, “The first
of the new sequence features a hound dog who doesn’t look like anything but a dog.”924
The Sunday Herald said that not since the late caricaturist Arthur Szyk of New Canaan
had there been anyone to match Kelly’s mastery in knocking the wind out of dictators. Hitler,
Hirohito, and Mussolini put a big price on Szyk’s head during World War II because of his
devastating and vitriolic caricatures. “Szyk was the greatest. Now we have Walt Kelly, who
turned to more important things after hanging around his Connecticut house making sketches of
possums roaming the swamps nearby. Walt Kelly has become the Herblock of he comic strip
artists.”925
In an August 1962 interview on WCBS-TV,926 Kelly said that satire in the hands of most
cartoonists becomes sarcasm at best and ridicule at worst. “This is especially true of editorial
cartooning, but it is also true of the comic strip where pathos, buffoonery and unadulterated
malarkey make up the daily grist. On occasion we come close to satire though parody which is
merely broad caricature both in words and in pictures.” The low level of entertainment
seemingly demanded by objecting editors becomes understandable if social or politically themed
editorial comments were banned from comic strips:
If politics is not a matter of fun, what’s the use of the practice? All of us might
come close to parody, perhaps unwittingly, in our search for fun, but satire is
924
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beyond us. When you deal with 50 million readers every day you don’t money
around too much with subtlety, especially in the space provide for strips these
days, and it must be remembered that satire is a subtle science. Nothing we have
done reminds me in the least of Anatole France’s ‘Penguin Island’ or the Rev.
Dodgson’s ‘Alice in Wonderland.’927
Comic strips had come a long way since The Yellow Kid in 1893 when racial gags were used to
create healthy circulations. Kelly claimed that cartoonists had to be more specific by picking on
the traits of the individual. Kelly said, “We now know that every man is funny and that the
depths of humor lie within oneself.” He continued:
On the other hand, as the National Cartoonist Society recently lamented, the
appreciation of some readers and some editors seems to be limited according to
whom you funny against. Politicians, for example, are not convulsed when you
make fun of something which they are for, either because they fundamentally
approve of he subject or for reasons of political expediency.928
The easy gag would always be the one that employed the quick or external laugh. Kelly
said that it was always easy to make fun of the outsider.
Now we must make fun of ourselves. We know that we as much as anyone are the
real culprits. The present-day working cartoonist, if he is aware of the world
around him, realizes that within himself are all the seeds of happiness, laughter,
destruction or guilt. So he searches himself. These are the days when the
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cartoonist must discover that the public has a secret mind of its own. Nothing can
tell him the way to find the public mind better than his own courage and his own
ingenuity. The word NEW in newspapers must remain the predominant theme.929
Within ten years, Kelly had drawn likenesses of several heads of states and many of America’s
well-known politicians. Several newspapers complained of his treatment of the Democratic
presidential candidates, particularly a nearsighted steer with the resemblance of President
Lyndon Johnson. Walt Kelly was in trouble again in 1971. “All I was trying to do,” the
cartoonist said rather unconvincingly, “was draw a bulldog. As it turned out, he looked a little
like J. Edgar Hoover—or so some of the readers have told me.” Characters who looked much
like the FBI chief and then vice-president Spiro Agnew appeared in the Okefenokee, puzzling
over the cryptic messages from the chief. “The guy people identify with Agnew, the one who
looks a little like a hyena—well, the only similarity is the long face and neck. Neither of those
two guys have a name. They’re just a couple of boobs.” The difference was that Kelly stopped
drawing the Bunny Strips to be used in place of any offending strips. “If a paper’s going to drop
me,” he said, “let them.”930
Kelly had other reason why he no longer cared if newspapers were going to drop Pogo.
Kelly’s health had declined steadily in the 1960s, and especially grew worse after his second
wife died of cancer in 1970. His activities were restricted during his last two years. He married
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Selby, a fellow animator from his Disney years, in a hospital bed in 1972, the day before his leg
was amputated due to diabetes complications. He died the following year.931
All Capp wrote a letter to Editor & Publisher when Kelly’s strip had finally come to an
end. He called the death of Pogo “an irreparable loss to American art and humor.” Few times in
the history of both arts had there emerged someone who could write as exquisitely as he could
draw, “the closest the English ever came to that was Lewis Carroll’s Alice, but that had to be
illustrated by Sir John Tenniel.” He had read in disbelief that Pogo’s circulation had shrunk to
only one hundred and fifty by the time Kelly died:
Was Pogo any less good five years ago than it was ten or twenty years ago? It was
as rare, and as healthy. Then why did newspapers who rate the value of their
comic strips by polls, notice that Kelly was falling further and further behind? Do
as many editors read comic strips as read polls? Didn’t they notice that as the
space they gave to comics diminished, the readership of strips like Pogo dropped
off? The strips were as good as they’d ever been and, in Kelly’s case, as good as
anything in American humor had ever been. But readers simply COULD NOT
SEE THEM. Asking Walt Kelly to create Pogo in the asphyxiating space
generally given to him was like asking John Steinbeck to write Grapes of Wrath
on the back of an envelope.932
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Newspapers had developed a new American art as important as it created jazz music. Polls
showed that these strips could command an audience as strong as any television program, but
having learned that, most newspapers began cramming as many of them as they could into a
single page. Comic strips died of suffocation. “It was one of the rare instances of finding a star,
then relegating his to bit roles until he could no longer be seen… Does the young public still long
for comic strips that have real pictures, real words, real stories? Anybody look at the circulation
of MAD Magazine lately?”933
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